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Preface
The fundamentals and the doctrines of the Sikh religion and
its world-view have clearly and completely been embodied in the
Guru Granth. Further, the Ten Masters (the Sikh Gurus) have in
their lives, apart from demonstrating the principles of their religion,
shown and led the path of the ideal life. Among the scriptures of
the world, the Guru Granth has two singular distinctions. It is the
only scripture that has the words of the Gurus compiled and
authenticated by the prophet himself. Again, it is the only scripture
that has been sanctioned by the prophet (Tenth Nanak) as the sole
Guru or guide of his followers as to their religion. And, yet, there
are many misconceptions about Sikhism and its institutions. The
reason for it is not far to seek. Seen in the Indian background, the
Sikh religion is unique, extremely radical in its ideas and ideals,
and entirely original in its approach to life. The Sikh Gurus have
repudiated many of the concepts and ideas that fOIm the basis of
the earlier Indian religions. As the Indian tradition comprises a large
and heterogeneous variety of systems, there is generally a
chauvinistic tendency to regard Sikhism as a part and parcel of it.
The Bhagavad Gita approves different paths for Moksha, including
what are known as the ways of jnana, Bhakti and Karma. Some
authors feel that it is just a matter of aptitude and temperament
that one person is attracted to the path of jnana and the other
to that of Bhakti or Karma.
Sikhism does not believe in any of these paths. Nor does it
believe that there can be different paths for the ideal life; nor that
the mode of religious worship or belief can be attuned to the
temperament or the p~iyche of the seeker. The Sikh Gurus have
laid only one path for man. It is the life of creative love in
accordance with the Will of God. Therefore, persons viewing
Sikhism as a growth of the Indian religious tradition will not only
fail to understand it, but also misinterpret it. According to the Gurus
they had a prophetic message to deliver and a mission to fulfil.
The object of the book is two-fold: first to explain the
identity, unity and integrity of rhl; Sikh gospel, and, secondly, to
undertake, on the basis of the essentials of each system, a
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classification of the principal religions of the world and, in that
context, to bring out the place of Sikhism among them. There is
little doubt that the task needs to be done by a person abler and
more learned than I. My only excuse for making this attempt is
that it might provoke scholars to work and produce something with
distinction and thoroughness. For, after Macauliffe brought out his
monumental exposition of Sikhism, it is only in recent years that
further research on the subject has been taken up. But, for obvious
reasons, Macauliffe could not emphasise one aspect of Sikhism,
viz., its spiritual role for breaking the shackles of man in all fields
of human endeavour and for developing in him a truly religious
personality.
What the Sikh Gurus did for the freedom of man is a well
known fact of history. But, the din of political clamour has
genelt'Uy obliterated the role of the Sikhs for the human cause.
Even under the worst political persecution of Mir Mannu, the
Muslim tyrant of the north, when there was a price on every Sikh
head, their faith in the ultimate victory of their mission is
epitomised in their slogan; Mannu is the sickle, we are the grass;
the more he cuts us, the faster we grow. H.R. Gupta, while appraising
the triumphant struggle of the Sikhs against the Muslim political
oppression in the eighteenth century, calls it nothing short of a
miracle. Again in the twentieth century, the contribution of the
Sikhs in the fight for freedom against the British rule has been, in
spite of their meagre population of less than 2% in India, great,
indeed, out of all proportion to their numbers. Recently, dUring
the period of the Emergency in 1975-77, more than forty-thousand
persons, out of about a lac who were arrested in the country, were
the Sikhs, even though the issues concerned only the rights and
liberties of man and nQt those of the Sikh community as such. It
was late in 1975 that a non-Sikh friend asked me, "What has
happened to the Sikhs who had been created by the Gurus always
to fight for righteousness everywhere, and even to lay down their
lives for a just or human cause as the Gurus had taught them by
their martyrdom?" He felt disappointed that Sikhs with such a
tradition had silently accepted the curbs of the Emergency. He was
surprised when I informed him that the Sikhs were the only people
who had been conducting a Morcba (resistance) against the
Government, involVing the arrest of thousands of them.
An amazing lack of understanding of the Sikh world-view is
displayed in the surprise which some outsiders express at the
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inalienable combination of religion, and politics in the Sikh mind.
What is the use of a religion, he feels, if it does not enlighten and
guide every aspect of man's life and activity? The so-called division
between religion and politics, camouflaged under the garb of
secularism or modernism, has so often irked and annoyed the
Sikhs. These differences in points of view have led to many a
conflict with the Government of the day.
The Sikhs should not grudge if they have to strive and serve,
suffer and sacrifice for the cause of man. That is the role the Gurus
have assigned to them; that is the task their tradition and history
have trained them for. The success of Sikhism lies in sustaining
the ethos the Gurus have so gloriously developed and in treading
the course of life laid for them.
Let me express my debt and gratitude to those who have
helped me in the completion of the book. Nothing in it is
exclusively mine except its faults. But for two persons, S. Jagjit
Singh, my brother-in-law, and Dr. Prem Nath, Head, Department
of Philosophy, Panjab University, I should never have ventured to
attempt this work. The latter was by belief a rationalist; but, as a
true patriot, he was never happy with some of the negative and
complacent trends growing in the Indian culture. During friendly
discussions and otherwise in the form of a paper, when I conveyed
to him the Sikh world-view, he was impressed hy it and wanted
me to give it the shape of a book. To my great lament, he did not
live to go through the manuscript. Otherwise, its faults would have
been eliminated and its oddities removed. S. Jagjit Singh has
throughout been closely associated with the writing and the
completion of the book. His contrihution to it has been so great
that, in fairness to him, I requested him to accept its co-authorship.
But, out of sheer modesty he declined to do so. The portion dealing
with Sikhism was patiently gone through by Dr. Jodh Singh, the
Sikh theologian, and Mr. Balwant Singh Anand, a Sikh scholar. The
fJISt part of the book, especially the one dealing with Hinduism
and Buddhism, was carefully read by my late friend and scholar,
Mr. G.R. Vi;, formerly Commissioner, Government of Punjab, and
Dr. L.M. Joshi, Professor, Department of Religious Studies, Punjabi
University, Patiala. In addition, my senior and learned LOlleague,
Mr. ].S. Basur, formerly Chairman, Punjab Public Service Commission, has done a patient examination of the manuscript. Dr.
Santokh Singh, formerly Director, Post-graduate Institute of
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Medical Education, Chandigarh, and Major General Gurbaksh
Singh, both distinguished students of Sikhism, have also minutely
scrutinised the draft. I am very grateful to all these kind friends.
Their valuable suggestions have helped me in removing many of
the ambiguities and failings of the book. Lastly, I am grateful to
my wife, Sardami Amarjit Kaur, without whose active help this
book could never have heen accomplished.
Chandigarh.

Daljeet Singh

PART ONE

1

Definition and Classificatlon1
Introductory
In spite of its Judeo-Christian background, the West has, till
the beginning of the current century, considered mystkism mostly
as an esoteric and enerVating system, not worthy of the attention
of its scholars or serious students of religion and theology. ExCept
in the time of Neoplatonism, a period of Greek decline, mysticism
had virtually no place in the Greek thought. As again'il it, in Islam
and Eastern religions, mysticism of one kind ~r the other has had
strong exponents.1bat is why, compared to Siants like Nagarjuna
in Buddhist thought, AI Ghazali in Islamic thought and Sankara in
Vedantic thought, Pfotinus and Eckhart are the only philO5Ophers
of note expounding Greek mysticisID and Christian mysticism
respectively. With the advance of modern St-iences and the political
dominance of the West, mystic. movements cease<Oo be a liVing
force anywhere, much less in the over-confident and rest1IKent
thought in the West. However, with the psychologICal studies of
William James and the philO5Ophy of Bergson, mystid'illl has
gained a validity and respectability which it never had before in.
the West. Further, the two world wars, with the attendant problems
they created, have changed the picture of· man's confidence,
optimism and purposefulness into one of confusion, pessimism
and meaninglessness. It is in this background that mysticism has
gained a fresh relevance in religious thought. In fact, it is now
believed to be the highest expression of religion.
It is not our object to discuss the psychology or the
philosophy of mysticism or religious experience. We shall only
attempt to make a concise statement about the important aspects
of Sikh theology and mysticism and compare them with the salient
features of other theologies and mysticisms that have been in
vogue in the country and outside it. Before we proceed further,
it would be relevant to give a. broad defmition of mysticism and
a classification of its various kinds; ~in~e that would not only help...
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us in identifying the chid characteristics of each mysticism, but also
in knowing the affinities and trends of each system.

Definition
It is not easy to give a precise definition of mysticism. Dean
Inge has mentioned twenty-six definitions, and many more have
been given by other authors. We suggest a definition which, we
feel, would be the least controversial and also helpful in
understanding the subject, namely, that mysticism or higher
religious consciousness is a direct and non-sensory experience of
the Reality. Even such a definition could be attacked on three
scores. First, that it b not correct to say that mystic experience is
non-sensory; secondly, that it is not at all an experience in the
sense of a subject-object relation; and, thirdly whether man living
in space and time can have any relation with, or experience of a
Transcendent Being, i.e. a relation between a temporal human
consciousness and God who is 'Wholly Other'. But, we have no
desire to discuss philosophical and psychological problems. We,
therefore, hope that the definition indicated above would serve our
purpose.

Classification
Mysticisms are as various as the number of religions.
Dasgupta has mentioned half a dozen varieties of Indian
mysticisms alone. His anempt is more at describing different
~ystems and giving historical background of each than at their
classification. It would, thus, be hardly helpful to us. For our
present purpose, a broad classification that should cover all
varieties of mysticism would be a bener guide. Therefore, we shall
follow, by and large, Zaehner's study in order to identify each
mysticism that we shall consider. A brief description of the major
types of mysticism is given below:

1. NATURE MYSTICISM
This is a my~1icism in which the subject feels one with nature
and other objects of it. He enters nature as nature enters his inmost
psyche. The experience is real and even pleasure giving, but it is
amoral, beyond good and evil. It is neither evil nor good, nor both,
i.e., moral values make no sense in nature mysticism. After the
experience, the subject is aware that he has had a real experience
and no hallucination. 2 But, such experience leaves Iinle effect on
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the conduct of the person concerned. It is an experience which
comes in flashes and can even be induced by drugs\ dance, song,
etc. As such, it is not continuous and permanent in its duration
or effect. zaehner calls it nature mysticism for a numher of reasons.
First, the subject feels one with Nature. Huxley says that after taking
mescalin, "persons are selves, and... .1 was now a Not-self
simultaneously perceiving and being the Not-self of the things
around me." "One is away from the world of selves, of time, moral
judgements and utilitarian considerations.". From the amoral
character of the experience, it is certain that this state has nothing
to do with divine communion as envisaged by the theistic saints.
It is just a state of the psyche, hitherto non-intervening in the
normal functioning of individual consciousness. One feels above
the sense of space and time There is somewhat a feeling of haVing
escaped from the world. The will to act is practically lost. ~ The
personality is diffused and one is above the personal ego. The
pleasure of Nature mysticism, zaehner feels, is different from bliss. 6
He has given a very apt simile in likening the three stages of
consciousness; the collective unconscious, the individual unconscious and the individ\lal conscious part of the psyche, to the sea,
the submerged portion of the iceberg and the surface part of it. 7
This experience of Nature mysticism is a reversion to the collective
unconscious and has, according to him, nothing to do with higher
or monistic mysticism with which the word is generally associated.
In fact, even in the psychological sense, Nature mysticism is far
from being a higher consciousness of the self, which Jung
envisages for the superior man. In him all the three wings of the
psyche, the collective unconscious, the individual unconscious and
the rational conscious, are truly integrated,S instead of the one
wing of the psyche being dominant as in the case of Nature
mysticism. It virtually involves the reversion of consciousness to
the stage of pre-individuality Le., racial, collective or vegetative
consciousness where Nature is amoral without any sense of good
or evil. It is almost a vegetative consciousness of all things before
the emergence of indiViduality. That is why in Nature mysticism
identity is felt with the object and not with Brahman or God, who
is normally felt to be something higher and different. zaehner even
calls this feeling of identity with all things as the same as 'Thou
art this all,' in the Kausitaki Upanisad. It is 'pan-en-hen-ism,' or all
things as one, or 'all-in-one-ism'.9 It is different from Vendanta
where the very identity of things is illusory. There, one is Brahman,
and not one with Brahman or all things as in Nature mysticism.
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Nor is one aspect of individual consciousness in conflict with the
other aspect, involving neurosis or mania. Nature mysticism, thus,
is not the harmonious integrated consciousness of Jung leading to
a halanced personality. In any case, the characteristics of this
mysticism are noteworthy. This state of the psyche appears of its
own, or can even be induced. Secondly, while one is aware of
one's personality, one feels a sense of unity with all things and
heings. Third, it is amoral. Unlike the position in Theistic mysticism,
moral perfection has nothing to do with this experience. Fourth,
it has no impact on the future conduct of the psyche, which
continues to he good or evil as before. This is an important factor
of distinction between Nature mysticism and Theistic mysticism.
0ne is only expanded so as to include the whole world and nature
in one. As experienced by Huxley, the will is weakened. Seasoned
mystics like Ruysbroeck have definitely deprecated this state as the
one to be avoided; nay, they have even attrihuted this experience
to the devil or the lower self of man. Qushayri calls it a stage of
expansion in which man feels that nature is included in him. They
call it a deception. Sufis say, nbe chary of expansion and beware
of it. n1o This is Virtually, pan-en-henic mysticism, a descent into the
collective unconscious, or the 'positive inflation' oflung. nll Plotinus
said, "For everyone hath all things in himself, and again sees all
things in another, so tllat all things are everywhere and all is all
and each is all, the glory is infinite. nJ2 This over simplification is
characteristic of the Nature mystic. Even if we suppose'that all the
three wings of the psyche stand integrated, this only indicates the
limit of Nature mysticism. This integration is the minimum or a prerequisite for the psyche seeking spiritual progress. It is from this
stage that divine mysticism can start. That is, probably, why Sikh
mysticism distinctly rejects all ascetic and other-worldly disciplines.
These are deemed a hindrance even in the development towards
this preparatory stage of the psyche, so necessary for higher
mysticism. This integrated stage can be formed only in life while
the psyche is subject to all normal internal and external influences
and impacts. In this manner, one educates and prepares oneself
to meet these influences and challenges in a harmonious and
balanced manner, without creating a neurotic or a lopsided
personality. Hence in Sikh mysticism this preparation in life is
deemed essential.
lunayd calls this Nature mysticism just as an elementary stage.
The person feels a sense of immortality and that he has transcended
spa~e and time. He even tends to identify himself with God and
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believes the soul to be immortal and heyond good and evil.

2. ISOLAnON MYSTICISM
The second class of mysticism may be called Isolation
mysticism. The word isolation has two implications. In one sense
it means that this kind of mysticism is generally dualistic. It assumes
two basic eternal elements in the constitution of the universe, one
spiritual element and the other material element, Le., Purusa and
Prakrti, as in the dualistic-pluralistic systems of ]ainism, Sankhya
and Yoga. In all these systems, the mystic endeavour is to isolate
the spiritual monad from its comhination with the material element.
In the second sense, it means that the goal of achievement and
of life under this mysticism is complete passivity or isolation from
the temporal world or Samsara. Since all activity is of a
phenomenal or hecoming kind, after isolation, Kaivalya, the
question of reinvolvement in one form or the other in the
becoming universe is out of the question, this heing virtually a
reversal of the mystical process by which the goal of isolation has
been reached. It is very different from Nature mysticism. Whereas
under Nature mysticism one finds oneself in unison with Nature
and every object of the universe, under this mysticism, it is a
situation of complete divorce from Nature, Prakrti, the illusory
Maya, or from the hecoming phenomena of the world. Here bliss
lies in one's being fully isolated from the world of events and
matter. Under some of these dualistic systems, the very word to
describe .the final achievements is Kaivalya, meaning thereby
isolation, a stage of complete passivity and dissociation from and
non-involvement with the material world. 13 The person that has
reached the isolation stage is called the Kevalin, or the Isolated
One. Even in some of the non-dual systems like Buddhism, certain
forms of Nirvana could be classed under Isolation mysticism,
hecause the goal is complete detachment from thp empirical world
of ohjects or Samsara. Buddha spoke: ''There is, monks, an
unborn, not hecome, not made, uncompounded, and were it not,
monks, for this unborn, not become, not made, uncompounded,
no escape could be shown here for what is born, has become, is
made, is compounded." 14 Since in Buddhism, ]ainism, Sankhya or
Yoga, th~re is no God of the kind envisaged in theism, the ideal
is the isolation of the spiritual self in its own or universal essence.
As Buclliha spoke, it is an escape from the world of compounded
things. It woura be pertinent to stress that this stage cannot be
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confused with the individuation or integration conceived hy)ung.
A unified psyche working in the temporal world is wholly different
from the disentangled spiritual world of Isolation mysticism. Some
would like to represent this stage as reversion to the undifferentiated
stage of the emhryo, or the original universal unconscious. But,
even this is incorrect. Because it is not a product of Prakrti, Mother"
Nature or the normal consciousness. This isolation is also the
opposite of the annihilation of the ego by integration into a
superior or spiritual centre of consciousness. In this isolation from
the transitory or temporal world, there is no element of Grace of
God involved. It is a withdrawal of the eternal self from all that
is non-eternal or material, including the sphere of the conscious
and the unconscious mind. But, lung's integrated personality
works on the psychological level. It makes no break from the world
unlike as in the case of Isolation mysticism of Sankhya-Yoga. Nor
does God enter the psyche as He does in the case of Christian,
or theistic mystics. A similar state of integration as that contemplated by)ung, hut with a passive personality, 'of allOWing things
to happen to one', is the object of a system developed by one
school of Zen Buddhism. '5 Under Isolation mysticism, the isolated
self or Purnsa is also isolated from God. "It is, thus, entirely
different from all Theistic mysticisms. It is not only a mere
dissociation from the empirical world, but it is also a complete
emptying oneself of all content. It is, in a way similar to the Sunyata
of Madhyamika Buddhism. 16 But it is wholly different from Nature
mysticism, because here it is a total withdrawal from the senses
and other <?bjects. It is not oneness with the world of sense objects
or nature. 17 Purely from the theistic point of view, this Isolation
mysticism is hardly distinguishable from Monistic mysticism, except
in its terminology and its theology. Since once the soul is
withdrawn from the temporal world, it hardly makes a difference
whether the soul lies isolated in its own essence, or is a part of
the Non-functioning Qualitiless Brahman, Void or Sunyata. 18
Let us amplify the point. According to one view of mysticism,
it is after this isolation that the work of God and His Grace starts
and man is linked with God to form a new personality totally
guided by His Will. In this development, first is the stage of man's
personal integration (Nature mysticism is a state before integration,
being reversion into the collective unconscious), Thereafter is
achieved isolation. This means complete detachment, from the
world. Some compare it to the annihilation of the ego (Fana) as
in Sufism. 19 It is only after integration that God enters the soul and
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deifies it. One might indicate these five stages of the human
personality :
(i) The normal human personality, with attendant feelings,.
desires and conflicts.
(ii) Reversion to the Collective Unconscious (Nature mysticism) involving an amoral, temporal and pleasurable stage,
when the will is weak and one feels in unison with all the
objects of Nature.
(iii) Integration of the conscious, the sub-conscious and the
collective unconscious aspects of the psyche into a unified
personality.
(iv) The so-called soul or the spiritual element is disconnected
from all transitory things. The sense of individuality and
all sense-functioning are gone and annihilated. A stage of
complete passivity of the soul is reached with a pleasure
of its own. Some call this stage as of isolation or of merger
of the soul in Brahman.
(v) By the Grace of God the ego is eliminated and the soul
is deified and carries out His Will, the human will heing
the instrument of God.
The above explains that in practice Monistic mysticism leads
no further than Isolation mysticism. Nature mysticism seeks to form
oneness with Nature. But Sikh mysticism, as we shall see, aspires
in the opposite direction. It tries to control and eliminate the raw
and disharmonious functioning of the natural consciousness, or the
egoistic aspect of the psyche. Some assert that simultaneously with
the elimination of the ego, for the Sikh theist, a further stage is
achieved with the help of God, namely, a union with God's Will.
While Monistic mysticism is poles apart from Dualistic or'
Isolation mysticism in its metaphysical assumptions, it is, as
mysticism, the same as Isolation mysticism of Sankhya. The goal
is the same, namely, the achievement of isolation or a dreamless
deep sleep. It is fmal. The Vedantic position is in practice the same
as of Sankhya, because Gaudapada says, "behave in the world like
an insensible object." zo The Dualists and Monists deny God and
want to sever all connections with the world and everything othe~
than self, Purusa or Brahman.
According to the Brihadaranyaka Upanisad in the hithest
state of mystic achievement, the person thinks himself to be the
whole and the entire cosmos or Brahman. He has passed the stage
of good or evil, a stage beyond the stage of indiviauality.21 All
connections with the empirical world are severed. Complete
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separation, passivity and bliss are its features. It is also like the
isolation of Purnsa in Sankhya-Yoga. Some would even draw a
parallel hetween this and Eckhart's description that 'God is not, in
his essence, good; neither is He good, hetter, nor hest'. Zaehner
feels this is precisely where theistic mysticism hegins. 11 Junayd calls
it to he an elementary, or the heginner's stage, when he makes
pantheistic utterances and feels one with the essence of things. 1j
Qashayri and Baudelaire have given warnings against the dangers
of this amoral stage of the suhtlest pride. 14
Some even call this stage the isolation of the uncreated soul
or 'idea' (Platonic) from all other creation. Next is the stage of its
reversion, hy re-ahsorption of the soul in God's Essence. But,
according to the Theistic mysticism, there is another stage of the
soul when God, wpn is all Love, is 'all in all.'2~ For Ruyshroeck,
a renowned mystic, I~,·tion mysticism is a stage of suspension.
The mystic is not willing to do any 'virtue' or moral functioning,
he heing always empty. Monistic mystic, he feels, also halts at this
stage of isolation, wherea5 the theist goes further. The former's aim
is only isolation from all that is Not-self or the world. Thus, in
practice, hoth Sankhya and Vedanta lead v, 'lJally to isolation. For
some theists, the monistic stage is a stage of the spring hoard and
to accept it as final, as do the Isolationist and the Monist, is to have
rest and indulge in self-love. 16

3. MONISTIC MYSTICISM
We have seen the similarity hetween the Monistic and the
Isolation mysticisms. But, it is equally clear that the Monistic
mysticism and the Theistic mysticism are poles apart in their theory,
goals, and implications. In contrast, whereas the metaphysical
views of the Monistic and the Dualistic mysticisms are .different,
in their approach to life, their ascetic methods and their goals, they
are quite similar in the sense of both heing other-worldly and
isolationist. Monistic mysticism may also be called a mysticism of
Rest, Merger or Identity. It is a mysticism of Identity in so far as
one realises as in Vedanta, that he is Brahman and the rest is
entirely an illusion. In Buddhist terms, it would be an entry or a
merger in the void. Whatever be the theory, the end result and
goal are the same, i.e., complete disentanglement from the
temporal world, which is deemed to be a snare, and to have a life
of bliss, tranquility and inactivity. In Monistic mysticism, there is
no idea of God or, for that matter, of love and devotion as in the
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case of Theistic mysticism. In its aspect of inactivity and withdrawal
from life, it is in purport and import a mysticism of Isolation. That
is why in Monistic mysticism the final stage is called one of merger,
identity or rest. The only difference is that in the Dualistic jainism,
Sankhya and Yoga, the eternal and separate identity of each
individual soul is assumed. For the monist there is only one entity
or Reality. It is only a metaphysical difference. According to
Vedanta, the world being illusory, all bonds with it are cut and
withdrawn. The spiritual soul is identified with Brahman in the
sense of "I am Brahman". Similarly, in Buddhism the empirical
world is annihilated, Niroana being the oppOSite of Samsara. Thus,
apart from the theoretical differences among these varieties of
Monistic mysticism, vis-a-vis the world they are all mysticisms of
rest and dissociation. The word Kaivalya is almost commonly used
to describe the final mystic stage of achievement in jainism,
Sankhya and Yoga, and also in Buddhism and Vedanta. There is
another important point of similarity. The liberated person or the
jivanmukta, as in the case of all Isolation mysticisms, is above good
and evil, these being words relevant only in the empirical world
from which he stands emancipated. And this is the most significant
difference in character between Monistic mysticism and Theistic
mysticism. In a strictly monistic system, as also in a pan-theistic one,
the distinction between social good and evil is lost. In fact, the
entire ethical basis is knocked out, since in one case the empirical
world is itself illusory and unreal and has to be transcended, and,
in the other case, everything is God and there is no individual
responsibility. That is why in Monistic mysticism the ascetic training
of withdrawal from the world is essential to reach a higher level
of mysticism. Monistic .mysticism not only involves passivity and
rest, but is also uncreative, since creation is a becoming. It is a stage
which is cut off from life and is without character. It transcencb
the phenomenal world and is devoid of all duality, being tranquil.
But, in the Theistic mysticism normally one does not lose identity.
According to a kind of Monistic mysticism, the human soul wa5
in God before creation and returns ultimately to Him. The final
stage is of re-absorption of the created soul in God. In Monistic
mysticism preparatory asceticism is essential. The Sanyasin or the
ascetic Yogi abandons all works, good or bad. He refuses even the
grace of God to reach his goal. Whatever be their position after
death, in life they live as unconcerned persons and insensible to
the problems of man. There is no question of love in their life. 1J"
In the Mandukya Upanisad this stage is described as akin to that
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of deep dreamless sleep. ''The fourth state has cognisance of
neither what is inside nor what is outside, nor of hoth together.
It is not a mass of wisdom, it is not wise nor yet unwise. It is
unseen; there can be no commerce with it; it is impalpable, has
no characteristics, unthinkahle; it cannot be designated. Its essence
is its firm conviction of the oneness of itself; it causes the
phenomenal world to cease; it is tranquil and mild, devoid of
duality. Such do they consider this fourth state to he. He is the
Self;"27 Ruyshroeck calls this state as evil. To the persons who have
attained this state, their emptiness is of greater value to them than
activity. They are evil persons. He attacks both Monists and Theistic
quietists. In both these cases no activity and no ethics are involved,
since the aim is merger, rest, isolation, non-duality or realisation
of identity with Brahman. These persons have emptied themselves
of 'all images and all action'. Here they start resting and would not
let any thought or act of virtue fill their emptiness. Not even God
is allowed, hy Monists, to fill this emptiness. Their emptiness or
rest, without this emptiness being filled by virtue and God, leads
to self-love, complacency' and pride. And, these are the very
negation of all spirituality. From this state of emptiness, rest, and
pride, the victim seldom recovers. 18 All spiritual progress is stopped
and the ethico-spirituai content is dried up. As it is, both Monists
and Buddhists describe this final stage in their system as one of
emptiness and of complete severance from the activities of the
mind and the world. For the Monists and Buddhists, this stage of
emptiness or rest, when one is dissociated from all moral and
empirical life, is the highest stage for the mystic to achieve. As
against it Ruysbroeck asserts that this is just the stage when God's
work should start. The person should fill himself with God and
do virtuous activity and service of God. For these reasons, he feels,
such monisms and quietisms are the greatest threat to true religion,
since these despise the world. 29 In Monistic mysticism one feels
oneself as Brahman, whereas in theism the position is the opposite.
God being the Creator, is quite Different from the created ones.

4. THEISTIC MYSTICISM
This is a distinct class. It assumes a beheficent God and lOVing
devotion to Him as the means of mystic achievement. It easily has
four varieties. Let us broadly indicate the characteristics of each of
these varieties of Theistic mysticism.
m Theistic Mysticism of Merger: This type of mysticism is
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theistic only in name. It is called as such because it accepts the
tenninology of theism and adopts a method of worship of a deity
or God. The approach is otherworldly. Life is a burden and an
unnecessary involvement. These mystics generally use ascetic,
ritualistic or meditational practices to achieve the mystic goal. The
final aim of the mystic is merger in God and loss of individuality
since the soul and God are identical in substance or spirit. The
philosophy of these mystics is monistic or pantheistic. Except for
their devotional methods of worship of God, their views on social
and moral life and human goals are identical with those of the
Monistic mystics. To this variety belong some mystic systems of
Saivism and Vaisnavism, where God is assumed. Among Sufis, Abu
Yazid is a typical example of this variety, for he clearly envisages
identity with God. Plotinus among Greeks is another example of
this type. Among Christian mystics, Eckhart and Anglus Silesius
would belong to this category, if we should literally and logically
accept some of their pantheistic utterances. Eckhart says that
intellect would not be satisfied with God, but would go beyond
and enter the God-head which for him is without attributes and
can be described only negatively. Such mystics believe that the
uncreated soul was in God as an 'idea' before the creation took
place. As such, the goal is to merge in God. This is the final destiny
of the soul. The entire idea is Platonic. This view about the soul
being in God before the creation, has been there in Christianity,
Islam and even in Hinduism. 30 Logically, for mystics who subscribe
to this view, the goal of the soul is to revert to its original uncreated
state in God. They are theistic mystics of Merger or Identity.
(ii) Theistic Mysticism of Union: The second is the category
of mystics who accept the distinction between God and the mystic
or the soul. But, the mystic path they follow is generally of
withdrawal from life, ritualistic, monastic or meditational. To this
class would belong the quietist mystics and a large number of
Christian mystics and SufJS. Some of the Saivites who reject the ideal
of merger or identity with Siva or God would also belong to this
class. Their approach is individualistic. Work in the social and
moral field is of little significance for them. For all these mystics
the goal of life is not merger but union with God and the bliss
it entails. Except for their difference on the issue of goal, they could
well be classed with the first category of theistic mystics or monists.
(itt) semi-active Theistic Mysticism: The difference between
the second category of theistic mystics and those belonging to this
variety is clear. They are not so other-worldly and keep their feet
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on the ground both before and after the mystic achievement. While
they do not cut themselves away from life, they do not participate
in the tangles and tedium of society either. At best, they work
quietly in the byways of life. They do not seek to reorganise life,
nor do they take up a social role. Men like Kabir, Dhanna and
Namdev stuck to their traditional vocations. They worked, but only
as individuals. Others like Catherine of Genoa took up service
activity. Some Christian mystics have carried on priestly duties. Sufi
saints have run Khankahs. But, they all accepted the status quo
in the social and political life of the day. In fact, they feel
unconcerned with life in general. Nor do they try to involve
themselves in its major problems. True, they are not ascetics like
the mystics of other categories. Some of them like Bhakti saints
and Sufis were married too. While in contrast to the first two
categories of theistic mystices, they may be called semI-active, in
comparison with the prophetic mystics, they could only be deemed
as quietists; since they do not try either to reorganise life or to be
the active instruments of God in a creative way. Their lives indicate
that, by and large, their goal has been a blissful union with God.
For them this union is a gift from God's Grace. That they are theistic
mystics is not in doubt, but that they do not belong to the active
class is equally clear. Their impact on life is not significant. It
would, therefore, be inappropriate to call them theistic mystics of
actiVity. They are only semi-active.
(tv) Prophetic or Activity Mysticism: For mystics of activity,
God is full of attributes. He is the Creator of the world which is
different from Him. God is not the material cause of the world.
This category of mystics do not consider the world as meaningless,
a suffering or a bondage. Nor are they other-worldly. They work
in the world with a message and a mission. They are the centres
of higher organisation and creativity. They have no self will. Their
will is the Will of God which they seek to carry out. They are His
instruments on earth. Being tireless servants of God, they organise
life in accordance with the Will and Attributes of God. For them
the Attributes of God give direction to the life, especially the moral
life of man. In their lives they live the Attributes of God. They try
to re-mould life. As dynamism and creativity are their hall-mark,
they do not accept things as they are, or the stat~ quo in life.
Wherever there is God it becomes the sphere of their functioning.
In the classic phrase of Bergson, their love of God is transformed
into God's Love for man. They do not claim identity or equality
with God. Humility and love are their chief attributes. For them
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every achievement takes place with the Grace of God and not by
effort. But all the same, they are full of creative activity. The
quietist's bliss is not their objective. While in tune with God, they
work in life as His anonymous agents. Their union with God leads
to the awakening in them of a higher centre of consciousness. They
are replenished with God's energy and power to work in the world
according to His creative purpose. They do establish union ,with
God, but that union is not the end of their mystic achievement.
The goal is to carry out His Will.
Bergson makes a survey of different kinds of mysticism and
seeks to define what is complete mysticism. It would be best to
state his views in his own words. We shall quote him rather
extensively: "A soul strong enough, noble enough to make this
effort would not stop to ask whether the principle with which it
is now in touch is the transcendent cause of all things or merely
its earthly delegate. It would be content to feel itself pervaded,
though retaining its own personality, by a being iffimeasurably
mightier than itself, just as an iron is pervaded by the fire which
makes it glow. Its attachment to life would henceforth be its
inseparability from this principle, joy in joy, love of that which is
all love. In addition it would give itself to society, but to a society
comprising all humanity, loved in the love of the principle
underlying it." "Now detachment from each particular thing would
become attachment to life in general." "In our eyes, the ultimate
end of mysticism is the establishment of a contact, consequently
of a partial coincidence, with the creative effort which life itself
manifests. This effort is of God, if it is not God himself. The great
mystic is to be conceived as an individual being, capable of
transcending the limitations imposed on the species by its material
nature, thus continuing and extending the divine action. Such is
our definition."31
Considering the features of Greek, Indian and Buddhist
mysticisms, Bergson writes, Plotinus "w~nt as far as ecstasy, a state
in which the soul feels itself, or thinks it feels itself, in the presence
of God, being irradiated with His light; he did not get beyond this
last stage, he did not reach the point where, as contemplaQon is
engulfed in action, the human will becomes one with the divine
will. He thoug.'lt he had reached the summit j in his eyes, to go
further would have meant to go downhill. This is what he
expressed in language of rare beauty, yet which is not the language
of thoroughgoing mysticism." "Action", he said, "is a weakening of
contemplation." "Therein he remains faithful to Greek intellectl1-
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alism, he even sums it up in a striking formula; and at any rate
he did contrive to impregnate it with mysticism. In short, mysticism,
in the absolute sense in which we have agreed to take the word,
was never attained by Greek thought. "32 From the very beginning,
Brahmanism "drifted into the belief that deliverance could be won
by renunciation. This renunciation was ahsorption in the whole
as well as in self. Buddhism, which gave a new turn to
Brahmanism, did not modify it in essentials."B As to Buddhism, "If
we consider that we are here dealing, not with a theoretical view
but with an experience closely resembling ecstasy, that in an effort
at oneness with the creative impetus a soul might indeed take the
path thus described and only fail because it stopped half-way,
dangling all diZzy in the void between two actiVities, between the
human life it has left behind and the divine life it has not reached,
then we shall not hesitate to see mysticism in the Buddhist faith.
But we shall understand why it is not complete mysticism. This
would be action, creation, 10ve."34 "We may therefore conclude that
neither in Greece nor in ancient India was there complete
mysticism. "3~
As against all this, Bergson defines true mystics in terms that
we have used for prophetic mysticism. "And they generally
regarded their own visions, when they had any, as of a secondary
importance, as wayside incidents; they had to go heyond them,
leaVing raptures and ecstasies far behind, to reach the goal, which
was identification of the human will with the divine Will", "the soul
of the great mystic does not stop at ecstasy, as at the end of a
journey. The ecstasy is indeed rest, if you like, but as though at
a station, where the engine is still under steam, the onward
movement becoming a vibration on one spot, until it is time to
race forward again. Let us put it more clearly: however close the
uhion with God may be, it could be final only if it were total. Gone,
doubtless, is the distance between the thought and the object of
the thought, since the problems which measured and indeed
cOhStituted the gap have disappeared. Gone the radical separation
between him who loves and him who is beloved: God is there,
and joy is boundless. But though the soul becomes, in thought
and feeling, absorbed in God, something of it remains outside; that
something is the will, whence the soul's action, if it acted, would
quite naturally proceed. II ''1be mystic soul yearns to become this
instrument. It throws off anything in its substance that is not pure
enough, not flexible and strong enough, to be turned to some use
by God. Already it had sensed the presence of God, it had thought
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it heheld God in a symbolic vision, it had even been united to Him
in its ecstasy; but none of this rapture was lasting, because it was
mere contemplation; action threw the soul back upon itself and
thus divorced it from God. Now it is God who is acting through
the soul, in the soul; the union is total, therefore final. At this point
words such as mechanism and instrument evoke images which are
better left alone. They could be used to give us an idea c,>f the
preliminary work. They will teach us nothing of the final result.
Let us say that henceforth for the soul there is a superabundance
of life. There is a boundless impetus. There is an irresistible impulse
which hurls it into vast enterprises. A calm exaltation of all its
faculties makes it see things on a vast scale only, and, in spite of
its own weakness, produces only what can be mightily wrought.
Above all, it sees things simply, and this simplicity, which is equally
striking in the words it uses and the conduct it follows, guides it
through complications which it apparently does not even perceive.
An innate knowledge, or rather an acqUired ignorance, suggests
to it straightway the step to be taken, the decisive act, the
unanswerable word. Yet effort remains indispensable, endurance
and perseverance likewise. But they come of themselves, they
develop of L~eir own accord, in a soul acting and acted upon,
whose liberty coincides with the divine activity". "In this elevation
he feels no pride. On the contrary, great is his humility. How could
he be aught but humble, when there has been made manifest to
him, in mute colloquy, alone with The Alone, through an emotion
in which his whole soul seemed to be absorbed, what we may
call the divine humility?" "Hardly had these mystics come back
from Heaven to earth, when they felt it incumbent on them to teach
mankind. They had to tell all men that the world perceived by the
eyes of the body is doubtless real, but that there is something else,
and that this something is no mere possibility or probability, like
the conclusion of an argument, but the certainty of a thing
experienced: here is one who has ~en, who has touched, one
who knows. And yet these were but the tentative beginning of an
apostolate. The enterprise was indeed discouraging; how could the
conviction derived from an experience be handed down by
speech? And, above all, how could the inexpressible be
expressed? But these questions do not even present themselves
to the great mystic. He has felt truth flOWing into his soul from
its fountainhead like an active force. He can no more help
spreading it abroad then the sun can help diffusing its light. Only,
it is not by mere words that he will spread it. For the love which
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consumes him is no longer simply the love of man for God, it is
the love of God for all men. Through God, in the strength of God,
he loves all mankind with a divine love." ''lbe mystic love of
humanity is a very different thing. It is not the extension of an
instinct, it does not originate in an idea. It is neither of the senses
nor of the mind. It is of both, implicity, and is effectively much
more. For such a love lies at the very root of feeling and reason,
as of all other things. Coinciding with God's love for His handiwork, a love which has been the source of everything, it would
yield up, to anyone who knew how to question it, the secret of
creation." ''The impetus of love which drove them to lift humanity
up to God and complete the divine creation could reach its end,
in their eyes, only with the help of God whose instruments they
were. Therefore all their efforts must be concentrated on a very
great, a very difficult, but a limited task. Other efforts would be
forthcoming, indeed others had already been; they would all be
convergent, since God imparted to them their uniy." "He takes the
most crying needs first. In reality, the task of the great mystic is
to effect a radical transformation of humanity by setting an
example." "God is love, and the object of love: herein lies the
whole contribution of mysticism. About this twofold love the
mystic will never have done talking. His description is interminable, because what he wants to describe is ineffable. But what
he does state clearly is that divine love is not a thing of God; it
is God Himself." Nevertheless, it is hard to conceive a love which
is, so to speak, at work, and yet applies to nothing. As a matter
of fact, the mystics unanimously bear witness that God needs us,
just as we need God. Why should He need us unless it be to love
us ? And it is to this very conclusion that the philosopher who holds
to the mystical experience must come. Creation will appear to him
as God undertaking to create creators, that He may have, besides
Himself, beings worthy of His 10ve."36
There is, thus, a clear distinction, if not a demarcation,
between the experience and consciousness of the ordinary mystic
and the prophetic or activity mystic. Hocking feels that the prophet
is "a mystic in action". His revelation is "a message specifically
related to the circumstances and events of his time." He is called
to carry out the message. "His union with God is functional." This
identification is for a specific purpose. That message has to be
delivered and the task has to be done in the world. It is different
with ordinary mystics. They only seek "union with God as an end
in itself. "37 It does transform their being, but jnvolves no specific
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undertaking or accomplishment in the world of man. The prophet
not only establishes a communion with God and develops a higher
spiritual consciousness, but also becomes, in the domain of life,
the divine organising vehicle of the Transcendent Reality. In all
humility he seeks to translate into activity the will of God. This
forms his continuing mission. Such is Prophetic mysticism. For
Huxley the mystic overflows with love. Hence his commitment and
participation in life is complete. Staying back in ecstasy is
'absolutely catastrophic'. 38

Nature ofMysticism
We have given above some of the broad features and
fundamentals of each type of mysticism. Before we start with our
proposed descriptive and comparative study of various religions
or mysticisms, it is necessary to record an important word of
caution. Mysticism by its very definition and nature is a direct,
personal and extra-sensory experience of Reality by the mystic
concerned. It is un-governed and un-influenced by normal
historical or materialistic circumstances. It would, therefore, be
naive and self-contradictory, by any standard, to understand and
interpret mysticism as a materialistic or mechanistic growth
following the iml'act of environmental or historical forces. No
doubt, mysticism has appeared irl all climates and countries and
in all periods of human history. During the last three millennia,
most religious movements are connected with mysticisms of some
kirld or the other. It is undeniable that practically all world religions
have traced their origirl to the mystic experience of a prophetic
kind. It is also true that, after the demise of the prophets concerned,
these religious movements have affected and been affected by
historical events. There is, thus, a tendency to relate the origirl and
growth of these later developments to the then prevailing
environmental factors. But, it is also significant to note that soon
after the demise of the prophet concerned there has generally been
a schism between the mystic followers of the prophet and the
established church of that religion. So much so that there has been
severe persecution of such mystics at the hands of the established
religion. So often true mystics have been dubbed as heretics. The
reason for this is obvious. For the mystic, personal and direct
experience of Reality is supreme and final in its certitude and
authority. By the very nature of that experience and his devotion
and submission to it, it would be impossible and self-destructive
for the mystic to subordinate the authority of his experience to the
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dictates of an outside authority, howsoever respected or exalted
it may be, if such, dictates should run counter to his own mystic
experience. No mystic worth his salt can give second place to his
knowledge, gained from his direct experience, to perceptions and
conceptions conveyed otherwise. In fact, the certitude or the
impact left is the fundamental characteristic of the mystic
experience as also of its truth. In one sense mystics are the most
true and honest devotees of knowledge if the word is to include
not only rational knowledge but also knowledge gained through
mystic experience or intuition, or what Plato calls 'knowledge' as
against 'opinion'. All we wish to stress is that while there is
temptation and a tendency among historians, narrow or committed
in their outlook, to relate the growth and origin of mysticism to
environmental factors, mysticism by its very nature and definition
is a 'mutation', uninfluenced by mechanistic or environmental
factors. Mysticism being a creative, vital, free or intuitional growth,
it would be self-contradictory to measure it by the yardstick of
causality and determinism. While assessments and views of
historians can have relevance to the growth and developments of
the established churches, it would just be idle and simplistic to
extend these conjectures to a field that is non-rational and nonsensory, and, to that extent, free and creative b' its very nature
and conception. We shall try to amplify this point further while
draWing our conclusions. Here we should only like to indicate and
emphasise that the mystic growths are ungoverned by history and
geography.

The Scope ofthe Study
For our comparative discussion we shall delineate important
mystic or religious growths in the world and determine, in the light
of the classification laid down in this chapter, their theology,
characteristics and class. Within the scope of our study, it would,
obViously, not be possible for us to make a detailed survey of the
major world religions. Therefore, for our purpose we shall confine
ourselves only to the essential aspects of each of them. In order
to be fully expressive and comparative, we should like to indicate
the replies of each system to about seven fundamental issues.
These replies would prominently bring out the important criteria
of each religion or mysticism. Answers to these questions Will,
besides enabling us to be concise and precise, help us in
highlighting the major points of approach, identity and differences
among the various religious systems. These will also help us in their
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classification and understanding their theology. Following are the
relevant issues, mostly theological in character, which should
enable us in hringing out the important features of each religion:
1. What are the broad metaphysical assumptions which the
system accepts?
2. Is the world real?
3. Is life in the world worthwhile or a bondage or a suffering?
4. What is the ideal life or goal of man?
5. What kind of life will lead to that goal?
6. What is the role of the mystic or the superman after the
achievement of the goal?
7. What is the attitude of the mystic towards social and political
life?
In briefly describing each religion we shall try to state what
are hroadly its replies to the seven important questions posed
above. The stated position of other religions will alone help us in
making a meaningful comparison with Sikhism and in truly understanding and appreciating its real character and role. The remaining
portion of the first part will he devoted to the description of some
of the great religions. The second part will contain a full and
comparative account of Sikhism and our conclusions about religion
and religious experience in general and Sikhism in particular.

2

Indian Dualistic Religionsl
jainism
In the Indian religions, there are two distinct systems of
thought. One of them holds that the ultimate reality is one, and
the other believes that the ultimate reality comprises two elements,
one spiritual and the other material. It is now recognised hy all
that there was a distinct and well-formed pre-Aryan religious
tradition in India, called the Sramanic tradition. The first historic
successors of it are prohahly the lains. Perhaps, in the same lineage
are the two other dualistic systems of Sankhya and Yoga. We shall
deal with these dualistic-pluralistic mysticisms first. Hence the
treatment of jainism, being the oldest of them.
According to jainism the world is constituted of two elements,
the material part (Ajiva) and the spiritual element, called the lifemonad (fiva). Both these elements are co-eternal. The system is
dualistic in this respect. Ajiva has five-fold division. No God or the
creator of the universe is assumed. Man is a combination of two
components, a spiritual one and a material one. The system is
pluralistic in the sense that the numher of life-monads or ]ivas is
numerous. Even material entities and plants have souls, hut of a
lower class than that of human beings. 2 The world is without douht
real. So also are its various objects. But, it.is changing constantly
because of the flow of Kannic matter follOWing human activity.
The spiritual element is pure, but its purity is dimmed hy its
combination with the material element and by the flow of Lesyas,
colours or activities into the pure life-monad. This combination is,
thus, deemed to be an entanglement and suffering. By its very
definition, all activity darkens and soils the spiritual character of
the life-monad or ]iva. All activities whether virtuous or evil
contaminate the spiritual element. This combination of the spiritual
with the material element is, thus, unwanted and a failing. It is a
limitation of the spiritual element. It is a bondage. To go on liVing
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is to go on accumulating Karmic matter or Lesyas which are of six
colours compared to the three Gunas of Sankhya. These enter the
spiritual element to further involve it and therehy darken and limit
its purity.
It is as the result of the ahove assumptions and its logic that
the goal of life is fixed. An emhodied existence heing the unwanted
comhination of the pure spiritual clement with the material
element, life heing a hondage and a suffering and all activity heing
an entanglement, the goal of life, naturalIy, is to secure the release
and isolation of the life monad from this restrictive comhination
and hondage. AlI activities are limiting and sow the seeds of further
involvement. Activity even for the welfare of anyone only misSes
the ohjective, making therehy new honds and the existing ones
more tight. Even virtuous acts hind hoth the henefactor and the
heneficiary. There has to be a total rejection of alI activities with
a view to release. NaturalIy, the only method of salvation or Moksa
is, first, to end alI new activities, and secondly, hy Tapas,
meditation or asceticism, to burn the residue and accumulation of
alI past activities. One has to stop the flow of the Karmic particles
into the spiritual monad since these defile its purity. The aim is
to regain the purity of the soul or the spiritu.al-monad. Right faith,
right knowledge and right conduct, including Ahimsa or nonkilling, are recommended. J Since the hond is hetween the
individual monad and the material element, alI efforts at
deliverance have also to he individual, especialIy hecause it is
personal release from alI social life that has to he secured.
According to the conservative Digambara Sect, who live naked,
women are not alIowed to take ascetic vows for liheration. They
have to wait till a masculine incarnation. 4
Under this system, there is fulI religious sanction to methods
and practices of extreme asceticism and total withdrawal from life
and its activities. AlI the methods used and the practices prescrihed
to achieve the goal are severely ahstinent and tortuous. These
include the concentration of mind and abstention from alI activity.
By the heat of Tapas and by rigorous ascetic means alone, is the
accumulation from the effects of past and present activities cleared
and the spiritual monad restored to its pristine purity. In its isolation
the spiritual monad is omniscient. It is this aspect of the matter
which makes the system mystic. This final stage of release is calIed
Kaivalya, or isolation, and the person, or life-monad concerned,
is called the Kevalin, or one who has secured isolation. It is a state
of complete non-involvement in the world and dissociation from
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the material element or the Karmic matter. The net result is a total
rejection of alI values of life so as to secure freedom from bondage
in this world of suffering. This is the ideal. There is no human
concern for social welfare or matters, much less for the creation
of a perfect society. The final state is of psychic dissociation from
and non-participation in life. After the release of the soul or the
monad, it never returns to the world, since any such concern or
involvement would, naturally, create the old evil of bondage from
which release had been secured. Any reversion to life would be
a clear falI of the isolated Keva/in. Therefore, return to the world
is harred forever. The isolated one, the Kevalin alone is free. As
such, he never answers prayers of anyone. All life is supposed to
be working for the goal of release from the bondage of ]iva with
Ajiva.

Further, since no God is assumed, the logic of the system
involves no element of grace of God. Consequently, all efforts at
release from the bondage have to be of an individual nature. In
the background of our classification defined earlier, the system is
a clear-cut and typical instance of a mysticism of Isolation.
For a number of reasons Jain mysticism has an importance.
We have indicated briefly the natural logic of dualistic systems. The
combination of the two elements heing unwanted, naturally, all
effort is made to secure release from this bondage and the
consequent sufferings of the worldly life. Hence the terms
bondage, suffering, and release, and the final stage of Kaiva!ya
or isolation and of Keva/in, the isolated one. The second reason
is the affinity this system has not only with dualistic systems but
also practically with all other religious systems in this country.
Because, despite their metaphysical and theological differences,
the general approach towards life remains the same as under
Jainism. So much so that the ideas of (a) the temporal world being
a suffering, a bondage, or an involvement, (b)the object of spiritual
life being to secure release, deliverance or salvation, (c) the
methods of release being ascetic, and (d) the spiritual aim being
Kaivalya or isolation, are accepted in other religious traditions too.
Not only is the meaning of various terms common and accepted
but the other-worldly approach also remains the same both in
orthodox and heterodox systems, including Buddhism. Thirdly,
ideas, ideals and approach of this system are in complete contrast
with those of Sikh mysticism.
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Sankhya Mysticism
Sankhya mysticism like )ainism, which according to Zimmer
is the precursor of the systems of Sankhya and Yoga, also believes
in dualism, the co-eternal character of Purnsas and Prakrti, and
the plurality of Purnsas. The world is real and man is a comhination
of Purnsa and Prakrti. All life is a phenomenon of the changing
combinations or transformations of the three Gunas or strands of
Prakrti. Instead of the five Lesyas, as in the case of )ainism, here
three Gunas are assumed. The potential causes of all transformations and effects lie latent in Prakrti. These changes become
manifest only when certain conditions like efficient causes appear.
Nothing new ever comes afresh, nor anything dies out. Everything
is potentially pre-existent. It assumes the system of cycles and of
change, dissolution and reappearance. During this transformation
of the three Gunas, to which is due all life, including psychic life
and the working of tne egoity (Abankara), the individual Purnsa
remains virtually an idle spectator. He is the enjoyer (hhokta) but
not the partaker or director of the change.
The mystic goal is the deliverance of Purnsa from the grip
of Prakrti. Life is a bondage and a suffering. The method of release
of the spiritual Purnsa is hy contemplative ascetic, and intellectual
means. So whatever be the other feature of the Sankhya mysticism,
its approach, practices and ideals are, because of its philosophy
and logic, practically the same as those of )ainism. Here too the
final stage of achievement is called Kaivalya or isolation of the
individual Purnsa. There is no God, but only a plurality of Purnsas.
The entire universe is a form of the Prakrti, and the Purnsa is
completely passive and static. It does not will anything; it is only
the looker-on.~ In this state of inactiVity of Purnsa, its life is an
imperfection. This imperfection continues so long as the combination with Prakrti is there. Life being a suffering, the aim,
naturally, is to escape from this bondage to a state of Kaivalya,
fmal aloofness or isolation. It is a liberation from the physical bonds
which are completely thrown off. Contemplation and reflection
lead to true knowledge. Thereby Purnsa sees through the game
of the empirical self. Self-realisation here means escape from
Prakrti. Each individual has to gain this isolation hy his personal
learning, effort and experience. Here too it is a gospel of selfisolation. In some s-ystems the isolation is for merger. But, here it
is for complete isolation by dissociation from Prakrti. Celibacy,
Abimsa and withdrawal from life are recommended. The aim of
changes in Prakrti is to enable release or perfection of the Purusa
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hound to Prakrti. So far as ]ivanmukta is concerned, he is free
from hondage. He continues to live. But, he lives virtually I)lind
to Prakrti and almost as a dead person. Therefore, the ]ivanmukta
has no role in life, social or political. Since all involvement in life
is counter to the desired aim and ohjective, once the final aloofness
or Kaivalya of Purnsa is secured, the question of re-involvement
in or return to life does not arise. This too is a mysticism of
Isolation.

Yoga
Among the dualistic systems, Yoga is historically, perhaps, a
very old system. Some even call it a supplementary system or the
practical side of Sankbya." The general metaphysical assumptions
and the goal are the same as in Sallkbya. Co-eternal Purnsas and
Prakrti are assumed. Purnsas are infinite in numher. Life is real
and is a comhination of the spiritual and the material elements.
All mental and physical activities of life are, as accepted in Sankhya,
attrihuted to the variations of the three Gunas of Prakrti. Ilere too
Purnsa, while in comhination with Prakrti, is passive and merely
a looker-on of the movements of Prakrti.
A God (lsbvara) is assumed hut the concept of Lord is entirely
different from what it is in the theistic systems. Here, God is
nothing more than a senior Purusa. He is not the creator of the
universe or Prakrti which by itself is co-eternal. Nor is this God
all-comprehending and the sustainer or director of the world. He
is not omnipotent. Normally, there is no devotion to God. The
perfection of God is only a model to follow. He docs, however,
at times help the individual Purnsa in the achievement of its
isolation from Prakrti. In older yoga, methods were used to reach
Kaiva/ya without the intervention of God's grace. May be, God is
a later introduction or development in the system. He has virtually
not much of a role to play. It has, therefore, been suggested that
the idea of God is not organic to the system.'
Actually, Yoga is not a new metaphysical system, hut it is only
a means to the peace of mind and to gain power. Life is a hondage
and a sufferitlg. The ideal of freedom from the hondage of senses
and mind is at the root of all Yogic practices. The aim is to
dissociate oneself from our sensations and thoughts of the mind.
Some feel that as the hermit and the like were dissatisfied with the
world, their sole amhition was to become, hy the practice of Yoga,
ahsolutely free from all the activities of the mind and the
consequent human sufferings. Hence all mental processes,
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conscious or subconscious, had to he destroyed and stopped, and
the mind filled with spirit alone. As such, the goal is withdrawal
from life and the achievement of Kaivalya, or complete isolation
of Purnsa from Prakrti. While most other aspects are identical with
Sankhya, the method of release, instead of its heing contemplative,
intellectual and philo::;ophic, is meditative and comparatively
ascetic. We have to isolate Purnsa hy ascetic and meditational
means. As a pre-requisite, the negative and passive virtues of
Abimsa are recommended. For his release a person would remain
in meditation, without food and in one pose, for days and months,
and even for years. The object is to stop all the activities of the
mind.
After the physical preparation of the hody, practices of the
mind start. Mind is concentrated on one point or ohject and is lost
in Samadbi or medita~ive concentration. By it the duality of the
suhject-ohject relation is eliminated. A new intuition called Prajna,
similar to the Prajnana of Upanisads, is developed and the real
essence of Nature is known. The object of awakening intuition is
to know, in a non-conceptual way, the inside and reality of
everything. This knowledge is not through the mind, and is mystic.
At· this stage, one should have disinclination towards the world.
This intuition is free from error and distortion, with no intrusion
of or inclination for the world. The mind is disintegrated, and,
ultimately, so also is this intUition. The pure self (Purnsa) is
isolated. It is absolutely free, without any bonds and passion, selfsufficient and singular in self-illumination. Unless mind is
destroyed, no intuition is possible, and later this intuition too is
destroyed. Finally, man ceases to live and the pure spirit or self
remains. The bondage is broken, because it is bondage that leads
to all the false activities of man. The final state or knowledge is
of the self-shining soul. This knowledge or revelation is noncognitive, non-feeling, non-intuitive and, in a way unconscious.
As Yogis discovered methods for good health, they became
independent; The idea of seeking God's help was also given up.
Samadbi is a stage when mind is one with the ohject and its reality
without awareness of anything else. Yoga believes that not only
does the interference of mind cause error, but ultimately the mind
itself should be destroyed. Unless this is done, there can he no
realisation of the highest truth. This is fundamental to Yoga.
Knowledge is of three kinds. First is logical knowledge through
the mind; second is non-eonceptual and direct knowledge of
things by intuition; and third is the highest stage when all truths
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are known and mind and intuition are destroyed. Purnsa shines
in its own light, dissociated from Prakrti, and without any means
of normal or intuitive consciousness.
The Purnsa's aim is not to merge in God, or to have any union
with Him. After release from the hondage of life, it remains in
complete isolation. In this state Purnsa is unconscious in regard
to the universe. R The freedom sought is freedom from the world,
which had meant a suffering and involvement in all activities of
the mind. These alone caused the hondage and loss of freedom.
All activity, as in other dualistic systems, has to he stopped. It is
AVidya, or wrong thinking, which leads to involvement in life. The
Purnsa must hreak the hold of the mind and feel that things and
activities of the world are not his own. Budhi is an unconscious
activity of Prakrti and is not a feature of Purnsa. The ego-self
(Ahankara) arises from the three Gunas, and all psychic activity
is mechanical. After Purnsa's state of Kaivalya or complete
isolation, there is eternal unconsciousness of Purnsa. It is an
isolation with a view to non-return.
Evidently, for the ]ivanmukta the ideal is of non-involvement
in the world. True, the system is not so ascetic as in the case of
jainism, hut other ideals and the approach remain the same. All
spiritual effort is individual. Even the final release is ohtained
purely hy personal efforts and God's help is normally not sought.
The ultimate aim is stoppage of all consciousness and a condition
of complete isolation and passivity. Like other dualistic systems,
Yoga belongs to the class of Isolation mysticism.
We have detailed the Yogic method and approach because,
as a meditational or spiritual practice, it has been owned or adopted
hy many other mystic systems. It is important to point out that, if
any mystic system accepts Yogic methods as a means or aid to the
achievement of its goals, there will, on that account, be clear and
Significant implications. For this acceptance will involve a marked
influence on its entire approach and attitude to life.

Dualistic Systems
We have dealt with the three dualistic-cum-pluralistic systems
of jainism, Sankhya and Yoga. Before we proceed further a few
general ohservations would he pertinent. It is now accepted hy all
that when the Aryans came to India, they had to contend wlth a
Iqcal culture, older and, in a way, more advanced than that of the
Aryans. Jainism is the last historically known religious system that
is still a part of that Indian heritage. Lord Mahavira was the last
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and the twenty-fourth Tirthankara of the Jains. He lived in the 6th
century B.C. At least one other Tirthankara, Lord Parsvanatha, the
twenty-third Tirthankara, and quite possibly another one too, were
historical figures. Lord Parsvanatha lived in the 9th century 8.('.9 This
hoary and independent heritage is also borne out by the fact that
the Jain system is completely free from the idea of God, and there
is also no place for rituals with which all young religious systems
are generally associated. Secondly, it is a religion, which perhaps,
having lost interest in the struggles of life, has practically turned
its back to the world. The Purnsa has to be wholly clear of all
Karmas and activity. The object is of final isolation and non-return
to the mortal world despite entreaties and prayers from the
suffering people below. The means and practices of release
recommended are extreme and tortuous fonns of asceticism. It is
very doubtful whether this ascetic and other-worldly culture could
at all be the introvert off-spring of the system of the vigorous and
extrovert Aryan invaders who revelled in the joys of life and whose
religion was full of rites and sacrifices made to gods so as to obtain
all kinds of mundane gifts, benefits and victories in this world.
Zimmer writes: "The Tirthankaras, represent the resurgence of a
world view totally different from the triumphant cattle-herders and
warlike horsemen who had entered India from the trans-Himalayan
plains and whose way of life had swept all before it for nearly a
thousand years. The Vedas, like the hymns of the Homeric Greeks,
were the productions of a consciousness dedicated to the spheres
of action, whereas the figures of the Tirthankaras stand as the most
vivid expressions in all art of the ideal of the world-negating,
absolute refusal of life's lure. Here is no bending of the cosmic
forces to the will of man, but on the contrary, a relentless shelling
off of cosmic forces, whether those of the external universe, or
those of the pulse in the running of the blood. "10 It is not our object
to settle the issue of cultural lineage, but all we wish to indicate
is the presence in this country, near about the 9th century B.C., of
two entirely contrasted streams of religious thought. One of them
believed in a fixed dualism and plurality of Purusas with the ideal
of extricating, by ascetic means and efforts, the entangled Purnsa
from the painful meshes of Prakrti. The other had a deep faith in
polytheism or henotheism, veering round to monism, and in the
efficacy of rituals, Mantras and sacrifices made to secure material
favours and benefits for the human struggle and enjoyment in the
world. 11
Whether the reason tor this kind of attitude, approach and
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ideals in the Sramanic tradition was the weariness of the psyche
or the excessive rigour of the struggle against the harsh and hostile
environment, or the dualistic character of the doctrine which
logically involved the rescue of the spiritual element from its
entanglement with Prakrti, the fact remained that the overall
attitude, by any definition, was negative towards life and the world.
It is enough here to signify and emphasise the presence of these
systems and trends in the country. It is also not in doubt that this
general approach to life and the goal of the Dualistic-Isolation
mysticism became a regular feature of the Indian spiritual life and
of all subsequent religious systems in the country.

3
Vedic System!
It is necessaty now first to take up Vedic mysticism with
which the second line of religious system develops in India.
Obviously Vedic mysticism is Atyan. In India this religion started
with the Rig Veda and the other Vedas, including the Brahmanas.
Normally, this ritualistic and sacrificial religion should not fall
within the definition of mysticism. But, since the assumption is that
Vedic knowledge is non-rational and non-sensoty, the system has
been called a mysticism by Dasgupta.
The fundamental Veda, the Rig Veda, contains about 1028
hymns mainly addressed to a number of deities, the chief being
Indra. Generally, these deities represent different powers of nature
like rain, fire, wind, sun, etc. Most of these prayers are for material
benefits like long life, cattle, horses, gold, victoty over adversaries,
etc. The Brahmanas, or prose texts containing explanations of
Vedic Mantras were composed shortly after the hymns. They were
appended to them, forming a part of the Veda, which they interpret
authoritatively. They are not mere commentaries, but expound the
~"ystem. It is Brahmanas that show the value and place of the
various hymns in the ritualistic system. They prescribe the particular
hymns to be used, the conditions, manner and order of the
ritualistic observances, and sacrifices and the benefits they bestow.
Thus, the prevailing form of Vedic religion was the system of rituals
and sacrifices as prescribed in the hymns and of the connected
notes called the Brahmanas. For their performances, many of these
rituals needed the help and services of numerous priests. Large
quantities of materials like butter, rice, animals etc., were used to
complete the rituals, sometimes extending over days and' months.
Prescribed details had to be observed in the most exact and
scrupulous manner. Even the most trivial and insignificant error in
accent, modulation or pronunciation, or variation from any
specified detail, could spoil or distort the entire effect of the
sacrifice. Under the system, benefits accrued not from the prayers
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or the deity, but entirely from the correct observance of the rituals.
In practice, the system stressed the unfailing efficacy and primacy
of the sacrifice. By accurate performance of the ritual the gods were
compelled to grant the gifts. The material advantage sought was
bound to accrue despite even the ill-will of the god to whom the
hymns had been addressed. The sacrificial rituals, correctly
performed, could produce everything on earth and in heaven that
man desired.
.
These sacrificial rites embody supernatural wisdom and are
self-existent. The Vedas, including Brahmanas expounding the
sacrificial ritualism, are self-revealed and self-created. They are
eternal, and prescribe orders and prohibitory commands. They
have no commander, God, or author who issued them. While facts
and events described in the hymns have no religiOUS Significance,
their entire value is ritualistic so as to secure material advantage
to man and to prescribe for him the course of action. These hymns
have nothing of what is normally understood by religion. 2 There
are no prayers to a personal God or a deity for spiritual or other
benefits. No such god, or God is assumed. The Vedas and
Brahmanas are deemed to be uncreated, self-existent, eternal and
transcendent. They contain secret, cosmic and mystic laws of
nature. These hymns and rituals are beyond reason and logic. They
have omniscient formulae of wisdom. They prescribe secret and
mystic laws of nature which cannot be understood rationally. In
this lies their mysticism. They have only to be accepted and
followed. Originally, the word Dhanna meant sacrifices or their
powers. It would thus be wrong to understand the word Dhanna
to mean religion. The Vedic hymns and Brahmanas assume no
author or controller of the universe. There is no God who has to
be obeyed, loved or prayed to or who shows his grace. The system
helps us to control and make our own future. The Vedas cannot
be comprehended as they are beyond human understanding and
reason. All benefits could be obtained by rituals, but these were
not blessings from God. It is these impersonal commands, and not
God, that require our obedience.
It is this ritualistic or sacrificial mysticism of the Vedas which
has remained in vogue, and which has been enjoined and practised
scrupulously, for hundreds of years since its origin. Apparently, the
hymns are prayers and outpourings of primitive and simple people
impressed by the forces of nature. These were addressed to nature
gods of rain, sun, etc. But for the purpose of rituals, these very
verses were torn from different and unrelated contexts so as to
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constitute the Mantras or the ritual fonnulae. In order to obtain
the desired henefits these disjointed verses, without any hearing
on the concerned issue or rational sequence, were combined and
chanted for the various sacrifices as prescribed in the Vedas.
The Vedic system required complete ohedience without
question. The Vedas were the ultimate, infallihle and the only
source of knowledge, mystic or the rest. They involved neither
feeling nor intellect. One had to suhmit hlindly to these impersonal
commands so as to master nature and obtain all kinds of henefits
here and hereafter. These Vedic commands and rituals are not
spiritual truths, nor are those from God. They are eternal tools since
self-revealed to man. They require his complete ohedience. They
are not from inside man. They are transcendent and unchallengeable
hy reason. Thus, human reason is downgraded and divested of its
ahility to find the mysteries of nature. This mysticism asserts that
reason cannot be true. Accordingly, as a truth finder reason has
been discarded. No new idea or change could be right or valid
unless it had the sanction of the Veda$.
Next came the stage of improVising the sacrifices. Instead of
actually doing the sacrifices, one only did meditation, or
contemplation. These meditations could also give the same results
as the sacrifices. One had to meditate continuously on one entity
or a letter. In this line arose the worship of sun; an image or a
stone representing a deity. Here also a meaningless combination
of words, or a Mantra, was used for meditation. The mystical
power now came to be in the meditation or Mantra which could
create mysterious changes in nature. All the same the old sacrificial
system also continued.
In the context of rituals, arose the idea of Brahman. Finally,
it indicated the great force behind these sacrifices and the entire
sacrificial system. But, there was no worship of Brahman, it being
no personal God that could be approached, prayed to or
worshipped. Nor could Brahman be reached by thought or feeling.
There were manuals of substituted meditations in the Aranyakas.
Vedic mysticism gave power and authority to the priests, the sole
perfonner of rituals and to the system of sacrifices and rituals,
induding the method of substituted meditations. It gave unquestioned pre-eminence and omniscience to Vedas but not to God or
gods. So much so that like other benefits, even virtues could be
gained or· attained by the system of sacrifices or substituted
meditations. Before we close the description, we give a gist of the
system in the words of Dasgupta.
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"'The main elements of the sacrificial mysticism of the Vedas
may be summarised as follows: First, a belief that the sacrifices
when performed with perfect accuracy, possess a secret, mysterious power to hring ahout or produce as their effect whatever we
may desire either in this life or in the hereafter. Second, the
conception of an unalterable law-involved is such invariable and
unfailing occurrences of effects consequent upon the performance
of these sacrifices. Third, an acceptance of the impersonal nature
of the Vedic literature, as having existed hy itself from the
beginning of time and as not created or composed hy any person
human or divine. Fourth, the view that the Vedic literature
embodies nothing but a system of duties involving commands and
prohihitions. Fifth, a recognition of the supreme authority of the
Vedas as the only source of the knowledge of ultimate truths which
are far beyond the powers of human reason. Sixth, the view that
truth or reality whether it be of the nature of commands or of facts
(as was maintained hy the later Vedic schools of thought, the
lJpantsads), could be found once for all in the words of the Vedas.
Seventh, the belief that the Vedic system of duties demands
unfailing obedience and submission. Two definite characteristics
emerge from these; First, the transcendent, mysterious and secret
power of the sacrifices," "second, the ultimate superiority of the
Vedas as the source of all truths, and as the unchallengeahle
dictators of our duties." 'There is nothing here of feeling or even
of intellect, but a blind submission, not to a person, hut to an
impersonal authority which holds within it an unalterahle and
inscrutable law, the secret of all powers." 3
The reason for our detailing Vedic mysticism is that to all
subsequent orthodox religious systems and mysticisms, it gave
dear colour and direction, especially because all of them accepted
the scriptural authority of the Vedas and the system prescribed
therein. In fact, no system could be called orthodox unless it gave
complete and unquestioned obedience to the Vedas. The Vedic
system gave definite character and shape to all suhsequent systems
which could work only within its overall framework.
In the Vedic times logical thinking only laid down "crude
generalisations". The Vedas do not presume a God as the creator
of the universe. They alone are eternal, inviolable and all-powerful.
The world is real and the goal of life is to have good things in
this world and in heaven after death. All these could be secured
by resort to sacrificial, ritualistic and meditational practices. The
literate man was more powerful and virtuous or moral than the
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illiterate one because virtue and power could be gained by
sacrifices. The Vedas prescribe definite commands, and prohibitions, including the sanctioning of caste divisions, and distinctions.
All these directions and prohibitions demand strict obedience
because of the spiritual, mystic and infallible character of the Vedas.
These caste distinctions and other commands became the
fundamental basis of all the later religious, social and ethical
systems. No orthodox syStem had the least chance of survival
unless it accepted the unquestioned authority of the Vedas and
their system of commands as mentioned above. It is very significant
to note that for over 700 years after the issue of the Vedic hymns,
i.e., upto the time of Upanisads, the above mystical religion and
the interpretation given therein remained in unquestioned practice
in the orthodox field.
To interpret the hymns of the Vedas by their literal meaning
would not be appropriate since those were beyond human
understanding and scrutiny. Yet from the literal point of view the
hymns were addressed to the powers of nature and the system
could be called polytheistic or a form or'nature worship. The chief
Vedic God was Indra to whom the largest number, about twentyfive per cent, of the hymns were addressed. Admittedly, Indra was
a God who was known for his moral laxity. He is the most popular
God of the Vedas, probably because he was a protector of the
Aryans, the bestower of rain, and the destroyer of the dark skin4 •
There are a few hymns which would suggest that there was one
power behind all the gods : ''What is hut one, wise people call by
different names."~ But this idea of Brahman indicated no God but
just the great power underlying the sacrificial system. The plurality
of souls was assumed. Purva-Mimansa is the system expounding
the above ritualistic view of the Vedas. Kumarila Bhana,who lived
in 700 A.D., is its cheif exponent. He recognises no God. For him
Vedas and Vedas alone are supreme, final and eternal. They
determine Dharma. In this system Upanisads are given a
subordinate position to that of Vedas. The Vedic Aryans had a clear
zest for life. The sacrifices were done to win gods and compel them
to bestow material benefits and advantages to man. The highest
aim of life was heaven after death. In view of the injunctions for
the graded caste system, monotheistic ideas. of the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of man leading to human equality as
the hasis for ·all social, moral and spiritual development, could not
arise, being incongruous with the mystic commands.
Actually, in the normal sense of the words, the Vedic system
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is neither a religion nor a system of mysticism. It is not a religion
since it involves no relationship of worship, devotion or the like
between man and a divine power. It is not mysticism because it
is not an approach or attempt on the part of the seeker to have
some kind of an experience of God or Brahman. Modern scholars
suggest that it is just the introduction of the magical elements into
the field of religion, and indicates 'the transfer of power from the
gods to the priests'. There is no doubt that helief in magic was
widely current in the period, as shown by the Atharoa Veda, which
is mainly a 'hook of sorcery and witchcraft'. b
We have defined mysticism as the extra-sensory experience
of man. In this sense, Vedic mysticism in no mysticism because it
pertains to the self-revealed mysticism which man cannot
experience or understand. It only demands his ohedience.
Ohviously, this mysticism does not fit in the classification we
started With. Dasgupta calIs it Ritualistic or Sacrificial mysticism.
In order realIy to understand and appreciate later mystic
growths in the country, the import and implications of Vedic
mysticism have to be kept in view, since alI orthodox mystic
systems accept the validity and authority of this mysticism. The
differences and disputes, relate only to their interpretations of the
Vedas. But, there could never be a repudiation of the Vedic ~'Ystem
or the Vedas as such. The thesis given in the Vedas is inviolable
and infallihle.
Hiriyanna says that from the Upanisads downwards, it is
the characteristic of alI Indian systems, that they never discard the
old but accept it as an integral part of the new. In fact, the new
includes all the essentials of the old and earlier systems fully
reconciled to the new. This trait, besides enahling the old system
to absorb and assimilate new or heterogeneous growths, maintained the supremacy and continuity of the original system. The
Vedic mysticism thus, remained always fundamental to the
suhsequent systems. The system reveals the secrets of the cosmos
imd. the incapacity of reason to apprehend or comprehend these
mystic forces of the universe. This Vedic system subsequently gave
rise to the other religious and mystic systems in the country, and
continues to have unquestioned validity. Two points are essential
for the proper understanding of alI orthodox systems in the
country. Firstly, that all orthodox systems accepted wholeheartedly
the validity of Vedic mysticism, and secondly, that it is the above
interpretation of Vedic mysticism that has been accepted as
authoritative and authentic. This system was practised continuously
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for hundreds of years after the time the Vedic hymns had been
revealed. Even uptil the time of the Upanisads, the fundamental
character of this view had never been questioned hy any orthodox
school. It is, therefore, natural to assume that whatever he the
suhsequent accretions to the system, the original view was true and
authentic. Among the orthodox exponents, Sankra is the only
person who gives secondary importance to this view of Vedic
mysticism. But, he too accepts its validity and the unquestioned
authority of the Vedas. Hence the fundamental importance of this
mysticism in understanding all the later orthodox mystic systems
and developments.

4

Upanisadic System]
Apart from its mystic ritualism, the Vedic religion is clearly
polytheistic, hecause its gods are only the personifications of the
forces of nature. Monotheism in the strict sense of the creator heing
different from the creation is virtually ahsent. The adoration or the
separate worship of different gods being ahsent, their independent
value and entity were there only because the verses addressed to
them were, sometimes mutilated and torn out of their context,
uttered and chanted in connection with the sacrifices and the
rituals. Though strong pantheistic verses aoout Prajapati being all
and everything are also there, the emphasis is entirely on ritualism.
Before we consider the thesis of the upanisads it is necessary
to bear in mind an important fact about them. upanisad literally
means "secret te~chingn. upanisads generally record the stray
thoughts of sages, hermits and forest dwellers. It was a teaching
meant for the select few. It was imparted in private to the pupils
of only tried character. Unlike the Vedas, Vaisnavism, Saivism,
Buddhism, jainism and other religions, the upanisads did not lay
down a system meant for one and all. They comprised a teaching
meant only for an elite, a small section of people, many of whom
had withdrawn themselves to the seclusion of the forest. They
represent the variant and unreconciled views of different sages as
expressed by them from time to time. It seems to be a development
similar to the one among those hermits who took to Yoga as a
means to power and peace of mind. The upanisads never sought
to evolve and preach a new or a homogeneous religious system.
That also accounts for the variations between the earlier Upanisads,
and the subsequent ones which were recorded many centuries
later. Of the later upanisads, Hiriyanna writes that these had
practically accepted the earlier Vedic thoughts, including its rituals
and social commands. These aspects of the matter need to be kept
in view while understanding the thought of the Upanisads as
recorded below.
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. The real search for Brahman, as against the Brahman being
the power or the essence of sacrificial rituals, started only in the
Upanisad period. The Vedic Brahman was wholly concerned with
the mundane desires for the henefits of life. But, in the Upanisads,
there is a spiritual craving for immortality that distinguishes the outlook of the sages from that of the early Aryans who cared only
for the things of the world. l We cannot say why the pendulum
swung in the opposite direction. But, it did move. This search is
for an immortal identity with the Self or Brahman. When this stage
of supra-consciousness (Prajnana) is reached, all empirical experiences are dissolved in this infinite and limitless homogeneous
experience. Connected with this consciousness of a deep
dreamless sleep is the stage where all duality vanishes and the
suhject-object relation is lost. Along with it the inner vision of
everything is gained. There is no trace of duality and we have a
hlissful experience. There is none who knows, nor the one that
is known. This ineffahle experience, in relieving oneself of all
separate experiences, comprehends them all. Normally, we miss
the reality underlying the external world. This intuitional
experience is ineffahle. It reveals itself only to an awakened supraconsciousness.~ With the knowledge of it everything else hecomes
known. It is likened to the rivers flowing into the sea and losing
their identity. In it one cannot be distinct. All divergent things lose
their seprate knowledge and identity when they are merged in this
Being or the Reality from which they have come out. Another simile
given is of the oak seed which is dissected reveals nothing of the
big oak tree which springs from it.' It is the chief feature of
lJpanisadic mysticism that the fundamental Reality is not personal.
It is not like God of the theists to whom we pray and devote
ourselves with love, He being seperate from us. It is nothing of
that kind. The sages speak of this experience as undifferentiated.
The hasic Truth or Reality is the Whole, of which all things are
a part. ~ Brahman has become the universe and everything in it.
Tattvamasi (thou art that) and again 'Abam hrabmasmi' (I am
Brahman) .enunciate the cardinal principle in the Upanisads that
indicates their pantheistic character. These statements can mean
hoth spirituals and even material identity. The cosmic principle can
he material too. In the llpanisads are passages indicating that: (a)
in the beginning the world was a non-being, therehy giving the
hasis for constructing a materialism; (h) Brahman alone is real and
the world is illusory and an appearance only, furnishing therehy
the ground for Sankara's Vedanta; and (c) everything came out of
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the same seed and is a part of the one whole, thereby leading to
pantheism. In fact, materialism, pantheism, monism, Sankara's
Advaita and Ramanuj's Vishisht Advaita, all have an apparently
justifiable basis in the Upanisads.f> Brahman is the totality of a
partless, simple whole. Alman is the essence and source of the
cosmos and also the base of all supra-conscious and undifferentiated
experience.
There is a helief in a superior principle which enlightens life
and thought. The spiritual goal is for the realisation of that true
essence which is immortal in itself. Only those who have a
disinclination for worldly enjoyments could, by intuition, realise
this Reality and merge in it. Whatever he the theistic indications
in the Upanisads, the fundamental and the underlying concept is
of ''1bou art that" and "I am Brahman". Brahman is not separate
from us, everything is a part of it, or an emanation from it. The
final aim is, therefore, of merger and other-worldliness. Even
Yajava/kya, the chief sage of Birhadaranyaka Upanisad, ultimately
felt that one should leave the world and his family to seek
salvation. It is only the realised person who can point out to us
an experience which is self-illuminating, blissful and entirely
ineffable. It can be grasped only by a intuitive or a non-rational
contact with Reality. Our essence is never born and never dies. For
some this knowledge is cognitive. It can only be known by the
person who realises his self to be identical with the Highest
Principle. For him death, and power sink into insignificance and
illusory nothingness. The world is an appearance only.
There is another line of thought in the Upanisads. According
to it Brahman appears as a Supreme Being from whom everything
has proceeded and who is the soul of all energy. He is the source
of everything, the mind and life of everything, and the thought of
all thought. He cannot be grasped by the senses and the mind.
The Kalba upanisad says that He is the Great Ufe from which all
else comes into being; He is the Creator and controller of the
Universe.' The ideas appear anomalous for He too is the world.
Here Brahman is described in seemingly theistic tenus; but, the
basic concept even here remains pantheistic, namely, that the
world is an emanation or a part of Brahman. It is He who has
become the visible universe of diverse names and fonus. there are
passages where Brahman is mentioned as having spread himself
into everything and formed all that exists. This might even be
considered as a negation of spirituality and a fonu of materialism.s
This is contradictory to the idea of Brahman being the Creator and
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Controller. Ideas anout materialism, dualism and a God could also
he deduced. And yet it is not a God of the theist, hecause all
symnolic descriptions, like tRose of rivers losing identity in the sea,
of Brahman heing the source of all energy and everything, of the
oak seed spreading out into an oak tree, of the Whole without parts
and of everything merging in Brahman and losing individuality,
raise entirely a pantheistic picture and concept ahout Brahman.
The Katha Upanisad says that he "who perceives diversity in
this world suffers the death of all deaths". One who knows
Brahman escapes death, and that from One form IIe necomes
many.') Admittedly, Upanisads, and sometimes the same Upanjsads,
contain conflicting and contradictory concepts and thought
system without any attempt at reconciling those divergencies.
Evidently, Upanisads are mere compilations of different ideas as
have occurred to the various sages following their experiences.
They do not contain a unified thought system. IO That is why
different and opposing schools try to support and hase their
theories on writings from the same Upanisads. Some even contend
that Brahman alone exists and the rest is all false and illusory. While
the Upanisads do not propound only one or a consistent form of
philosophy, it is clear that, except for stray divergencies leading
to contradictory thoughts, without any attempt to create a coherent.
or independent concept, the main thought of the Upanisads is
either pantheistic or monistic. It is this thought which Gaudapada
and Sankara subsequently expounded in their monistic philosophy
of the world not being real hut ilIusory.l1 Final knowledge is gained
intuitively (Prajanana) and not by cognition (Jnana). Hiriyanna
concludes that the dominant tnought of Upanisads is ahsolutistic
or monistic.
The next question is the way to gain this intuition. Brahman
is revealed only when our minds turn away from all desires and
ties of the outside world, and when one does meditation. Only
those can have this experience who do no sinful action, control
their desires, and are at peace with themselves. After this
preparatory stage, meditation is recommended. The Upanisads say
that Truth is known through purity and meditation. It was after the
end of the Vedic period that the Brahmanas prescribed as an
integral part of the discipline revealed social order the ideal of four
Ashramas-the first of studentship, the second of the householder,
the third of Vanprastha and departure to the forest, and the fourth
of a Bhikshu, an ascetic monk, in search of identity with Brahman.
The mystic objective was to be achieved in the last two stages,
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when all thoughts of the prescnt and all links with the delusivc
secular life were to he abjured as bondagc. 'z Ultimatcly, it has to
be a hermit's or Sanyasin~~ life, away from the world. This stage
of intuition is reachcd by effort, practice and meditation, and not
as a hoon or gift of thc gods, nor by sacrificial practices. Ultimately,
one can come in touch with Brahman and can entcr it or realise
that One is Brahman. But, one must give up all desircs by which
one is hound to the world. Whcn one reachcs this Reality, onc
is lost like a river in the sea. Nothing remains of man by which
he could feel as a separate individual. He is one with Brahman.
This is achieved only when one's senses stop moving and the mind
stops working. "No one can describe what this existence is. One
can only say that it is 'being', nothing more. 1 \ But, one is merged,
identical with Brahman, alicn and dcad to thc world of senses.
Nothing is left of the man. This is the final stage and state of the
Jivallmukta. As stich, he has no role to play in life. He hccomes
indifferent to all action, whether good or evil."'4
According to Sankara, Vedic mysticism is the lower truth
(apara vidya). The higher truth (para vidya) is that givcn in the
l1panisads. Apara vidya is just preparatory. Naturally, Sankara's
difficulty is that he cannot disown the Vedas and their authority.
He has, thereforc, to include them in his system as the preliminary
stage. His view we shall deal with separately. There is another view
ahout the Upanisads. It is "the doctrine of a self-evolving Brahman
(Brahama-parinamallada)"I~ of Bhartrprapanca which is monistic.
The goal in the Upanisads is the enlightened state in
Brahman, or Moksa from the empirical world. This goal of release,
according to Sankara, means that the self remains hy itself, partless
and peaceful. According to others, it is only a sense of diversity
that ultimately disappears. The All-Comprehensive Reality is
experienced as identical with oneself. In either case, in this state
of perfection, the distinction of self and non-self, and of good and
evil, is transcended. This conception of the .Iivanmukta is an
advance over the earlier Vedic belief which involved heaven only
aftel death. It is a liheration from the .condition of worldly
existence. The apparently theistic statements in Upanisads do
mention of the Creator. But, this Creator is no different from the
created. He is the efficient and the material cause of the world and
the conception becomes pantheistic or absolutistic. It needs to be
noted that whereas in a few Upanisads there is criticism of Vedic
ritualism, ultimately, the Upanisadsaccepted the Vedic thought and
II
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caste. They became a part of the overall Vedic system and gained
scriptural authority as a part of the Vedas.
In conclusion, it is evident that Upanisad mysticism is
primarily monistic, a mysticism of merger or identity. it is very akin
to Isolation mysticism.

5

Vedanta J
We have already seen that the Upanisads are a compilation
of variant strains of thought, and all subsequent religious systems,
even opposed to each other, have tried to build up their ideas on
the basis and support of the Upanisads. For our purpose, it is
necessary to consider the two principle mystic systems, one of
Sankara and the other of Ramanuja, hath of whom derive their
scriptural authority from the Upanisads. The latter we shall deal
with under Vaisnavism. The mystic system of Sankara is admittedly
monistic or absolutistic. Gaudapada and Sankara are the two chief
exponents of it. The former writes; "The manifold universe does
not exist as a form of reality, nor does it exist of itself." "Sages....see
the Self to he devoid of imagination, change, or conception, as
causing all phenomena to cease and is devoid of duality. Having
attained to non-duality, one should behave in the world like an
insensible object." "Seeing the truth in respect of himself and of
the external world, having himself become of the nature of truth,
taking his pleasure in it, he will never depart from the truth." 2
Zaehner believes that this final state (Turiya) of unqualified
absoluteness is akin to the dreamless sleep. It is like the eighth
and final state of release in Buddhism, which is 'neither of
consciousness, nor of non-consciousness,' with 'cessation of
perception and feeling' ..l
Under this system Brahman is the sole reality which is nondual. All diversity according to Sankara is false (Mitbya). As in the
classical example of a rope appearing a serpent, the latter has no
reality. Similarly, all diversity of the world is an illusory appearance,
and the sole underlying reality is Brahman. Consequently, to move
in the world, while accepting the reality of the phenomenal
existence, is sheer ignorance or Avidya. The aim of life is to realize
the truth of the underlying Brahman and to deny the world. But
in life we are not conscious of this truth. The individual self is a
part of that Brahman, and is not, to that eXtent, false, while the
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world is illusory. After a person becomes conscious of this position,
he becomes a jivanmukta. It is possible to achieve this stage in
this life. In this state he is ,a part of Brahman and loses all his
limitations which are false. Thus, Brahman, being the sole reality,
appears both as an individual being and the diverse universe,
which is entirely illusory. The individual being in not illusory like
the world, but it works under limitations which are also false and
illusory like the world. Another consequence of this view is that
all change is a mere transformation without any ultimate
significance, thereby demolishing all primary validity of moral life
in this world. As such, all relation of Brahman with the empirical
world is denied. It is neither its efficient nor its material cause.
Hence all causation, change, movement and direction in the
empirical world lose any meaning or value. All changes are illusory.
They are not changes of Brahman, or the underlying Reality. Birth
and death are also unreal and illusory. Hence the following
Mantram of Sankara : "I am not born; how can there be either birth
or death for me ?" "I am neither male nor female, nor am I sexless.
I am the Peaceful One, whose form is self-effulgent, powerful
radiance. I am neither a child, a young man, nor an ancient; nor
am I of any caste. I do not belong to one of the four life-stages.
I am the Blessed-Peaceful One, who is the only cause of the origin
and dissolution of the world.'" The chang~s or transformations in
the world are taken on the lines of the Sankhya-Yoga, with the
exception that those changes are not of an eternal Prakrti, nor of
Brahman, but only of an inexplicable Maya or Prakrti which is
neither real nor unreal, nor related to Brahman. Only jiva, without
its limitations and apparent indiViduality, is identical with Brahman.
It is Brahman. It is Brahman with a limiting adjunct. But, jiva too
is neither born nor dies, nor exists empirically, nor undergoes any
change. The Brahman and Maya can each be represented as the
cause of the world. Their blend or combination becomes Saguna
Brahman or lsbvara, comprehending all the diversity of experience, including the experiencing selves. In this sense Brahman, like
Maya, may be conceived in two stages as the cause and the effect.
In the former diversity is latent, whereas in the latter it is manifest.
In comhination with false Maya, Brahman descends to the
empirical world and this is the lower (Apara) Brahman compared
to the higher (Para) Brahman. The Saguna Brahman Usbvara) is
the Cosmic Self corresponding to the individual self. Each of these
is Brahman and has an unreal adjunct. The adjunct is allcomprehensive in one case, and. finite (Avidva) in the case of the
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individual self. God remains untouched by any of the evil
consequences like love and hate of association with finite adjuncts.
It is attachment which implies preferences. God with the power
of Maya hecomes the Creator of the universe. In a way, He also
becomes the material and efficient cause of the world. He is thus
a Great Magician. He, like the magician, is not deluded hy the
illusion of manifestation He makes. The ultimate goal is the
Absolute or Brahman, and not God or Saguna or qualified
Brahman. All methods of worship and devotion are fruitless. This
path of devotion and the ideal of God are for persons of poor
intellect. It can only be a stepping stone for the path to Brahman.
In itself all devotion is illusory. Sankara writes: "the entire realm
of duality including the object and the act of devotion is illusory."
"Such a Jiva, that is the aspirant betaking itself to devotion,
inasmuch as it knows only a partial aspect of Brahman, is called
of narrow or poor intellect by those who regard Brahman as eternal
and unchanging." Again, he says, "this discipline", that is the
discipline of worship, "as well as the various (sacrificial and moral)
works are prescribed by the scripture for the aspirants of low and
average intellect out of compassion, so that they also, following
the correct disciplines, may attain to the superior knowledge. That
this discipline is not for those who possess the right under1>landing,"~ Jiva or the ego is a combination of self and not-self, nonreal adjuncts or Avtdya. Maya is the adjunct in the case of saguna
(qualified) Brahman. Man truly to be himself must get beyond
himself. In Sankhya-Yoga, the Jiva or Purusa remains aloof, and
the ideal is to maintain the aloofness, and withdraw from its
combination with Fralmi. Similarly, in the Advaits of Sankara,
withdrawal is from the illusory adjuncts of Maya. This return to
supra-conscious aloofness in the case of Sankhya-Yoga is like the
realisation of Brahman or the transcendent ego. According to
Advaita all variety is finally false. It is just an appearance. The
Advaitin, unlike Mimamsaka, holds that the author of Vedas is God,
but it is not his work. It disappears at the end of a cycle,
reappearing again in the next cycle. In one sense it is eternal like
God and is independent of God.
The aim of life is to get rid of aU false adjuncts and of the
identification of the self with the false empirical world. The method
to do so is by right knowledge. The important thing is that for that
purpose the change has to be in the realm of thought and not in
the realm of being. In order to be free, one has only to alter his
attitude to the world. The final change is not ~. the nature of the
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self which is unchangeable. One is Brahman already, only the
position has to be realised in experience. The method for this
achievement of liberation from the empirical world is two-fold. The
first part is Vairagya, or dissociating oneself from the world, while
doing the duty of one's station in life, i.e., the caste duties. The
mystic achievement can be made only by him who is a Sanyasin,
or renouncer of the world,6 who gives up all works, good or bad,
and who is unwilling to accept even the grace of God. The actual
change is of one's viewpoint and not is one's nature. While in the
other systems ethical work contributes directly to one's growth,
here the aid of ethical action is, for evident reasons, only indirect,
because actually the empirical world is really an illusion. Vedic
Karma or ritualistic mysticism is accepted as helpful but only to
gain heaven. Morality is only a remote aid to Moksa, because doing
one's duty has no meaning in reality. Of course, discrimination
between the transient and the eternal, the absence of desires, a
tranquil attitude and a desire for liberation have to be cultivated.
The general belief is that, as was planned by Yajnava/kya, the final
stage is achieved while one is a Sanyasin. It is seen that in this
discipline the so-called ethical duties have only a negative value.
There is no positive moral action because that would be moving
in a wrong direction, and, in fact, be an involvement. Hence the
remote value of all moral action. 7 The Upanisadic diSCipline of
Vedic study, reflection and meditation has to be practised. The
reason for meditation is that, despite intellectual understallding,
one's psychic habits have to be cured by meditation. Finally one
realises "Thou Art that." Though the realisation is merely of an
intellectual truth and a comprehension, there has to be an
experience also, i.e., a revelation of scriptural knowledge is
necessary. But it is not final in securing liberation. It is like an
intuition (Anubhava). At that time one does not merely know
Brahman, nor is there a union, but one becomes or, in fact, is
Brahman. This]ivanmukta is in life, but, in a way, out of it. After
death he is freed finally. ]ivanmukta has no role to play, for
Gaudapada says that one should behave in life as an "insensible
object". Sacrificial Karma of the Vedic pattern secures a position
which in a future life can give final liberation.
A few words of clarification in this regard are necessary,
because Vedantic mysticism is generally deemed to be the epitome
of Indian thought, religions and mystic life. Readers must alr~dy
have observed a marked similarity in the approach, the goal, the
general conceptions, and the disciplines to be adopted, between
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Advaita and Sankhya-Yoga. The difference is that while in
Sankhya-Yoga Prakrti is eternal, here the material world is only
an illusory formation of Maya. Here too the Jiva, a part of Brahman,
is in combination with the false empirical adjuncts of Maya, which
in Sankhya-Yoga are the transformations of Prakrti. Here too, as
in Sankhya-Yoga, the liberation of the Jiva has to be secured from
the false empirical adjuncts. In hoth cases the eternal Jiva or Purusa
is virtually inactive and non-participating in the changes of the
empirical world. These take place outside him and without
affecting him. Again, in both cases the final goal is the non-active
liberation of the Jiva or Purusa from involvements of the empirical
world. Like Purusa's shining in its own light, here too is a
realisation of one's being a part of Brahman. He is completely
liberated from the illusory world or Prakrti or the world of activity
or morality, the relevance of which for early training is also indirect
and remote. As such, neither worldly life, nor its social or political
activities, have any value or significance. In fact, the final stage,
as in the discipline of Upanisads, is of the fourth Ashram or of
a Sanyasin. Another similarity is that while the final realisation is
mystic, intuitive or revelatory, the general approach is predominantly intellectual and contemplative. Though theoretically Sankhya
and Yoga systems are dualistic and Vedanta is monistic, in effect
and in practice they are extremely identical in their conceptions,
approach, ethics and other-worldliness. Moral life has no ultimate
significance. R The idea of God being a lower stage, has to be
transcended finally; for 'God' is only the most subtle, most
magnificent, most flattering false impression of all in this general
spectacle of erroneous self-deceptions."9 While this mysticism
concedes the authority of the Vedas, it clearly emphasises that both
Vedic mysticism and theistic mysticism of God (Ishvara) are lower
mystic stages meant for commoners or weak persons, who do not
want to reach the highest ~tage, and are either content with lower
benefits, or are not yet equipped or ripe enough for the higher
life.
We have made clear the answers given by this most important
mystic system to' the seven questions raised earlier. Without doubt,
this mysticism belongs to the class of Monistic or Isolation
mysticisms.

6
Vaisnavism 1
Vaisnavism has an extremely chequered history. The ancient
systems of India were either dualistic, involving a multiplicity of
Purusas without the concept of God in the theistic sense, or were
ritualistic (Vedic), without the concept of a comma'nder issuing the
Vedic commands. In the Upanisadic system Brahman was
conceived primarily in the monistic or in the pantheistic sense. The
predominant view which was Vedantic (Advaita of Sankara)
envisaged that the world was not real. In this system naturally there
was no place of devotion or a system of love as contemplated in
a theism with a God of Attributes. As against it in the Vedic system
everything including heaven could be obtained by the performance of rituals and sacrifices. In such a climate and age, the
growth of a system of worship and devotion could come only by
the flow of a side stream and not as indigenous to the Vedic system
itself. As an independent mystic system, with doctrines and a
philosophy of its own, it crystallised mainly in the post Sankara
period, especially when the Alvar saints appeared in the south and
other Vaisnava saints came up in the north, the east and the west
of India. In order to understand the content and import of the
Vaisnava system, it is necessary briefly to trace its long history.
It is now commonly believed that originally four streams of
thought joined to form the early Vaisnava system of the preChristian era. Probably, the oldest of them was the worship of
Vasudeva who was the God of a tribe called V~ni. As would be
expected from the author of an opposing creed, the Buddhistic text
referring to the worship of Vasudeva mentions it along with over
half a dozen other minor systems of worship, including the worship
of a cow, a horse, an elephant, a crow, etc. Vas\ldeva was a member
of the V~nt race or Satvatas. This system with other accretions was
called the BhagatJata system.
The second stream of thought was connected with the name
of Narayana, who is mentioned as a God in the Vedic system. Nara,
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Narayana, Hari, sons of Dharma, are referred as forms of the
Supreme. But, apart from reference to them as Gods and the
ritualistic use of the related hymns, there was no system of their
separate worship in the period of Vedas and Brabmanas when
ritualism was supreme. This system was extremely meticulous and
elaborate and required the services of priests to perform the rituals.
It is later that the worship of Narayana appeared, presumably from
the lore of the Vedic Gods. Later still arose the worship of Hari
as a side or subsidiary growth. Originally, this worship had not
emancipated itself from the religion of sacrifices.
In the course of time both these streams, of the worship of
Vasudeva and of Narayana and Hari, appear to have joined and
mingled, to an extent, with each other, though their complete
identification with each other had not taken place even upto the
time of Bbagavad Gila.
The third stream of thought arose from the Upanisads
themselves. The Rig-veda, the Upanisads, and the Bbagavad Gila
are believed to be mere compilations of variant and unreconciled
religious thoughts, 2 as these occurred to different sages from time
to time. These were handed down orally. Later, these were
incorporated into books for the use of the individual Vedic schools.
Thus, even in the Upanisads, e.g., in the Cbandogya Upanisad,
occurs the name of Krishna, which name was later associated with
Vasudeva as Krishna Vasudeva. In the upanisads, especially the
later upanisads, the idea of a Controller of the universe had also
appeared. But, as we know, it is there entirely in the context of
the monistic or pantheistic Brahman, the Vedic ritualism, and the
caste system, which had beem accepted by the Upanisadic thought
as a part of their overall !:ll'stem. This is the third source of there
being a Supreme deity that is incharge of the world.
Though Visnu was also a Vedic deity, the theory of his
incarnation had not been advanced in the Vedic times. All the
same, his worship constituted the fourth stream that fonned the
system of Vaisnavism. Simultaneously, started fonning its omnibus
doctrine of incarnation to include and absorb every old or new
religious development in the country. These four streams
contributed to the thought of the Bbagavad Gila, which, being
an ecleetic3 compilation, drew heavily on the religious systems of
Sankhya-Yoga, Vedic Ritualism, Bhagavatism, the Upanisads, and
the worship of Narayana and Visnu that had been in vogue then.
Till then neither the identification of Vasudeva and Narayana had
taken place, nor had his being -the incarnation of Visnu been
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accepted. Pancaratra or Bhagavata school is the original source of
Vaisnavism. It espouses the cause of devotion to Vasudeva and his
several forms. The Gila has no organic connection with this system,
which had been there since the fourth century B.C. It is the chief
source of Vaisnavism, being prior to the Gila.
It is practically a settled view that the Gila is of a composite
origin. Admittedly, it suggests doctrines. The path of Jn~na or
knowledge, the path of ritualism, Karman or caste duties and the
path of modified Sankhya are recommended as a means to the
achievement of the goal. In addition, the path of worship is
suggested as an alternative method of Moksa. It is not the type of
worship of Bbakli which we find in the Bbagavala Purana, or as
described and defmed by Sandilya more than ten centuries later. 4
While formal worship of the deity is suggested, the metaphysical
position is somewhat puzzling, as both pantheistic and dualistic
views are indicated. As also stated in some of the Upanisads, God
divides himself and forms the various beings of the world. In this
sense, souls are considered indentical with God. At the same time,
the dualism of Sankhya and co-eternal Prakrti are recognized. ~ The
goal is an eternal life of bliss, a sort of Nirvana in Brahman. 6
It has often been asserted that the Bbagavad Gila gave rise
to theistic thought. The issue needs to be examined. In the Gita,
Arjuna is asked to fight on without regard to the fruit as this was
the caste duty of a Ksbatriya? These thoughts about disinterested
action appear in the Sankhya-Yoga system, as also in the Kalba
and Bribadaranyaka Upanisads, where it is stated that, when aU
desires are uprooted, one attains to Brabman. In the Sankhya, the
Purusa must dissociate itself from the motivated activities of the
co-eternal Prakrti. Thus, arising both from the Upanisadic idea of
Brahman and the system of dualistic Sankhya all motivation for any
action has to be eliminated. While the strength of will and the
power of the mind follow from Yoga, the caste duty to fight in
war follows the command for the Rig-Vedic religion. The path of
knowledge is from the Sankhya, and of Karma (Yajnas) from the
Rig Veda. In the Sankhya, all desires and actions are the activities
of Prakrti. Hence the way to liberation is a realisation by the
Purusa that no activity is his. To dissociate oneself trom that
activity, is the aim of life. The so-called method of unattached
action, a 'psychological impossibility'R is thus, simply another way
of expressing, in a new phrase, the same idea of Purusa from
Prakrti. Man should not be attached to actions in the world. He
should, instead withdraw himself (the Purusa) from all activities,
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which are only the phases and forms of Prakrti with which Purnsa
should not concern himself.
In the Mahabharata the prominent gods are Siva and Visnu.
It would be relevant to record briefly the contents of the Gila and
the systems it suggests, it being also the first formal eXJX>sition of
the Ekantika or Bhaktt Dharma. It is stated in Chapter IV of the
Gita that 'those who know the incarnations and the celestial deeds
of Bhagaval are released from the body and are not born 'again';
that Yajna of knowledge is the best since by it one sees all things
in one self and God. As was also done by the Upanisads, the system
of Yajnas or sacrifices is rationalised. Restraint, discipline and
knowledge are all deemed to be Yajnas or sacrifices. Sankhya and
Yoga are linked with Sanyasa and Karam Yoga or meditational
ritualism. By following either, one gets the fruits of both. All
worship and austerities should be devoted to God. This knowledge
leads to peace. By the Yoga practices one gets tranquillity in
Bhagavat. The devotees of Lord are of four kinds. Of these, the
jnani is the best. He who dies while remembering Lord Krishna
attains to his condition. By the Yoga practices, concentration and
meditation, and by uttering Om and remembering Krishna, one
gets Moksa. There is no return from that stage. Those who die while
the sun is in the northern course go to Brahman. Those who die
while the sun is in the southern course go to the moon from which
the soul returns. By Yoga practices one reaches Aksara(Brahman),
the highest goal. By the meditation of syllable 'OM', the soul hits
the target of Brahman. The system is made theistic by Brahman
being called Bhagavat. The whole world is described as in
Bhagavat. Those who perform sacrifices and rituals attain heaven
thereby, i.e... the value of rituals is granted. The actions dedicated
to God do not bind one. By this, one becomes a 5anyastn and
goes to Bhagavata. One who adores Krishna smgle-mindedly
becomes holy, even if one were wicked before. Even the Vaisyas,
the Sudras and women can worship Bhagavata. From heaven
reached by rituals one returns. But there is no return by full
devotion to Bhagavata. Those who meditate on Bhagavata reach
him qUickly. Those who meditate on Brahman reach there but with
difficulty. If one cannot meditate and concentrate on Bbagavata,
nor can remember him, one should do disinterested deeds. But,
this method is accorded the third place in the order of preference
as a mode of salvation.
The dualism of Sankhya is virtually accepted. It is admitted
that Prakrti and Purusa are co-eternal. All ch~nges, qualities and
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actions belong to Prakrti, which is the cause of all of them, while
Purusa, who is inactive, suffers. In this body is Purnsa, the
Supreme Soul. By meditation one can see it and withdraw Purnsa.
One can attain to the final stage by Sankhya-Yoga, and also by
Karam Yoga. Others can do so by meditation. Though the
Sankhaya system and all the details of the working of Prakrti and
the inactivity of Purnsa are accepted in entirety, the atheism of
Sankhya is avoided from being mentioned. It is also accepted by
implication that since Purnsa does not take part in the activities
of Prakrti, man is absolved of all moral responsibility. Hence, the
emphasis is on concentration, meditation, mechanical remembering, withdrawal, ritualism, realisation and knowledge, but not on
ethical conduct as the foremost and the only way of salvation.
Two classes of men, bad and good, are mentioned. Among
the first category are included men who do not care for God or
morality, or those like jains and Buddhists, or who follow other
religions or philosophical systems. The diet taken and the modes
of worship, sacrifices and austerities practised by one differ
according to one's faith and nature, which are of three kinds,
featured by goodness, activity and ignorance. It is laid down that
the duties of a man vary according to his caste. The doing of the
caste duties of another caste, howsoever well done, is not as good
as the doing of one's own caste duties, even though without quality
and worth. 9 Anyone who surrenders himself to Him would be freed
of all sin.
It has been felt that the idea of action, without regard to Us
fruit, is prior to the Gila. The idea has been found, in one form
or the other, in the Cbandogya, the Bribadaranyaka, the Mailri
and the [sa Upanisads. It is there even in the Sankhya. On the side
of all phenomenal change, the Sankhya system and its twenty-four
principles of change are accepted; so are Yoga prinCiples and its
meditation. ''The idea of love for God does not show itself in any
prominent way in the early Sanskrit literature, except in the
; Pancaralra literature." "It is the contemplative union with God that
we find in the Gila, and the transition to it from the state of Yoga
concentration is not difficult to understand."IO In Yoga liberation
is sought by the destruction of mind through psychical exercises:
Late the devotee seeks to attain liberation through the special grace
of God, which he can hope to acquire by contemplative union.
In the Visbnu Purana the only case of devotion is of Prahlad's love
for God. 11 The earlier literature does not emphasize the feeling
element in devotion. The kind of Bbakli or love, which appeared
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in the post Sankra-Ramanuj period, in not there. In the times of
the Upanisads and the Gila, and even of Ramanuj all that is meant
by BhakJi or devotion is Upasana, or meditation and concentration
on God. 12
The ideas of the worship and the grace of God are there. But
the same were present, though in a faint form, even in the
Upanisads like the Brihadaranyaka, the Kalha and the Mundaka.
The first of them calls Him the ruler of all, His presence heing inside
everyone. By doing good or bad, He does not hecome hetter or
worse. By knOWing Him one becomes a sage. He is known through
the Vedas, worship and austerities. In the other Upanisads, the idea
of Soul heing the doer of everything is there. Only he does good
deeds whom He favours and wants to elevate, i.e., the dependence
of man on God is expressed.
It is necessary here to indicate the mode of worship of the
Bhagavata system which became, in conjunction with streams from
the other sch<:x>ls of thought, the chief base of the worship of the
Supreme One. Pancaratra Samhila is the hook on which is based
the method of worship. The system is somewhat ritualistic and
prescribed Mantras variously arranged. Many rites are also
indicated in the Satvala-Sambila. Sbankaracharya refers to the
system of worship as follows: (1) Going to the temple with mind
fIXed on the deity, (2) collecting materials for worship, (3) actual
worship, (4) the muttering of Mantras and (5) Yoga or meditation.
By worship in this manner for a hundred years all sins are
destroyed. As to the method of worship of Hari, six steps have been
indicated: 0) Rememhering him, (2) the uttering of his name, (3)
salutation, (4) dwelling at his feet, (5) constant worship with
devotion and, (6) the surrender of the soul. In the later period of
Bbagavala Purana three more modes are mentioned: 0) Hearing
His praise, (2) servitude and (3) companionship.
It is significant that all modes of worship are devotional,
ritualistic and formal without any reference to social and moral
conduct.
From the ahove analysis by Bhandarkar, it is clear that the
Bhagavad Gila gave few new religious ideas. In fact, it records all
kinds of divergent systems within one compilation. The overall
system and approach remain, by and large, orthodox and
traditional. The duality and co-eternal character of Purusa and
Prakrti are accepted, as also the priority of the system of
meditation, Yoga and concentration. Generally, the system is
conservative, and it is dearly mentioned that the Lord came to fulftl
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the law and not to supplant it. The rigidity and the immohility of
the caste 1>ystem are thus sanctified and stressed, in so far as one
must do one's own caste duties and not those of other castes.
Further, the sacrificial 1>ystem is also regarded as a valid path.
Religions like Buddhism, Jainism, etc. are, hy implication,
deprecated as had. What is suggested is the worship of Bhagavata.
This system had existed already. Except for the purposes of
worship, the status of Sudras and women, put in the same class,
is kept where it was in the Brahmanical system. The worship
recommended is also of a formal nature in the sense that even
remembrance at the time of death ahsolved one of all sins and
hrought salvation. The utility of the ritualistic system and the idea
of the isolation of Purnsa from the activity of the co-eternal Prakrti
having been accepted, these are tagged to the existing system of
worship of Vasudeva Krishna. 1.1 There is one distinct advancement
from the Brahmanical system. Women and Sudras are admitted to
the path of worship of Vasudeva, though not in other fields where
the rigidity of the caste system is confirmed. Modern research
indicates that this concession was the result of Buddhist influence
since the Buddhist monasteries had heen opened to women and
Sudras. H Ramanuja defines devotion (Bhakt,) as "un-hroken
contemplation of God, as smooth and ceaseless as the flow of oil. "15
It is this contemplative union with God that we find in the Gtta.
"Even Prahlada's devotion was a concentration on God and a
serene contemplation forming union with God."lh In fact, the word
Bhakti, as in the system of the Upanisads or of Ramanuja, only
means mere meditation (Upasana) and not the loving devotion or
love, which idea is not there. Self-surrender in the Gita does not
mean an ideal of love or personal relationship. It is the ideal of
contentment, non-attachment and self-control. It is the idea of the
old Yoga of Patanjali, where also this discipline of self-surrender
is known. 17
It is, therefore, important to understand that the mystic system
of love, as in the case of Mahayana or of Sufiism or of the Bhakti
saints like Kabir, Namdev and others, is not there in the Gila, either
as an idea or as a hase for future development. It is much later
in the Bhagavata Purana that the different forms of emotional
Bhakti are mentioned. In fact, as we also know from the Sutras
of Sandilya, the Bhakti system of love or mystic intuition through
love did not exist before Sandilya. The Gita sought to introduce
nothing radical or heterodox. It tended only to consolidate, and
bring in one compilation, variant (and on points even mutually
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opposing) systems like the worship of Bhagavata; the ritualism and
caste duties of the Vedic religion the dualism of Sankhya-Yoga and
its mode of isolation of Purnsa from the activities of the Prakrti;
the meditation of Yoga, and the monism and pantheism of the
Upanisads. According to Dasgupta, "the great solution of the Gila
is the compromise it advances hetween the worldly life of allotted
duties and the hermit's life of ahsolute renouncement." "On the one
hand we purify our minds hy non-attachment, and yet, on the other
hand, we continue to perform all the ritualistic and other 'duties
helonging to our particular caste or stage of life,' i.e., the prescrihed
stages of four ashrams.'tlA The Gila laid down different paths of
Moksa. But they were all old systems. While it gave priority to the
path of ]nana and the meditational processes of Yoga, and
accepted the ritualistic mysticism of the Vedas, it also approved of
the meditational devotion of the Bhagavata system.
Before we deal with further developments in Vaisnavism and
indicate the chief Vaisnava schools of Bhakti that arose upto the
time of the radical Bhakti of Kabir, it will be useful, hriefly, to state
the chief features of Vaisnavism as it emerged from the period of
the Gila. The higgest contrihution of the Gila is that it gave formal
sanction to the path of worship as a means of salvation and
admitted women and Sudras to it. But, it was only an alternative
path to Moksa. The other paths recognised by the Gila had their
own priorities. The ideal, by the very nature of things, was merger
or salvation from the empirical world with the ohject of never
returning to it. In life all one had to do was to perform one's caste
duties that had been assigned under the Vedic and orthodox
scriptures. Their authority was fully recognized as also of the
overall social structure it prescribed.
In due course, the identity between the cult of worship of
Narayana and Vasudeva was estahlished. In the Upanisad period
Visnu rose to a senior position from being a junior God in the Rig
Vedic period. Even in some parts of Mahabharata, the divinity of
Vasudeva Krishna had not been generally accepted. In the course
of time, the four streams of Vasudeva (the historic God), Visnu (the
Vedic God), Narayana (the cosmic God), and the Upanisad idea
of a Supreme Soul comhined to form one religion. To this was
added the fifth stream of Gopala Krishna from the Ahfr race. Till
ahout the Christian era, the story of the boyhood of Gokula Krishna
was not known. But later on, Gopala Krishna was also identified
with Vasudeva Krishna. It has been seen that the Gila, which
introduced the idea of God, was not organically connected with
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the worship of Vasudeva and his forms.
By this time, however, the doctrine of incarnation of Visnu
had also been formed. This gave aJ) impetus to the attempt at the
integration, within one system, of the various religious growths and
modes of worship, even though very divergent in their historical
origin, creeds or aims. The only thing common among them was
the general acceptance of the Vedic scriptures and the status quo
in the old social order. In fact, the object of the theory of
incarnation was to absorb and assimilate, within the old system,
all new religious doctrines and developments, even though
heterodox. It is in the post-Vedic period that the theory of
incarnation of Visnu came to be formed. The idea is that God takes
the human form in order to save man. All Avataras are supposed
to he the different forms of Visnu. The theory is a noteworthy
feature of Hinduism.. It enables it to absorb other creeds hy
declaring their Gods or prophets as the manifestation of the
Supreme God or Visnu. 19 In the Gila Lord Krishna says that those
who worship other Gods also worship me, though imperfectly. The
number of Avataras of Visnu, rose from time to time, including
the hoar, the man-lion, the dwarf, Rama, swan, tortoise, and
Vasudeva-Krishna. In the Bhagavata Purana this number rose to
twenty-three. The mythical Kapila, the author of the dualistic
Sankhya system without a God, is included as an Avatara, as also
Risahha, the first Trithankra of the Jains. By the eighth century
A.D., Buddha is alSo added to the list of Avataras. It appears that
in Vaisnavism or the Bhagavata religion, the purity of the
monotheistic doctrine was hardly the concern of anyone. Similarly,
in the apparently ~)'nthetic attempt of the Bbagavad Gita, the
elements of the dualistic systems like the Sankhya and Yoga were
included both for meditational purposes and for explaining
changes in life as the activity of co-eternal Prakrti. Among the
Avataras, authors of the non-theistic systems of Buddhism, jainism
and Sankhya were also included. Evidently, to the authors of
Vaisnavism, the only concern was to accept and to show Visnu
or Vasudeva as the supreme God. They were unconcerned with
the unity or purity of doctrine and theology, or with the modes
of worship and the preSCribed religious practices. In fact,
heterogeneous doctrines and the authors of even heterodox, nontheistic and dualistic systems were owned. It is important to
understand that, as against the equality and unity of man before
God inherent in any monotheistic system, the gradings of the caste
~)'stem and the social and religious segregation of the Sudras were
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kept intact duly sanctioned and approved. In addition, Vedic
ritualism and the authority of the Vedas were accepted. All this was
maintained not only in the earlier Vaisnava systems, but also in
the Vishist Advaita of Ramanuja and the later Vaisnavism.
Lord Rama was taken to be an Avatara prohahly in the early
centuries of the Christian era, though there was then no separate
cult in his name. It was later near the lIth century A.D. that the
cult of Lord Rama actually came in existence. Here, too, there are
manuals giving the mode of worship of the deity, hy means of
Mantras, formulas and magic circles, quite like those prescribed
in the Satvata-Sambita for the worship of Vasudeva.
Next we come to the period of Sandilya and Bhagavata
Purana in the eleventh century A.D. The Bbaktithese two descrihe
is not the worship of or meditation on God as in the Gita. Nor
is it a formal singing. It is a deep affection for God. Even His Maya
cannot hind man to the world. According to Vallabba, God
invokes love in man. It is a favour bestowed hy Him (Pushtt).20
In the emotional type of Bhakti, the devotee in heart and soul feels
a spiritual intoxication and joy. As in the case of Chaitanya, he
'sings, laughs, dances and weeps'. He is no longer a person of the
world. II
It is in the Bhagavata Purana that we first find the idea of
devotion as th~ supreme source of hliss. It becomes the highest
goal. So it suhstitutes the place of wisdom or philosophical
knowledge. Bhakti is believed to destory all the past sins. Thus,
Bhakti also becomes a Mantra, a magic. But no moral action is
stressed. The Bhakti of Bhagavata Purana is not the old
contemplative meditation of God. It is the upsurge of feelings and
emotions of love of God. 22 The Bhagavata Purana mentioned nine
modes of worship. Each of these can lead to Moksa. 23 These include
listening to the praise of God, the reading of the sacred books,
the repeating of God's name, remembering Him, etc. The repeating
of God's name can hring deliverance. These modes are ritualistic
and magical and no moral action is stressed. Idol worship is
accepted. Sandilya's defmition of Bhakti not only prescribes it as
the only mode of worship, but also distinguishes it from the types
of worship prevalent earlier than his period and from Bhakti as
indicated in the Gila. These old modes of worship, like the offering
of flowers (as mentioned in the Gita), indicate only Sraddha or
faith. Bhakti is a lOVing affection. It is neither knowledge nor
action. 2• Sandilya and his commentator, Svapnesvara, attack the
Vedanta doctrine that liberation or salvation arises from knowledge
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of the Soul. "The true method is Bbakti, devotional faith, directed
to the Lord. This is the immediate cause of salvation. Knowledge
is an auxiliary to Bbakti, and may oocome useful by washing away
the filth of unbelief. But it will not itself aholish the veil which
exisrs between the soul and the Supreme." "In the highest form
it (Bbaktt) is affection flXed upon the Lord. It is an affection
directed to a person, not mere belief in a 1>)'stem. Affection is its
essence. It is not mere knowledge of God, for it is possible that
even those who hate Him may have knowledge of Him. Nor is it
knowing the Lord as an object or worship, etc., for these are
outward acts, and Bbakti is not necessarily present to them. It is
simply an affection. It follows knowledge of the greatness and
other attributes of the Adorable One, but is not that knowledge.
The particular knowledge which it follows is that there is a promise
of immortality to him who abides (i.e., has BbaktJ) in Him. 'Abiding'
is something more than mere knowledge. Moreover, affection is
unselfish. It is not a wish. It is expressed by the phrase, "I love,
I have an affection for, and yet I do not wish for", since wish refers
only to what one has not obtained, but affection refers equally to
what is obtained and what is not obtained."
"Bbakti is not an action (a 'work'). It does not depend, as
knowledge does, upon an effort of the will. Hence, as it is not an
action, its fruit (beatitude) is endless. Every action, on the other
hand, ultimately comes to an end, so that everything gained by
works ultimately perishes." "The means are knowledge, concentration, etc. The end is Bbakti."
"Knowledge is subsidiary to Bbakti." "Moreover, knowledge
is not essential, though a means, and an important one. Affection
occurs even in the absence of knowledge."
"Bbakti (or faith) is not Sraddba (or belief). Belief may be
merely subsidiary to ceremonial works, not so faith. Belief is a
preliminary subsidiary to faith, but is not faith."2'.i This is Sandilya's
defmition of Bbakti.
Even the Bbagavata Purana is aware of the three methods
of knowledge, works and devotion, and accepts their validity, as
also of the Vedic scriptures and the prescribed social system.]/, The
goal of life and the role of ]ivanmukta remain, as before, otherworldly.
It is also significant to mention that the Sankhya idea of
Prakrti was so much owned by Vaisnavism, that later Sita, as the
consort of Lord Rama, who is the inactive soul, has been deemed
to be responsible for the entire activity. The same acceptance is
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also evident from the emergence of the entire world from Shakti,
the consort of Siva and Saivism.
Further development of Vaisnavism started in the South, far
away from the earlier centres. Dr. Tara Chand feels that this took
place as the impact of Islam. But, this issue is not relevant to our
purpose since we are mainly concerned with 'the nature and'
content of this development. A chain of Alvar saints appeared,
extending over a long period. It is claimed that they arose hath
hefore and after Sankara. The favourite deity of Kullasekhara, an
historically known Alvar saint of the twelfth century, is Lord Rama
and not Lord Krishna. This new growth spread to the north, the
east and the west. In the following pages, starting with Ramanuja,
we shall briefly indicate the ~1'stems and the views of all the chief
exponents and saints of this new Vaisnava Bbakti movement. The
radical SY1>tem of saints like Kabir, Namdev and others, who
according to their helids, are outside this fold, would he
considered separately.

RAMANUJA
Among the Alvars were two classes, the Saints, who
composed the devotional songs, and the Acharyas, who were the
philosophers and teachers of the doctrine. May be, the challenge
came from the success of the Advaita of Sankara. This eliminated
the need and importance of all devotional worship. He deemed
the world to be illusory. For him Brahman alone was real. In the
face of it, the basis for the cult of idol and devotional worship was
being eroded. Ramanuja, therefore, in pursuance of the direction
of his guru, took upon himself this task of tracing from the
scriptures, the Upanisads and the Brabma Sutras the justification
and basis for this religion of lsbvara worship prevalent in his time.
In his system the world is real and there are three eternal principles
of Brahman or God, (Isbvara) individual souls and the world
(Pralm,). The individual soul and the insensate world are deemed
to be the attributes or body of Brahman, just as the soul has a
human body. The three elements are different, but the embodied
parts, though different, are one. These three parts are inseparable
and eternal. Before creation the body of the Supreme Soul is in
a subtle form, but with creation it develops. At that time matter
and souls are in Him, in an unmanifest fonn. It is something like
a Platonic idea. Later, he has them in his body in a manifest fonn. 27
Thus Brahman or God is hath the material and the efficient cause
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of the world and controls it from within. The entire development
is from the mundane egg. The soul and the world are a mode of
Supreme, eternal but dependent on Him. Man is identical with the
All-embracing God. The system of changes of Prakrti for the
creation of Abankara, activity, etc., is the same as in Sankhya,
except that God is there to gUide it. lsbvara has a wonderful
celestial body with Lakshmi as his consort. lsbvara appears in five
forms: (1) as Narayana or Para-Vasudeva, he lives, adorned with
ornaments and gems, in Vaikuntha on a throne surrounded by Sesa
(serpent), Garuda and other delivered souls; (2) as his four forms
in the world, including that of Vasudeva to enable men to worship
him; 0) as the ten Avataras, fish, tortoise and others, (4) as present
in each being even when one goes to heaven or hell; and (5) as
in the idols kept in the houses. Unlike Sankara, Ramanuja takes
the ritualism of the Vedas and the Brabma Vidya of the Upanisada
as equally important. Rituals are not for a lower class of people
nor do they give a lower truth. He thinks that rituals prescribe the
method of worship. These he accepts fully, as also the caste system.
The doctrine relating to Brahman shows the nature of God, and
both together (rituals and Brabma Vidya) form one doctrine. They
are not addressed to different persons as is believed by Sankara.
KarmMarga for Ramanuja includes the Vedic rituals, the worship
of idols, as given in the Agamas, and the repeating of Mantras.2!l
Souls are of three kinds: (1) the bound ones, (2) the
delivered ones, and (3) the eternal souls like Garuda. Of the bound
ones, some seek wealth and others seek heaven. They perform all
rites, sacrifices and pilgrimages. Some of them are devotees of
Bbagavat and some worship other Gods or Avataras. Of those who
desire deliverance, some seek the consciousness of the pure soul
only (Kevalin) and others eternal bliss. Of the latter, some seek
God through Bbakti. They first study the Vedic mysticism and the
philosophy of sacrifices and rites. But, this Bbakti is open to the
three higher castes only and not to Sudras. The caste system is
maintained intact.
Those who cannot do the Bbakti of the type mentioned
above can resort to Prapatt~ or surrender to God, after renouncing
the world. This system is open to all classes. For the efficacy of
Bbakti, Karm Yoga and ]nana Yoga are essential. The first is the
perfonnance of all prescribed acts, rituals, sacrifices ceremonies,
pilgrimages and the worship of idols. ]nana Yoga is the gaining
of cognitive knowledge of one's being separate from Prakrti and
being an Attribute of God. These two preparatory steps lead to
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Bbakti which consists in meditations, accompanied by the Yoga
practices of Yama, Niyama, etc. These methods include: (1) the
use of un-polluted and un-prohihited food, (2) chastity, (3)
constant practice, (4) the performing of rites and sacrifices
according to one's means, (5) virtuous acts of truth, compassion,
Abimsa, uprightness, (6) hopefulness and (7) absence of elatedness. Bbakti, as done by these seven means, leads to one's seeing
God. As against it, Prapatti involves complete self-surrender. In the
Padma-Purana seven other modes of worship are also suggested.
They are all ritualistic and formal, e.g., (1) the imprinting of marks
on the body and the forehead, (2) the repeating of Mantras, (3)
the drinking of water used for washing the feet of the idol of Hari,
(4) the eating of the cooked food offered to the idol, (5) the service
of devotees, (6) the observing of fasts on the fIxed days of the lunar
month. (7) the laying of Tulsi leaves on the idol, etc.
This Bbakti has no ethical hias or emphasis. It is a Bbakti
of a formal and emotional nature without the kind of love that
fructifIes into a moral life for the service of man. On the hasis of
the study of Alvar saints, Hooper asserts that there is no necessary
connection between Bbakti and character. In this regard, he
particularly cites the example of one Alvar saint, Tirumangai. 29
Maitra who has discussed the problem of Hindu ethics and the
problem of ideal life in aU Hindu schools of orthodox philosophy,
including that of the Vaishesika, the Purva Mimansa, Sankara,
Ramanuja, Madhava and Vallabhacharya, comes to the conclusion
that a common feature of all these doctrines of ideal life or Moksa
is "the conception of the ideal as a negation, or at least as a
transcendence, of the empirical life proper, and that this state is
thus a super-moral spiritual ideal rather than a strictly moral ideal."30
And after achieving the state of Moksa, there is hardly anything
to be done. It is a negative and quietist ideal without any activity,
except that in the case of Ramanuja's system one has to do
unconditional scriptural works like the daily rituals, bathing in the
Ganges on the day of lunar or solar eclipse, etc. As such, in the
orthodox Hindu systems, the negative ideal or goal has been
accepted. It is a transcendental state of deliverance from all the
struggles of life. It is generally and essentially a state of
quiescence. 31 In all these systems including that of the Visbnu
Purana, release from the bondage of the world is sought.
Ramanuja's Bbakti does not mean boundless love; it only
involves Upasanasor meditations. The goal is attainahle in this life.
The actual goal is achieved after death and the soul then has a
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direct vision of Truth as its own essence. It is a doctrine of identity.
Upto the end one must carry on ritualistic duties and duties of one's
station in life, Le., the caste dutiesY
We have detailed Ramanuja's system, since it is one of the
oldest and the most typical of the theistic schools that emerged
after the onslaughts of the Vedantic school of Sankara. Like the
Bhagavad Gita, its theism, if at all it may be so called, is seemingly
synthetic and incorporates practically all the chief elements of the
Sankhya, the Yoga and the Vedic ritualism. The world and souls
are the body of Brahman both in their manifest and unmanifest
forms. On the metaphysical side, the system is hroadly pantheistic,
God being the material cause of the world, and Ishvara, the souls
and the material world being the constituents of Brahman. In a
way, the system is also pluralistic, as souls and Prakrti are eternal.
In addition, the socia-religious sanctity of the caste system is
accepted. It makes no departure from the earlier socia-religious
~l'stems. Rather, a justification is afforded for the continuance of
the Brahmanical system for the worship of images. For purposes
of Bhakti the world has virtually to he given up and celibacy
maintained. Full sanction is given to faith in the Vedic scriptures
and the observance of Vedic rites and other prescribed pilgrimages
and fasts. The world activity, including all moral life, is virtually
a movement of the eternal Prakrti, from the bondage of which
release is sought hy resort to Yoga and meditational methods. The
cultivation of virtues has no social content. As in all the Yogic
systems, virtues are practised entirely with a view to preparation
and personal discipline for meditation. Virtu'ous acts, as such, have
no social ends or validity. They serve purely as aids to meditation.
In the social fields one has to do one's caste duties, and the word
Karma includes all Vedic rituals, idol worship, and other
ceremonies.
The ideal is the attainment of Narayana the enjoyment of bliss
and deliverance from the world. As indicated already, the system
of training is the Karma Yoga, the ]nana Yoga and the Bhakli
Yoga (meditations). Though the householder could follow the path
of salvation, the Sanyas Ashram prescribed in the Vpanisads leads
to speedy salvation. The person who has made the final
achievement, is also obliged to perform all the rituals (Karma) like
fasting and baths prescribed in the Vedas for a normal being.
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MADHYA
In Madhva's system the separate existence of God, souls and
the material world is assumed. And though God is the efficient
cause of the world, the same is due to the movement of eternal
Frakrti which is its material cause. The system is thus dualistic with
a plural number of souls. In substance, the Sankhya system is
accepted, except for the addition of a Personal God. In the 1>-ystem
of Madhva, God is a SUbstance, and the doctrine of incarnation
is believed. In his qualities and actions, the Avatam is identical
with God. Lakshmi is distinct from God but is dependent upon
Him. She is co-extensive or co-eternal with God. Souls are of three
kinds: (a) those fit for attaining bliss, (b) those eternally
undergoing transmigration, (c) those fit for darkness only. Creation
begins when God disturbs the equilibrium or Frakrti. As for the
world activity, the Sankhya system is virtually accepted. Moksa can
be attained through service but only by a soul fit for it.
There are eighteen methods that help salvation, including (1)
Vairagya or renunciation of the world and its pleasures, (2) selfcontrol, (3) self-surrender, (4) acquaintance with the lore, (5)
attendance on the guru, (6) knowledge got from the guru or a
Vaisnava and reflection on it, (7) devotion to God, (8) sympathy
for inferiors and love for equals, (9) the performance of Vedic rites
without the desire for fruit, (10) the avoidance of prohibited acts
or sins, (l n the knowledge of Visnu being the highest, and of the
distinctions between God and the world, Frakrti and Purusas, God
and individuals, etc., (12) worship or Upasana, the hearing of
Sastras, meditation, etc. These steps lead to the direct knowledge
of God which is cognitive. The followers of Madhva use special
marks, created sometimes even by heated metal, leaVing permanent
scars on the body.
In this system God cannot be exhaustively known even by
revelation. He is apprehensible by the mind but is not fully
comprehensible. 33 The presence of the last two classes of souls,
that are not redeemable and are doomed to misery and darkness,
is something extremely incongruous in a theistic system. For it
virtually limits the scope of human freedom and divine grace. 34 As
no progress is envisaged for these souls, the system is rather
deterministic. The distinction of one soul from the other remains
even after Moksa. The ideal is the attainment of bliss. For release,
the knowledge of God is more essential than self-knowledge. Both
are obtained through the study of the scriptures. For the
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knowledge of God, meditation and reflection under a guru are
necessary. The realisation of God's greatness and goodness is the
means to salvation. Like Ramanuja, Madhva rejects the ideal of
jivanmukta, and feels that scriptural duties and those of one's
station in life should be done throughout life. 35 As in the case of
Sankara, performance of any worldly duties or moral acts by the
spiritually enlightened person is unnecessary. In short, here too the
ideal of salvation is otherworldly. One has no socia-political role.
The caste and ritual duties are accepted and the ritual system is
adhered to till the end of one's life. Madhva and Ramanuja, in a
way, reject the idea of jivanmukta. For, they feel that complete
knowledge and bliss are realized more after death than in life.'/>
The goal is achieved by doing scriptural duties, the study of
scriptures and meditation.

NIMBARKA
Nirnbarka's ~'Ystem is monistic and also, in a way, pluralistic.
He feels that the world, souls and God are both distinct and
identical (Bheda-Abheda). The first two have no independent
existence, hut are dependent on God. His recommendations for
the modes of Bhakti are practically the same as of Ramanuja. He
believes that Brahman had in it the rudiments of the world. By
manifestation Brahman becomes the material cause of the world.
The souls are numberless. Soul's knowledge depends on God. But,
hy contact with Maya or Prakrti, its form is distorted. Prakrti is
eternal. The nature of soul can be known by the grace of God.
In this system the Vedic ritualism, the theory of incarnation, the
caste ~)'stem and Sankhya are accepted. The approach is otherworldly. The object is for the soul to know, by dissociation from
Prakrti and by the grace of God, its own nature. The worship
recommended is that of Radha-Krishna. This worship is more
devotional than that in the case of Ramanuja, but the other-worldly
approach remains. Since the individual soul is distorted by its
contact with Prakrti, naturally the mystic way is that of ascetic
withdrawal from life.

RAMANANDA
All sys~ems prior to Ramananda, including that of Sankara,
excluded the Sudras from their fold. They had to do the duties
prescribed for their low castes and rise in status so as to be born
as Brahmins. Then alone they could tread the path of the Vaisnava
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Bhakti. Ramanand's refonn extended to the effect that lower castes,
if admitted to the Vaisnava fold and as devotees of Visnu, could
dine with the other disciples. For the rest, the ~)'stem is the same
as of Ramanuja and his deity was Rama with Sita as his consort.

TULSIDAS
Though a disciple of Ramananda, Tulsidas's philosophy leans
towards spiritual monism. Like the other Vaisnava saints, he accepts
the rigidity of the caste system, even though his guru Ramananda
had to an extent relaxed it for admitted Vaisnavas. He is
conservative and other-worldly. In his system there is no emphasis
on socia-moral conduct. God's grace is the main instrument to
hring ahout Moksa and the destruction of all sins.

VALLABHA
In Vallabha's system the devotee can continue to be a householder. God has Himself become the world and the individual
souls, because the Supreme Soul was not happy while all alone.
He decided to become many. In all these cases the world view is
pantheistic. The world is real, hut salvation is only through Bhakti.
Though one need not give up the householder's life, the method
of worship is entirely ritualistic and ceremonial. Apart from the
devotion of singing and praising God, the conductor of worship
should rise early, drink the washings of the feet of the idol, utter
the names of Govardhana and others, remember the river Yamuna,
etc. Similarly, at other times of the day, there should be image
worship and the feeding of the deity, accompanied by other
ceremonies, like Arti, the ringing of bells the blowing of the conch
shell, bathing, dressing and the feeding of the idol.
There are no public temples, but each guru, who is a householder, maintains a private temple at his own house. At eight fIXed
intervals during the day the devotee should visit the temple of the
guru. The best stage of salvation is that of joining the sport of
Krishna and Radha in the highest place of heaven, called G%lea.
Vallabha's system is not known for any new ideas except that he
has excessively ritualised Bhaklt and made it open to householders. Bhandarkar believes that Vallabha's devotion appears more
dramatic than real. Ultimately, such forms of Vaisnavism gained
unsavoury reputation, especially the systems where Krishna and
his consort were worshipped.
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CHAITANYA
Born in Bengal, Chaitanya was a devotee of Radha and
Krishna. He developed the emotional side of the Bhakti of Krishna
and his consort. He composed songs, did fervent singing and
ecstatic dancing. This was his method of approach to God. His
disciples included persons of all castes and even Muslims. For him
the deeply emotional singing of the praises of God (Radha-Krishna)
was the only method of Bhakti and salvation. While singing, the
devotees would laugh, weep, jump and embrace each other in a
state of emotional outhurst. Chaitanya became an ascetic and a
Sanyasi. His loud singing became so charged with feeling that he
even 1>wooned under the intensity of his emotion. For Chaitanya,
Krishna is the highest God who is so beautiful that he excites love
in the hearts of all. The Vedantic theory of Chaitanya is that of
Nimharka, or of identity with a difference between the soul and
God (Bheda-Abheda). God, Krishna, can be approached hy love
alone. When, through continuous love, the soul becomes one with
God, it becomes unconscious of its individual existence, and
becomes, as it were, ahsorbed in Him. In spirit the soul is one with
God. God appears in fmite spirits. Thus, the soul is identical with
God. The goal of life is the hliss of union in which the soul loses
its consciousness. But actually they remain distinct. Most of
Advaitas, followers of Chaitanya, observe caste distinctions; hut
those who are recluses or Bairagis do not do so. The teachers of
this system are all celibates. The type of BhakJi the Bhagavata
Purana preaches is illutrated by the life of Chaitanya. Chaitanya
mentions different kinds of love: (a) love with awe and reverence
for His greatness, it is the peaceful, calm and tender love (Santa);
(b) love with the submission of the heart like that of a servant's
(Dasya) for his master; (c) the love of God as a friend (5akhya);
and (d) the deepest love as of the wife for her husband (Madhura).
The last kind is the sweetest and the deepest as for a beloved. Love
is God's very nature. He loves man. 37
The Brahmanicallndians cherish four values, Dharma, Artha,
Kama, and Mow. The fmal goal is Mow. The other three are
the lower ideals. Of course, Dharma is a preparatory ideal and it
means nothing beyond doing the duties of the station of one's life.
Since the llpanisads, Mow has been the fmal ideal. At the time
of the llpani$ads the concept of ]ivanmukta emerged. It was felt
·that the evil of 5amsara carries with it the seeds of destruction.
In any case, this ideal of renunciation, leading to Moksa or
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liberation, ultimately came to be the accepted ideal. Though
Jivanmukta was also assumed, he too in that state completely cuts

himself off from all worldly life. This is the view according to
Yajnavalkya and Sankara. 38 In the other group of Ramanuja and
Madhva, the scriptural and ritualistic duties have to be carried out
by everyone to the end of one's days. The highest bliss and union
are reached only after death.
Bhakti being only an alternative method of Moksa, it has been
felt that Bhakti Marga, or the devotional method of Moksa, is only
for those for whom the idea of a Personal God has a special appeal.
We have had a hrief picture of various Vaisnava developments and different schools of its thought. Let us indicate briefly
the chief features of this mystic system.
(1) The overall world view is either pantheistic or dualistic,
where the co-eternal Prakrti is assumed. In the former case the
world and souls are the body or qualities of Brahman. Brahman
is both the material and the efficient cause of the world. In the
latter case, it is virtually the Sankhya-Yoga system with the addition
of Ishvara as a God of Attrihutes. Generally speaking, the soul
forms a part of Brahman. Even if the ideas of worship between
man and God, and the creature and the Creator, are mentioned,
there is basic identity between the soul and Brahman, the former
being a part of the latter. In theism the world is the creation of
God. It is different from God, nor is the world co-eternal with Him.
Hence, whatever name one may give to the Vaisnava system, it is
not theistic in the normal sense of the word.
(2) There is belief in the Vedas and their ritualistic mysticism.
The social order and other practices enjoined hy them, are
accepted. While each sect put its own interpretation on the Vedas,
including the Upanisads, there is implicit faith in their scriptural
sanctity and all that they stand for.
(3) The caste system and its social prohihitions are strictly
adhered to. Ramananda was the only person who made some
relaxation but that too was only in regard to those who had been
admitted to his Vaisnava faith as the disciples of Visnu.
(4) The world is deemed to be real. But, in view of the
Sankhya-Yoga background and the ideal of Moksa or liberation
from Samsara, the entire approach and the attitude are otherworldly.
(5) The goal is of Moksa. It means the return of the soul for
merger in Brahman, or to its original state of purity, bliss and union
with God, without involvement in the world of man. The aim is
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not the service of God or man, nor is it the carrying out of His
will in the world. None of these matters receives any priority, the
ideal being that of salvation (Moksa) from the tangles of the world.
(6) As such, there is no stress on the moral life except for
purposes of personal purity and aid to mp.ditation.
(7) In some cases the final achievement is made after death.
In life, the ]ivanmukta has no social role to play, except that he
is still obliged to follow all the prescribed ritualistic duties.
(8) The theory of Avataras is accepted and idol worship is
practised.
(9) During the earlier period of Vaisnavism, the path of
worship was only an alternative way of deliverance from the world.
This path was not even the first in the order of priority. Later, when
it was recognized as the chief mode of salvation, the worship
contemplated was only meditational, formal or ritualistic. In the
case of Chaitanya the worship became extremely emotional in
character.
In view of the above, the Vaisnava systems whether theistic,
pantheistic or dualistic, remain in theory and practice mysticisms
of Merger of Isolation.
(A more detailed account of Vaisnavism may be seen in 'The
Sikh Ideology' by Daljeet Singh.)

7
Saivism 1
Saivism has, perhaps, the longest religious history in India.
We shall deal with only its principal sects and .developments.
Rudra, mentioned as a fearsome howler in the Vedic hymns, was
a junior Rig-Vedic god. Probably he was picked up from the old
Indian tradition. Some say he figured even in the Harappan age
since seals bearing his Yogic pose have been found. Saivism has
a number of differences with the other Hindu mysticisms. First is
its history. Siva is probably indigenous to the Indian soil. Siva or
Rudra is supposed to be a god more ancient than the other RigVedic gods. He is apparently a god of destruction and the prayers
are to be addressed to him just to avoid his harmful propensities.
Secondly, while Saivites believe in the scriptural value of the Vedas,
they treat the Agamas, supposed to be the word of Lord Siva, to
be their chief scripture. Thirdly, among Saivites the dominance of
the priestly class has been less marked. For the same reason, the
shackles of the caste system have been less rigid among them.
Rudra was prayed to mainly out of fear so as to avoid damage from
him. But, in due course he became a benign god and was, in
addition to Rudra, called Siva, though the underlying sentiment
towards him was still of fear. The knowledge about Siva was
deemed enough for salvation. Those who sought him in their heart
became immortal. He was given other names too and was
propitiated in a number of ways. These methods include~, as in
the times of the Grihya Sutra, the performance of rites and bull
sacrifice. He was still a feared and wild god. Though an old Indian
god, in one sense the popular worship of Siva or Rudra started
later than that of Visnu. In the time of Svetasvatra Upanisad, Rudra
or Siva had attained the dignity of a supreme god.
From the metaphysical point of view, three elements are
mentioned. Rudra or Siva the ruler; second, the ruled and ignorant
souls; and third the material elements of enjoyment and suffering,
Le., the world. These three elements are supposed to be virtually
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co-eternal. In one sense the three elements are parts of the One
Whole. It is helieved that this concept of the three elements heing
parts of the One Whole was later adopted hy Ramanuja in his
qualified monism. In this system, which is in one sense pantheistic,
the world is real. Siva is the inmost Soul, the Creator and Ruler
of the world. He is without qualities. He created Hiranyagarhha.
The way of achievement or enlightenment is through knowledge,
meditations and Yogic processes that lead to the perception of the
Supreme Soul. By meditating on Him all ignorance is dissolved.
By knowledge of Siva, without any action, one is freed from
hondage and hecomes immortal. The idea of freedom from the
world and bondage is there, and the goal is the achievement of
immortality and hliss. The knowledge of Siva is the door to this
immortality. Even by seeing the superior soul Usa) one is delivered.
After achieving immortality one reaches eternal peace and the
noose of death is cut off. While He is Ahsolute, He is without
qualities. The value of Sankhya-Yoga is accepted. For, by knOWing
the cause, which is to be understood hy Sankhya and Yoga, a man
is free from bondage. The Yoga processes are prescribed so as to
make the meditation effective and to reach the supreme goal of
immortality.
The Svetasvatra Upanisad is prohably the first Upanisad
indicating the adoration for Brahman or god, who is Rudra or Siva
and not Visnu. Vasudeva Krishna of Bhagavad Gita is a later
development, and we have in this Upanisad the germs of the
system of worship. For this adoration one should eat moderately
and take Siva's vow for giving up greed and anger. One has also
to he forgiving. Meditation and the muttering of OM have to be
practised for the final realisation. The method is ritualistic and
ascetic in nalUre, e.g., ashes are besmeared on the hody and
Mantras, are repeated for deliverance from the trammels of life.
In the Mahahharata, Lord Krishna advises Arjuna to worship
Durga, the consort of Siva. It is evident that Siva, as a god, was
in the field before the period of the Bhagavad Gila and before
Vaisnavism came to contest his supremacy.

THE PASUPATA SYSTEM
Though Saiva worship is very old, the oldest regular Saiva
system is of Pasupata. It appeared in the second century B.C. The
Agamas is the scripture said to have been revealed hy Siva himself.
Under this system, the world, or effects (Karya), including souls,
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are produced from Pradhana. lshvara and Pradhana are the cause
of everything (Karana). The 'effects' are of three kinds: the
individual soul (Pasu), 'cognition' and 'organs'. These 'effects' are
dependent on Siva. Cognition is the Quality of the individual soul.
Souls are of two kinds, impure and pure. Impure souls are
connected with the hody and its organs. The pure ones are
unconnected with them.
Yoga is the method to connect the soul with God through
the conceptual faculty. It is of two kinds; the first of action, like
the muttering of formulae and meditation; and the second of
stopping all action and merely using the feeling. The aim is the
deliverance of the soul from the universe, or the disconnection of
soul from the body and its organs. The Vidhi or discipline involves
the hesmearing of the body with ashes thrice daily, and activities
like meaningless artificial laughing, singing, dancing, the making
of different odd and repulsive sounds and movements, and the
uttering of ridiculous and ahhorrent words. The methods used are
all ritualistic and formal, and do not relate to human conduct in
life or the world, which is virtually given up. Begging is practised
and remnants of food are eaten in order to he above any sense·
of decency. After this comes the final deliverance of the soul from
the misery of the world. This deliverance is also of two kinds. The
first is the destruction of misery, and the second is the gaining of
powers of knOWing and doing things miraculously. The soul with
powers lives eternally. While in the other systems the final aim is
heaven from which there is no return to mortal life, here the goal
is nearness to God from which there is no return. But the soul has
enormous powers. The Yoga method leads the soul through the
conceptual faculty or Chit to the final stage. The aim is to seek
deliverance from the bondage and misery of the world with a view
to non-return and gain powers. In the Pasupata system, generally,
the processes and methods prescribed for release from the world
and for the attaining of the highest stage are other-worldly, ascetic,
ritualistic, fantastic and wild.

TIlE SANA SYSTEM
Here too there are three elements; the Lord (Siva), the
individual soul and fetters. Siva or God has a body made up of
powers and five specific formulae or Mantras, representing
different parts of his body with five powers. By these powers he
creates, protects, destroys, conceals and helps. The discipline for
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the final attainment of deliverance from fetters or the world is
fourfold. The first part is of knowledge (Vidya), the second of
actio1l or rituals, the third of meditation or Yoga, and the fourth
of discipline or Karya. The first part consists in gaining knowledge
ahout the system, its features, disciplines, and methods of release
and attainment. This knowledge also includes explanations ahout
the system, its formulae, Mantras, rituals, meditations, prohihitions,
and practices. The second part, or the ritualistic stage (Kriyapada),
involves the muttering of Mantras twilight worship, other worship,
throwing ohlations, perfonning various rituals and ceremonies, etc.
The third part comprises meditation, concentration, breath control,
the Yogic samadhi and the like, for the attainment of Yogic
progress and powers. The fourth part concerns the basis of
Sivalinga, the rosary, various ceremonies etc., and doing penances,
purifying ceremonies and rituals. There are prohihitions regarding
the killing of animals, the eating of food offered to the deity and
slander against the Saiva system. Siva acts according to the deeds
of the souls. The delivered soul is a part of the body of Siva. When
the fetters of the soul are removed, it hecomes atomic, sclfconscious, eternal and all-pervading. When delivered, it hecomes
identical with Siva, and has eternal and houndless energy, with all
powers of action. But it is dependent on Siva. The Mukta is a
person with five formulae or Mantras as his hody. Though these
Muktas become Sivas, they are not independent. The methods of
achievement, as indicated ahove, are ritualistic and meditational.
The system is ascetic and other-worldly, and the question of social
concern does not arise.
Both the Saiva and Pasupata system are, in a way, dualistic
and pluralistic. They maintain that the supreme and individual
souls are separate entities. In the Saiva system the delivered souls
arc almost identical with Siva. They are like Siva except for the
power of creation. According to the Pasupata system, the soul, in
the delivered state, shakes off its ignorance and weaknesses. It
attains immense knowledge and power. God and Pradhana are
supposed to be the cause of the world. It is dualistic also in the
senselthat souls and Siva remain separate. The latet Saiva schools
hold that Siva possesses Shakti and develops a power consisting
of the sediments of the individual soul and the material world.
From this power the whole world is created. This doctrine is
qualified spiritual monism like that of Ramanuja inasmuch as Siva,
characterised hy Shakti, creates and, in a way manifests itself as
the constituent cause of the world.
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KAPALIKAS
In the Kapalika school of Saivism, while the metaphysical
position is the same, the methods and disciplines adopted are more
ritualistic, ascetic and even crude. They hesmear the hody with
ashes, use ornaments and hracelets and eat food out of a skull.
They even eat ashes. Worship is done with hlood and wine, and
other horrihle practices are also indulged in.

KASHMIR SAIVISM
In contrast with the other Saiva systellis, in Kashmir Saivism,
God needs no cause like Pradballa to create the world, nor is He
the material cause of the world; nor does the system assume the
principle of Maya to create any illusion or the world. Whether the
world is an illusion, the underlying principle is that it has to he
given up as something not worthwhile and a hondage. God creates
the world by the force of His will. He makes the world appear in
Ifimself, as if distinct from Himself, though it is not really so. It is
like a house that appears in a mirror, which is unaffected hy the
house. Similarly God is unaffected hy the created world. It is
helieved that God Himself, hy His power, appears in the form of
individual souls, and, hy another power, hrings into existence the
state of things which forms the world and the conditions of lJUf
life. According to this system, the individual soul is identical with
the Supreme Soul. The soul is Siva in His self-limitation. It is
identical with Him. It is thus a form of monism or pantheism, nearer
to Sankara in one respect and Ramanuja in another respect. But:
the soul, because of its impurities or Mala, does not see its identity
with the Supreme Soul. These impurities are of three kinds. The
first is that the soul considers the created body to he itself and feels
itself to he finite and limited. Its remaining in the hody is another
kind of impurity. Under the influence of his organs man starts
acting, giving rise to further Karmic impurities which can he evil
or good and lead to misery or otherwise. These impurities are
hrought into action hy Nada, the female or Shakti aspect of Siva.
It is the female element (SbaktO, a power of Siva, from which arises
speech. With speech, ideas, the worldly life, and forms come into
existence and shape. This speech, thus, becomes the origin of all
impurities which lead to worldly life. The world is in one sense
real hut the entire approach is other-worldly and negative, since
the worldly life is unwanted and an impurity. The ohject is to
remove all these impurities. These vanish hy intense contempla-
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tion, Le., hy the impact of God's light on the devotee. When the
individual soul is free from the world and its impurities, it becomes
the Supreme Soul. There is, thus, virtual identity between the
individual soul and God. Therefore, the goal of life is merger or
blending with Siva. It is by our ignorance and participation in the
world that we fail to recognize this identity. By intense meditation
we realize that we are God ourselves and finally see our identity
with Him. This school does not prescribe most of the external
disciplines of other Saiva schools. Its internal disciplines are also
less rigid. But, the schools of Kashmir Saivism are other-worldly,
involving merger or identity with the Supreme Soul. In this
hackground, the system is monistic or pantheistic. Ohviously, the
liberated soul has no social role to play.

LINGAYATS
.The Lingayats sect of Saivism arose in the twelfth century A.D.
It owes its separate origin and its anti-Brahmanism to one Shri

Basava, who has also heen dubbed as a politician. Under this
system, a guru or a preceptor has to be chosen for the disciple.
A ritualistic initiation ceremony is also performed. The Brahmanical
rites of Gayatrimantra and the wearing of the sacred thread are
retained. The doctrine is that the original essence of Saiva is the
highest Brahman, being Satchit-Anand. In it exist, in their essence,
all the rudiments of the universe, Prakrti and Purnsa; and to the
same they return at the end. The original state is, thus, nondualistic. Later, hy its power or Shakti, the original state is moved
and becomes divided into two, Siva, the God, and the individual
soul, the worshipper. In the same manner the Shakti or power also
divides itself into two parts, one part heing the Kala or power of
Siva, and the other part transforming itself into the devotion of the
individual soul. Linga is Siva itself and not a mere symhol of it.
The individual soul has the tendency to lead itself to action and
entanglement in the world. But, Bhakti leads to the final
deliverance, because it is free from the inclination towards action
and entanglement. It turns away from action and from the world
and leads to deliverance. Finally, the soul unites with or merges
in Siva. As before the original division into Siva and the devotee,
there is again Oneness.
Here too the mystic path is one of renunciation. The original
Entity hecomes divided into two, God or Siva a.nd individual souls.
Six forms or aspects of God are conceived. He is distinct from the
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world. One aspect of God is of being the Redeemer of souls. The
progress of the individual soul is three-fold. It is happy at its union
with Siva. It enjoys with Siva. Lastly, it gives up the world as unreal
and iIlusory. The discipline involves observance of vows, restraints
and rites, coupled with indifference to the world. In fact, this
indifference is the first stage of the progress of the soul. Actually,
the progress of the soul is for the return to Siva in the reverse order
in which it emanated from Him. For one school the final goal does
not mean the soul's perfect identity with the Supreme Soul. Nor
is the soul's individuality lost. The system is not, thus, strictly
monistic, though originally only one Essence is assumed. This
school also, like the one of Ramanuja, is Virtually one of qualified
spiritual monism. The difference is that whereas with Ramanuja
God has in Him the rudiments of the souls and the world, here
God creates the soul and the world with His own power. All the
same, He creates them out of Himself. Except in the use of
terminology, there is no difference in the metaphysical position.
/ With another exponent of the system, Siva with his powers
is the material cause of the world and the delivered soul is simil..r
to the Supreme Soul. It therefore, shows that all Saiva schools
advance the view of qualified spiritual monism, in the sense that
Siva divides Himself into God and devotees; who, by devotion and
after giving up the world, rejoin the Supreme Soul and are similar
to Him.
On the social side, the Gotra of the guru is the Gotra of the
followers, and there can be no marriage relation between the
members of the same branch of disciples. Originally there were five
branches or groups only. Each group has four classes, (1) Priests,
(2) Pious men, (3) Traders and (4) Pancamsa/is. The members of
the first category devote themselves to contemplation and to the
religious life of celibacy and asceticism. They live in separate
.centres or Matbs. While the world is real, the ideal of life is release
from the bondage of life. God is virtually the material cause of the
world, or creates it by His power. The souls have separate existence
even after the mystic achievement. There is no emphasis on social
conduct either before or after the mystic union.

SAKTAS
In the Sakta school the deity is Parvati, Vma, Durga, Kali or
Mahakali, the consorts of Siva. Originally, these goddesses had
different historical antecedents, their areas of worship being both
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aboriginal and native. The word SbakJi means power. Therefore,
the power or Sbakti of willing, acting, creating has naturally been
indicated by the name of a female goddess. In consonance with
the traditional backgrounds, the female goddesses are worshipped
according to different mystic practices, varying from Tantric to
sensual and erotic. Siva and Shakti are the tWo faces of the Reality.
They interpenetrate, divine and sulrdivide into Nada, Bindu, etc.
These unite, re-form and express themselves into the world. In this
system the emphasis is on the female element of the deity which
is supposed to be very predominant. The worship is generally
ritualistic and has led to very indecent and abhorrent erotic forms
of practices. Shaktism and Tantrism are typical examples that give
the lesson that devotional worship with mystic practices, unless
yoked to the will of God to do his work in the universe, often
leads to. meaningless or degrading emotionalism or eroticism.
There are no caste distinctions dUring the course of worship, but
those are resumed when the worship is over.

GANPATAYAS
The sect of Ganpatayas are ritualistic in their worship,
involVing use of various foods and materials and repetition of
Mantras and meditations. Their other beliefs and approach are
generally the same as of other Saiva sects.
We find that in the Vedic period, Rudra appeared in the
Upanisad speculation and became a God of the universe. Later,
he was deemed to be a beneficent god. In his wild nature he
appeared in the Pasupata system and the other systems mentioned
earlier. These systems, ranging between the second century B.C.
and the 12th century A.D. adopted methods of worship which were
other-worldly, ritualistic and some even wild and queer. These
schools were generally pantheistic or dualistic. The two Kashmir
schools are comparatively moderate and sober in their practices,
though they too are ritualistic, ascetic and meditational in their
approach. The Kashmir school is in its overall concepts, monistic,
though an escape from spiritual monism has been proVided by
allOWing individual existence to the delivered souls. Then came
the Lingayata school in which God is everything. He is the Creator
of the world and the Instructor and Redeemer of mankind. The
individual soul is eternal, and seeks, through meditational, ascetic
and ritualistic practices, divorce from the world and blissful union
with God..The approach is to withdraw from the world. Lingayatas
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pursue devotional worship. To an extent they departed from the
Brahmanical system, but some aspects of the caste system and
distinctions between the priests and other classes continue. In the
Sakta school, God is worshipped mostly as Shakti, the consort of
Siva. In some of these systems, the practice of animal and even
human sacrifices continues, as also other sensual and dehasing rites
and modes of worship. The Saktas look forward to an identity with
God as goal of life. The Saiva :,ystems in their mystic and devotional
aspects present a general unity or similarity regarding their
metaphysical views and interpretations. But, in regard to their
modes of worship and deliverance of the soul, there are
considerable variations. Whereas in the older Saiva systems the
assumption of eternal Pradhana was made to show the separate
and dualistic character of the world, in Kashmir and other Saivisms
of later growth, the world was created hy the power of God and
the separate identity of the soul was generally maintained. In all
these systems, the world was taken to he real, hut activity in it had
no relevance, it being only a distraction and wasteful involvement.
For, release from the world was the mystic goal. The released soul,
though it has almost all the attributes of the Supreme Soul, has a
separate identity. But this identity has no social relevance. All these
:,ystems, whether dualistic or not, clearly belong to the class of
mysticism of Isolation.

SOUTHERN SAMSM
For a number of reasons, Saivism in the South has a special
significance. Like the Alvar saints, the Saiva saints were quite
popular in South India. There was considerable rivalry between the
Saiva and the Vaisnava saints. Probably because of it, they have
formalised their practices and traditions into a separate Saiva
system. Unlike Vaisnavism, their system is not much priest-ridden.
Nor do Saivites, for that matter, observe caste restrictions very
rigidly. Out of the orthodox systems, it is considered to be the
most theistic system in India. It would, therefore, be fruitful to
consider it in some detail.
In theory this system is linked with Kashmir Saivism. These
Saivas accept the scriptural authority both of the Vedas, including
the Upanisads, and of the Asamas. Their assumption is that there
can be no difference between the two,. -both being revealed
scriptures. In addition, the Saiva Sidh(1nta Shastras, written by
Saiva saints and theologians, form another authority for the system.
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In its metaphysical assumptions the system is quite allied
with the Kashmir Saivism and in one respect even with Ramanuja's
Vishisht Advaita. There are three elements: God (Patt), souls
(Pasu) and the fetters or the world (Pasa). The soul is eternal and
has spiritual energy. It is eternally united with God. It is divine.
After Iiheration it has a life common with God. According to one
view, the One hecomes Many. Siva becomes the world. But, like
the world, the souls are dependent on God.Shakti is the body or
power of Siva through which all changes are hrought about. 2
The soul has three stages of development. In its primitive state
(Kevala) it is isolated, ignorant, passive and actionless. In its second
stage it is involved in the world or fetters. This activity in the world
constitutes ties of Karma, which create further bondage for the
soul. The third stage is the one of deliverance from the world and
all activities therein. It is assumed that in its worldly form the soul
is shrouded hy Anavam like husk round the grain. It is this
Anavam which has a darkening influence on the soul. It does not
permit it to see things clearly. It is only hy the grace of God that
the soul can be liberated from this Anavam and the bondage of
the world or Samsara. 3
The world heing a place of suffering, the goal is to seek
release for the soul so that it could join Siva. The idea of hondage
and the world heing an evil is inherent in the system. Anavam is
co-eternal with the soul, something like the Prakrti in Sankhya.
The world is real, hut sometimes it has also been described as an
illusion and a mirage. We cannot deny, says Umapati, the existence
of the misery of hirth from which Siva alone can deliver man. Prayer
is made for deliverance from the pain of birth. 4
Saiva Agamas have four parts. One part (Jnana-pada) deals
with theology. The second part ( Yoga-pada) gives meditational and
Yogic practices. The third part (Kriya-Pada) indicates the art of
constructing temples and idols. The fourth part (Karya-pada)
pertains to religious and ritualistic practices for release of the souP
The method of Bhakti is fourfold. (1) The first stage is called
Karya. It involves general or indirect service of the deity like
sweeping and cleaning the temple, supplying it with flowers and
looking after the flower garden, singing, etc. (2) The second stage,
krlya, means direct service. It includes worship of the idol by
offering flowers and incense and doing oblations and the like.
There are detailed rules and rituals for the modes of worship, the
visits to the temple and the construction of temples and idols. Other
rituals and M~ntras are also prescribed and the benefit of each is
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mentioned. The first stage of Bhakti is as between the servant and
the master. The second stage is as between the son and the parents.
(3) The third stage is called Yokam or Yoga. It is the stage of
contemplation, control of senses and hreath, and the concentration
of the mind on God. This is Bhakti as between friends. The first
three are preparatory stages of Bhakti. (4) The final stage is called
]nana or Nanam. This involves blissful union with Siva. At this
stage the reading of scriptures is given up. But, this union is entirely
an act of grace on the part of Siva. This Saiva system excludes all
other modes of Moksa except of lOVing Bhakti. It believes that love
is God's chief characteristic. 6
Like other Saiva systems, the approach is completely otherworldly, since the world is called fetters or a bondage. One has
to give up the mirage of the activity of the senses and the agency
of deeds. These only involve a person further in the tangles of
Karma. Therefore, the phenomenal world has to be avoided as
a mirage and an involvement. The entire approach is ritualistic and
formal. Even the repetition of Mantras is prescribed for release
from the pain of hirth in the world and its actiVities. We give two
statements of Saiva saints indicating their anxiety for deliverance
from the world and faith in ritual worship. The prayer is for "the
favour of release from the sorrow of rebirth". "If you worship with
golden fair flowers, our Friend in the beautiful (abode of) Amr,
you will attain bliss everlasting".7 In the Siddhanta it is mentioned
that once the soul realises its difference from the world, it rejects
the world.
Three kinds of impurities bind man. They are: (0 egoism,
(2) action or Karma, (3) Mayai or p1>)'chosomatic organism. All
these have to he shed. 1I With the help of the guru and the grace
of Siva, the duality between God and the soul is removed. Siva
Bhakti involves: (l) alienation from non-self or world, (2)
alienation from the ego, (3) alienation from the subject-object
notion of God. 9 The last item suggests identity between the soul
and God and the idea of "I am Brahman". Even the concentration
on or Mantra or 'I am He' or 'He is I' is suggested at the final stage
of Bhakti. One gets the feeling of 'I am that'. There is unity in the
ontological structure between the soul and God. 1O An important
aspect of the Siva Bhakti is that there is no emphasis on moral life,
because all action, whether good or bad, leads to Karma and
bondage. 11 The soul's nature is to be united with God and not to
be associated with the impurities of the world. The approach is
of complete rejection of life and of absorption in formal and
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devotional worship. Tiruviarilpayam says that there is no remedy
against the disease of embodiment except the grace of God.
The goal of life is soul's blissful union with Siva. There is
considerable confusion as to whether this involves merger or
identity with Siva or just a union. The description of this state in
the Saiva literature would suggest both the inferences. We have
stated that the metaphysical position is also indicative of
pantheism. It has been clearly stated that the One becomes Many
and Siva hecomes the world. The nature of the soul is deemed to
he divine. The aim is that the soul should realise its own nature
and identity and not lose itself in the world. That realisation
involves alienation from the world and unification with Siva.
Dhavamony, who has made a detailed study of the issue, believes
that it is not theism in the normal sense. But, it is pantheism in
the sense that the soul is divine even before its release. Its liberation
lies only in its self-realisation of its real nature and its disconnection
with the world. It has heen repeatedly said that in the final state
the soul loses the distinction between the knower and the known,
the suhject and the object and hetween the God and the devoteee.
Even oneness, unity and identity in the ontological structure have
been mentioned. In addition, we fmd that the soul dissociates itself
completely from the world as in the case of Sankhya and other
isolation and monistic mysticisms. All these facts, and a pantheistic
strain in its metaphysiCS, would suggest that the fmal experience
is of interpenetration or absorption. It is a state of oneness with
something that is transcendent to the empirical self. The soul is
one with God, not separate. Like the Advaitin, the devotee
meditates with the idea of "He is I" and 'I am He". Similes of scent
and flower, Sun and rays, juice and fruit have been given. 12 At the
same time, it has been asserted that this stage is not of identity.
It is oneness of union and not oneness of being. Since the basic
relation is of love, it is between two entities, God and the soul.
The latter, even-though ftlled with God, does riot lose its identity.
Though the soul has all the attributes of God, it still has not the
power to create and destroy. In this background, one is inclined
to accept the conclusion of Dhavamony that it is a case of
panentheism. The final state is of oneness between God and the
soul, but it is not of ontological identity, even though the
distinction between the subject and the object and the knower and
the known is lost and descriptions indicating identity have been
given.
As already stated, the ]tvanmukta has no role to play in life.
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He dissociates himself from all good or bad actions and all deeds
in life. In fact, a alienation from the world is a pre-t'equisite of Godrealisation. All the same, the ]ivanmukta does perform the
devotional duties at the temple. The Bhakta forgets the world. He
rests, is free from all work and withdraws from all senseexperiences.
The above discussion points out unambiguously that it is a
mysticism of Rest or Isolation, as is the system of Ramanuja. In both
the cases, the soul remains calm and tranquil and in union and
bliss. The reason for this similarity is also clear. In the case of
Vedantism, Vaisnavism and Saivism, the scriptures are the same,
namely, the Vedas and the Upanisads. They are all orthodox
systems. The minor variations in the metaphysical viewpoints are
due only to the different interpretations that are put on the same
scriptures.

8

Buddhism 1
Buddha appeared in the 6th century B.C. when jainism was
already a prevailing religion. There is little doubt that Buddhism
arose as the result of the mystic experience, or what is termed as
the enlightenment, of Buddha. And, yet, Buddhism is a typical
example of how historians tend to trace the birth of Buddhism as
a reaction to the various environmental forces like the excessive
and morbid asceticism of jainism, the extreme ritualism of the
Vedas, or the Brahman doctrine of the early Upanisads. Others fmd
the jainic and the Buddhist influence in the doctrines of the later
Upanisads, even though neither Buddha refers to the llpanisads,
nor do the later llpanisads mention him. While there are many
varieties of the Buddhist mysticism, we shall deal broadly with only
three, namely Hil)ayana, Mahayana and Zen.

HINAYANA
Hinayana, or the smaller vehicle, is probably the oldest, and
was very much prevalent in South India. Its world-view, traced as
it is mainly to the words of Buddha, is simple and emphatic. The
world is a continuously changing and becoming phenomenon
without any permanent content. Man has no identity, soul or self
of his own. Life, like the 'running river, is never the same entity
or being again. We have, thus, only a false sense of "I", there being
no abiding individual or soul. Yet, there is somethin~ permanent
and real as apart from these changing phenomena of life and the
universe. Buddha himself clearly refers to it: "Were it not for this
unborn, not-become, not-made, uncompounded, no escape could
be shown for what is born, has become, is made, is compounded." 2
Life is not real in the sense that it is without any abiding substance
or permanent content. It is, therefore, a suffering. The good lies
in the realisation that nothing is permanent and that birth and death
are both a suffering. Life is worthless and an evil. All the same,
life is not considered completely an illusion. In fact, the position
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is midway between complete nihilism and realism.
Tha cardinal principles or truths of Buddhism are three, (1)
Dukba, (2) Anicca and (3) Anatta, or suffering, impermanence and
non-"I". The knowledge of these things is knowledge of the truth.
There are four truths: there is suffering, suffering has a cause, it
can he suppressed, and there is a way to do so.
Birth and death, pain and pleasure, and life are all a suffering
or Dukba. There can he no death without birth, nor pain without
pleasure, nor sorrow without love; both go hand in hand, heing
the two ends of the same process. It is the will to life that is the
root cause of all desires and sufferings. As such, all life is evil and
a suffering. Gautma spoke, ''What is impermanent is ill. What is
ill is not the self. What is not self is not mine." 3 As soon as the
desires are removed, there is no suffering. Suffering is both the
symptom and the disease. One has to understand that all joy is
changing, it cannot be grasped. All sorrow is self-inflicted. The
water in the great ocean is less than our tears. In this world there
is no escape from suffering. Life is condemned to suffering. But
it is self-inflicted because it is inherent in the concept of 'I'. Life
is all a becoming. It never attains a being. All this has to be realised.
There can he no pleasure in life.
Anicca or impermanence is the law of life. Life (Samsara) is
an eternal succession of events or becoming. It has to he
understood that life is impermanent and a suffering. Release from
it has to be sought. This knowledge shows a way out to Niroana.
Everything is real and nothing is real, are two extreme views, Le.,
realism and nihilism. Buddha's way is the middle one. Everything
is in a flux, without beginning or end. There is no static moment
when becoming becomes a being. It is all a succession of instants
and consciousnesses. There is no one consciousness. Everything
lasts for an in~1ant only and then ends. There is no man; only the
cha~cter lasts. Each instant is determined by the pre-existent
conditions. The cause of suffering is that we feel there is an 'I'
which suffers. We feel the consciousness of a soul, but there is
nothing of the kind. It is from this ignorance that the thought arises
that there is an entity or 'I'. Actually, there is none. The thought
of entity, individuality or 'I' arises in all life. Thus arise desires on
that account. Accordingly, life is inseparable from suffering and
evil. 4 It is this 'I', and cravings for life, that cause evil and suffering.
This has to be realised and the cause leading to the sense of 'I'
removed.
The third doctrine is of Anatta, i.e., there is no self or soul.
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The world is empty of soul, self or ego. Mental states are also a
hecoming or a changing phenomenon. There is no continuity.
Nothing underlies it. Sorrow arises from this change. Life is not real.
In fact, the will to life or hirth is the cause of all suffering. There
is no soul, no 'I', in life. All pleasure is the other end of pain. And
yet Buddhism is not nihilistic. On the issue of self, the Buddhist
stand, while it is quite pragmatic, is, to an extent, amhiguous and
conflicting. The Buddhists, while they deny a permanent entity,
accept a continuity of experience. If there is no self, there cannot
he any self to experience or to realise that there is no self.
Regarding moral responsibility, Hinayana rigidly helieves that it
is the individual who is responsihle for his deeds. There is a single
line of Karamic effect. It is the individual, not his parents, who
is responsihle for all his misdeeds, past or present. It is he who
is answerahle for his evil acts. Yet Buddha even says that he had
never heard the view that there is no 'self-agency'.~ Further, it is
also stated that one has to realize Niroana by one's own efforts.
"Evil is done hy the self, hy the self one comes to grief, by the
self is one purified." "No one can purify another."6 No one else can
help him. These assertions assume some sort of a 'self-agency', who
earns and seeks Niroana, and is punished and suffers for his had
deeds. This doctrine of individual responsibility forms the hasis of
the Buddhist ethics and its stress on moral life. Not only that,
Buddha would seem to assume even a 'Higher Self '. At the time
of his death, he advised, "Live as those who have the Selfas Lamp,
the Self as refuge and no other." Dhammapada records, "Self is
the Lord of the self. Self is the goal of self.'" So while the
impermanence of self is emphasised, an equal stress is laid that
'one' has to suffer £br his lack of knowledge and misdeeds, and
'one' alone has to seek and gain Niroana.
The goal is Niroana or release from Samsara, or the world,
or the fetters of the false notion of 'I'. It is entirely an other-worldly
goal. Release from the bondage and sufferings of the world has
to he sought. Accordingly, the methods of release are essentially
ascetic and other-worldly. The way out or the path is fourfold. The
Brst step is freedom from the delusion of 'self', 'I' or the reality
of its existence, simultaneously discarding the need or value of rites
and rituals. This follows from keeping good company, hearing the
law, reflection on it and the practice of virtue.
The eight-fold path of right understanding, right resolve, right
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness
and right concentration is recommended. Meditation and concen-
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tration are essential. Mind is withdrawn from outside and
concentrated on one point, so that one is unconscious of things
around him, and even of his own self.
There are three cosmic realms; the world of senses and
desires; the world of form in which residue of form is there, hut
the senses of touch, taste and smell are eliminated; and the world
of no-form. The last one is still a stage of the cosmos or Samsara.
The five hindrances in the progress of meditation are craving, illwill, sloth, restless hrooding and douht. At earlier stages, love,
compassion and sympathy for others are developed. Finally, all
thinking, joy and happiness disappear, and one is pure, tranquil
and indifferent to pain and pleasure. Each of these stages is subdivided into four stages. Each of them has to he transcended to
achieve Niroana.
Buddha's is a monastic system for those who want liberation.
Salvation can he achieved only through his system. For the layman
it is only a question of rehirth according to his merits. Early
Buddhism, like Jainism, was far-removed from morality, since good
deeds as much as had ones involved re-birth, except that good
deeds brought a favourable re-birth. Good is like the raft, says
Buddha, which can be used for the journey, but given up when
the shore is reached. The raft is of present value only.s For Niroana,
withdrawal from life is essential. Naturally, in any such system,
renunciation and asceticism are a necessary prerequisite. It is not
the job of the hermit to establish order in the world. Being ascetic
is good for all men as a discipline and a training for life. In all
monastic life priority is given to the ideal of knowledge and
asceticism and not love. 9 All our ideas of unselfishness are a
delusion. There is no gift except to the giver. Just as hospitals
proVide food and health for the body, monasteries provide spiritual
food and health for the seekers. In any case, for the attainment
of Niroana, entry into a monastery is essential and the world has
to be given Up.IO
The ethics ofa monastery involves; (1) no killing, (2) no theft,
(3) no unchastity, (4) no falsehood, (5) no liquors, (6) no eating
hetween meals, (7) no handling of money or use of jewellery, (8)
the use of simple garments and bed. Laymen are also asked to
ohserve the first five rules. Marriage is not attacked. But family and
secular life cannot lead to salvation. It can lead only to rebirth and
suffering. The best life is that of the wanderer or Bhikhshu. The
homeless wandering ascetic is both a teacher and a pupil.
Unchastity is a cardinal sin,u
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In Buddhism reason is supreme. Those who find reason
inadequate are not Buddhists. 12 There is need for the moral
standard. The highest fonn of conscience arises from intuition or
feeling of identity with all. Reason is the conscience, since all
selfishness is ignorance, there being no self. The standard is of
Arbat or Niroana, of a tranquil mind delivered from all desires.
A person with this aim must act with restraint and reason. It is the
standard of an internal categorical imperative. There is another
aspect as well. Love cannot be idle. It is spontaneous; it does not
arise from reflection. This compassion in Mabayana is called
Bodbi-cbitta. It is in harmony with Niroana.
Meditation and contemplation are part of the discipline.
These daily meditations are like prayers for developing hbavana
of kindness, compassion, impartiality and sympathy, i.e., of
goodwill for all life. These meditational methods can be practised
hy' all men. They only lead to heaven or Brabm-loka. Ultimately,
these methods and meditations have to be given up, for all such
thoughts are directed to other persons and not to Niroana. And
one must reach Niroana where nothing needs ever to be done.
For Niroana, both had and good states of mind have to be shed.
J(ma and Dbyana, almost identical with the Yogic meditation, is
practised. All mental activity, as in the Yoga, has to be stopped.
All self-thinking, being a hindrance, has to be given up. These
meditations lead to stations of Infinity of Space, of Intellection, of
Emptiness, of neither Consciousness nor Non-consciousness.
These lead to worlds of re-becoming, not Niroana. Further
meditations lead to the world of Fonn and No-fonn, and finally
to Niroana.
The Buddhist Bbikbsbu is a reversion of one step from the
Upanisadic hermit. The wanderer has to help others. They organize
a Bbikbsbu Sangba. The wanderers are its members. Layman can
also join monastic life. In the case of the hermit it is only an
individual effort. Here they live in bands but in separate buildings.
They live in an ascetic fonn and take vows of celihacy and poverty
(non-possession). They beg for their food. For gross breaches of
discipline like un-chastity, theft, killing, etc., the Bbikbsbu'is
removed from the Sangba. Only eight items of property are
allowed. Buddhists suggest that they should give alms to all. No
one should denounce others in order to extol one's own sect. But,
"void are the systems of other teachers, void of true saints," says
Gautama. 13
Progress occurs by stages. Finally, one becomes an Arbat and
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is ready for final release or Nirvana. It is only at this stage that
one is free from all desires, including the desire for rebirth in
worlds of Form or No-form. One is free from pride and ignorance,
even the pride of virtue. Instead, one has, without measure and
distinction, goodwill for all beings. One is really awake and is holy.
One becomes an Arhat when the five evils of delusion of the self
or soul, doubts, belief in the utility of rites, desires and resentment
are gone. The removal of the other five evils of desire for life in
the world of matter, or in the spiritual world, pride, selfrighteousness, and ignorance, is the fruit of the fourth stage or
Arhat. After it, one achieves Nirvana. Sometimes the stage of Arhat
and of Nirvana are treated as the same. At other times, it is felt
that the Arhat has still to break some fetters. The main sins are:
(l) sensuality, lust and desires, (2) the will to life and desire for
rebirth, (3) ignorance and the ignorance of the four truths, and (4)
false opinions. Nirvana is the final stage of release from the ten
fetters and sins mentioned above. The ten fetters keep man in
hondage, and the four-fold path of Buddha leads to the release
of Nirvana. This final stage of the superman can be reached in
life and even after-life. From the final stage of Nirvana there is no
retrun.
The aoove doctrines determine the basis for all Buddhist
religious practices and institutions. The worldly life is, thus,
unwanted, and Buddha himself left it never to retrun to it. There
is no soul to be rescued and none transmigrates, unlike what is
stated in the Gita, where the body is deemed to be a garment of
the soul. But, there is only the transmigration of character. One
flame lights the other one and dies itself. Only momentum is
passed, not any substance. The future behaviour of man is very
largely determined by his past. All the same, it does not exclude
effort or personal responsibility. True, the order of the present is
determined, but not mechanically. What has been sown has to be
reaped. Hence the responsibility of making the right effort. The
present is governed by the past, but the future has to be made by
oneself. Despite the denial of the soul, Buddhism retains the singleline sequence of events as the cause of the present individual
character. It is not the result of the interaction of different lines
of character. Nor is it a new combination. But, it hardly makes a
difference whether the present is the result of one past line of
events or it is the net result of a combination of interacting forces
or lives. The belief is that my blindness is due to me and Rot to
my parents. In Vedanta or Brahmanism, it is the soul, the spirit,
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the astral, or the subtle body, which carries the effect of past
Karma. But Buddhism, while it denies such a soul, does by
implication concede the presence of some kind of a character
which cannot he ended by suicide, but must be ended by Nirvana.
That is why Buddhism objects to suicide. Buddhism also concedes
lower worlds than the one of Nirvana. It accepts that the 'Form
world' and the 'Non-form world' are the fruits of virtues and merits.
One is reborn there for good actions. Those with merit, who do
not achieve Nirvana, are born in higher planes. Achievements of
life in these planes are open both to wanderers and house-holders,
for these are the rewards of good deeds.
The goal of life is Nirvana. It can be reached in life or after
death. It is not the dying out of the self, as no self is assumed.
It is a stage normally to he reached here. It was so reached hy
Buddha and others. Nirvana is a state, undefiled, everywhere,
deathless, tranquil and hlissful, hut it is not heaven. Anyone who
orders his life aright and emancipates his mind with virtue can
reach it anywhere. It is the dying out of the sense of ego, of desires
and lust, and even of the will to life. It is an ineffable and endless
security, deliverance and detachment. It is release from the sense
of individuality or hecoming. H
There are eight stations of deliverance: (1) having oneself an
external form one sees forms, (2) unware of one's own external
form, one sees forms external to oneself, (3) aesthetic hypnosis,
(4) ahiding in infinite space, (5) abiding in the sphere of infinite
cognition, (6) abiding in the sphere of nothingness, (7) abiding in
the sphere of neither ideation nor non-ideation, (8) abiding where
the senses and ideas have ceased to be. ls Here the fetters of
becoming are destroyed. It is not an 'I', better than 'I' or less than
'I'. In fact, the emancipation is from Mana or the conceit of 'I', or
'egd. Nothing of 'I' is left. There is no thought like "I have attained
it". It is the delight of freedom from craving, evil, rebirth, or
continued hecoming. There is nothing to look forward to; it has
been gained. It is a goal one reaches by one's own effort. To the
question whether one exists after death, Buddha replied, "I do not
say he exists; nor that he does not exist, nor that one exists and
does not exist, nor that he neither exists nor does not exist. I have.
not said any of these things./I "He who has disappeared has no
form. That 'he is' exists for him no more. 16 All matter and
conditioning are cut off. There is no trace of him." This is the
condition after death. In life his condition is of the potter's wheel.
The answer is the same hoth in the Vedanta and in Buddhism. The
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"will to life" has ceased. But, till death, the effect of the past Karma
goes on like the movement of the potter's wheel after the potter
removes his hand from it. He knows things as they are. Nirvana
enlightens his remaining life. He has no fear or grief. He has, but
for an instant, realised, the Abyss where there is no becoming. But,
there is no thought of 'I have experienced it'. He can go to the
Abyss and return and can command re-entry into it. According to
Coomaraswamy, this state is not continuous because he can go and
return. But, the Buddhists claim that it is a continuous experience
of rapture. It is co-existent with the temporal consciousness and
life. But, it has also been stated in the Buddhist literature that
Buddha went into it and came out. Coomaraswamy feels that
Nirvana is continuous only after life. Here one gets in and out
again in life. Continuous realisation, he feels, can take place only
after death. He is a man in whom the 'will to life' has ceased. He
is here in the eyes of others, but he is not maintained by a will
to live. He is living like the potter's wheel, with the potter's hand
lifted. According to the Buddhists, he can consciously coexist both
in Byss and Abyss.17 He is free in both ways. But Coomaraswamy
considers that 'free in both ways' does not mean 'free in both the
worlds'. It means that the deliverance is both psychological and
ethical. He can pass from one world to the other. But, if it is so,
does it mean that this freedom is lost after death. If so, it means
that Nirvana in li(e is greater than the limited one after death, from
which there is no return. Or does it imply that, even after death,
the Nirvana touches hoth life and death, and that the emancipated
individual still sees things as they are. Actually, it is all Void, for
no individual, who sees as the erstwhile individual did, is now in
the infinite Void. lbe subject and object are unified in Abyss. It
is a plane which can be described only in negative terms. It is
something beyond the categories of space. It is neither consciousness nor non-consciousness, nor nothingness. Buddha describes
his experience: "I reached in experience the Nirvana which is
unborn, unrivalled, secure from attachment, undecaying and
unstained. The condition is indeed reached by me which is deep,
difficult to see, difficult to understand, tranquil, excellent, beyond
the reach of mere logic, subtle, and to be realised only by the
wise."JR This description is clearly of the Reality which is positive,
but which can be described only in negative terms, being
transcendent and ineffable. Buddha never stated whether the one
who has achieved Nirvana exists or not after death. For him the
description of existence or non-existence does not apply. Buddha
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stated: "No measuring is there of him who has disappeared,
whereby one might know of him that he is not; when all qualities
are removed." Such a man is, "incomprehensible even when he
actually is present." Such a person "cannot be held to he perceived
as existing in truth and reality even in this life. 19 The separate
individuality of the person is gone. He is detached. But it is the
highest good and the highest form of life." Niroana appears
nothing to the world, hut to men of wisdom it is all things. The
use of negative terms of description does not imply that the state
of freedom involves a loss for those who find it. This freedom
cannot be a loss. Being a transcendent state, it can he descrihed
only negatively as Nothing or Void. But it is Everything. The
description of the state given hy Behmen is similar to that given
by the Buddhists: "It is a super-sensual, supernatural Abyss with
no ground or Byss to stand on. It is nothing hecause it cannot he
descrihed by or likened to anything. It is free from all things, God
that cannot be described or expressed. He who finds it, for him
there is nothing more True. It is the heginning of all things and
Rules everything. All things end in it. It is the Circle in which are
all things. All things are from it, in it and by it, and in which they
submit. 10 The Buddhist saint, like the Christian, is, thus in effect
finally transformed in union with the Supreme and Ultimate Reality.
Coomaraswamy feels that the ohject of the Buddhist ethics
is not to create order in the world. Buddha was not a social
reformer to do justice in society or redress inequality in social life.
Buddha's message is for those potentially fit for Niroana, already
mature to an extent for release. 2 \ But, this view is only partly
correct. Buddha's stress on ethics was for greater than that of his
contemporary :>)'stems. The practice of an ethical living was
essential for his system. True, moral life, according to him, did not
achieve Niroana, hut it prepared the person for it. Secondly, his
insistence on personal responsibility for one's action laid a good
hasis for moral life in the country. Buddhism contrihuted very
significantly to the moral life of the times. It prescribed duties for
all, servants, children, parents, wives, masters, and equals. It also
laid down rules for the general social and moral life of the
community. Emphasis was laid on the virtues of compassion, love
and gentleness. These virtues "free the soul and comprise, all good
works" and "give light and radiance to men". It is Buddha who
spoke, "A man becomes not a Brahmin by his plaited hair or by
his birth; in whom is truth and righteousness, he is blessed, he
a Brahmin.'122 The enormous impact of Buddhism an· the social and
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political life of the community would never have heen there unless
moral life had heen preached hy Buddha as an essential step on
the path to Niroana. It is a creed which shaped the Asian
civilisation for centuries. It produced Ashoka, one of the greatest
emperors and religious teachers of all time. It is only in this sense
that we can understand why, after his enlightenment, Buddha
spent decades in preaching and organisation of the Sangha.
In early Buddhism there is not much sympathy for women.
This is a sign of all monastic life everywhere in the world. Woman
is a temptress. Buddha felt women were soon angered. They were
stupid, passionate and comparatively sensuous. "Shun gaze of
women, Ananda", says Buddha, "or watch when you speak to
them." Buddha wanted all monks to be celihate. He had no duty
towards the race. He had only compassion for the fallen who could
not be celibate and were entrapped in their own infatuation. 2i
Buddha was originally reluctant to admit women to the Sangha.
For he deemed it to he a mistake to do so. Later he admitted them.
But by their admission to the Sangha, he felt that his religion would
endure only for five hundred years instead of the anticipated one
thousand years. The sisters appointed in the Sangha were junior
to the brothers.
This kind of attitude towards the world led to general otherworldliness, pessimism and disdain for life. A Buddhist feels, ''This
body vile doth touch me only with distance and shame." Buddhists
were so much against the sorrow of the world that they had no
regard for joy, which was for them the other end of sorrow.
Naturally, the early Buddhist literature has contempt for the world
and no sympathy for its hopes. Hinayana Buddhism is monastic
and puritanical. 21 But later Mahayana and Zen developed some
reconciliation with the world. All the same, suicide is condemned
and life is considered to he an opportunity. Buddha considered
common life as not worth living. It was no life for an Ariya since
the conditioned life could not he happy. 2~ There is over-emphasis
on Dukha or suffering. Early Buddhists disturbed pleasure and
looked only on the dark side of Iife. 26 For them a man without
passion does not permit good or evil to disturb his equanimity.
According to De\lssen, Hinayana Buddhism made selfishness of
escape and emancipation from the sufferings of life, as the
mainspring of existenceY Ordinary life is considered worthless. In
Buddhism the main concern is not for order in the world. 211 It gave
serious thought to it; for, good government and social order did
not lead to Ntroana. Like Jesus, Buddha gave no thought to social
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order in the world. His concern was only for Niroana. All the same,
the contrihution of Buddhism to social and moral life has heen very
considerahle. Apart from contrihution in the field of medicine and
literature, it promoted the ethics of compassion, truth and
~,.ympathy, reverence and restraint. Hinayana Buddhism virtually
excludes all reconciliation between religion and the world. It does
not contemplate the possibility offreedom for the householders and
for those in the world. The Buddhists reject the world as evil. Both
Sankara and Buddha want the hecoming state to he avoided. 29 The
Upanisads say that salvation hy knowledge and asceticism is the
only way.1I1 Gautama would not have left the world, if he had felt
that it was useful to he a king and suffering was due to external
causes. Buddha regards the state of the world as hopeless, evil and
irremediahle. 11 According to Boquet it is clearly an ideal of
ahsorption or merger in the AbsoluteY Without doubt it is a
mysticism of Merger.

MAHAYANA BUDDHISM
Mahayana, the greater vehicle, is said to be for the salvation
of one and all, as against the Hinayana, the smaller vehicle, which
is for the few who have no need for worship and are willing to
renounce the world, they being already mature for salvation. 33
Another view is that Mahayana is a response to the needs of the
laity who need a religion of worship, faith and myth and cannot
follow the path of knowledge. To us this view appears to he a
crude oversimplification. Both Hinayana and Mahayana owe their
1>)'stems and practices to the life and sayings of Buddha. Buddha's
long preaching campaign, his emphasis on ethical liVing and his
organisation of the Sangha clearly indicate that he was very
considerahly interested inthe fate of man in general. It was Buddha
who spoke: 'There is an unborn, unoriginated, uncreated,
unformed. Were there not, 0 Bhikhsus, this unborn, unoriginated,
uncreated and unformed there would be no escape from the world
of the born, originated, created, formed."34 The Buddhist vow was,
"I take refuge in Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha." These words used
in the life time of Buddha created the seed of Mahayana. 3' The
theoretical belief is that after Niroana the superman is not
interested in doing any good; and yet it was after his enlightenment
that Buddha preached and organised his system and sought to
show to mankind the way of release or escape from suffering into
the realm of the "unborn, unformed and uncreated". While both
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Hinayana and Mahayana trace their systems to the preachings of
Buddha, the latter is certainly more in line with the life actually
lived hy Buddha. In fact, Mahayana is the logical culmination of
the Buddhist vow quoted ahove. Later, the Buddha designate
became Bodhisattva, the greatest Arhat of his own type. All
Buddhas preach the same doctrine. Mahayana offers salvation
through love and also through knowledge to all and everyone. In
Hinayana, the stress is on knowledge and Niroana is not
developed positively. But, Mahayana stresses love and salvation for
all. Compared to Hinayana some of its doctrines are indeed
revolutionary.
In its metaphysical aspect it makes the world less real than
that of Hinayana. In fact, the world is considered illusory.36 The
cheif philosopher of Mahayana is Nagarjuna who propounded the
philosophy of the middle way. Reality is not Nothing; but, it can
be descrihed only in negative ways. It is ineffahle. It is neither
existence nor non-existence Niroana is thus Positive not Nothing. \7
It simply comes to be realised as soon as ignorance that obstructs
freedom is overcome. It transcends Being and Non-Being.
Where knowledge and love meet that is Niroana. Niroana
is Void because it has no limitation or predication. Nagarjuna says
that Niroana or Absolute involves eight points (1) No birth, (2) No
death, (3) No beginning, (4) No ending, (5) No unity, (6) No
plurality, (7) No coming into existence, and (8) No going out of
existence.~ Things neither exist, nor do they not exist, Le., of that
which is other than phenomenal, there cannot he a predication of
existence or non-existence. While from the standpoint of the
Absolute, there can be no existence, from the standpoint of the
relative they have a relative being. Niroana and Samsara are the
same. It results in the paradox of Samsara and Niroana being
identical, and in the non-distinction of the shown and the
unshown. The worldly life is the activity of Niroana itself. There
is no distinction between the two. Becoming is also Niroana. The
same is the centre of Suchness and also of Birth and Death. They
are not one, nor are they separate. If truth is not in everyday
existence, it will be found nowhere else. 39 The Yogachara school
of Asanga and Vasubandhu describes Reality as neither Unity nor
Many. It is real and eternal, calm, free and wise. It is of the nature
of Mind, something like pure consciousness in its unbroken unity,
beyond time and space. This Universal Mind is also the Store
Consciousness. 4o According to this school there is a Cosmic Mind.
It is an All-containing, Ever-EndUring Mind. All things exist in it.
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FOffilS of all things are in the Cosmic Mind in ideality. These are
Platonic ideas. It is all ideas, but ignorance and i1lusion raise these
ideas to a phenomenal universe. 41 It is a positive system. True, there
are no individual selves but things should be seen in their unity.
That is the way to see them. Truly, there is only one self, the
Absolute. Time and change, birth and death, multiplicity of things,
arise from the Basic Reality. One can see this Reality only
intuitively.H Our mind, seeing things externally, sees them wrong
and thus suffers pain.
This is what Suzuki writes on the above issue: "Buddhist
philosophy, is the philosophy of Suchness, a philosophy of
Emptiness, or a philosophy of Self-identity. It starts from the
absolute present which is pure experience, an experience in which
there is yet no differentiation of subject and object, and yet which
is not a state of sheer nothingness."4.l "Relativity is an aspect of
Reality but it is not Reality." As one is in the many, many must be
in the one. The many made the one possible. Absolute is in the
relative and relative is in the absolute. The gabakaraka, detected
by Buddha, is "our relative, empirical ego, and the mind freed from
its binding conditions (sankhara) is the Absolute ego, Atman, as
it is elucidated in the Niroana Sutra. Enlightenment consists in
seeing into the meaning of life as the interplay of the relative ego
with the Absolute ego. In other words, enlightenment is seeing the
Absolute ego as reflected in the relative ego and acting through
it. Or we may express the idea in this way: The Absolute ego
creates the relative ego in order to see itself reflected in it, that is,
in the relative ego. The Absolute ego, as long as it remains absolute
has no means whereby to assert itself, to manifest itself, to work
out all its possibilities. It requires a gahakaraka to, execute its
biddings."11 There is something common between our sense
experience and the enlightenment-experience. "I do not know if
it is correct to call this kind of unconscious the Cosmic
Unconscious. The reason I like to call it so is that we generally
call the relative field of consciousness vanishes away somewhere
into the unknown, and this unknown, once recognized, enters into
ordinary consciousness and puts in good order all the compleXities
there which have been tormenting us to greater or lesser degrees.
The unknown thus gets related to our mind, and, to that extent,
unknown, and mind must be somehow of the same nature and
cherish a mutual communication. We can thus state that our limited
consciousness, inasmuch as we know its limitation, leads us to
all sorts of worry, fear, unsteadiness. But as soon as it is realized
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that our consciousness comes out of something which, though not
known in the way relative things are known, is intimately related
to us, we are relieved of every form of tension and are thoroughly
at rest and at peace with ourselves and with the world generally."4~
"Our everyday mind," or our daily experience, or our instinctive
acts, as far as they are considered in themselves, have no special
value and significance. They acquire these only when they are
referred to the Unborn or what I have called the "Cosmic
Unconscious". "For the unborn is the fountainhead of all creative
possibilities. 'The mature· man' has to cleanse himself of this
affective contamination and also to free himself of the intellectual
conscious interference if he sincerely wishes to realize a life of
freedom and spontaneity where such disturbing feelings as fear,
anxiety, or insecurity have no room to assail him. When this
liberation takes place, we have the 'trained' unconscious operating
in the field of consciousness."46
In theological terms there are three bodies of Buddha: (1)
Dharmakaya or Essence body, (2) the Body of hliss, the Heavenly
manifestation, (3) Emanation or incarnation, the visihle hody on
earth. It is like the Christian doctrine, of Father, Christ in Glory,
and Christ. 47 Dhannakaya reveals itself in all forms of beings. In
it all beings are one. From it arise all Buddha natures. Sometimes
Dhannakaya is called Adi-Buddha or the Supreme Being.
Dhannakaya, Suchness or Sunya, is the womb of those who attain
the stage of heing undetermined. It is the Supreme and AIIEmbracing ground of Buddhahood. It reveals itself in the Buddhas
and their limitless compassion for man. It is Immanent in all heings
and is Transcendent too. It is the love which flows to all beings
and leads them to their salvation. It pervades everything,
comprehends everything and moves everything. In it all heings are
united. Realisation of it is the realisation of our unity with our
fellow creatures. It is this doctrine of Dhannakaya and Bodhichitta
which forms the basis of the ideal of Bodhisattva, of all Mahayana
ethics and its interest in the world. 4R
Something like the doctrine of incarnation is also suggested;
for the Eternal Buddha sends bodies to do his work in the world.
In Mahayana writings Sakya Muni says, "I am the Father of the
world, the Self-born, the Healer, the Protector of all creatures." The
'Body' of bliss is infinite and boundless. It is full of attributes and
bliss. 49
The culmination of Mahayana is the Bodhisattva doctrine. It
epitomises its philosophy, theology, ethics and its new approach
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to the world. Bodhisattva, Bodhi or Bodhichitta is the 'heart of
enlightenment' and is the expression of Dharmakaya in human
consciousness. It is present in all beings, but it is active only in
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. They transmit Dhannakaya's grace to
man. It benefits us through its loving heart. It delivers us from the
misery of birth and death. It evokes the spirit by which we rise
and achieve Buddhahood. 50 In Mahayana the Bodhisattva stage
precedes that of Arhat. The Arhat accepts Niroana. But, the
Bodhisattva refuses to accept release till all living beings are
released. He would not forsake them. In a sense we are all potential
Bodhisattvas and Buddhas. But the love of Bodhi-heart is not
manifest in us. The Bodhisattva dedicates all past and future merit:s,
lives and activity to save others in the world. Because of love, he
cannot be idle. He, therefore, owns sorrow of all the world.
Because of virtue he is generous. Once one becomes Buddha, he
leaves others to work for themselves. Buddha, on death bed, said
"Be ye lamps into yourselves."S! But in Mahayana, Buddha also
does not stop work. Bodhisattvas, emanations of the supreme
Buddha, work for the world as jesus did for the Father. Bodhisattva
is not an Arhat for his own Niroana, but works for the Niroana
of all beings out of compassion. Mahayana even calls the Hinayana
ideal of Niroana for one's own self as selfish and narrow.
Whereas in Hinayana, as in Sankhya and jainism, each life
is separate and must evolve its own Niroana, in Mahayana
vicarious atonement (as by jesus) by the Bodhisattva is possible
and is accepted. Thus, the interdependence and unity of all life
is assumed. The merit of one could be devoted and transferred to
all. Even there is a prayer that one's merit may be shared by all.
It interprets Kanna also in a vicarious sense. The whole world is
one and shares common Karma. Each of us works for the good
or ill of all. In fact, it does not lessen one's responsibility; it
enhances it. The more responsible one is, the higher is his sense
of duty and zeal in performing his work. Hinayana, like jainism
and Sankhya, is made for the individual line of Karma. Mahayana
is for common Karma. In Mahayana we inherit ancestral Karma
and give our Karma to all humanity,sz Mountains and rivers are
aggregates. Death and birth have no beginning; and the future has
no end. All the present activities are the result of an aggregate and
cumulative past. Karma is fatalistic about the past. It also makes
the preSent. But, everyday we have the liberty of making the future
Karma. What we come to be is owing to the direction of the will.
If we are responSible for our present actions, we are always
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responsihle for our character on which future actions depend. One
Bodhisattva vowed not to accept salvation until each dust particle
got ~alvation. Bodhisattva feels, "I have to do the task as others
are not capahle of doing it. So duty is cast on me; and I am not
impotent, and others are weak and enslaved hy passion. Why
others do a lowly task while I stand hy. It will be pride if I do
not do it. ~.\ Bodhisattva is greedy for work. How can one who is
happy in work, be idle and happy without work. In Hinayana three
important things are Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. In Mahayana
the emphasis is on the three items of Buddha, sons of Buddha
(Bodhisattvas) and Dharamkaya or Heart of Buddha. He, in whose
heart wisdom awakes, shirks not Samasara and rushes to save
fellow creatures from drowning. He shirks not experience. It is
from sin and compassion that the seeds of Buddhahood grow, not
from inaction. Compassion and self-giving are the hasic virtues of
Bodhisattva. He surrenders all his merit for others, and accepts as
his the sins of all his fellow beings. The sorrow and sins of the
world are his. He spends his life in atoning for the sins of the world.
His resolve is to save every being. ~
The way to arouse Bodhichitta in us is through a moral life.
Six perfect virtues, namely, charity, moral conduct, patience,
strenuous effort, meditation, and wisdom are prescribed. Self love
is the greatest sin since it isolates us from our fellow beings. But,
it is the Eternal Buddha who alone can save us from our egoism.
We should follow the example of Buddhas in order to alleviate
the sufferings of others. In the ethical field, the doctrine of vicarious
responsihility and liability is accepted. We suffer because we are
all making mistakes. We share the effect of the good and the bad
deeds of others. ~5 But that does not lessen our responsibility for
good deeds. The Bodhisattva uses all his energies, merit and power
to help others in their salvation.
Amitabha is a Buddha who has vowed to save everyone. A
mystical devotional system has arisen whereby the help of
Amitabha is invoked for one's salvation. "Let them call my name
ten times and they will be born in my paradise, unless they had
committed anyone of the five heinous sins, or let me not be a
Buddha", is the vow of Amitabha. 56 The efficacy of death-bed
repentance is admitted. Buddha after enlightenment, is supposed
to be the Saviour, Will, Form or the Spirit of Thought. "Eternity is
in love with the production of Time" and makes responses to life.
'He makes himself as we are so that we become as He is.'~7
The goal of life is Ntroana which invclves the awakening of
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the eternal Buddha nature in all men. It means the death of egoism,
freedom from suhjectivity, the realisation of one-ness with all
heings, and love for all. This itself is the Heart of Buddha, the
Ultimate Reality, the Dharmakaya or Niroana. It is infinite wisdom,
love and all things. In Mahayana, Niroana and Samsara are not
opposed. The Essence of Samsara and Niroana is the same. ~ Even
a person who has achieved Niroana does not rest He is out to
help his fellow beings. This is just like the historical Buddha. He
has the compassion and wisdom of Dharmakaya. In fact, a
Bodhisattva is happy at his hirth because it gives him further
opportunity to help mankind. In a way, in Mahayana, the
distinction between a Bodhisattva and Buddha has been done
away with, since hoth help the suffering. In this context, Niroana
is redefined as a state in which one rejoices at making others
happy. Samsara is a state where one is trying to make only oneself
happy. Expression of universal love for fellow beings is Niroana.
It is an active love for man. In Niroana we lose our separateness.
A Buddha serves numerous creatures and men because he is in
Niroana in tune with the Dharmakaya or the Supreme Reality. He,
in his activity. realises his unity with all men. Because of his unity
with Dharmakaya he feels his unity with all men, since it
permeates all heings. 59
Next is the issue of classification of Mahayana as a mysticism.
Both in theory and practice, Mahayana has completely reversed the
position as it obtained in Hinayana. The doctrine of Bodhisattva
has wholly revolutionised the stand of Mahayana and its approach
to life. In Hinayana, Niroana and Samsara are opposed. In
Mahayana they are closely connected. Samsara is the activity of
Niroana. Truth will be found only in everyday existence.
Bodhisattva's approach to life is equally radical. He is happy
to he born again and again, since it gives him opportunity to serve
mankind. He has all compassion and love for his fellow beings.(,o
Mahayana accepts the position of full responsibility and vicarious
liability in the moral field. Accordingly, Mahayana is a mysticism
of the prophetic class.

ZEN BUDDHISM
Zen means Dhyana, ]nana or meditation. It is virtually a
modification of the Mahayana. Spontaneity of liVing and enlightenment are of its essence. Its fundamentals are the same as that
of the other Buddhisms. It is based on the four noble truths and
the eight-fold path laid by Buddha.
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The world is a suffering, changing and impermanent. THere
is no subsisting self or soul. It is like an illusory circle made with
a burning stick. Secondly, there should be no grasping, as there
is nothing worth grasping. This principle, if logically carried to the
extreme, would devalue all ethics. The way out of this vicious circle
of frustrating, grasping and fleeting and changing life is into
Niroana. By this, despair changes into joy. It is free. As in the case
of Yoga, it involves the cessation of all turnings of the mind.
Niroana is the unself-grasped state of the mind. It is not
annihilation of the mind. But, it is something beyond it,
undefiniable and free. Anything conceivable and definable is not
Niroana. The awakening is spontaneous when futility of all
grasping or desires is realised. It transcends all dualities. The fourth
truth is of the eight-fold path of Buddha. Even meditation should
not he with an object in view. That by itself accentuates grasping
and becomes a futile meditation. Niroana is one point awareness
without distinction of the knower, the knowing and the known.
There is no suffering for none suffers. There is no seeking since
nothing is there to seek for. Deeds are done, but no one does them.
The doctrine of Bodhisattva is accepted. The Bodhisattva has
no ego, no being and no personality. He just goes on liVing as
a very ordinary person. Niroana is an uncontrived or unsoughtfor bliss of liheration and freedom. It is not void, nor non-void.
All things are without any self. They are changing and only relative.
Nothing is by itself. Hence there is no ideal of Niroana as opposed
to 5amsara. As opposed to 5amsara, Niroana becomes an element
of striving and, therefore, of 5amsara. All things are non-dual as
are 5amsara and Niroana. What appears Samsara is really
Niroana. What is the world of form is Niroana. Form is empty and
emptiness is form. 61
Zen involves naturalness and no effort. Pursuit of goals leads
to other goals. There has to be no effort, no way out and no willing.
There is no trapper nor is there anyone trapped. Suddenly, the
constraint on man breaks at the deepest level of consciousness.
One lives spontaneously without trying to be spontaneous. 62 There
is no self to bring it under control. Sunyata has a positive aspect.
It is known not by its deSCription but by its reality and living. It
can be seen unscreened. 's not divided and distorted by concepts
and thoughts. It is a concrete and actual world. Man is awakened
to this non-conceptual but an existential reality and experience.
Suchness is neither past, nor present, nor future. It simply 'is'. It
is 'Now'.
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All beings are endowed with the Buddha nature and can
become Buddhas. But any attempt to become Buddha is false
pride. All the same the repetition of Name Amitahha is effective.
By Prajna (intuition) one sees the nature of reality. This in turn
awakens compassion (Karnna) for all. Prajna is to see that all form
is Void and Karnna is to see that Void is form. o3 In this sense it
is not a Buddhism of world denial. One is free and without
ohstruction. One sees no ohstruction between things and things.
One sees them in their suchness. It is the doctrine of Dharma
Dhatu. ''We should not separate ourselves from the world, nor
order it around. M The whole world is the hody of Buddha. It is
in harmony and is organised from within. It needs no interference
from without. The classified world is not the real world.
From the Store-Consciousness arises spontaneously the
formal world. Whatever is linked hy cause and effect belongs to
the world of Maya or relativity. This world of illusion comes out
of the Void spontaneously and purposelessly. This activity is
unmotivated. We divide it because our ~onsciousness projects a
classified and relative world. The Buddhist Yoga or Dhyana
consist; in reversing this process.. The discriminating senses and
the process of categorisation have to be stopped, so that the world
could he seen in its unclassified s.uchness. At this stage awakens
compassion. The Bodhisattva becomes identified with this playful
and purposeless character of the Void.6~
In Zen this awakening is natural and sudden. It could happen
any moment, even in the midst of everyday life. To seek it, is to
lose it. The release may be immediate, natural and without effort.
One enters it, without exterminating demements and failings. foI, The
Ultimate Reality has no qualities. It cannot be the ohject of
knowledge. It is non-dual. Hence truth is known hy direct insight
or mystic intuition, and not by the mind. Though this undefinahle
spirit is beyond the world, it also lies ever within it. This is the
paradox. It is like the transcendence and immanence of Reality.
There is no incompatihility between Buddhahood and everyday
life. This awakening coming spontaneously, is called Satori. It
comes in a flash, suddenly, or at any time as the result of a blow
from the Zen Master, or otherwise from a very normal event in life.
This awakening takes one to the border line, where the finite and
the infmite meet. It enables the soul to see both ways, the Reality
and where the infinite flows into the fmite. It opens the Prajna
eye to see things as they are, in their suchness. This Prajna is a
mystic experience. This experience has noetian, conative and
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affective elements as weI I. 1.7 It arouses Karuna. With this
experience starts the life of the Zen mystic.
It is said of a Zen Master (Bodhidharma) that for nine years
he kept gazing at a wall. Once when the Emperor asked him what
was the first principle of the religion he replied, "It is just empty.
Nothing sacred." The Emperor asked him, "Who are you ?" "I do
not know", he replied. fil
Zen has been defined as, "outside teaching, apart from
tradition, not founded on words, pointing directly, seeing in one's
mind and attaining Buddhahood."6'1 Perfect Tao (peace) involves
no picking and choosing. The hringing of the mind under control,
as practised in India, is contrary to Zen. Zen lets it go and lets it
to he alone. Satori could occur without the direction of a master.
In Zen the highest state of consciousness is empty of content, ideas
and feelings. True mind is no mind. There is nothing to perfect
or purify it. It is pure already. It is not the ohject of thought and
action. The attempt to work on the mind is entering a vicious circle.
All effort is grasping and defeats the purpose. It is self-righteous
to he methodical. It is no use to sit and hind the hody so as to
concentrate and do meditation. The cultivation of concentration is
wrong from the very start. One should neither avoid false thoughts
nor seek true ones, as ignorance is Buddhahood. Tao is not
knOWing. Knowing is false understanding. Tao is like the empty
sky. It is no use dragging it in the realm of the right and the wrong.
By wanting to he in accord, one deviates from the truth. By
seeking, one produces the contrary effect. It is like pressing a part
of the water in a trough in order to hring it in level. It is already
level. The pressing only disturhs its equilihrium and defeats the
purpose.
The Zen masters may he incharge of temples or lead a
layman's life. Their motto is "When hungry eat, when tired sleep".7o
One should not cling nor seek. The universal mind can he
understood only spontaneously. It is no use searching what is not
lost. One's natural and spontaneous functioning is Buddhahood.
There is no place in Zen Buddhism for using effort. When
circumstances come, one should not change them. One should not
create Kanna by seeking liberation. That way one is only making
Kanna. Zen is heing natural without intending to be so and
without any effort. One should grow up naturally and lose selfconsciousness. The Zen is orderly, unhurried, energetic. humorous
and clean. Seeking 5atori thrusrs it away. The Zen breaks from all
conventions including the moral ones. 71
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In practice emphasis is laid on meditation and sitting for
hours. The Zen disciples at the monastery sometimes meditate even
from 3.30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 72 But hy doing and practising Samadhi
one cannot achieve Samadhi. By s.itting one will not achieve
Buddhahood. If one wants plain truth, one should not be
concerned with right or wrong. Such concern is the sickness of
mind. One has to cultivate hland indifference to things. When we
recognize goodness as good, there is already evil. Good without
evil is like up without down. Pursuing the good is like going to
the right and the right in order to avoid the left. We are caught
in a dualistic pattern and Zen is liberation from that paUern. It is
ahsurd to say life can be improved hy the selection of the good. 7 \
The sensation of comfort can be maintained only in discomfort.
To eat is to survive so as to he hungry again. Good and evil are
the two sides of the coin. As to the dualistic thought, the Zen view
is fatalistic. In the Zen view, no one suffers. The dualism of the
subject and the ohject is wrong. We suffer because we separate
ourselves. The entire idea of the personal mind and experience
happening to one, is an illusion. We raise symbols for different
persons therehy creating conflicts for ourselves. Actually, we have
no self other than the whole. We do not breathe. It hreathes us.
We create a false self and therehy separate and suffer. The idea
of myself is just to discover the actual relation between the outside
world and 'myself. It is wrong to say that the same man becomes
old or dies. The hird, the fish, the water and the sky all have a
corporate life. All of them make each other. None are separate. The
bird wanting to know the limits of the sky will never fly; nor the
fish wanting to measure the extent of the ocean will ever 1>wim.
The life of Zen hegins with a disillusion about the pursuit
of goals, which never exists. Seeking Buddha is losing Buddha.
.Our non-conceptual Self is Buddhahood and needs no improvement. In the course of time it may grow. One blames not the egg
for not being a chicken. There is no need to have ideas of goal
or concepts of teleology. To have ideas of Zen is to have stink of
Zen. When questioned "What is Buddha" the answer was, ''Three
pounds of flax."74 The more one tries to rationalise, categorise,
define and conceptualise things, the more one gets away from the
truth. The attempt to catch things is frustrating and makes for
unhappiness. The marvel is the freedom of action. The world then
ceases to be an obstacle against anyone. It is a discovery of freedom
in ordinary tasks. When the sense of subiective isolation or I-ness
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vanishes, the world is no longer felt to he a difficult or hostile
ohject.
The focus of self or ego should go. Zen suggests spontaneous
activity as a part of the whole. Spontaneous action is human, hut
not contrived action. On hearing news of a relation's death, the
Zen master started weeping. On heing questioned ahout his
emotional outhurst, he replied, "I weep hecause I want to weep.
Don't he stupid. "7~ There is a self contradiction in planned action
or even in affected naturalness. Thinking carefully inhihits action and
spontaneity. When one is sensitive one dithers, wohhles and goes
in Samsara. Zen is for action and not reflection, which destroys
spontaneity and naturalness and causes strain. Zen is Iiheration
from the dualism of thought and action. One should think and act
spontaneously without checks and without 'I' consciousness. There
should he no direction from without. Leap into action without
thought of consequences. 76 There need he no shuddering paralysis.
Thinking only hrings Samsara. The mind and the ohject of its
search are one.
Social conduct involves 'I' as a means of self-control. Hence
arises ego or 'I'. Thus the centre of gravity shifts from the original
Mind to the ego. The 'I' is incapahle of action that is sincere,
unaffected or spontaneous. Spontaneity ends duality hetween the
known and the knower, the suhject and the ohject, and the mind
and the world. Mind speaks when the 'I' is silent. In not feeling
it, we get it. There is no hirth or death and no supreme ~owledge.
To enter Suchness is to enter life without any aim. For Zen this
life is the conclusion. There is no other conclusion to he derived
from it. It is senseless to draw conclusions. "If you are a real man
grah the food of a starving man", Le., draw no ethical conclusions.
Zen is beyond the ethical standpoint. We cannot live for a day
without destroying other life. One has to go ahead purposelessly,
without aim or motive. n One is competent to respond to all
situations. One has not to deliherate and think for acting. Zen is
not for killing the reflective thought. But it is for eliminating all
ohstacles against thinking and acting spontaneously so that the
response is like that of a ball in a stream of water.
The Zen enters life whole-heartedly and freely, without an
eye on oneself. One does not bother and confuse oneself by
thinking of God. One should do without thought of Zen, Tao or
Buddha. In Zen there is neither self, nor Buddha. There is no good
to gain, no evil to aVOid, no thought to he eradicated, no mind
to be purified, no soul to be saved and no body to perish. In one
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Satori the entire framework is shattered. 7R

There is no distinction between Zen awakening, meditation
and action. All flow from the Whole. It suggests an aimless selfsufficient life of the eternal Now. One docs not practice Zen to
be a Buddha, but because one is already a Buddha. There is no
idea to improve the world. The practices suggested are Prajna,
wisdom and Karuna. Just as muddy water is better left alone, so
leave the world in turmoil. This is the best. One must experience
things without jumping to conclusions. All this is in contrast to the
attitude in the West.
Zen is seeing the reality in Suchness and directly. One sees
it while sitting and walking without any purpose. Even the purpose
of getting rid of the purpose is wrong. One should follow the
Buddhist way without thought of the morrow. Let life and death
come as they may, take them without lament and naturally. Such
life and death are the life of Buddha. In avoiding them one loses
life and Buddha. When one sees things directly, the past and the
future are nowhere to be found.
In Rinzai school, answers have to be found to questions and
prohlems. Answers are discussed by personal intuition. Such
problems are called Koan and those have to be solved by the
disciple. They work for years. It is a method of training the Zen
student. The object is not to develop the intellect of the student.
In fact, the aim is to expose the intellect, exhaust it and eliminate
it. The student is brought to the wit's end and knows that he does
not know. 79 That is the object of Koan. The self-seeking self is
defeated. When true knowledge comes, the self vanishes. There
is no hard core of selfhood left to stand against the rest of the
world. The ego is gone. The ultimate aim is to awaken mystic
intuition and to arouse a Satori. It comes when one is exhausted
and is not grasping anything. Prajna leads to Karuna (compassion). There is no true awakening unless it leads to a life of
Bodhisattva. This means the manifestation of the Void for the
benefit of all sentient beings. The Koan training comes to an end
at the stage of naturalness. It is a freedom hath in the absolute
and the relative worlds. It is this freedom which supports the
natural order. For a moral act is moral only if it is free, without
compulsion of reason or necessity. To think is to grasp. The ego
is the obstacle in the progress,of Buddhahood. When all ideas of
selfhood, moral values, disciplines are purged, there is no hearer
left. Then you hear everything. Zen liberates one from time. It is
a life of natural spontaneity in th~ Now.
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Zen masters are very human. They fall sick, die and have little
weaknesses of character. The difference hetween a Zen and an
ordinary man is that the former is spontaneously human and the
latter is trying to he an angel or a demon. One has to find Zen
for oneself.
We have given a descriptivc account of Zen. Two points still
need to he considered. The first is a certain amount of amhiguity,
almost hordering on incongruity, hetween the Zen theory and its
practice. The second is a statement of Suzuki's views in this regard.
Zen Buddhism accepts the hasic principles of Buddhism,
including its Anicca and Anatta doctrines. "All composite things
(sankbara) are impermanent. When a man hy wisdom (panna)
realizes (this), he heeds not (this world at) sorrow; this is the path
to purity."~' It is, thus conceded that all things are egoless and
sorrowful. On this account Buddhism has hecn duhhed as
nihilistic. But, it would he difficult to make such a drastic assertion
against Zen, especially when here spontaneity of liVing is of the
essence. In Zcn, the link hetween Samsara and Nirvana is
accepted. Here enlightenment is a unification. By it a fundamental
hasis of identification is reached.
All the same, a certain amhivalence is visihle in the Zen
approach towards the world, more especially towards the moral
life. True, Zcn does not discard life. But there is linle douht that
its activities have remained mainly meditational and monastic.
Prohahly, hecause of its stress on spontaneity and naturalness, the
Zen disciple does not strive to accept moral responsihility in any
field of life. Here his stand is quite in contrast with that of the
Mahayanist, who rushes to grasp all opportunity of service of
fellow heings. May he, this seeming disregard of moral responsihility in Zen follows from its pantheistic outlook. For moral life has
never heen a strong point of pantheistic systems. In this context,
it would he unfair not to record the views of Suzuki who seeks
to rehut any such inference.
Suzuki attempts to draw a parallel hetween the views of Zen
mysticism and those of Eckhart, a Christian mystic. Suzuki is aware
that even in his life time Eckhart was seriously accused of
pantheism. And, yet, he quotes the following from Eckhart to
estahlish a close similarity hetween the two systems. "But for me ,
to know God thus, with nothing between, I must he all hut he,
he all hut me. '.. .1 say, God must he very I, I very God, so
consummately one that this he and this I are one "is", in this isness
working one works eternally; hut so long as this he and this I, to
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wit, God and the soul, are not one single here, one single now,
the I cannot work with nor be one with that he,"RI "Wherehy man
may come most closely to God and wherein he may once more
become like the original image as he was in God when there was
yet no distinction hetween God and himself before God produced
creatures."R2 "Neither the One, nor heing, nor God, nor rest, nor
blessedness, nor satisfaction is to he found where distinctions are.
Be therefore, that One so that you may find God."H\ "The father
ceaselessly hegets his Son and, what is more, he hegets me not
only as his Son hut as himself and himself as myself, begetting me
in his own nature, his own heing. At that inmost Source I spring
from the Holy Spirit and there is one life, one heing, one action."Hl
"It is so with God. It is his pleasure and rapture to discover identity,
hecause he can always put his whole nature into it-for he is this
identity itself." "My eye' and God's eye are one and the same--Qne
in seeing, one in knowing and one in loving. "H~
Suzuki does not rest at that. Dean Inge had quoted a passage
from Eckhart indicating the separateness of the soul from God. Inge
had done so in order to show Eckhart's theism, Le., that God and
the soul are different. But, Suzuki re-interprets the same so as to
show not only Eckhart's pantheism, hut also to assert that Eckhart
had a Zen Salmi hefore he wrote the passage. The passage and
the relevant comments from Suzuki are: "Although it (soul) sinks
in the eternity of the divine essence, yet it can never reach the
ground. Therefore, God has left a little point wherein the soul turns
back upon itself and finds itself and knows itself to be a creature. "H6
Strangely enough, Suzuki interprets this passage, which would
otherwise suggest the impassahleness of the soul into God, as
exactly proViding the opposite Le., the soul's entry into God. The
little point, Suzuki feels, is not a gap, hut it is a sort of window
or an axis to enahle the soul to have unity or identity with God.
He quotes Eckhart profusely to establish the Zen idea that the finite
is infinite and the infinite is finite and the two meet and participate
in each other. To distinguish hetween the two is the relative way
of thinking. This, he feels, is a compulsion of all the relative
thought process; disintegration is possihle because of integration
and vice versa. At the little point he says, the soul sees hoth ways.
Suzuki goes still further. In order to prove his Zen view of identity
between the Real and the Relative, he dogmatically calls this little
point as the Zen experience of Salorl. Suzuki writes: "A little point"
left hy God corresponds to what zen Buddhists would call Salorl.
When he strikes this point we have a Satorl. To have a Salorl means
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to he standing at Eckhart's "point" where we can look in two
directions: God-way and creature-way. Expressed in another form,
the finite is infinite and the infinite is finite. This 'little point' is full
of significance and I am sure Eckhart had a Satorl.
In fact,
Suzuki's entire attempt is to show that the theistic view of duality
of Creator and creature is a failing of the relative thought, and that,
when a great mystic like Eckhart translates his mystic experiences
into language, he portrays concepts that resemble closely those of
Zen. Suzuki also writes: "God, as long as he remains in himself,
with himself, and for himself, is absolute suhjectivity, Sunyata
itself. As soon as he hegins to move, however, he is creator, and
the world with its infinitely varying situations or conditons evolves.
The original God or the Godhead has not heen left hehind in his
solitariness, he is in the manyness of things. It is human reasoning
which is time that so often causes us to forget him and place him
outside our world of time and space and causality."R11
Be that as it may, hut the Zen view of Self-identity and
Relativity heing an aspect of Reality cannot escape the charge of
pantheism. These hasic divergences of views between Zen and
Theism become very apparent when we come to the field of life.
Zen does not accept the doctrines of a God of Personality and
Grace, nor the value of prayer. But these are of fundamental
significance in all theistic systems. Suzuki concedes tbat Nagarjuna's
following doctrine of "Eight No's", is rather negativistic. "There is
no birth, Nor is there death; There is no beginning, Nor is there
any ending; Nothing is identical with itself, Nor is there any
diversification; Nothing comes into existence, Nor does anything
go out of existence."R9 These lines are so akin to those of the
monistic Sankara, which we have quoted elsewhere in the book.
In fact, some helieve Nagarjuna to be the precursor of Sankara's
illusion theory. True, Suzuki in his interpretations of Zen has tried
to give a positive content to Suchness. In reference to the relative
world, he talks of the attributes and dynamism of Suchness. He
refers to it as a Zero with infinite possibilities.
In practice, it appears difficult for Zen to shed completely the
negativism of the 'Arultta doctrine and the world being nothing
hut a suffering. For Zen moral life is a suffering and a grasping,
a snare to be avoided; all moral effort, striving and purpose in life
are without any significance. The awakened man in Zen' is
described as "an effortless, purposeless, useless man."911 Let us here
quote Buddha's words at the time of his enlightenment. "And
wearisome is hirth again and again. But now, maker of the
"If)
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tabernacle, thou hast been seen; Thou shalt not rear this tahernacle
again. All thy rafters are hroken. Thy ridge-pole is shattered; the
mind approaching the Eternal, has attained to the extinction of all
desires."91 Here Buddha clearly condemns the tahernacle. For him
hirth is wearisome. He has hroken the rafters and the ridge-pole
once for all, never to return to the tabernacle of hirth again. Again,
in reference to his experience of enlightenment, Buddha says, "I
have conquered and I know all, I am enlightened, quite hy myself
and have none as teacher. There is no one that is the same as I
in the whole world where there are many deities. I am the one
who is really worth, I am the most supreme teacher. I am the only
one who is fully enlightened. I am tranquillized. I am now in
Niroana."9l We do not in the least suggest that it is an egoist
utterance. But it is noth.ing like the last prayer of Jesus that "Thy
Will he done and not mine." Nor is this anything like the words
of Guru Nanak, "I am the smallest of the small." Buddha's
declaration, we feel, is more akin to "I am Brahman" than to a
theistic mystic's prayer to an Attributive God.
The same contrast in approach to life is visihle in a theistic
mystic's attitude of reverence to his teacher in Christianity, Islam
and Sikhism compared to a Zen disciples relation with the Zen
Master. The Zen may, after his enlightenment, even go to the
extent of slapping his teacher. This is what Suzuki writes,
"Especially when the Master stands rigidly and irrevocably against
the pupil's intellectual approach, the pupil, failing to find what to
make of the situation, feels as if he were utterly depending on the
Master's helping hand to pick him up. In Zen this kind of
relationship between Master and pupil is rejected as not conducive
to the enlightenment experience on the part of the pupil. For it
is the Koan Mu, symboliZing the ultimate reality itself, and not the
Master, that will rise out of the pupil's unconscious. It is the Koan
Mu that makes Master knock down pupil, who, when awakened,
in turn slaps Master's face. There is no Self in its limited finite phase
in this wrestlers-like encounter. It is most important that this he
unmistakably understood in the study of Zen. "93
According to Suzuki, Prajna awakens Karuna or compassion which he likens to love in the case of the theists. This Karuna
emhraces all sentient heings. But the amhivalence remains. The
AhsolUl6.ego creates the Relative ego in order to see itself reflected
in it. Enlightenment is heing the Ahsolute ego as reflected in the
Relative ego and working through it. Relativity, though it is an
aspect of Reality, is not Reality. Evidently, in view of the doctrines
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of Anicca and Anatta, it is given no status of its own. The temporal
life, as such, is not given any validity or meaning. Buddha never
reverted to life in his kingdom. He organised only the Sangha. In
Zen too the horder limits of the monk's life remain confined to
the monastery. True, since the tenth century A.D., the Chinese
introduced the item of work in the Zen disciple's Iife. 94 Earlier the
disciple's monastic life consisted mainly of learning and meditation.
Even hegging was known among followers of Zen. Bankei, a great
Zen Master, was himself a heggar hefore he was persuaded to teach
a feudal lord.~ To his last days, Hyakujo, who insisted on the
necessity of work, himself lahoured only within the precinct of a
monastery.')(' By and large the monastic life has remained the limits
within which the Zen masters and their disciples have worked. The
cardinal virtues practised hy the Zen man and recommended for
the disciple are charity, the precepts prescrihed hy Buddha for the
order of the Sangha (Monastic-order), patience, energy, meditation
and wisdom.?? But, as mentioned already, these are disciplines
meant for the maintenance of the Sangha as also for the awakened
Zen man, whose life too remains confined to the monastery.
Spontaneity of living is the Zen man's goal in life. The ohject
is to eliminate the ego-consciousness and let the Infinite
consciousness work as it may. There is no attempt at organisation,
much less is there any entry in the general field of life. There is
nothing of Christ's spirit of "love thy neighhour as yourself," or
Guru Tegh Bahadur's going to Delhi to save Dharma or the
freedom of man. Zen, as Suzuki says, is to permit everyday mind
to work itself. It is the spontaneous life of the everyday mind. As
pointed out hy the Zen Master, it is the same as the screeching
of the squirrel. It is, "eat when hungry, sleep when tired."'lR There
is no brotherly love of one's neighhour. For such love is an activity
of the conscious or relative ego, a grasping in life. By this, moral
life as such, stands devalued. The important thing is the nature and
content of this spontaneous life. It is the actual expression of the
everyday mind of 'eat-when-hungry, sleep--when-tired' outlook
which is relevant. It is also called living a Sana-Mama life.'19 In it
the everyday life asserts itself in all its fullness. After twenty years
of hard study, Chokei lifted the curtain and saw the outside world.
In a flash he understood the real meaning of Zen and spoke; "How
mistaken I was - How mistaken I was! Raise the screen and see
the world! If anybody asks me what philosophy I understand, I
'11 straight-way give him a blow across his mouth with my HOSSU."IOO
Suzuki himself writes that the Zen way 'looks so remote and
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aloof from everyday life. I1 O! He concedes that ordinarily the Zen
Buddhists are neglectful in bringing out the Karnna aspect of the
experience of the Zen mystic. He tries to explain it : "This is due
to their being too anxious and therefore, too much in a hurry to
destroy all the obstacles lying on the way to enlightenment, for
they know that when this is accomplished what is to come
therefrom is left to itself as it knows full well how to take care of
it. When the devastating fire is extinguished the forest will not wait
for any external help but will resume its hiological functions hy
itself. When a man is shot by a poisonous arrow, the first thing
to do is to remove it before it is embedded too deeply into the
flesh. When this is done the body will heal the wound by its own
power of Vitality. So with human passions, the first work is to
destroy their root of ignorance and egoism. When this is
thoroughly accomplished, the Buddha-nature which consists in
Prajna and Karnna will start its native operation."102
The question is not of theory, hut of facts and practices. Does
Karnna or love come out the way it came out in the case of Christ
or other theistic mystics? As the Zen tradition and institutions go
this love does not normally cross the borders of the monasteries.
As against this Karnna, there is also the emphasis that Zen
is nothing beyond living spontaneously in the 'Now'. There is only
now. Nothing comes to be and nothing goes. There is no birth
nor death. The moment is eternal, delightful and limitless. When
a sqUirrel screeched, the Zen Master spoke, "It is just thiS, and
nothing e1se.""J3
In this background the classification of Zen presents some
difficulty. At one end the utterances of Zen masters like, "A Goldenhaired lion." "The hedge at the bottom of the garden," would
suggest Nature mysticism. 104 Zaehner calls one school of Zen
Buddhism with a passive personality of "allOWing things to happen
to one" as belonging to the class of Isolation mysticism. 1M It is
evident that Zen Buddhism, by its very nature, has no social
concern. True, the Zen mystic does not live as a dead person, but
he is not consciously or socially active either. Therefore, from
whatever angle one may look at it, Zen Buddhism is a mysticism
that is semi-active.

9
Christianity and Christian Mystics]
Mysticism ofChrist
The very foundation of Christ's religion is mystical, for he says
"I am in the Father and the Father in me. The words that I say to
you I do not speak of myself, hut the Father who dwells in me
does His works."2 The entire life and utterances of Christ are of
a prophetic mystic. He had a message to give and a role to perform.
He advised, "He who receives you, receives me and he who
receives me receives Him who sent me."i Love was the very basis
of his whole system of ethics and morality.
Throughout the utterances of Christ the Fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man remained the centre of his preachings.
For him the world was real and all his life he strove for the uplift
of man, especially the downtrodden and the morally poor. He
condemned the amassing of wealth as the biggest block in the way
of spiritual life, the kingdom of heaven. He spoke, "Love each other
as much as I love you." Be ye "perfect even as your Father in heaven
is perfect."4 Ultimately, he shed his hlood and suffered crucification
for the redemption of man. Love was the medium of his expression
and operation. For Christ, God, in whose image man has to build
himself with love as His son, is the fundamental hasis of his
religion. The Father, the Son and the Holy ghost (Love) are the
Trinity. For man, too, the medium of expression and perfection is
love, which forms the basis of all his moral and spiritual life. It
is important that Christ never envisaged merger or identity with
God even in the final state. After his resurrection, he ascends to
heaven and "sitteth at the right hand of God, the Father, Almighty."
The Father and the Son are always two, not one. But, that does
not mean the son had a different will. Christ's last prayer to God
to save him from the pain of the cross is the most sublime and
clear enunciation of his mission. For he prays simultaneously that
it is God's Will that should be done and not his. Christ's mysticism
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is clearly theistic. Man's object is to perfect himself with love and
be the son. The goal is not merger.
It would, it seems to us, be erroneous to infer that Christ
bifurcated the spiritual from the temporal, or that he advised the
avoidance of a political life. In fact, his own crucification was at
the hands of the political administration of the day with whom he
had come into conflict because of his work and functioning. It
would be naive to suggest either that he did not realise that his
preachings would bring him into clash with the political authority,
or that, if he had known it, he would have avoided it by taking
a different course of action.
In the theism of Jesus the World is real. To save man was
the object of his mission, in pursuit of which he never shirked the
highest sacrifice. It was a lead to show man the way and to lay
a firm moral basis for human conduct on which the structure of
society has to be constructed. In the above context, the answers
to the issues raised by us earlier are clear. Christ suffered
crucification not for his own salvation but for that of all men. Jesus
prays that all those who follow him may share his union with God:
"Even as Thou, Father, art in me, and I in Thee, that they also may
be in us." ''lbat they also may be with me where I am." ''lbat they
may be one, even as we are one, I in them and Thou in me, that
they may become perfectly one."5 In the light of the classification
we have discussed earlier, Jesus's is a dear instance of prophetic
mysticism.

Christian Mysticism
Whether Dionysius was a real or a fake personality or a neoplatonist, his writings have without doubt reflected the views of
the mystics of his period. God is for him beyond knowledge and
Transcendent. As the 'Universal Cause, God has all the Attributes,
and yet He is beyond them and no negation or affirmation applies
to Him. But, Dionysius's approach is other-worldly. He wants us
to give up all activities of the intellect and senses in order to have
union with Him. God is both Transcendent and Immanent. In
mystical union the soul is absorbed or merged in Him, unconscious
of itself. This union or deification is the goal of man. One reaches
it in mystical ecstasy. In order to achiev~ it as a permanent
condition, one has to practise self-renunciation and give up all
attachment to the things of time and space. This mysticism is
undoubtedly of the variety which Bergson describes as a half-way
mysticism. It has no social content, the object being ecstatic union
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or merger. True, the giving up of self-love is recommended, hut
so is renunciation of all things. It would, therefore, he obvious that
this Christian mysticism, typical of the Eastern Church, is more akin
to NetrPlatonism than to the mysticism of Christ. The goal is
deification, divination, or being filled with the Divine Light. The
methods used for this purpose are, silent prayers, concentration,
breath-control and the like, and an ascetic withdrawal from the
world. Ultimately, one has, by His Grace, the experience of the
mind being merged in God as one spirit. For such mystics the
unitive life is a life of asceticism and renunciation, though also of
prayer, piety and love. They have charity for all created beings,
man and beast, and pray for them. But it is not a life of active
participation in the social field.
It is important to note that in all mysticism, which are not
active or prophetic, the description of the unitive life is in terms
which indicate unity, oneness, identity, merger or absorption. Such
mysticism generally involves a life of permanent withdrawal,
renunciation and asceticism. As against it, all activity-mysticisms
distinctly disavow and disregard the goal of merger, absorption and
asceticism. There is unity of spirit between the Father and the son,
but the two are separate; the self-will is eliminated but God's will
is owned as the light and guide. Rather, the ideal of merger or
identity is specifically repudiated, since the mystic has to do his
role and carry out the Will of God in life. The Quietist mystics,
because of their description of the unitive experience as one of
identity and absorption, are often dubbed as pantheists, more
especially because they have no social concern, or an active life
of love and service.
As against the above experience, Augustine speaks not of
union but of vision, contact or penetration of the soul by God.
There is little doubt that Christian mysticism upto the early middle
ages had a Neo-Platonic outlook. Even for St. Bernard, the fmal
mystic experience is of ecstacy in which the soul loses itself and
becomes divine, deified and one with God. The final and complete
entry of the soul in God comes only in the life to come. In this
life such experiences are only sudden and momentary. By the very
nature of this momentary experience, it is implied that there is no
identification with God, though in love they become one in spirit.
As to the method of ascent to God, as explained by the mystic
author of 'Cloud of Unknowing.' it is other-worldly. One has first
to forget about the created things and think of the Attributes of
God. Thus, dissociation from the things of the world is a necessary
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coumerpart of the contemplative life. Angela Foligno mentions that
meditation and prayer are the essential means for the mystic
experience, which for her invoived gracious words from God and
a clear vision of Him who spoke to her.
Eckhart, a renowned mystic, is the chief philosopherexponem of Christian mysticism. He has been so profuse in his
description and so garrulous in his utterances that it has led some
critics to assert that the mystic experience is neither ineffable, nor
non-sensory, nor non-rational, since mystics the world over have
expressed and justified their experiences in rational terms. Eckhart
has, indeed, said so much and so many things on the various
aspects of his mystic experiences that, as in the case of the
Upanisads, different persons have derived support from his
utterances to propound variant views. Though a lofty figure in
Christian mysticism, he was and continues to be quite a
controversial person in the orthodox Christian world, especially
because his utterances would lead to a pantheistic world-view. And
yet, no mystic has asserted his views with greater emphasis than
Eckhart. At one end he describes God as wholly different from our
conceptions of Him and completely ineffable. God is neither this
nor that, and transcends all descriptions. All created things are a
mere nothing, since their existence depends on His presence in
them. This description of nothingness of created things, and his
saying that "God is neither good, nor better, nor best," invited the
condemnation of the Pope. Eckhart says that in the essence of His
Being, God is beyond all qualities. 'Being and goodness are
garments or veils under which He is hidden."6 Though He 'is', the
word 'being' does not fully describe Him. At the other end, he talks
almost of identity with God and it is only in mystical vision that
God is contemplated without these veils. In Eckhart's conception,
God and Godhead are two; and one is as different from the other
as heaven from earth. For him, Godhead, God and soul are three
different entities, though he does not always maintain the
distinction between God and Godhead in his sermons. God for
him is the Creator. Godhead for him is more like the Nirgun,
Nirankaror Brahman, and God like the Immanent God. Since God
is the Creator and the Active Power, like Sankara, his ideal is the
experience of the Godhead or Brahman and not of God. The
intellect or intuition, he says, is as little satisfied with God as with
a stone or a -tree. The soul ultimately goes to the Ground out of
which spring all goodness and truth. And this union with the
Divine Reality is the highest goal. No man can describe the
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Godhead except that he can be ravished by the Light of Him, for
man in his deepest being is one with God. It is possible to have
the experience of the Godhead and thus raise oneself above time
and space. The goal of man, therefore, is to become what he
eternally is. Of course, the self or 'I' must be given up. One should
be detached from the things of time and dwell in the eternity to
which one belongs. Though Eckhart does suggest detachment
from the world, his is a way of humility, love and self-surrender.
He says that he receives God into him. He enters him and he is
transformed into God to know Him as He is. Again, he speaks:
''The eye with which I see God is 'the eye with which God sees
me." "There is something in the soul that is so akin to God that
it is one with Him. "7 It is descriptions such as these and many others
which brought the charge of pantheism against him. But later he
modified his stand by saying that during all his oneness with God
'a little point' of the soul was left. 8 His critics argue that, pursuant
to the condemnations by the Church, such subsequent descriptions
are a modification of the stand he took earlier, and actually his
earlier descriptions only lead to the conclusion of identity of man
with God. But, be it said in his defence that it was the liVing Eckhart
who was always describing his experiences of oneness or identity
with God. And, whatever be the nature of that experience and
whatever be the words used to describe it, it is evident it could
not mean a final merger or absorption, for Eckhart always
conceded his separate identity which was out to preach, describe
and sermonise. As in the case of Nicholas, all he meant was that
God is so Infmite or Immanent everywhere that nothing could exist
outside Him. But that does not imply identity. And, it is this
Immanence of God which is described as the indwelling God in
man by all mystics, Christians and others. Even on this issue
Eckhart's assertion that there is something in the soul that is
uncreated and uncreatable, suffered the severe chastisement of the
Church. Julian, the English mystic, also indicates that the highest
part of the soul is eternally united with God; and with His grace
WI;; could be one with the High Self above.
Let us see the utterances of other mystics on this issue. Blois
says that God never departs from the centre of the soul. 9 Julian
implies that the soul in its essence is uncreated. 'o 51. Teresa asserts
that God dwells in every soul, even of the greatest sinner. II True,
most of these utterances, in a w~y, reflect the Neo-Platonic idea
that man in essence belongs to the Eternal Order, the Ideal, the
archetype of everything. It is the same as the Platonic idea in God's
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Being. So, they have an existence, .according to Suso, identical with
God's Life and God's Essence. 12 Ruyshroeck says, "through the
eternal Birth all creatures have come forth in eternity, before they
were created in time. So God has seen and known them in
Himself." Many of these are Platonic ideas. Man is eternally united
with God in his deepest being. It is this "union between God and
our spirit in the nakedness of our nature" which is the first cause
of all holiness and hlessedness.'l1\ It is necessary here to point out
that, apart from the Platonic ideas in some of these utterances,
these descriptions of the presence of God in man or his soul could
only mean the immanence of God in everything. For, it cannot be
imagined that apart from the Immanent God, which is everywhere,
there is a separate part of God or an Eternal Entity in each soul.
Actually, there is no difficulty in uderstanding the description
of God in man given hy the various Christian mystics. But, it is
the ideal or the logic that follows from the above deSCription which
is misleading, or atleast confusing. The Neo-Platonic tradition lays
down that the goal of man is to revert to the original archetypal
state, and thereby to lose the individual identity. That is why in
all these cases the ideal life is other-worldly and that of reversion
to God. The goal is not to carry out His will. True, in the tradition
of Christ, Christian mystics were not wholly other-worldly. Some
of them did take part in some charitable or service activity. But,
by and large, there was nothing of the active execution of God's
Will as was done by Christ. Thus, in the Neo-Platonic tradition the
ideal of life was to revert to the original eternal life in God and
not to carry out His Will. Nor was there any active confrontation
with evil as was done hy Christ or other Prophetic mystics. With
these Christian mystics, probably because of the Christian
background, the ideal was not of complete isolation, as in the case
of Vedantists and Hinayanists. Theirs was a quietest ideal of
enjoyment of the Beatific Vision, or of union with God by
deification, divination or ecstacy. And this, despite the ideal laid
down in 1beologta Germanica that the deified man has to lead the
life of Christ as he did while he was a man, and that he should
love all men even if they did him utmost harm.
In pr:actice, the life of these Christian mystics remained mostly
confined to missionary activities or monastic activities. On moral
issues, it rarely brought them in conflict with the erring social or
political authorities of the day. Nor did they ever attempt to tackle
the socio-political problems of their times. In fact, detachment from
self was sometimes taken to mean a complete renunciation of
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human ties and indifference to human affairs in order to be
absorbed in the love of God. Unlike Jesus, the love of God was
normally not transformed into an active love of man or his service.
It is significant to note Eckhart's utterance that grace draws man
away from the temporal things and purifies him from all the
transient things. 14 Though world-flight was not insisted upon, the
emphasis was on the inner solitude and being always filled with
God. In short, a life of active service of man was neither suggested
nor followed.
Leuba and Underhill state that quite tortuous and ascetic
methods were followed and recommended for the achievement of
the mystic union. Normally celibacy was observed. The final
experience is ecstatic or a vision of light or a feeling of being filled
with God, His Light or Love. At the third stage, the soul of man
is ravished by the Divine Light and it completely forgets itself.
Except in the case of spiritual marriage, which in rare cases
becomes a permanent state, the final experience is temporary.
Ruysbroeck says: "Whenever we feel this union, we are one being
and one life and one blessedness with God."\5 Eckhart dearly talks
of identification with the Divine as the birth of the Son (or Word)
in man. God emanates into man, the soul ascends into God, and
there is identity between the soul and the Son. He even says,
''When the soul is free from time and place, the Father sends His
Son into the soul." "When the Father begets His Son in me, I am
the same Son, and not another." "He makes me His only-begotten
Son without any difference." "I am transformed into Him in such
a way that He makes me one with His being, and not just similar
to it. By the liVing God, it is true that there is no difference. "16
"Similar pantheistic affirmations of oneness are made by St. John
of Cross ,John of Angels, Estella and others. Leon even says that
"In very truth the soul not only has God dwelling in it, but is indeed
God."17
In a number of cases this experience is followed by a period
of depression and wretchedness, or what is called the Dark Night
of the soul. For some mystics deification or spiritual marriage is
not a temporary experience. It turns into a permanent union with
the Divine of which the mystic is conscious. Such was the case
of St. Catherine of Genoa, who started the first hospital there and
served the sick. In this state the mystic rightly feels that he or she
is the instrument of God. But Mme Guyon, who claimed such
deification, was deemed to be quietist during that period. It is,
however, <;ignificant to note that in all cases of spiritual marriage
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with a permanent union, the mystic is aware of his or her separate
identity, though he or she is filled with God. The experience is
not temporary or ecstatic in which self-consciousness is almost lost.
It is for such reasons that Leuha calls the ecstatic experiences,
especially in the case of Mme Guyon, St. Teresa, Catherine of
Genoa, as psychopathic states due to suppressions and the like.
It is, Leuha feels, hecause of their human frustrations, that they
resorted to a compensatory life of union or marriage with God.
To us it appears a very unwarranted and unfair inference. If St.
Catherine's service of the sick is psychopathic, the only normal
hehaviour would he of self-interest and self-centredness. Such a
rationale is nothing short of a perversion.
John Tauler, Ruyshroeck
and the author of Theolgia
Germallica, mention the deified mystic as having lost self will and
as doing only the Will of God. This last mentioned author finds
the purpose of the universe in the expression of the Divine Will
through created heings. It is God that does things through man.
Such a man is emptied of his own self. He is imhued with divine
love and light and is filled with God alone. Mystics like Mme Guyon
and St. Teresa who claimed spiritual marriage, were quietists and
suggested a life of prayer, meditation and solitariness in order to
seek the mystic life and the 'hirth of Son'. Many such mystics,
whether duhbed as quietist or not, led a life of quiet aloofness from
the main stream of life.
By and large, Christian mysticism, as in the case of St. Paul
and St. John, involved vision, ecstacy or temporary experience of
deification, light or hliss. The experience was descrihed as
ineffahle.
It has heen felt that the mystic prayer need not he rational.
A prayer was not considered to be perfect if the monk understood
the prayer. There is little doubt that the practices of the Fathers
of the Desert were extremely ascetic, ritualistic and other-worldly.
St. Gregory suggests that, as a vocation, the contemplative life is
superior to the active life in order to achieve the mystic goal. St.
Catherine of Genoa was so ahsorhed with pure love that she would
not intercede even for her nearest disciples or relatives, nor would
she suffer distraction for them. The appearance of ecstasy is the
third stage of mystic prayer or achievement. Similarly, the Beatific
vision of God is the third or final stage of mystic height. St. Tere~a
mentions four stages of mystic progress: 0) the Prayer of quiet,
(2) the Prayer of full union, (3) Ecstasy, (4) Transforming union,
corresponding to deifying union, spiritual marriage or hirth of son.
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The last is a permanent state. For Eckhart, it is a state of
Identification with God. 1R Both for Eckhart and Dionysius, God can
best be described in negative terms. Generally, negativeness of the
description of God, as in the cases of Vedantism and Buddhism,
ends in Isolation mysticism. As against it, the Attributive description
of God so often leads to activity and love.
Asceticism, meditation and traditional prayers have been used
significantly for gaining the mystical experience. The preparatory
stages are: (1) the disciplining of mind, or the Purgative way, (2)
the disciplining of emotions, or the Illuminative way, and (3) the
disciplining of direction or Will, or the Unitive way. First comes
the stage of Ecstasy and after it the spiritual union or Marriage. In
the Eastern Christian mysticism the tradition is very ascetic. In fact,
in all the systems of Eastern, Western and Orthodox Christian
mysticism, ascetic methods of training are employed in order to
have mystic experience, e.g., the use of icons, sacred pictures, the
reciting of Jesus prayers and the repeating of prayers or a Name
while inhaling and exhaling. The acceptance of a director, monk
or guru, is also common in the mystical training.
With the Protestant mystics the emphasis comes to be more
on doing the Will of God, though other things continued as such.
Boehme is the typical example of the Protestant mysticism. Like
Eckhart's, Boehme's utterances on the theological issues are in
some respects revolutionary. In his first great mystic experience,
he describes in his Aurora that he had the visitation of a Loving
Light : "In this Light my spirit suddenly saw through all, and in all
created things, even in herbs and grass, I knew God who He is,
how He is, and what His Will is." "In one quarter of an hour.. ..!
saw and knew more than if I had been many years together at a
University." "I saw and knew the Being of beings, the Byss and
Abyss, the eternal generation of the Trinity, the origin and descent
of this world, and of all creatures through divine Wisdom."
Boehime's teaching is important because he is one· of the few
Christian mystics who talks of knOWing as to what God's Will is.
He, like Eckhart, talks of Ungnmd (Godhead of Eckhart) in
negative terms, the Abyss, the Stillness, the Mystery, the Absolute,
the source without Light or Darkness, Good or Evil. He also talks
of God as a Personality. In the Being of Love or God, there is an
eternal generative process or becoming where God as Personality
comes out of Ung1Und. God is not Becoming, but eternally He
makes Himself what He is, eternally. He assumes His nature of
goodness and 10ve. 19 This, in a way, describes His Ever-
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Creativeness. The entire manifestation is a process or play of
opposites. Boehme follows the Platonic tradition. For him, as
against the hecoming universe of time and space, in the Ideal
Universe or Eternal Nature, or the, 'Uncreated Heaven, are things
in their Perfection or Ideal state. This Eternal Nature is different
from God hut is inseparahle from it. In His Essence man lives in
this Ideal Universe in union with God. The becoming world is not
a creation out of nothing but an outpouring or outbirth of the Ideal
Universe. If it were a universe out of nothing how could, he feels,
God reveal Himself to us or the world. He does mention also of
creation hy God. But, for him creation is an emanation and a
manifestation. For, like the apple from the tree, the world grows
from the power of God. Like Indians, Boehme uses the word 'play'
or 'sport' for His creation. For him the world is in one harmony,
and not discordant. The goal for him is to unite with God who
is in us. The true marl is hidden inside the fallen man. He is in
heaven like God and the Heart of God is born inside the hidden
holy self of man. 'The Son of God,' he says, "The eternal word of
the Father, must become man, and be born in you, if you will know
God." Christ "lives in us and unites us with himself." "We die" to
the lower self "rise with him into union with God. "20 Suso is another
mystic who refers to the Will of God. He gave up a life of solitude
and took to outdoor work in pursuance of an inner call. His work
among the people led to slanderous charges against him. That he
believed was a life of trial and testing to which he was suhjected
hy God. 20 Boehme also rejects the monastic life. He recommends
quiet introversion so that God comes inside us. Self-will should
go so that God's will works in us. Love is as divining power. But,
generally his working remained comparatively semi-active and he
did not enter the stream of socia-political life. According to him,
all duality or polarity is grounded in God, and this polarity is
essential for His manifestation. For his originality and clarity
Boehme remains a land mark in Christian mysticism, especially for
his emphasis on the Will aspect of God.
Franck says that God can be described only negatively He
is Personal only in relation to us. He expresses Himself in the
world, and in a way identifies Himself with it, and yet is eternally
Transcendent. For Weigel God is the Essence heyond everythlnf,l
Yet He incarnates in man and knows Himself throu~h man. So He
becomes a person, Will and Consciousness. All things are heams
of light or rays of Reality or God. Together they form One
harmonious unity. This is somewhat a pantheistic view. Law is
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another mystic who like Boehme docs not believe in a creation
out of nothing since such a thing will have nothing of God. For
him the world is a manifestation of all that was unmanifested in
God, the Eternall"\ature. All these are Platonic ideas about the Ideal
World of ideas and Archetype. Law insists that God is the Eternal
Will to Goodness and Love. He is Inconceivahle. Attrihutes of God
are only human ways of conceiving Him, hut lie is Ineffahle. lIe
is an Undivided Unity without the distinction of qualiiies. Ranters
were called pantheistic or Nco-Platonic. Some of their utterances
are similar to those of Sufis. "My seeking of Thee is no other hut
Thy seeking of lbyself."ll Bauthumley, a Ranter, believes that all
things were in God before they came out of Him in manifestation.
In the end, evetything will be rapt up in God again as evetything
has its being and subsistence in God. Salmon Virtually accepts
merger when he says that his soul split and emptied into the ocean
of divine fulness. He was non-entitised into the Being of beings.
This is merger in God, neo-platonic and pantheistic. Boehme and
Law clearly deny creation ex-nihilo, and assert the world as a
polarity of God, and yet they talk of His Will.
This prohlem of pantheism, theism, or panentheism is,
indeed, intellectually insoluhle. In Christianity the Church insists
on a theistic WOrld-view, hut many mystics describe things in a
manner that leads to a pantheistic conclusion. This is so, hecause
mystics claim direct touch with Reality and give first priority to their
personal experiences. In their symholic description of their mystic
experience, they assert a direct union with God or something like
an identity with Him. But, their vety description, suhsequent to the
actual experiences, implies their separateness even after their union
or experience. Some of these descriptions, if logically constnled,
inevitahly lead to a monistic or pantheistic interpretation. All these
views only justify the pertinent ohservation of AI Ghazali that
mystic utterances and descriptions should not be taken too literally,
as they are likely to give wrong impressions.
In the Protestant mysticism, the Divine life and Light in man
are assumed. "The kingdom of God is in you and he who searches
for it outside himself will never find it." "God... is within us and
is waiting for us to return to Him," says Denek. ll Franck suggests
that we must find God in us and ourselves in God. Similar is the
view of Collegiants and Quakers who spoke of the inner Light.
Barclay says, "Life is in all men as a seed which of its own nature
draws, invites, and inclines to God,"l\ The spark or light is hath
human and divine. The Cambridge Platonist, Rous, asserts, "the
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soul has two eyes: one human reason, the other, far excelling that,
a divine and spiritual Light. By it the soul doth see spiritual things
as truly as the corporal eye doth corporal things." Since man is in
depth one with God, our knowledge of God is God's knowledge
of Himself in us. For Law the hasis of all religion is the Light or
Treasure in man, the hirth of Christ in the soul. Protestant mystics
recognize the revelation, or rather, in a way, the incarnation of God
in Jesus. Denek says that God was so identified in Jesus in love
that all the Will of God was the will of this person. Similarly, Sterry
states that God and Christ are 'twined into one'. In Jesus God and
man are one, one love, one life and one likeness. This is virtually
the acceptance of the theory of incarnation. 24 Jesus's life, they
assert, shows us the way to God.
Sin, for the Protestant mystics, is due to the fall of man. It
is caused by a life of self-love (ego). For Fox there is evil in life,
but there are also greater Love and Light ahove it. We have to
eliminate this ego. The self has to be ended. Law believes that the
self should be renounced so that God is all-in-all in us. The man
who knows God, is all afire with love. The union with God
manifests God's life in us. John Smith wrote that the good' man
is always 'drinking in fountain-goodness' of God, till he is fiUed
with 'all the fulness of God'.25 Mystics like Fox assert that it is
possible in this life to attain petfection, but the obligations of moral
life have not to be given up. He believes that Christ is beyond
falling. The object is to make every man petfect in Christ. Similarly,
Law believed in the fmal salvation of all men. Christian mystiCS
recognize. the Divine Light in all men, irrespective of creeds. The
universal fellowship of all men is suggested. They claim that this
Light is the final authority in religion.
Before we close the description of Christian mystics we
should like to make a reference to the life of S1. Joan of Arc. She
was a mystic, who, in the tradition of Christ, took part in all aspects
of life. St. Matthew's words "Give upto Caesar what is Caesar's"
have, we believe, been often misunderstood. Those were spoken
in a context where the object was only to dispel an un-warranted
charge. But, these have been misconstrued to exclude all SOClOpolitical activity from the mystic life. Christ's crucification by the
Roman authorities, though not of his own seeking, could certainly
have been aVOided, if he had felt that the life of God had nothing
to do with the path of moral confrontation with the authorities.
It has been a misunderstanding of the issue that later led to the
virtual division of life into the field of the Church and that of the
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kings. That day, Satan must have gloated over his first major victory
over the forces of religion, thereby securing the socio-political
spheres as his special and exclusive presence.
In this context it is easy to understand the ideals and activity
of Christian mystics. The Eastern Christian mystics were more neoPlatonic than Christian in their expression and approach. Monastic
life and celibacy were a common feature of the mystic life. They
were theistic mystics aU right, but for them the highest life was one
of union with God and of bliss. That was the group who accepted
and contributed to the ideas of Dionysius. With the later mystics,
more especially the Protestant mystics, the ideas of service of man
and carrying out of the Will of God became a signiftcant part of
their mystic life. But, side by side, the emphasis on otherworlrlliness continued. That was so even in the case of Boehme.
Except for the tall figures of S1. Joan of Arc and of Fox, few came
out openly to work in the socio-political field. Otto, Underhill and
zaehner insist that activity has been the chief characteristic of
Christian mystics. We have indicated broadly to what extent this
statement is valid and the limitations thereof.
True, the statements of some of the Christian mystics,
especially of the Eckhart group, have suggested what would seem
to be a pantheistic system. Similarly, mystics with platonic ideas
have led a life of union of bliss, or reversion in the essence of God
from where man emerged. But in their expression of love and their
general approach to life, even they were essentially theistic in
outlook. In effect and practice, the other Christian mystics have
been strictly theistic. They have demonstrated a clear inclination
for the service of man and carrying out the Will of God. It will,
therefore, not be appropriate to class Christian mystics as quietists.
Much less can they be called isolationists. Individual mystics apart,
Christian mystics, generally speaking, have belonged to the theistic
class who have, to an extent, discharged their social obligations
and responsibilities. But, except in a few cases, direct participation
in the stream of socio-politicallife was not done by them. May be,
the attractions and the bliss of the union are so absorbing that,
despite the ideal laid down and the lead given by Christ for an
active life of love and service of man, Christian mystics, by and
large, have remained captivated and content with the raptures and
the ecstasies of the spiritual experiences, instead of returning to
a life of active participation in the world. Theirs is, thus, a mysticism
of the semi-active class.

10

Islam and Sufism
Mysticism of Mohammad
Before the prophet no religion had parhaps, been so
emphatically theistic as Islam. In the Quran, "Allah is One, all things
depend on Him; He begeneth not, and He is not begotten; and
there in none like unto Him."l There is a clear-cut difference
between man and God who is Transcendent. In order to stress this
duality between man and God even His immanent aspect, though
clearly visible in the Quran, is indicated in a low key. Actually,
it is the claim of the SUfis to have a relation with God that became
the chief ground for their persecution by the Orthodox Muslim
Church who considered this stand as heretical. And yet, there are
clear references in the Quran indicating God's immanence. "We
created man and We know what his soul whispereth to him, and
We are closer to him than his neck-vein." "The East and West is
God's: therefore, whichever way ye tum, there is the face of God."
"God is the light of Heavens and of the eartl:t." "God knows all that
is in the Heaven and all that is in the Earth. Three persons speak
not privately together but he is their fourth; nor five but He is their
sixth; nor fewer nor more; but wherever they be, He is with them."
And again, "Ye shall not be employed in affairs, nor shall ye read
a text out of the Quran, nor shall ye work any work, but We will
witness over you when you are engaged therein; and the weight
of an atom on Earth or in Heaven escapeth not thy Lord."z God
in the Quran is a God of Attributes. He is very stem but He is also
Merciful, Just, Compassionate, Helpful, Creative, Omnipotent,
EtemaP The essential nature of God is directive. He is a God of
'Will and Command. ''To Him belong creation and direction."4 As
such, nature too is a becoming and purposeful universe.
God has created the world and is interested in it. It is a good
creation. The Quran says, "God hath made everything which He
hath created most good....and breathed of His spirit unto him
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(man)." ''We have not created the Heavens and the earth and
whatever is between them in sport; we have not created them but
for a serious end." "We created you; then fashioned you; then said
to the angels 'Prostrate yourself' unto Adam."~ Man is, thus, God's
supreme creation. God gave man a heart, which according to Iqhal
is the gift of mystic intuition. With this he can have the mystic
experience of association with God who is Wholly Other. It is an
immediate and total experience. It is an experience in the nature
of a feeling and its content can he expressed only in activity and
in judgements. 6 It was man alone who accepted the trust from God.
"Verily we proposed to the Heavens and to the Earth and to the
mountains to receive the "trust"; but they refused the burden and
they feared to receive it. Man undertook to bear it, but has proved
unjust, senseless." "Afterwards his Lord chose him (Adam) for
Himself and was turned towards him, and guided him." "Lord said
to the angels, "Verily I am about to place one in My stead on Earth."
It is on the basis of the Quran that it is rightly felt that, (0 man
is the chosen of God; (ii) he is His representative on earth; (iii)
he is the trustee of a free personality accepted by Him, and (iv)
he has the capacity of having the vision of God. 'God will not
change the condition of men, tiII they change what is in
themselves'. 7 Such are the views about creation, the world and man
in the Quran.
The human goal is to make use of mystic and the intuitive
capacity of man in order to have association with God. The final
object is to change the human personality and to develop the
attributes of God in it. 8 Man according to the Quran has so far
proved unjust and senseless, hut the endeavour is that he should
awaken his higher consciousness so as to shoulder his responsibility and become creative. In the human and moral fields, the
salient principle expressed in the Quran is of the unity of human
origin and the brotherhood of man. "We created you from one
breath."9 The aim of man in the world is that he should reach the
self-directive stage. That is why the object is to acquire the
attrihutes of God and try to be a creative being. 10 The nature of
the world is basically spiritual, and it is upto man to fulftl the trust
accepted by him. It is in this sense that man has to make moral
and spiritual progress so that he justifies the trust reposed in him
and he becomes a fit representative of God on earth.
All this envisages the progress of man and the primacy of
moral life in society. The idea of the brotherhood of man has been
basic to the Quran. Few religions have tr~d to practice in on a
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scale and with an earnestness as Islam. The lives of the Prophets
Umar Ali, Usman and Abu Bakar, the original leaders of Islam, set
the highest and the most enlightened standard of human conduct. I I
It is they who governed the tone of the Muslim society. We should
here like to narrate an incident in the life of the Prophet which
shows his faith in God and the loftiness of his character. Once an
enemy of the Prophet found him all along while sleeping under
a tree. On waking he saw the enemy warrior, Durther, confronting
him with a drawn sword. The warrior spoke sarcastically, "0,
Muhammad, who is there to save YOlJ from my sword now?" "God"
replied the Prophet, without flinching. The enemy was unnerved
by this superhuman faith, and the sword fell from his hand. The
Prophet immediately picked up the sword and said, "Well Durther
who will save you now?" "Alas, none," replied the dismayed
enemy. "Then learn from me to be merciful." So saying he gave
back the naked sword to Durther. Accordingly, faith in God and
moral life have the highest priority in Isalm. Equality, solidarity and
freedom are the foundations of all moral life. The distribution of
wealth to the orphans and the needy has been recommended. The
rules of morality and conduct have been laid down for all fields
of human activity, both secular and religious. In fact, Islam makes
no distinction between the secular life and the religious life, or
between the empirical life or the spiritual life. There is thus, no
bifurcation between the State and the Church. 12 Human loyalty is
to God, and not to Kings or the state. 13 The greatest difference
between SuftSm and Islam is the other-worldliness of SUftSm and
the worldliness of Islam. There is no profane world. The Prophet
says that the whole of earth is a mosque. It only implies that with
fear of God, the laws of God and morality have to be observed
in all spheres of human activity. The state is the instrument for
realising the spiritual in the human organisation. This is a big
contribution of Islam especially because early Christianity completely accepted the political authority of the Romans and took
virtually to a monastic life. 14 Even when the state became Christian,
the division between the secular and the spiritual continued. As
against it, the Quran unites religion and the state, ethics and
politics in one revelation. n The Quran is a complete code tending
to awaken in man the proper consciousn.ess of his relation with
God, man and the universe. The fear of God and prayers to Him
are the two important instruments to raise the spiritual level of man.
Five prayers a day are prescribed. In order to avoid the anti-social
effect of the solitary or contemplative life, congregational praye~
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are recommended.
The Prophet had a clear call from God to preach his mission.
The Quran is a revealed message. It speaks of the Prophet's vision
of God. Man is deemed to' be capable of becoming the
representative of God on earth. So much so that Ali says, "I am
the speaking Quran."16 These are the premises which are accepted
even by the orthodox. A Muslim saint, Abdul Cadus of Gagoh, said,
"Mohammad of Arabia ascended the highest heaven and returned.
I swear by God that if I had reached that point I should never have
returned." Iqbal feels that there is a danger of absorption in the
mystic bliss that is there prior to the final mystic experience which
is really creative and involves the mystic's return. l1 The final aim
is not to see but to be, it is not an intellectual comprehension but
it is a creative direction. The Quran, says Iqbal, is a book that
emphasises the 'deed' rather that the 'word'. True, man is distinct
from God, but he is not isolated from Him. He can have His vision.
The final mystic state, according to Sheikh Ahmed, is not to stand
in the presence of God and lose one's identity, but to receive the
illumination of 'Divine Names,' and "Divine Attributes," and finally
the illumination of the Divine Essence. Such is the mysticism of
the Prophet of Arabia. It is a mysticism, says Iqbal, in which the
unitary experience overflows. It gives ready-made judgements. 18
There is little doubt that it is an outstanding example of Prophetic
mysticism'.

SUFISM 19
FollOWing the world-shaking mission of Prophet Mohammad
SUfISm has been, comparatively, a quietist mystic growth. In its
influence and depth of devotion to God it has probably been the
greatest mystic movement in the world. For the same reason, Al
Qushairi, AI Ghazali and Arabi are among the greatest philosopher
exponents of mysticism.
In its cheif theological assumptions, Sufism is entirely Islamic:
Prophet Mohammad and the Quran continue to be its authorities:
The Sufis adhere to the doctrines laid down by them. As was
natural, there were serious differenes of interpretation and opirlion
about the Muslim theology between some great S\lfis and the
Muslim Church, leading to the persecution of the former. But, that
hardly detracts from the faith of Sufis in Islamic tenets by which
they swear.
Fundamentally, SUfISm is monotheistic and its views
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regarding the reality of the world, incarnation and transcendence
of God are broadly Islamic. Of course, the Sufis claim that it is
possible to establish a relation between God and man. The mode
of this relationship, or its description, had been the main cause of
differences between the Sufis, who relied on their individual
experience, and the orthodox Muslim divines who felt that to talk
of relation between the created man and God, who is wholly
Transcendent, is sheer heresy. As against it, all mysticism is based
on the poSSibility of this experience and relationship. Not only that.
For the mystics this experience has the highest primacy, authority
and certitude. They have made almost superhuman sacrifices to
demonstrate their unswerving faith in the truth of their experience
and belief.
The basic tenet of SufISm consists in destroying the life of
the ego-self (jana) and then liVing in God-consciousness (baqa),
or 'lttibad', Le., permanent union with God. For the Sufi, God,
Prophet Mohammad, as the messenger of God, the Quran, as
message of God, and the life of the Prophet are the chief guides
to his faith. But, there is another gUide too, the Will of God and
the mystic experience that the Sufi gains. Here, in this life, he has
a glimpse of the Face of God and an experience of that immortal
life of God-consciousness. He is in union with Him and lives the
life of God's Will, with his self-will obliterated. After his death he
lives blissfully in the presence of God.
According to the Quran, the world has been created for man
who is the highest among beings. God is Merciful. He, out of His
Love, draws men to Him, whenever one is worthy of Him and is
fit to become His instrument. It is the duty of man to remember
and love Him, and Him alone. Rurni assumes the progress of man
from matter, plants and animals and fmally to the angelhood of
God-eonsciousness.
Whether it is derived from the life of the Prophet or not, the
Sufis, especially the early Sufis, lived a life of asceticism, poverty
and other-worldliness. The Quran, like all the great scriptures,
denounces love of worldly wealth and possessions, which,
eVidently, are an exhibition of one's egoism. Ghazali considers the
love of the world and love of God as mutually exclusive. He quotes
the Prophet: "God, may He be glorified 'and exalted, created
nothing more inimical to Himself than the world. When He created
the world He would not even look at it."20 The Quran says, ''The
life of the world is but a sport and play."21 Taking their cue from
such references in the Quran and certain anecdotes from the life
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of the Prophet, the SufIS emphasize general other-worldliness in
their approach to life. But, the more important tenets of their faith
are the love of God and complete surrender to Him. These form
the positive basis for the entire ascetic and meditative life of the
Sufi, whose final hope is the unitive experience of God. According
to the Prophet, God said, "My Earth and Heaven contain me not,
but the heart of my faithful servant contains me." "Consult thy heart
and thou wilt hear the secret ordinance of God proclaimed by the
heart's inward knowledge, which is real faith and divinity." "Who
knows himself, knows God." "Beware of the discernment of the
true believer, for he sees by the light of God."22 By prayer
Mohammad every time found ascension and nearness to God.
It has been believed that the excessive emphasis on ascetic
other-worldliness is SufISm is the result of a reaction against the
life of luxury and indulgence that become prevalent in high Islamic
circles and the Caliphate following the world conquests of Islam.
So much so, that Asim-al-Antaki wrote in the eighth century A.D.
that Islam, having reached the stage of perfection, .had become a
faded garment, a dead creed, and the age had become cruel and
terrible. It was, some assert, such reactions against the life of
degradirlg and extravagant lust and pomp that drove all religious
persons away from the world to a life of asceticism and meditation.
The combination of the temporal with the spiritual, which had
been effected in the lives of the Prophet and the Caliphs like Abu
Bakar, was to an extent, undone later. Sufts took a line of their
own, receding into a life of self-imposed poverty and meditation.
This, they felt, had been practised in the 5emetic world by all God's
men like Moses, Jesus and others. In this tradition grew Ibrahim
b. Adam, who said, "The beginning of service is meditation and
silence, save for the recollection (Dbikr) of God." He prayed that
God should give him His love, and Heaven to someone else. He
said that one should spurn the world, fear God and obey Him. For
love of the world, makes a man deaf and blind and enslaves him.
God alone is man's hope.23 A Persian Suft, Mubarak of Merv, wrote
a book justifyirlg asceticism on the basis of the life of the Prophet.
Similarly, Bishr of Merv recommended a life of lonelirless and
isolation. His outlook is characterised by extreme pessimism
regarding life irl the world. Shaqiq prescribes four points: (n the
knowledge of God (Marlfa), (2) the knowledge of oneself, (3) the
knowledge of God's Commandments and Prohibitions, and (4) the
knowledge of God's adversary. tn addition, he recommends
submissiveness to God and the avoidance of all sins, evils and
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covetousness. Iyad said that if one had known and feared death
truly one would never eat, drink or possess anything, nor marry
and desire children. He never smiled in his life except when his
son died, for he felt he had died in accordance with the Will of
God. A woman mystic, Rabia, remained unmarried all her life. She
felt she existed in God and was altogether His; the marriage
contract should be asked from God and not from her. The contract
of marriage, she said, was for those who had a phenomenal
existence. She lived in the shadow of His Command. Her prayer
was: Bum me in hell if I worship Thee for fear of Hell; but if I
worship Thee for Thine own sake, withhold not Thine Everlasting
Face. 24 She is the frrst exponent of the doctrine of Divine Love
which is one of the chief Sufi doctrines.
SufJSm, originally, became other-worldly, ascetic and meditative, just a system of Divine Love and Illumination. Later, this
trend of other-worldliness was, to an extent, reversed and Sufis
found the beauty of God hidden in the outer things of the world. ~
Ahmed B.A. Antioch advised: associate with the intelligent and
the trustworthy but flee from the rest; give up sins. It draws you
near God. One should repent sincerely. Pride in virtue is a sin too,
give up evil deeds, lust and temptation. By His Grace you obey
Him. When He helps you, you avoid passion and anger. He gives
you knowledge to dispel ignorance and gives you satisfaction that
you fear not poverty.26 Rabia was grateful to God even for her
adversity and suffering.2'
Self-denial (Zubud) of the world developed into a new
positive doctrine of complete absorption in the fear, service and,
fmally, in the love of God, i.e., of the unitive experience with God.
This doctrine of divine unity (Taubtd> with God became the fmal
aim of Sufi theosophy. Muhasibi, an early mystic, deprecates the
personal purSUit of desire, since it blinds one to the right direction.
The love of this world and the love of the other world are both
wrong. Salvation he says lies in the fear of God, in avoiding things
of the world, obeying His-commands and follOWing the Prophet.
He adds that God granted him good company and good guides,
who preferred the world of God to the world of man and led men
to the love of God. He gives a very fine picture of the Beatific
vision. AI Muhasibi wrote a treatise on the love of God. Those who
believe, he says, love God. Without His Grace, one is conceited
and runs into error. God's favour is revealed in the heart. It is
through love that man is transformed and receives the divine
image. Continuous meditation and complete self-surrender are the
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signs of the love of God. One is enlightened when God is kind.
Self-surrender to the Will of God, a point which had been
stressed by the Prophet himself, became a cardinal feature of the
Sufi tenets. So much so, that some Sufis would not even take
medicine while sick, nor work to earn a living. Nor would they
make any effort to avoid suffering. They felt that by resort to human
ingenuity and device they would be opposing the Will of God. In
the same line is the story of the Sufi who fell in the river. To both
the questions of an on-looker as to weather he wanted to be
rescued or to drown himself, he replied in the negative, meaning
thereby that let God's will be done. This is typical example of the
Sufi stress on surrender to the will of God and let things happen
as they may. Rabia would not even pray for her own recovery from
illness. It must, however, be recorded that this idea of God's will
working in man is not merely negative. Other mystics talk of God
alone working in the enlightened Sufi who has given up selfhood.
God works through the mystic. Nun asserts that enlightened Sufis
move as God causes them to move, and their words and sight are
.of God. 28 Actually, this emphasis on self-surrender is just a means
to destroy self-will and to gain virtues of patience, love of God
and fellow creatures etc. It is narrow self-centredness which divides
man from God. A person, who had been a governor of a province,
was asked to beg in the streets of Baghdad for a year, to seek for
four years pardon from all those whom he had earlier wronged
and then to do menial duties for a year. The first stage of Dhtkr
is to forget self. 29
Islam believes in a Transcendent God. But, there are
statements in the Quran which show God's immanence as well.
As in the case of Christian mystics, the chief charge by orthodoxy
against some Sufis has been of pantheism. In Islam, because of its
adherence to the strict Transcendence of God, even the mention
of relation with God is deemed heretical. Let us consider the views
of some of the pantheistic and other Sufi mystics and theologians.
Nun, the Egyptian mystic, is supposed to be pantheistic. He
saw His Unity and Testimony in birds, beasts and trees. For him
God is All-knowing, All-prevading, All-just and All-wise. Abu Yazid
(Bayazid) is another pantheistic Sufi.' Zaehner feel~ that his
pantheistic trend is due to the influence of Indian mysticism or
training..lO He said, "Glory to me. How great is my Glory?" From
his own experience, he talked of the Prophet's ascension. He said
somewhat as follows: "l became a bird whose body was of
Oneness and whose wings were of Ever};;lstingness. With my
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egoism I cannot attain to Thee and I cannot escape from my
selthood. God replied: "Thou must win release from thy thouness
(ego) by following my Beloved, Mohammad. Smear your eyes with
dust of his feet and follow him continually." He prayed, "Adorn
me in Thy Unity and clothe me in Thy Self-Hood, and raise me
up to Thy Oneness, so that when Thy creation sees me, they will
say, We have seen Thee; Thou wilt be That, and I shall not be
there at all. ".II His doctrine implies the death of self (Fana) and
the liVing of God in Man (Baqa). He feels that everything is nothing
except God. The world is worthless, only God's service is worthy.
When the self goes and the world is cast aside, man enters God
and passes away into him. A! Kharraz says that the truth seeker
must act in the fear of God and with a Single-minded devotion and
purpose. By continuous devotion God's light enters his heart. A!l
this is God's Grace. With God's help, his heart overflows with God's
love and he is near God.
A! Junaid of Baghdad also writes in a platonic, or a seemingly
pantheistic vein. Taubid is the separation of the Eternal from that
which originated in Time. The entire quest of man is to return to
the state in which he was before he came in Time. Then, only God
was aware of his existence but not man. That existence is Timeless.
This spiritual existence connotes knowledge of God, of man's
existence in Him, without man knOWing of his own individuality
or existence. Man's existence is an act of God's will. The entire
quest is for man's return to his original state. This Virtually means
a platonic idea in God. He wants man to overcome the limitation
of his existence by the outpourings of His Being and Love. God
strengthens man, guides him and gives him vision and righteousness so that he is in accord with Truth. This act of God in man
is His gift. It is not the work of the worshipper. It originated with
God, not man. One's self or ego should die and one should live
in God or God consciousness. This is Junaid's doctrine of Fana
or the destruction of the ego. The mystic does not cease to exist
in the true sense of existence, as an individual. "Rather, his
indiViduality, which is an inalienable gift from God, is perfected,
transmuted and eternalized through God and in God.".l2 This
separate existence does not suggest pantheism. The return to
continued existence, is a trial, as man is separated from God; hut
he· is happy in this joy of the suffering of separation from God.
Having enjoyed life in God after union with Him, and haVing heen
given a material life, He separates them from Himself. He makes
them absent from the world when they are in union with Him. He
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makes them present in the world when He separates them from
Himself and grants them individuality again. Describing the above
condition poetically, Junaid adds: "So in a manner we united are,
and One; yet, otherwise disunion is our estate enternally." In Thy
"Grace I feel Thee touch my inmost ground."
Hallaj did not claim divinity for himself. He only saw unity
with God. His utterance "I am the Truth," it is generally felt, has
been misunderstood. He spoke: ''Through Truth I am truth
eternally."33 He concedes that everything happens hy the Grace of
God. Hallaj's is a case of crucification. He delighted in the Will of
God being done. He prayed even for his persecutors: "And these
Thy servants who are gathered to slay me, in zeal for Thy religion
and in desire to win Thy favour, forgive them, 0 Lord, and have
mercy upon them; for verily if Thou hadst revealed to them that
which Thou hast revealed to me, they would not have done what
they have done; and if Thou hadst hidden from me that which
Thou hast hidden from them, 1 should not have suffered this
tribulation. Glory unto Thee in whatsoever Thou doest and glory
unto Thee in whatsoever Thy wilIest." Hallaj, took Jesus as his
example and deemed man, in a way, to be God incarnate, "I am
the Creative Truth."~
Apparently, these are pantheistic utterances. In Justification
of Hallaj, Ghazali writes that dUring the unitive state, the individual
has a separate identity. But, the experience being non-rational and
intuitive, it is so intense and intoxicating that, while describing the
state near the time of experience, one is apt to give the imagery
of oneness or identity with God, whereas actually it is a case only
of union. ~5 The Sufi poetry contains imagery of intense love for
God. Later dancing also became a feature of Sufi ritual to gain
ecstasy, e.g., whirling dance was started by Rumi.
Because of its somewhat platonic assumptions, the burden
of Sufi thought was the return to God and union with Him in the
premordial sense. But, this eternal life of union with Him could
he achieved only through the surrender of the ego-self of man by
meditation, ascetic practices and a continued other worldliness.
The dominant strain of intense love has also been the feature of
the Sufi life. Man lives even after union, hut it is Baqa, a life of
God-consciousness. Man still has a separate empirical identity, but
it is something devoid of the lower self. He is full of God. It is
the description of this state of union with God which has so often
caused confusion and invited the ire of the Orthodoxy. It is clear
from Junaid's description that the new personality is a God-
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conscious one. It is no longer a self-centred individuality. The
person is conscious of his union with God. But, he is hurning with
the suffering of separation. At the same time, it is a source of joy
to him, for it enables God to express His Will, therehy giving an
opportunity to the mystic to show his love for God. Nuri's poem
also clearly expresses a similar sentiment: "Lo! I have severed
every thought from me, And died to selfhood, that I might be
Thine. How long, my heart's Beloved? I am spent: I can no more
endure this hanishment. "y,
Niffari writes of the same experience in somewhat the
follOWing words: "I saw this world to he a delusion, and I saw
the heavens to be a deception. I cried out '0 Knowledge' and there
was no answer; Again, I cried out '0 Gnosis' and there was no
answer. I saw that every created thing had deserted me. I was left
alone. Nothing availed save the Mercy of God. He asked from me,
where are thy action, knowledge, and gnosis ? And I saw only the
fire. After it, He unveiled His Gnosis of Uniqueness and the Fire
died down. He said, '1 am thy Friend' and I was stahilised. '( am
thy Gnosis.' 'I am thy Seeker.' 'And I went forth."37 Here the relation
of 'You' and 'I' is maintained even till the final stage of
enlightenment.
Islam is against the idea of incarnation, God being
Transcendent. But, the doctrine of "Logos" or "Idea of Mohammad"
was accepted by Al Ghazali. He reconciles a Transcendent God
with a theistic world. The aim of man is to achieve union with this
"Idea of Mohammad" which was in pre-eternity as His likeness, in
so far as anything can be His likeness. The goal is to rise and have
union with the Idea, Le., lead mankind. back to Him. Ihnal Farid
in some of his poems claims union with the idea of Mohammad.
In other poems he is claiming unity with God which would expose
him to the charge of pantheism; e.g., "All men are sons of Adam,"
but. "I alone amongst my brethern have attained to the sohriety
of union." "And my spirit is a spirit to all spirits" and "the universe
flows from the oounty of my nature." Islam, influenced hy the
Christian and the platonic thoughts, accepts the concept of the Idea
of Mohammad, the creative principle. It was in God before the
creation was made. All men have to return to that stage of the Idea
of Mohammad or the Pole of Logos. 311
The charge of pantheism, perhaps, could more justifiably be
levied against Al Farid and Arabi, the greatest Arab mystic. Arahi's
ideas are as follows: (1) God as Being and Existence is One (2)
The Universe has a Relative Being. It is ooth eternal-existent and
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temporal-non-existent. Being in knowledge of God, it is eternal
and existent. Outside God it is temporal and non-existent. (3) God
is Transcendent and Immanent; the Creator and the Creation are
different. (4) The Universe being separate, exists by His Will; the
Divine Name and universal concepts are his agents. (5) Before
existence the things of the world were latent in the Mind of God
as prototypes and were one with the Divine Essence. These
prototypes are intermediate between God (Absolute Reality) and
the temporal world. (6) There is no union with God. Only there
is realisation of the already existing fact of oneness of man with
God. (7) The creative and rational principle is the idea of
Mohammad, and this finds expression in the perfect man. (8) Each
prophet is a Logos of God. Mohammad is the greatest of prophets;
all these prophets converge in the Reality, the microcosm in which
are reflected the Attributes of God. Mohammad is the creative
principle of the world and the perfect man is the cause of the world.
The perfect man knows God. The universe is the epiphany of God's
desire to be known. The perfect man knows God, loves God, is
loved by God. For man alone was the world made. Prophets are
also saints and sainthood is their bener aspect. All saints are the
manifestation of the spirit of Mohammad. Arabi's writings suggest
that he might be that perfect man, or the seal of saints, as
Mohammad is the seal of prophets. He was attacked and dubbed
as a pantheist. He is somewhat more of a monist than a pantheist,
since the world is only phenomenal. He influenced even Christian
mystics.
Apparently pantheistic ideas were expressed by Iraqi in his
work called Lamaat. He wrote something like this: 'Though
Adam's son in outward form I seem, my fatherhood of God is
proved hy an inward gleam. The Universe holds my (God's) image,
each molecule anests me. Each man moves in my shape; ocean
is a drop from my pervading Sea. In all that is, I manifest, in fme;
Yea, and the greatest Name of God is mine. He further says that
Lovers part and re-unite. I am love. In all the world I have no home.
Like the sun I shine in every atom. Every tongue bears my word
and I hear with all ears. Love soars beyond the reach of human
mind, by parting and re-union unconfined. 39
The doctrine of the Perfect Man was developed by AI-Jili. The
Pure Being descends by three stages of Oneness, He-ness and 1ness. Originally, He is without Name and anrihutes, the pure, the
Ahsolute. At that stage, man, by virtue of his Essence, is the Cosmic
Thought. This thought assumes flesh and connects Absolute Being
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with the world of Nature. By the same three stages, the mystic may
aspire to reach God. Finally, hy becoming 'perfect man' without
attributes, he may return to merge in the Absolute. This is the idea
of the descent of Universal or pure Spirit into matter and of the
ascent of man out of matter. It is the mystic who reverses this order.
By becoming the perfect man, without any attributes, he returns
as Absolute. He retraces his descent into ascent. 40 All this is a
Platonic concept.
The same idea of divine union by self-effacement is
expressed by Attar:
Let us but see the Fount from which we flow,
And, seeing, lose Ourselves therein!
The Sun of my Perfection is a Glass
Wherein from Seeing into Being Pass
All who, reflecting as reflected see
Themselves in Me, and Me in Them; Not me,
But all of Me, that a contracted Eye
Is Comprehensive of Infinity:
As Water lifted from the Deep, again
Falls back in individual Drops of Rain
Then melts into the Universal Main.
All you have been, and, seen, and done, and thought,
Not you but I, have seen and been and wrought:
I was the sin that from Myself rebel'd:
Pilgrim, Pilgrimage, and Road,
Was but Myself toward Myself: and Your
Arrival but Myself my own Door:
Who in your Fraction of Myself behold
Myself within the Mirror Myself hold
To see Myself in, and each part of Me
That sees himself, though drown'd shall ever see.
Come you lost Atoms to your Centre draw,
And be the Eternal Mirror that you saw:
Rays that have wander'd into Darkness wide
Return, and back into your sun subside. 4 \
Nizami also wrote in the Same Strain :
First He and Last, in All that is and lives,
Naughts Being, and to Nothing Being gives:
'Nizarni' Clay, That by His Feet is trod,
A Furrow is, where grows the seed of God. 42
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Rumi too suggests a similar idea, for he says:
Into my heart's night
Along a narrow way
I groped; and lo! the light,
An infinite land of day.~3
Practically, all the poems quoted above express pantheistic
ideas. In some, man's descent from God and ascent back again into
Him are indicated. It is the idea of merger of identity. In many of
these utterances the difference between the Creator and the created
has been kept in tact. Simultaneously, some of them indicate an
apparently contrary idea of the descent of man and of ascent into
Him. But, this is Platonic rather than pantheistic. Ultimately, man
loses all consciousness of being a man and a part of creation. He
is entirely destroyed, and absorbed in the Divine Essence. As
indicated by Mohd. Amin, this is the stage reached by meditational
methods. But, with most Sufi mystics the idea of man or the mystic
is of a separate being. This is in consonance with Islamic theology.
In view of the above context, whether the final state of
achievement is of identity with God or union with Him, is a
question which has exercised the minds of theologians. After the
stage of Fana, or the elimination of the ego or self-will, is achieved,
starts the next stage of Baqa (God consciousness) or of 'lttibad
(union with God). In that state of union all activity is of God and
His Will. The mystic is really the organ through which God Wills
and Acts. Ittibad is a permanent state of union. It is not a negative
state but a positive one. The mystic finds God in all things and
shares the life of his fellows. He goes among the people, marries,
works and takes part in social intercourse. One mayor may not
call it a state of Halul, or God living and working in man, but it
is the condition of the final achievement of permanent union. 44
This doctrine of Halul, or inter-penetration of the human and
the Divine, was indicated by Hallaj. In this he followed Muhasibi.
But, the latter, and his pupil Junaid, clearly stress the duality
hetween man and God even in the final state. 4~ God should cause
us to die to ourselves and to live in Him. But man continues as
an individual with a separate identity, all the same. Of course, he
is also united with Him. Most Sufis rejected the doctrine of Halul,
or of identity with God. Even this union (Taubtd) is sometimes
described as Ittibad or identi~y.. The mystic imbibes the attributes
.of God and makes them his own. For Al Farid lttibad, is a
permanent union. At the time of the internal experience, or even
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of ecstasy, the mystic gets the feeling of oneness. But, he returns
to the world. Tauhid is a pemanent union with God even while
in life.· 6 He lives the life of God and His Will. The lose of selfwill is not the loss of one's being. In' fact, he is the organ through
which God works. Whether one is mentioned as united with the
Director, Pir or with the Idea of Mohammad, or with God, is
entirely a matter of description. But, this mystic has a personality
even after death. Such mystics are supposed to come into contact
with their disciples even after their death. According to Rumi, it
is a transmutation. They are not non-existent even after death:?
Ghazali also clearly maintains that in this final stage the
separate personality of the mystic is not lost; only self-will is gone.
Even if we take the utterances of Hallaj or other so-called pantheistic Sufis, one thing is evident. Their assertions about identity
are meant only to indiqte the loss of self-will. The individual is
still there and it is the individual who is describing his stage of
union. Even the doctrine Ha/u/ means nothing more than complete
obedience to God's Will. It is not a doctrine of incarnation. It was
Hallaj who prayed to God to forgive his persecutors. He did not
pray to his own self. The majority of Sufi mystics clearly accept
the separateness of the mystic who, after his union with God,
becomes His instrument. Even the description hy the so-called
pantheistic Sufis like Hallaj, if considered closely, mean not a whit
more than that. The inference is obvious that the final mystic stage
in Sufism is not of identity. Only the life of the mystic is not so
active as in the case of the prophetic mystic.
Nicholson believes that so long as the transcendence of God
is accepted, all description of immanence can only mean panentheism and not pantheism. 18 In fact, the extreme insistence on the
elimination of sin and self-will in all Sufi systems also recognised
man's moral responSibility which is not there in a pantheistic
system. A Sufi mystic says: "Whoever believes not in predestination
is an infidel and whoever says it is impossible to disobey God is
a sinner."·9 The place of evil is there as a counterpart of good and
in order that good may prevail. Love is fundamental to Sufism. And,
love involves two, the lover and the beloved. Rumi clearly believes
in human freedom and responsibility. He feels that ultimately not
only all Muslims, but all souls will be saved by God.'j() Ghazali
emphatically talks of the creation being other than God and being
created by God's power out of nothing.~1 In Sufism, too, there is
the belief, as propounded by Ghazali that in the soul of man there
is an eternal ray of GodY All effort of man is to estahlish union
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with this aspect of God in man which is eternal. It is human
blindness and narrowness that divides him from this eternal God
in him.
In sum, the separateness of man is generally so well
recognized in Sufism that Muhasibi says, "love of God is love of
all that He loves, and it must find its expression in dealing with
His creatures in that spirit of compassion in which He Himself deals
with them. ,,~~
Of the twelve sects of Sufis ten are orthodox and heretical.
The Sufi way of life is believed and asserted by all big theorists
of Sufism as being in the authentic tradition of the Prophet. They
deprecate the rational theorists who do not know the intensive
knowledge (Marl/a). Subsequently, arose some Sufi sects among
whom the contempt in which a Sufi was held was deemed to be
a sign of a true worshipper of God. On this basis they started
indulging in abhorent acts to invite people's contempt so that the
devotee could show his disregard of public opinion. For
eomparison it is interesting to note that a similar practice arose
among the Pasupata sect of Saivism who also resorted to odd and
repulsive practices that evoked the disapprobation and disgust of
the onlookers. ~ This is another example to show that all attempts
to destroy the human ego by unnatural or artificial means, whether
ascetic, tantric or purely meditational, are self-defeating. Because,
these by themselves become subtly or grossly egoistic, not
involving any progress of the pilgrim. Hence humility and keeping
oneself involved in God's service in natural environment are the
only ways to invite His Grace, which is not bestowed in response
to any calculated effort. That is why in Sufi mystic practices, it is
only the preliminary stages of progress that can be earned. The
rest are bestowed purely by God as an Act of His Grace.
Pir-i-Ansari expresses a deep devotional feeling of love
seeking to see the Face of God. This feeling of intense love of God
is characteristic of all Sufi poetry. NumerousSufis like Hallaj and
others have laid their lives in pursuance of their faith in the will
of God. Ansar sang in the follOWing strain: Poverty is my pride.
Lovers let all the world go by and raise to Heaven their battle-cry,
o Generous, 0 Wise, 0 Beautiful, who forgives sins. 0 Eternal,
who is not known by senses, whose Essence and quality are
matchless. 0 Creator, show the way to every erring heart; 0 God
give me Thy Light, Bounty or Goodness whatever may be best,
make that Bounty to me. God grant me patience and forbearance.
How do I know what is best for me. Give me what You think best
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for me. 55
It is indeed a piece of a sublime prayer, marked by a sense
of humility and self-surrender. And yet it is so profound in its
mystic wisdom. The above poem shows typically: (a) the
separateness of man from God, (b) love and self-surrender being
the way to God, (c) God being a God of Attributes, Merciful and
Bountiful, (d) God being interested in helping the erring man to
raise him to the level of perfection, and (e) complete submission
to the Will of God; for what is to be sought from God is also left
to the Will of God. This aspect of Sufi mysticism is Significant. The
seeker is not willing to take any step on his own. He leaves
everything to God.
The Sufi path to God comprises two parts. The first part is
to be traversed by the effort of the devotee. These are called 'stages
of progress' of the Sufi. The second part is called 'states' and these
are the gift of God, as against stages which are earned by the effort
of the seeker. The first stage is Taube'. This is the conscious effort
of the seeker to leave the things of the world and devote himself
wholly to the service of God. The details of various stages which
are about twenty or even more include, (1) withdrawal from the
world and solitariness to rid oneself of evil habits; (2) the awe and
fear of God; (3) abstinence, renunciation and silence; (4)
repentance for sin; (5) humility and contentment; (6) trust and faith
in God; (7) constant awareness of God; (8) the avoiding of vices
and the cultivating of virtues of contentment, patience, satisfaction,
etc.
Further, there are the states (some of which are even deemed
as stages) which are the gift of God. These are: 0) the service
of God; (2) the giving up of all desires and leaVing everything to
God; (3) sincerity, truthfulness, uprightness and other moral virtues
like generosity, chivalry, etc., (4) the remembrance of God; (5)
Poverty.
Prophet Mohammad said that "the poor shall enter Paradise
five hundred years before the rich. ,,56 This maxim has been the basis
of the other-worldliness of Sufi doctrine and practices. Though the
Prophet all his life fought for the public cause and his whole life
was spent in pursuit of these socia-spiritual causes, Sufism from
the very start has been other-worldly. And though marriage was
not given up, other things, including normal work in the world,
were abandoned, sometimes completely in order to pursue the Sufi
path. The penultimate states are intuitive knowledge, the love of
God as a consequence of God's love for man, and the constant
II
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yearning for God. These are purely the gifts of God.
In the Sufi ~ystem of San-aj, meditation, contemplation,
tranquillity, nearness to God, love yearning, certitude, etc., are
deemed to be the states and gifts from God and not the result of
man's effort. According to AI Ghazali, God an~wered his prayer and
made it easy for him to give up reputation, wealth, wife, children
and friends. He has made a detailed description and analysis of
the Sufi path. Good companionship, character, solitude, good
advice, fortitude, poverty and self-denial, love, contemplation,
meditation, .faith and trust in God, and the fear of and yearning
for God, are the virtues and ways that lead one on to the Sufi path.
Sins, the love of worldly goods, desire, pride, etc., have to be given
up.
In due course the institution of gUide and disciple became
an important organ of Sufi practice. Regular convents were formed
where divine service was done. Each Kbankab (institution) had
its own Pir round whom gathered the diSCiples who were assigned
duties by the Pir. Apart from teaching and meditation, the duties
involved service of all kinds at the Kbankab. Celibacy was not
insisted upon. Most mystics were married. Dance, especially
Whirling dance started by Rumi, and singing were practices
common at the Kbankah. Each centre had its own routine and
rituals. In some cases, Sufis were laymen working in life, but joining
at the centre only at the ritual dances or the like. Ecstasy was
induced by dance and even by stimulants and drugs. The Sufis
believed in the value of temporary ecstasy and exaltation.
The above, in brief, are the essentials of Sufism. By and large,
Sufism is orthodox in adhering to the strictly monotheistic concept
of Islam. The world is God's creation, though becoming and
impermanent. It is real all the same. The utterances of Sufis
regarding the transient character of the world are merely warnings
to man against his being engrossed in the things and desires of
the world. There is little doubt that the emphasis is on the evil of
the egoistic approach. God-consciousness (Baqa) can start only
when egoism dies (Fana). But, it is equally not in doubt that the
Sufi approach for training on the mystic path is other-worldly.
Though married life is not given up, the centres of training are
separate. Meditational and other training is confined mainly to the
Kbankab. It cannot be denied that Sufi participation in the sociopolitical life of the community is marginal and not direct. Even the
mystic himself does not re-enter life after his achievement, except
as the leader of the mystic group that stands segregated frpm the
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general life of the community. This is mainly, we believe, due to
the fact that, while the doctrine of the Will of God is accepted,
the stress is on mere submission to His Will, without interruption
from one's own will. This is epitomized in the lines we quoted from
Ansar, when he said that he did not know what gifts to ask from
God. He should give him what He thought best for him. The same
is the approach of the seeker who feU in the river and would not
indicate to the onlookers, or decide himself, whether he wanted
to he rescued or die. His response was that let God's Will be done.
Apart from this submission, there is no emphasis on carrying out
the Will of God in a definite direction. Hence direct socia-political
participation, as was done by Prophet Mohammad himself, was not
there at all. That is also the reason for some confusion on the issue
whether the final stage is of identity or merger in God. Concepts
like the platonic idea, or the Idea of Mohammad, and ultimately
of one's return to the same place from where one had come, are
also due to the same reason, namely, that of the superman haVing
no active or creative role to play in the world. True, the superman
does work as a Fir to help others on the way to God's life. But,
direct involvement in the world of man is not there, or is avoided.
EVidently, if after the fmal mystic experience, the Immanence of
God's Will does not proVide a directive to the mystic to accomplish
God's work or service on earth, confusion and controversies arise
as to what is the nature of that unitive and intuitive experience,
i.e., whether it is an experience of identity or merger, or whether
it is only a trans-subjective experience. But, for the Sufis the final
state transcends aU definition and description. According to Attar
it is the state of a profound mystery. 57 It is an experience all the
same in so far as the person maintains an individuality. But, in the
case of the Prophetic mystic the directive force of the personality
is God's Will as understood by him. And, what is extremely
important, the mystic's love of God must find expression in God's
love for all men. Hence all the differences between the Prophetic
mysticism of Prophet Mohammad and Sufism. Sufism is another
classic example where, as stated by saint Abdul Qadus, the
intoxicating bliss and delights of the mystic heights have proved
too strong for the Sufis to resist. And, this despite the dear direction
of the Prophet to the contrary. So often Muslim theologians and
historians have lamentfully mentioned Sufi other-worldliness as the
cause of Islamic decline.
As such Sufism cannot be classed with the Prophetic
mysticism of Mohammad. It is undoubtedly a theistic mysticism
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because intense love and devotion are its primary features. Nor
does it belong to the class of Isolation mysticism. Sufis were not
purely quietists. They took active part in initiating other persons
into the mystic path. They influenced significantly the moral tone
and life of the society in which they lived. Though such influence
was generally indirect, yet it was distinct arid directive all the same.
This is clear from the very marked influence of Sufism on Indian
society, especially in the Muslim world. We should, therefore, call
Sufism as a border line case between Quietist mysticism and
Activity mysticism. It belongs to the Semi-active class, with clear
leanings on the active side because of the example and teachings
of the Prophet of Islam.

11

The Radical Bhakti School
Some authors take the simplistic way of calling all the socalled Bhakti movements as a single line of development including
the devotional systems of Vaisnava and Saiva saints, the Sant
tradition, the radical Bhakti saints, and the Sikh religion.
Thoughtful historians and sociologists have already discarded this
superficial view. We should like to consider the proposition from
the religious and mystic point of view. We have earlier indicated
broadly the kind of mysticism practised by the Vaisnava and Saiva
saints of the medieval and the post-medieval period. Let us now
try to state and understand the mystic system of saints like Kabir,
Namdev, Tukaram and Ravidas who are known to belong to the
radical school of Bhakti. Some of these saints are called as fonning
the Sant tradition of Northern India.
Unfortunately, not very much is known about the lives of
these saints. A considerahle part of the available material is replete
with stories of miracles perfonned by. them. This material hardly
gives their precise views on socio-religious and mystic issues. Of
course, the hymns framed by them as prayers to or in praise of
God are available. Some of them stand incorporated in the Gum
Grantb. The most prominent representative of this group is Kabir.
We shall give his views and those of a few other saints of the radical
Bhakti School in order to appreciate and classify their mystic thesis.

Kabir
Kahir was the child born to a widow who, fearing disrepute,
abandoned him. He was lifted and brought up by a poor Muslim
couple who worked as weavers.! Bhandarkar believes, on
chronological and other grounds, that it is very doubtful if Kahir
was a disciple of Ramanand. There is hardly any reference to
Ramanand in Kahir's hymns. 2 This fact is very significant especially
when we find that Kabir believes in the great sanctity and value
of the institution of Gurusbip. In his early days he spent
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considerable time with Sufi saints. 3 He married, had children and
earned his living as a weaver.
Broadly speaking, Kabir is a monotheist. His entire approach
and 'religion are based on his personal mystic experience. God is
for him both Transcendent and Immanent. 4 It is possihle for man
to have union with Him. Kahir claims such communion with God.
We know that Vaisnavism had the four pillars of its faith on which
its entire structure was hased. These were the acceptance of the
authority of Vedas and Upanisads and all the doctrines and systems
these prescribed; the validity of the caste system and its social
ramifications; the .doctrine of incarnation; and the external forms
of worship, including idol worship, formalism, ritualism and the
like. Kabir, in common with the other saints of the radical Bhakti
School, repudiated all these four doctrines. As a monotheist, he
believed in the equality of men of all castes and creeds. 5 Generally,
the expression of Kabir's message follows that of the Sufi saints.
For him asceticism and fasting had no value unless accompanied
by real and devotional worship. 6 His God was a God of Attributes.
The way to Him was the method of devotional love and
meditation. 7 Though he denied the incarnation of Vishnu, it is
strange that his immediate disciple Dharam Das raises Kabir to the
level of an incarnation of the Absolute. 8 But in the Indian tradition,
this is a common way - of expressing a person's greatness by
admiring followers. Kabir's definition of God is not easy to follow.
He calls Him both with and without Attributes, Personal and
Impersonal, Finite and Infmte, Conscious and Unconscious, and
Transcendent and Immanent. He is above all opposites and
Ineffable. He also talks in pantheistic terms when he says, "And
the Lord Himself ltakes form."9 Sometimes his descriptions appear
monistic. That is probably so because the symbolic descriptions of
the mystic experiences are always likely to be misunderstood. But,
there is little doubt that his overall approach is monotheistic. Like
the Muslim saints he calls God the light. 10
The goal of life is to have union with God. He emphasises
the presence of God in all hearts. Union with Him is possible only
through the method of love and devotion to God. Kabir claims
such union, "} have obtained the Supreme State." His is the way
of interiority.l1 His cosmogenic utterances follow both Muslim and
Hindu traditions and art herefore, somewhat confusing. 12 As
among Sufis, the Guru has a very important role in the mystic life;
for he says, "If Hari becomes angry still there is some chance, but
if the Guru is angry there is no chance whatever."B He describes
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the journey or the ascent to God in terms similar to those of Hallaj;
Abandoning the actions pertaining to humanity (Nasut), one sees
the sphere of angels (Malakut); then leaving even the sphere of
majesty (Jabarut) one gets the vision of divinity (Lahut); but when
these four are left behind then comes Hahut where there is no
death or separations and where Yama (God of death) finds no
entrance. Humanity (Nasut) is darkness, Malakut is angelic, in
jaburat shines the Majestic Light (Nurjalal) in Hahut one finds
beautiful light (NurJamal) and in Hahut is the dwelling place of
Truth (Haq)."t4
In the eighth Ramaini Kabir takes a monotheistic stand, for
he clearly rejects that there is identity between man and God at
the final stage of achievement, as indicated in the "that thou art"
of the Chhandogya upanishads.l~
Kabir's teachings have a distinct moral basis. "The man who
is kind and who practices righteousness, who remains passive
amidst the affairs of the world, who considers creatures on earth
as his ownself, he attains the immortal being, the True God is ever
with him,"16 Kabir was a protagonist of Ahimsa. He felt one could
not be free from the sin of 'killing even if one heard crores of
PuranaS. The principle of Ahimsa was extended even to the
destruction of flowers. 17 He mentions egoism as the main hurdle
in the spiritual progress. 18 The mode of devotion is mostly interior
and no external formalism is involved. The method of worship
used by his followers is purely of praises and prayers. 19
An important aspect of any mysticism or religion is its
approach towards the World. While it cannot be said that Kabir
was an ascetic, his view of the reality of the world is not
unambiguous. Macauliffe writes that Kabir was asked whether the
world was real or unreal. He replied that the world was unreal like
the impossibilities mentioned in the following hymn "Can Rajaram
cook cakes of ice? Can any man in his senses eat them? Can a
lion seated in his den prepare betel? Can a mammoth rat serve
it when made up ? Can a mouse sing a song or rejoicing from house
to house? Can a tortoise blow a shell? Can a barren woman's son
go to wed and build a mansion in the sky?20 In this context it is
important to understand that Kabir never took up the role of a
social reformer, much less the criticism of political malpractices.
Both before and after his spiritual achievement, there was no
attempt at' organisational work in any field of human activities.
Even in the religious domain he never tried to create a separate
movement. Nor did he appoint any successor even though he
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evidently helieved in the institution of Guruship. Like that of the
Sufi and other saints his was only an individual attempt at spiritual
attainment.
As to inequality in the world, he seems to ascrihe it to one's
own acts. He said, 'To one man God hath given silks and satins
and a niwar bed, others have not even a ragged coat or straw in
their houses to lie on. Indulge not in envy and hickering, 0, my
soul,do good deeds and gain their reward." z1 In this background,
it is quite natural to expect Kahir's non-interference in the social
and temporal affairs and institutions of the times. He only tried to
discipline his own self and never sought to form a new
organisation or institution.
In sum, Kabir is clearly theistic, though sometimes he uses
a monistic and a pantheistic language. He even calls the world as
virtually unreal. Though he was not an ascetic, the world, as an
arena of activity, had not much of a value for him. In his
cosmogenic utterances, he uses hoth the Hindu and the Muslim
concepts. As in the case of the Sufis, the goal of life is union with
god. His description of the ascent of man is certainly in Sufi terms.
We are not at all suggesting a Sufi influen~e on him. We only want
to indicate a similarity between Kabir's mystic experience, which
is purely personal to him, and the Sufi mystic system. Like the
Hinayana, his mysticism is for the few. True, the principles of his
mysticism are different from those of Hinayana, but his approach
towards life is, on the whole, the same. This kind of mysticism we
have called a theistic mysticism of Rest or Union. It is the same
as in the case of the Sufis and most of the Christian mystics. Such
mysticism has generally an ambivalent attitude towards life which
is not of primary importance in the system. Kahir's hymns quoted
earlier, almost deny the reality of the world. In any case, it is
evident that his mysticism has not much of social concern. This
feature of his mystic system, like that of the other Saints of the
Radical School, is common to all mystics of Rest, or those that are
semi-active.

Namdev
Namdev, who belonged to a low casre, appeared in the
thirteenth century in Maharashtra. He was one of the first saints
to make a bold attack on Braharnanism and the caste structure. A
century earlier than Kabir, he denied the authority of the Vedas,
the caste system, the theory of incarnation and· the utility of
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formalism, ritualism and idol worship. The substance of his
teaching includes the purity of heart, humility, self-surrender,
forgiveness and the love of God. ll
While his deep devotion to God clearly shows his monotheism, he also uses pantheistic similes by mentioning that waves,
huhhles, foam and water are not different. Everything is God, there
is nothing but God. Consider the world and God as one. l .\
Chaturvedi says, "Saint Namdev seemed to believe in hoth
transcendence and immanence, in pantheism and non-dualism. His
devotion was purely of the non-attrihutional Ahsolute."2~ Simultaneously, Namdev says that through reflection one sees everything
to be the creation of God. God is everywhere, in all hearts and
in all things.l~ God is Immanent in the universe. All this only shows
that persons describing their mystic experiences should not he
taken literally or their utterances considered out of context. Instead,
inferences should be hased on the totality of their views, especially
as reflected in their lives. Seen in the over-all context of his hymns,
there is no douht about Namdev being a monotheist.
Like the Sufi saints, Namdev's general approach is to a
considerahle" extent other-worldly. Explaining the way to God
Namdev replied, "The strength of the contempt of the world should
be in the hody as an unchanging companion. One should lay aside
differences between himself and others, and feel no anxk:ty for
things of the world."2f' Writing ahout Namdev and other saints
Ranade feels, "mystics of this period show an all absorbing love
of God, which would not allow a rightful performance of one's
deities before God-absorption." "The conflict between a rightful
performance of duty and all-absorbing love of God has existed at
all times and in all countries. But it seems that the saints of this
period were inclined to lean in the latter. rather than in the former
direction, and exhibited the all-absorbing character of Godrealisation. God indeed is an all-devourer and it seems from the
examples of these saints that He devours also the performance of
ones own natural duties.'127
"He (Namdeva) tells us that it is impossihle that the pursuit
of God can be coupled with a life of 5amsara. If it had heen
possihle for a man to find God while he was pursuing Samsara,
then Sanuka and others would not have grown mad after God. If
it had been possihle for him to see God while carrying on the duties
of a householder, the great Suka would not have gone to the forest
to seek God. Had it heen possihle for people to find God in their
homes, they would not have left them to find out. Namdev has
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left all these things, and is approaching God in utter suhmission
(Abg. 83)."lR
Namdev's cosmogenic views are broadly orthodox. He says
that the world was created by God through Maya. "Maya is the
name of the power that placeth man in the womb."l'J In a way, he
denounces the world and even human birth. He indicates that
everything is unreal, God alone is real; shops, shopkeepers, men
and everything are a phantom."') He seeks release from Maya or
the world which brings death. Thus, he talks in terms of
renunciation by saying, "Nama gave up trade and devoted himself
entirely to worship." He calls even pilgrimages as worldly acts to
be ahandoned. 11 EVidently, what he recommends for heing given
up is not the world as such but the attractions of the world. For
he also considers the world and God as one. All this suggests that
whatever he Namdev's position regarding reality of the world, the
same had not much of significance for him as a worthwhile
medium of activity and spiritual growth. From the overall angle,
Namdev's attitude remains somewhat other-worldly.
The saint's path of union with God is the one of loving
devotion and rememhering God. "I perform worship, sing God's
praises and meditate on God for eight Paher in a day."il He rejects
all formalism, idol worship and pilgrimages. He feels that all
austerities and asceticism are of no use unless deception is given
up.;; For him that person is righteous who sees God in all objects
and has no pride and egoism. i1 Purity of conduct, he suggests,
should never be given up. He helieves God to he the Creator who
regards all alike. 3~ In fact, he holds man responsihle for his acts
and the entanglements caused therehy. At the same time he does
not seem to helieve in the law of Karma, for he says, "When there
were no Sastras or Vedas, whence did Karma come ?"ii, For him
God is a God of Attributes who is compassionate to the poor. In
his utterances there is considerable ridicule of the Brahmanical
superficialities and ritualism.
He is a heliever in the role of the guru. He asserts that his
mind was awakened by the instructions of the guru, and that hy
reflection one sees everything to he the creation of God. He claims
communion with God when he speaks "Nama has met God." "I
feel real love for God. My doubts are dispelled. "37 In his hymns
he claims God's miraculous interventions on his hehalf in order
to reveal Himself to him, or help him.
Even after his union with God, there remains, as before, a
hroad streak of other-worldliness in Namdev's life. He created no
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organisation and made no such effort in the religious field. Ar one
time, he gave up all work in order to remain absorhed in
meditations. Except for making a strong condemnation of the cast
structure and ritualism he did not enter the' field of social
reconstruction. The goal of life is a mystic union with God. It is,
as in the case of Sufi mystics and Kabir, a mysticism of Rest or
hlissful union with God.

Tukaram
Tukaram is another Sudra saint of Maharashtra of the fifteenth
century. Though he married, he gave up family life and work. His
share of property he threw into the river. He devoted himself
entirely to the worship of God and the singing of His praises. iIl He
condemns formalism and suggests purity of heart, devotion and
faith.
He is a monotheist and refers to men as children of God. God,
he says, could he attained through love alone. He condemns all
austerities and rites as useless for the path to God.\9 Egoism, he
believes is the hurdle in the way to God. He claims oneness with
God and haVing lost himself in Him. He says his "I" is gone. Instead,
God is everything in him. 40 He suggests that one should have no
hostile feeling towards anyone. This, he says, is the excellent way.
One should devote one's mind doing good to others.'1 It is
somewhat anomalous that while he asks others not to leave the
world, he virtually did so himself.
According to Bhandarkar, his writings show conflicting
trends. While he indicates monotheistic concepts, he also expresses
Vedantic ideas of the identity of the soul with God, and of the
illusory character of the world. He writes, "A sugar crystal and sugar
powder are different only in name." He calls the world as unreal
likens it to a dream. 12 For him birth and death are all false. At the
same time he condemns ideas of monism and soul's identity with
God as mere huffoonery.4:! He seems to have faith in the Vedas
for he says that 'the shameless one who speaks heresy in
opposition to the Vedas is an ohject of scorn among holymen. 44
He remained, by and large, a devotee of love and a singer of songs
in praise of God. He denied the utility of mechanical rites. But,
he showed no concern whatsoever with the social aspect of life
which, in a way, he gave up. His mystic approach is clearly otherworldly and similar to that of Namdev.
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Ravidass
Born at Benaras, Ravidass was a leather worker, belonging
to a low caste. His way to God is through humility and selfsurrender. He says, "Hari is in all and all is in Hari." "Thou art I;"
and the difference "between Thee and me" is like "between water
and its ripples, and between gold and a gold bracelet". "He is One
and only two by illusion." "One is many and many is one. Hari,
how am I to say that there is a second one."4~ He preaches against
caste restrictions and the theory of incarnation. For him God is a
God of Grace. Ravidass looks on the world as the play of God.
He is inclined to regard it as illusory and not worth paying attention
to. He says, ''The play is false, only the player is true."46 Though,
originally, he started life as an idol worshipper and made an idol
out of a hide,n he describes all external forms and rites as useless.
It is the human passions that degrade man, he feels. For Ravi dass
the path of God is path of love, the purity of the heart and the
removal of all sensual passions. He suggests a life without egoism. 48
In all things one Lord assumes various shapes and "God sporteth
in all hearts." "He belongeth to him who loveth him."49 God's grace,
he feels, can save man from evil passions. 'j() He claims to be
enlightened and a courier of God, but not God. ~I Despite his
somewhat pantheistic utterances, he is a devoted monotheist. The
supreme state, he feels, is reached by association with the saints.
Ravidass's teachings and life were of the individual devotional type.
They neither suggest nor indicate any organisational involvement
in the affairs of man. By the classification we have assumed, both
Tukaram and Ravidass are mystics of Rest.

General
We have considered the lives and utterances of a few mystics
of the Radical Bhakti SChool. The most prominent of them is Kabir
whose views have tried to portray as could be gleaned from his
hymns and other relevant material. All these mystics are, in their
beliefs, radically different from the Vaisnava saints. For them their
mystic experience is the fmal authority rather than the Vedas or
any other scripture. In fact, most of the saints of this group were
not well-read persons. Many of them belonged to the lower castes.
But, they were all monotheists, despite monistic or pantheistic
simile~ some of them used. Their method of mystic achievement
was through the pure-hearted love of God, shorn of all formalism
and external modes of worship. The goal of their life was a lOVing
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and hlissful union with God. Almost all of them in their hymns
claim to have achieved such a union. Seen in the terms of our
classification, their's is mysticism of Rest, or what may be called
a Semi-active mysticism. Unlike the prophetic mystics, with the
mystics of Rest or Union, their love of God is not yet transformed
into God's love of man. With these mystics, the goal is only a union
with God, without any active life of social concern. They remain
out of the social field ooth before and after their mystic
achievement. We have to accept, as a historical fact, the general
non-participation of all these mystics in the social life of their times.
This issue of socia-political responsihility needs some
amplification, since it is very relevant to our discussion and forms
a fundamentally distinguishing feature between a mysticism of Rest
and a mysticism of Activity. We find that Kahir and other saints
of this Bhakti school, while they are radically different from the
Vaisnava and Saiva saints, are equally distinct from the Sikh Gurus
in this respect. In fact, from the overall point of view, [he gap
hetween Sikh mysticism and the Radical School is greater than the
one between the latter and the Vaisnava saints. On [he issue of
the reality of the world and the value of moral activity as the basis
of spiritual growth, the views of many of the mystics of the radical
group are ambiguous and even amhivalent in some cases. Apart
from the view of the four saint... referred to above, the lives and
utterances of saints like Pipa, Trilochan, Dhana, Jaidev, Sadhna and
Surdas also show no social involvement in the moral affairs of man.
In fact the last named of these saints went even to the extent of
spending the later period of his life in contemplation in a forest
tract.
Ray has made a close study of this sociological issue, Le., of
the difference between the Sikh Gurus and mystic saints. We shall
cite him extensively and give below his assessment of the matter
and his conclusions. Regarding the milieu in which Sikhism
appeared he writes: ''This grip (of Smarta Pauranik Brahamanism
with its fati rigour) was once more so universal that nowhere in
India except in Sikhism and Sikh society was there any sect, cult
or group of any deSCription that could initiate or carry on any
movement of any dimension with the spirit and objective of social
criticism and protest. The Sahajiya Vaisnava tradition, the Sant
tradition, the tradition of Auls, Rauls and Dervishes, etc., continued
to survive, more in form than irl spirit, but their zeal of fervour
had gone OUt."~2 About the social significance and aims of the Sikh
Gurus, and the lack of them in the Vaisnava and Bhakti movement,
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he says, "But it is significant that while one comes across in this
sacred hook (Gum Granth) more than one citation from Jayadeva's
Gita Gohindam, a piece of poetry which had come to he regarded
as a source of religious and spiritual inspiration in the medieval
Bhakti tradition of north-Indian Vaisnavism, one does not find a
single citation from Sri Chaitanya, Tulsidas or Mirabai. The
significance of this positive and negative evidence should not be
missed, to my mind. It is in this choice that lies the historical and
social significance of Sikhism and Sikh society. To steer clear of
the esoterism and mysticism of austerities, self mortification, and
the general negativism of such cults and sects as those of Jain
Sanyasis, of Nath panthis, Aghora panthis, Kapalikas and other
kindred sects on the one hand, and of the orders of the emotionally
oriented and surcharged Vaisnavas of the Bhakti movement
surrendering abjectly and absolutely as much to the Personal God
as to the established social order, was not a very ea~)' task in the
context of the time and the space we are speaking of. But this is
exactly what the Sikh Gurus seem to have been aiming at, and
evidence at our disposal leaves no room for doubt that they
succeeded to a very large extent in doing so.,,~j Regarding the lack
of organisational interest among saints or gurus of the Bhakti
movement, he opines, "But there is no evidence to suggest that
the gurus themselves made any conscious attempt to form a distinct
community out of their Bhaktas, organise or systematise what they
experienced and preached for the benefit of their followers, and
give their messages and community of followers, a continuity. In
other words, I do not find any evidence to indicate that any of
them ever attempted to institutionalise their faith and followers,
which seems to suggest that they had no other social purpose in
view than to make hetter individuals from out of the groups that
assembled around them. Their aim seems to have been the
individual, not the society in any significant sense."~· He adds,
"Neither the leaders of the Bhakti movement, nor of Jhe Nath
Panthis and the Sant Synthesis attempted to do what Guru Nanak
did, not in any systematic manner at any rate. These leaders seem
to have been individuals working out for their own problems and
towards achieving their personal religious and spiritual aims and
aspirations."~~ As Against it, about Sikhism he writes, "Guru Nanak
succeeded in what he did, because he had a clear social purpose
in view and adopted ways and means to work the purpose out
effectively and well. That he wanted his faith, and the discipline
he had evolved for the purpose, to continue, is proved hy the fact
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that, hefore he died, he nominated a guru to take his place as his
spiritual successor, one who was not his son."o;I, Again he says, "He
(Guru Nanak) gave them after many centuries a system of ideas,
images and symhols and a set of discipline all in precise and clear
terms and in a very coherent and consistent manner. "~7
Ray enumerates a numher of organisational step's taken hy
the Sikh Gurus. The institution of the appointment of a successor
started hy Guru Nanak ensured the further execution of his
message and mission. This step was followed hy the authentication
of the scripture hy Guru Arjun. Finally, Guru Gohind Singh
permanently institutionalised the system hy the creation of the
Khalsa, a people wedded to the Guru's mission, and making Guru
Granth as their Guru. Ahout the Guru's sense of social responsihility, he writes, "Indeed, positively, he (Guru Nanak) wanted his
followers to lead a worldly life, the normal life of a householder
recognizing one's duties and ohligations to his parents, wife,
children, -relatives and kinsmen as much as to the larger society
to which he helonged, and yet at the same time remaining faithful
to his faith and its discipline. The social aim and purpose of Guru
Nanak is thus very clear: to this aim and purpose, the Sikh Gurus
remained steadfast to the end."';.'! Guru Nanak not only rejected the
many sectarian heliefs and practices of the Hindus and Muslims,
"hut much more than just mere rejection, Guru Nanak and his
successors again and again held these up to ridicule and criticized
them sharply and incisively, and by so doing they were successful
in keeping alive throughout an attitude of social criticism and
protest. In this connection I feel tempted to refer to Guru Nanak's
sitting aside the claim of his son, Sri Chand, since he had exhihited
ascetic tendencies, and Guru Amar Oas's act of draWing away of
the Sikhs from the Udasis, a sect founded hy Sri Chand. One may
also refer to the crusade that Guru Amar Oas waged against the
harharous custom of Sati, and Guru Arjan's campaign in favour of
widow-re-marriage, to cite only two instances."w
We have heard of renunciation or a monastic life heing ;l
prerequisite for mystic training. We have also heard of marriage,
as in the case of Sufis, heing allowed to persons under spiritual
training. But, in the entire history of mystic and religious life, we
have never heard of a normal house-holder's life heing made
essential for the mystic training, and Udasis and ascetics being
excluded, as was done hy the Sikh Gurus. Moral worldliness or
service in the world was deemed essential and other-worldliness
a hindrance to the spiritual growth. This difference has an
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enormous ideological significance which has been missed hy most
of the students of religion and history. On the positive side, the
primary emphasis is on the service of man or moral conduct as a
means of spiritual progress. Here is a distinct spirit of socio-political
reform and protest. All socio-political ahuses were noted and
condemned, including the cruelty of the rulers and the corruption
of the administration. There was a keen concern for the miseries
of the people. On this issue Ray writes, "Any student of Sikhism
and Sikh society cannot fail to notice how the Sikh Gurus,
especially Guru Nanak, Guru Arjun and Guru Gohind Singh, were
very sensitively awake to and critical of not only the social hut also
the political ahuses and consequent miseries of the people, which
is another aspect of their attitude of social criticism and protest."
"This sharp social consciousness characterised many of the Gurus,
especially Guru Arjun and Guru Gobind Singh. Their concern for
the lowliest and the lost, the human appeal of their religious
aspirations, their regard for honest manuallahour for earning one's
livelihood and their intense dislike of parasitic existence, their
unceasing and prayerful concern for a clean and honest life,
marked hy fearlessness on the one hand and protestant attitude
towards all kinds of sham and shibboleth in religion, society and
politics on the other, marked their sisbyas out as a community
distinct from the two other major communities, the Hindus and the
Muslims." "But what is more important to take note of is that in
several matters, for instance, in respect of marriage customs and
rituals, death rites, pilgrimages, etc., they rejected the elaborate
priestly customs, rites and rituals of the Brahmanical Hindus and
replaced them by much simpler and much less costlier rituals. The
process, started already with Guru Nanak, was continued hy Guru
Amar Das, Guru Ram Das, Guru Arjun and Guru Gohind Singh.
The Gurus also founded new centres of their faith and its followers,
which soon became new centres of worship destined to replace
the traditional pilgrimage centres of the Hindus. It is difficult to
believe that there was no conscious and deliberate attempt to build
up the Sikh community as a distinct and different one from that
of the Hindus."60 The Sikhs were given distinct symbols. They
'presumahly designed to make all Sikhs look alike and distinct from
the Hindus and Muslims.' This had also profound symholical
significance. OJ
It is in the above context that comparing the role of Sikh
Gurus with that of the Bhakti saints of the earlier and contemporary
periods that Ray concludes, "At the essential core Guru Nanak was
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certainly a man of God, but he was at the same time a total man,
a good hushand, a good father, a good householder working with
his hand to earn his hread, and many other things hesides. He was,
we have seen, a man of deep and sharp socia-political consciousness, wide awake of what was happening in the world
around him, and constantly applying. his mind to the facts,
situations and prohlems of the time and place he helonged to."
"Sikh identification of God, Guru and the Granth into one unity,
as Guru Gohind Singh did, his huilding up of a State within a State,
etc., are all parts of a piece. That piece is that of the total response
of a community of people to the confrontation with Islam and
Indo Muslim Society."62 We do not helieve it was a confrontation
with Islam, hut it was a confrontation with evil in whichever sector
of the society it appeared. It was a complete response to the totality
of the environmental situation by a whole man born out of his
mystic urge and direction.
These and related ideological aspects will he considered
separately. Here it is enough to record that there is no historical
evidence that the mystics of the Radical School made any attempt
to remould, reorganise any aspect of life, religious or social, or
showed any Significant concern for or interest in society as a whole,
or in re-shaping the destiny of man. Their concern for life was as
much as that of the Sufi saints. Many of them led a solitary and
somewhat an other-worldly life though some of them, like the
Sufis, did remain in touch with their disciples and advised and
influenced them. True, they did not cut themselves off completely
from life, but there was a clear dissociation from the main course
and current of social life. On this aspect of the lives of these saints,
Ray writes, "Religious and spiritual leaders were themselves otherworldly in attitude and outlook; they lived more often than not
away from worldly life and they were never tired of repeating that
temporal life was inconsistent with the religious and spiritual life.
When Guru Nanak emerged on the scene of Indian history, the
atmospheric background of one who felt irresistibly drawn to a
religious and spiritual life, was very much like what I have just said.
The leaders of the Bhakti and Sant movements, more of the latter
did not subscribe to this negative view of life; they were even
critical of it and denounced the giving up of worldly life and its
duties and ohligations. But in their actual living and pattern of
social behaviour they hreathed an air of mystical other-worldliness,
somewhat detached from the pulls and pressures of day-to-day life.
What little we know of the life, teachings and activities of a sant
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like Kahir goes only to confirm this assumption. The Nathapanthis,
despite their sharp criticism of sanyasa, of penances and
austerities, of celihacy, of all external fornls, symhols, etc., went
a step further in rearing up an atmosphere of other-worldliness
since they themselves in their day-to-day life and hehaviour
pattern, led a very mystical and esoteric way of life and occupied
a position not as an integral unit of the society hut on its fringes
only and somewhat in enforced isolation hecause of their mystic
and esoteric ways of Iife."(,~
As against it, this is what he writes ahout the mission of the
Gurus: "Guru Nanak's genius lay in the fact that he tore himself
away from this atmosphere of negation and declared himself
positively in favour of worldly life, of acceptance of the duties and
ohligations of the human individual to the temporal and the
material and at the same time of equal acceptance of the duties
and ohligations of religious discipline and spiritual quest for the
Ultimate." "To he ahle to achieve the integration of temporal and
spiritual seems to me to have been the most significant contrihution
of Guru .Nanak to the totality of the Indian way of life of medieval
India. Indeed, he seems to have reared up a new image of a socioreligious community given at once to temporal and spiritual
pursuits of life." "By giving positive recognition to the demands,
duties and ohligations of secular life, in other words, of the
temporal world, Guru Nanak also recognised, if not in so many
words, hy implication at any rate, that human society was the centre
of all moral and creative efforts of social men and women.
Admittedly, the ultimate end of man's religious discipline and
spiritual quest was the mystical union of his individual self with
the Universal Self; hut the discipline that led to such an experience
had wide and deep social implications. Guru Nanak descrihed this
world as a Dharamsal, an ahode of righteousness; in other words,
he helieved in a hasic ethical foundation of the social order of a
given time and space. This social order that the great Guru. was
speaking of, was not the social order of either the Hindus or
Muslims, or of any other socio-religious community. From the tenor
of all his utterances on this theme, it is not difficult to perceive
that he was referring to the entire human society. His criticism of
Brahmanical Hinduism or Islam, or]ainism or of Nathapanthiyoga,
was not so much directed towards these religions or religious cults
as against the hehavioural pattern of the followers of the respective
faiths and cults, that is, against their social aspects~ When he said,
for instance, "This age is a drawn sword, the kings are hutchers,
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goodness hath taken wings and flown; in the dark night of
falsehood I see not the moon of Truth anywhere" he was not
referring to any particular individual or socio-religious group hut
to the contemporary social situation around him. Guru Amar Das
made the point very clear when he said: "When 'sadhus' speak
ahout a particular person, the moral is verily for the entire
humanity." "The message consisted in the recognition and
acceptance of one and only one God in place of hundreds of gods
and goddesses. He also told them that this God could be reached
not through the intermediary of priests but by one's own honest
efforts, through love and devotion and through God's grace, hy
following a rigorous course of discipline. He gave them a prayer
and a routine as keys to this disciplined way of life and the life
of a householder given to practical activity in matters of the world
as much as in the matters of the spirit. The mission consisted in
rejecting all external forms and practices of religious and spiritual
exercises, meaningless rites and rituals, base and degrading social
ahuses and practices. Positively, it also consisted in the acceptance
of the dignity of manual labour, and the social duty of making no
distinction hetween the rich and the poor and of fighting the forces
of evil. Here was a simple and straightforward message and mission
easy to understand and worthwhile follOWing in practice and
holding up as an ideal. That this message and mission would, in
the socio-religious situation that prevailed in northern India during
those centuries, increasingly draw more and more people within
its folds, is not difficult to understand. That the charisma of
personalities like Guru Nanak, Guru Arjun, Guru Hargohind, Guru
Tegh Bahadur and Guru Gohind Singh would also attract more and
more people around them, especially against the background of
systematic persecution of the Hindus hy Muslim ruling authorities
after the martyrdom of Guru Arjan and Guru Tegh Bahadur, is also
easily understandahle. But what held these countless number of
people together was neither the message by itself nor the mission
hy itself, not even hy the two operating together. It was, to my
mind, the institutionalisation of both, and the organisation that was
huilt up stage hy stage by the Gurus, one after another, an
organisation well-knit and efficient enough to engage the loyalty
and devotion of thousands of men and women towards effective
articulation of the message and the mission and towards translation
of hoth in terms of effective practical action. The leadership and
the charisma of the Gurus served only as incentives and gave the
necessary inspiration and guidance." M
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Like Ray, Gupta, while comparing Guru Nanak's system with
that of Ramanand, Kahir, Chaitanya and Gorakh Nath, records
sixteen points of difference with these saints of the Bhakti
movement. He opines, "Guru Nanak aimed at uplifting the
individual as well as huilding a nation. The other Bhakti leaders
laid emphasis on individual alone." "Sikhism from the very
heginning concentrated on social reform." "In Sikhism renunciation
of the world was prohihited, while other sects advocated it. Nanak
also rejected celihacy. It was Nanak alone who founded the
institution of Guruship for the spread of Bhakti movement."(·~
Here another relevant issue needs clarification. A point could
he raised that as the saint,> of the Radical School were monotheistic
mystics of love (and this fact is recognized hy the Sikh Gurus in
so far as some of their hymns stand incorporated in the Guru
Grantb), their mysticism and their message could not he different
from that of the Sikh Gurus. Continuing this line of argument, it
could he asserted that the reasons for the eVidently wide
differences in their messages and their socio-political, moral and
spiritual approaches should he traced not to the mystic systems of
the two groups hut to causes and areas other than the mystical
field. Let us examine this argument. Assuming for argument's sake,
the validity of this rationale, what could he the factors leading to
the widely variant socia-political messages and performance of the
two groups. On the assumption of the identity of the mystic theses
of the two groups, the causes of differences could only he external
and just two. Firstly, these differences could he due to variations
in the environmental situation and its needs, and, secondly, these
could he realted to the environmental resistance at the place of
activity of the two groups. If the caU6es have to be found outside
the system itself, there could not he a third ground to explain the
undeniably large divergences in the messages and the sociopolitical outlook of the concerned mystics.
As to the first argument aoout environmental demands, we
find that the needs of the environmental situation for social reform
and political action were far greater in the areas of north and west
where the saints of the Radical School appeared than in the Punjah.
Both in the matter of the rigour of Brahamanism and the sufferance
caused by it, the areas around Benaras were the worst victims of
orthodoxy, its hierarchical caste structure and untouchahility.
Similarly, these were exactly the areas where the onslaughts of the
oppressive rulers were the greatest. And, these are just the areas
where saints like Kahir and Ravidass appeared and preached their
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messages without any inclination to enter the socio-political field.
In Maharashtra too the position on these scores was worse than
in the Punjah. In any case, the needs of the environmental situation
could not be very pressing in the Punjab, where the hold of
orthodoxy was weak and the Muslim tyranny not comparatively
rapacious. Next is the question of the environmental resistance.
There is no evidence to suggest that saints like Kabir, Tukaram,
Namdev and others tried the course of socio-political reform and
activity but dropped it because of local apathy, resistance and lack
of response. Nor can it he said that Punjab was more distant from
the seats and centres of Muslim power and ascendancy than
Maharashtra, Benaras and Rajasthan, which were the areas where
most of the saints of the Radical School lived and worked. If it were
purely a question of organising political resistance, no people and
place could he more appropriate than the Rajput areas of Rajputana
where political resistance always remained, to an extent, simmering
and dormant only to he awakened hy a thoughtful leader. Nor
could it he said that for the organisation of political resistance.
Punjab, which was wedged between the Subas of Lahore and
Sirhind, which lay on the paths of invasions from the North-West
to Delhi, was a more suitable place, because of its past traditions,
history and location, than Benaras, Maharashtra and Rajasthan.
We, therefore, fmd that the argument about environmental
differences is hardly tenable. If the seed he of the same species
and variety, it would not bear a different fruit, howsoever stunted
he the growth of the plant and howsoever variant and harsh he
the impact of environmental and ecological conditions. If the
messages were the same, those could not produce sharp
divergences in reactions and the value systems among the people
to whom those were addressed. And, it would he monstrous to
suggest that, though the messages were the same, the Bhaktas of
the Radical School were not serious enough to implement by
conduct and deed their own utterances or to make necessary
sacrifices for their mission.
Hence the conclusion is plain. In the case of Kabir and other
saints of the Radical Bhakti movement, the goal is blissful mystic
union with God. The message which the system conveyed is for
the few who are ripe enough for the final climb to the summit.
From this height there is no return to life and society at large. From
whatever point of view we look at the issue, we inevitably come
to the conclusion that the admittedly great differences in the
messages and performances of the two mystic systems is not due
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to any external, historical or environmental factors, hut those flow
from basic differences in methods, goals and the final spiritual
experiences in the two cases.
(A comparative account of Radical Bhaktas may be seen in
'The Sikh Ideology' hy Daljeet Singh.)

12
Modern Hindu Mysticism
Before we close our consideration of different religious or
mystic developments, we shall make a hrief statement about some
of the recent mystic growths in India. In modern times, too, there
have been Hindu mystiCS. Our ohject is to ascertain what is the
kind of their mysticism, and to find out if it has a close resemhlance
with any of the Indian mystic systems we have described earlier.
This consideration will also clarify the position as to whether or
not Indian mysticism has maintained its original characteristics and
continued as an independent mystic system. We shall deal with
only a few of these developments that are representative of modem
Hindu mysticism.
To the Western observers the mysticism of Sri Aurobindo is
quite well known. No douht compared to the Vedantic view, his
mysticism has some new features. Like Suzuki, he has somewhat
a dynamic view of Reality. "Those who have thus possessed the
calm within can perceive always welling out from its silence the
perennial supply of the energy which works in the universe."1 This
indicates that Reality is not only active but is the source of all
activity in the world. It gives Brahman a more than transcendental
role. Suzuki suggests the same as regards Buddhism. Sri Aurohindo
is aware of the change his experience and views involve. He calls
his system as the 'integral Yoga' or the 'Life divine'. His mission
has been mentioned as an attempt to hring about, for the benefit
of man, the descent of the supramental to our world. It was in the
sixties, long after the death of Sri Aurobindo, that we visited his
Ashram at Pondicherry. The inmates of his Ashram were engaged
in every kind of activity, including farming, construction of
building, machine and paper making, printing, etc. All activities,
excepting a few, were permitted. Anyone joining as an inmate of
the Ashram had to accept three limitations. He could not keep
private property. Though hushand and wife could live at the
Ashram, they were not supposed to have children. It involved a
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virtual vow of celibacy. To a young seeker Sri Aurobindo wrote.
"If your ideal is spiritual life, you must think fifty times before you
marry."2 The inmates, and for that matter even the Ashram, could
not partake in any political activity. In fact, in the later part of his
life, he went into seclusion, except on three days in a year when
he presented himself only for Darshan and for receiving obeisance
from his devotees. 3 These features present a contrast with the
principles of prophetic mysticism. Though there is a visible
departure from some of the tenets of Upanisadic mysticism, Sri
Aurobindo's mysticism does not cover the totality of life. The
responsihilities of the political and the family life are excluded. Sri
Aurohindo accepts the mystic tradition of Upanisads and the
Bhagavad Gita. Ohviously, his is not a mysticism of the active kind.
There is not complete withdrawl from life, hut the limitations
imposed on the inmates of the Ashram hring his mysticism in
hetween the monasticism of the Upanisadic hermits and the semiactive mysticism of the Radical Bhakti SChool.
Swami Sivananda' presents another view. 4 It is hased on the
experiences of many modem Hindu mystics. It appears that these
mystics belong to the Upanisadic tradition. For, their emphasis is
on ]nana Yoga and general renunciation of the world. The goal
is to be part and parcel of Brahman, by losing all feeling and
knowledge of self-identity. Like Sankara, duality between man and
God is considered a lower stage of mystic development. This stage
has to be transcended in order to reach the highest mystic state.
According to this view, there are seven stages (Bhumikas) in
the mystic progress, "0) Subhechcha: When one feels that he is
in ignorance and sincerely wishes to acquire spiritual knowledge,
he is in Suhhechcha. (2) Vichara: When one is convinced oCthe
worthlessness of the world, and deeply ponders over the method
of destroying ignorance and attaining spiritual knowledge, he is
said to be in Vichara. (3) Tanumanasi: When the mind
becomes thin like a thread due to distaste for objects of the world
and is intensely engrossed in the contemplation of the Soul, he
is in Tanumanasi. (4) Sattvapatti: When the mind becomes pure
(sattvic) and is established in the Self due to prolonged
contemplation, he is said to be in Sattvapattt. (5) Asamsaktt : When
one becomes completely detached from the objective world due
to the knowledge of the Self, he is in Asamsakti. (6) Padartba
Bhavana : When one realises that things of the world are not really
material things but only the One Brahman, he is said to be in
Padartha-Bhavana. (7) TUrlya : When one completely negates the
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manifold distinctions of the world and realises the Undivided
(A khanda), One Essence (Ekarasa), Satchitananda (ExistenceKnowledge-Bliss), he is said to be in TUriya. This state of TUriya
is called the state of jivanmukti or liberation, while in life." 5
There are four kinds of jnanis, Brahmavid, Brahma~ra,
Brahmavid-Variyan and Brahmavid-Varishtha. Brahmavid is one
who has reached the fourth stage of mystic development. The one
at the fifth stage of mystic development is called Brahmavid-Vara.
The last two kinds of jnanis are, respectively, at the sixth and
seventh stages of mystic achievement. The first two kinds (A Vid
and a Vara) have "very slight consciousness of the body in the
form of a mental retention or samakara. A Vid and a Vara can
work in the world. Some people imitate the state of an Avadhuta
and throwaway the clothes. A real Avadhuta is absolutely nude.
As he is always established in Brahman, he forgets the body and
surroundings, and the cloth drops by itself as the cloth drops in
the case of a drunkard."6 Vamadeva, Jada Bharata, Akalkot Swa~
and Mowni Swami were all jnanis of the third and the fourth kinds.
They were perfect Avadhutas. Food had virtually to be forced
down their throats. "They were absolutely unconscious of the body
and their surroundings. 'I7 "A jnani of absolute seventh Bhumika,
who has not even a bit of consciousness cannot live for more than
14 days (from 2 to 3 to 14 dayS.)"8 "One School of thought says
that knowledge of Brahman dawns in the fourth Bhumika. Another
school of thought says that the real highest knowledge of Brahman
can be had only in the seventh Bhumika and the fourth, rUth and
sixth are stages only. "9 Obviously, a jnani of the first or the second
kind has to give up all activity before he can achieve the higher
stages of mystic experience. The last two kinds of jnanis are also
called Samadhi-jnanis, they being non-active. As against that, the
first two categories of jnanis, who are semi-conscious and can
work in life, are called Vyavahara jnanis. The desire of the
Vyavahara jnanis to work in the world is due to their Prarabdba.
Kalkot Swami and Mowni Swami "were unconscious of the
movement of their bowels and the sevakas (attendants) had to
wash their bottoms."lo To such third and fourth kinds of jnanis,
all perceptions of objects, external and internal, are lost (Adbava
Pratit,)". The last stage jnant is also called a Videba Mukta. He,
''whose indiViduality is absolutely merged in Brahman, cannot have
the awareness of the world, which is non-existent to him. If his
body is to be maintained, it has to be fed and cared for by others.
The Vtdehamukta is thus not in a position to engage himself for
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the good of the world."11
The mystic experiences of the highest jnani have been
recorded as follows: "The world appears like a mirage within me.
It is an illusion. I am spaceless and timeless. I am infinite,
imperishable, self-luminous, seif-existent. I am beginningless. I am
deathless. I am endless. I am birthless. I am pure. I am the limitless,
infinite ocean of consciousness. I am taintless Nirvana. I am
Supreme Peace, Transcendental, I am Freedom Absolute. Never
was I born. I am Atman. I am Absolute."12 This is an experience
analogous to what Sankara has mentioned in his morning Mantras.
But, this is quite a contrast with the words of a prophetic mystics
like, Christ, Mohammad and the Sikh Gurus. Humility and love are
the dominant note of their sayings and hymns.
To the jnani, the world appears a dream and unreal. Like
the Buddhists, it has been argued that "change is the characteristic
of all perceived ohjects. Change implies non-existence at the
beginning and also at the end. That which does not exist at the
heginning and does not exist at the end, does not exist in the
middle also. Therefore, waking is unreal like dream."B Self
realisation breaks the chain of causation, and consequently the
world of experience appears false. 11 Moksha according to this view
"is to be Oneself, is to be the All. Self-consciousness is the
characteristic of lshvara and not of Brahman. "Brahman does not
know, for It is knowledge."I~
It is believed that lshvara is lower than Brahman. lshvara is
a person. And a person, even the absolute person Ushvara) is noneternaL 16 ''Truth is the union of the cosmic thinker and the cosmic
thinking." "It is that which is. It is not love, nor grace, nor soul,
nor God, nor light; for all these are relative conceptions~ "Reality
is beyond Satchitananda also. It transcends cosmic consciousness.
One who knows Brahman reaches the Highest. One becomes
Immortal. He does not return~17
The final stage or Moksha is reached in two ways. One is the
immediate experience of Brahman, the spaceless and timeless One.
This stage is called Sadyomukli. It puts an end to the relative
notions of lshvara, jtva and jagat. "It is at once being Brahman. "11\
This way Moksha is reached immediately. One who reaches the
Absolute through knowledge never returns. In the second way,
Moksha is attained gradually and by stages. The lord of the world
is the Ahsolute Individual. These jnanis do not reach the highest
liberation (Moksha) in this life. Nter death, they live in Brahm/oka,
the world of God. It is a spontaneous life just as that of God. But
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this is not the state of the hIghest liberation. For they do not merge
in Brahman. They have all the powers except those of creation,
preservation and destruction. These inanis or souls are different
from lshvara. Despite their knowledge, they have not yet attained
the final liberation, which means an end to all relative knowledge
and existence. For the highest}llalli the world does not exist even
as a rememhrance. He has no relative knowledge, not even the
knowledge of God, for that too is relative knowledge. The souls
that have yet to achieve the final liheration are free within their
scope, but they are not omniscient and omnipotent. These souls
attain Ahsolute Experience only when the universe ends. They
cannot experience Ahsoluteness as long as lshvara exists as a Selfconscious Being, which means that they are still having an
objective experience and are different from Ishvara. Otherwise
there is no reason why they should retain their individual entities
uptil the end of the universe. "All those who meditate upon the
Ahsolute Individual (God) through positive qualitative conceptions
rest in the Absolute Individual, who, in the end of time, ending
the space-time universe which is His own Body, dissolves Himself
in the conscious power of the Ahsolute, which is non-different
from the Ahsolute. These relatively Iiherated ones have their
individualities not destroyed here hut exist in the world of the
Ahsolute Individual, Le., the Ahsolute Individual is experienced hy
them not directly but as an ohjective conscious universe. This Self
Dissolution of God, is in some respects, similar to the deep sleep
of the worldly individual who also, in the end of the day, ending
his body-conSCiousness, dissolves himself in the unconscious
power hased on the Atma, which is superimposed on the Atma.
But the difference between the two dissolutions, however, is in
the fact that in the case of God there is no further forced coming
hack to Universe consciousness, no suhsequent dreaming and
wakings state, and there is Ahsolute Experience; whereas, in the
case of the worldly individual, there is forced coming hack to body
consciousness, there is subsequent dreaming and waking state,
and there is no Self-experience~l,)These (semi-liberated) souls have
an individuality. And all individuality implies relative knowledge
and consequent lack of omniscience and omnipotence. A
}ivanmukta of this kind "goes round laughing, sporting, enjoying
with women and chariots and friends, not remembering the
appendage of the body~20 He may do mysterious and
ununderstanding activities. Though he has no consciousness of his
body, yet he is·"made to animate his hody through a slight trace
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of the existent pure egoism unconnected with consciousness. This
is, in other words, the remainder of that part of his Prarabdha
Kanna which is unohstructive to Knowledge. The state of
]ivanmukta has no connection with the physical body; it is a state
of consciousness, it can be experienced even when the physical
body is dropped, i.e., even in Brahm/oka. The ]ivanmukta of this
physical world, with his physical hody, too, is really in Brahma/oka
in his consciousness, though the body is in this world. Those who
have not attained ]ivanmukti here and are not ready for Sadyo
Mukti immediately after the Prana stops functioning in the present
physical body, attain this through Karma Mukti after the death of
the physical body. This shows that a Videhamukta is not one who
exists in Brahma/oka but who has merged in the Absolute. 21
The souls in Brahma/oka cannot have a simultaneous
experience of the entire existence which is possible only in the
Absolute. There is no doubt "that even the least wish or action
however much universal it may be, means a state below the most
exalted Supreme Being. It is clear that all the various statements
regarding the different experiences, which the liberated soul is said
to have, must refer to an objective experience in one or the other
of the three stages of Virat, Htranyagarbha and Ishvara." 22 These
souls are yet on the way to the final liberation or Kanna Moksba.
They attain liberation through the long process of Brabmaloka.
These souls live there as individuals. They are governed by their
Prarabdba. Such souls continue at a lower level of development,
till they attain the fmalliberation. This happens when God ends
the world of space and time and dissolves Himself finally into
Brahman, the Absolute. Those who believe in a God of attributes
and personality get liberation through this slow process. This
happens when the world of 'space and time is wound up.
Swami Krishnananda states that the main mystic stages are
four only: "Attainment of (1) universal objective multiplicity
consciousness, (2) universal subjective multiplicity consciousness,
(3) universal self-consciousness, (4) transcendental exPerience.
(The first three experiences are relative and seem to be existent
only so long as one exists as an individualised experiencer. There
cannot he any logical proof for the existence of these three
objective states beyond and individualistic demand. "2~ A later
Vedanta says, ''1bose dull-witted persons who are unable to realise
the unconditioned Supreme Brahman are shown compassion
through the description of the qualified Brahman. When their mind
is controlled through meditation on the qualified Brahman, the
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One free from all limitations re·...eals Itself."23
It is evident that these modern mystics represents the
Vedantic view of mysticism. This view of Indian mysticism, based
on the Upanisadic texts, holds supreme even till today. This
mysticism is out and out quietist. In this system, moral activity on
the part of the mystic indicates a lower level of development. The
highest mystic stage involves complete withdrawal from the world
and merger in Brahman. It means the loss of all sense of
indiViduality. It is typically the Upanisadic mysticism of Merger. It
confirms our view that mystic growths are always independent of
environmental factors. Despite the lapse of numerous centuries,
Upanisadic mysticism has remained entirely unaffected by the
historical influences. The experiences of these modern mystics are
the same as of the sages over two millennia earlier.

PARTlWO

13
The Idea of God'
Having made a brief survey of the major religions of the
world, we now come to the main part of the our subject, viz.,
Sikhism. Here we shall base our views on the hymns of the Gurus.
These were collected, compiled and authenticated by the fifth
Guru, Guru Arjan Dev himself, in the form of the Adi Granth. Guru
Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru, added to this volume the hymns
of the ninth Guru. It is to ·this authenticated compilation that he
later gave the status of the Gun!. Since then it forms the Gum
Grantb, the most revered and authenticated scripture in the world.
In order to have a comprehensive understanding of Sikhism
we shall, apart from answering the seven questions we have posed
earlier, deal with all aspects of its world-view and its theological
concepts, including those about Reality, the place and role of man
in the universe, ethics and the moral life, and the human goal.
While we shall deal with these issues separately, here it may just
be mentioned that the Sikh Gurus are uncompromising monotheists. In the very opening line of the Gum Grantb, the Mool Mantra,
God is described by Guru Nanak as "By the Grace of the Sole One,
Self-existent and Immanent, the Creator Person, without Fear or
Unconditioned, Without enmity or Un-contradicted, the Timeless
One, Un-incarnated, Self-created and Enlightener. lfl God is never
born, nor changes. The becoming world is His creation, not his
emanation, nor is it identical with Him.
It would be very pertinent first to indicate, briefly, the kind
of God that is enVisaged in Sikhism. That would clarify not only
the metaphysical position, but also some of its theological concepts
and other issues. In their hymns, the Gurus describe God in
numerous ways, referring to many of His SOCial, political, aesthetic,
metaphysical, ethical and other attributes. But there are seven
signillcant aspects of God which need particular mention. These
will explain the concept of God in Sikhism. It is essential to
understand these aspects, because they have a far-reaching
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consequence in governing the life of the Sikh mystic and in
determining the significance, origin and course of Sikh institutions
and practices.

Creator
God is the Creator. The universe is His creation. The very
concept of a Creator-God implies the universe as the creation of
God. It is not a part of Him. The universe is in time and space.
It is changing and becoming. The Creator is different from the
creation which is limited and conditioned. God is uncreated and
unlimited. He is not the material cause of the universe. But, no
independent Prakriti is assumed. He creates everything.
The universe is not illusory or unreal. But, as God is Limitless
and Omnipresent, so is the creation in God but not God. "God
created the world of life, planted Naam (Immanent God) therein
and made it the seat of righteousness. "2 "God created the world
and permeated it with His Light." ''The Self-Existent God manifested
Himself as Naam."~ "He creates all, fills all, and is yet separate.""
There are many hymns in the Guru Granth which mention that
God was there even before He created the Universe, He being
Transcendent. He Himself started the creation. "He is the SoleCreator. There is no second one."~ "God was by Himself and there
.was nothing else." ''There was no love or devotion. Nor was His
creative power in operation."6 During a discussion, the Yogis asked
Guru Nanak a question, ''When there was no form nor sign, where
was the Word (Sahad or Logos)" and "how was the Word anuned
with Truth ?" The Guru replied, "When there was no form, no sign,
no unit of life, the Word in its Essence was in the Transcendent
God; when there was no earth, no sky (Time and space), the Lord
permeated everything. All distinctions, all forms, were then
inherent in the Wonderous Word. No one is pure without Truth.
Ineffable is this goSpel."7
The Gurus say that before God created form, He was all by
Himself; before He was Immanent, He was Transcendent only; and
yet all immanence, expression, creativity, were inherent in Him and
so was His Word. "In the region of Truth, God creates perpetually,
Watches His Creation with a Benevolent eye." "He is happy about
it, and deliberates over it, directing it with His will."8 It means God
is Ever-Creative. He has been called Ever-New, Ever-Fresh and
Blooming (Nit-Naveen Navtan).
The above quotations from the GUt:I:I: Granth give a clear idea
of the creative activity of God and the cOsmological aspect of His
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Creation which is distinct from Him.

TRANSCENDENT AND IMMANENT
God is both Transcendent and Immanent. He is both in the
universe and outside it. The Self-created or Transcendent God was
always there.

Transcendent
While time and space, force and change are the aspects of
the becoming universe, God is Eternal, Self-existent. He cannot be
conceived or explained in empirical terms. His Limitlessness and
Timelessness cannot be understood in terms of space and temporal
time. He is beyond space and beyond time. The first Guru describes
the state of God when there was no universe of time and space.
It only shows God's transcendent character. In the Sidh Gast, in
answer to a question as to where the Transcendent God was before
the stage of creation, Guru Nanak replied, ''To think of the
Transcendent Lord in that state is to enter the realm of wonder.
Even at that stage of Sunn (void), He permeated that Void."9 The
Guru, in effect, means that to maners that are beyond the spadatemporal world, it would be wrong to apply the spada-temporal
logic, and yet man knows of no other logic or language. Perforce,
every subject has to be explained to him, howsoever inadequately
or symbolically, only in terms of that language. That is why the
Gurus have cautioned us against the pitfalls and inadequacy of
human logic to comprehend the Timeless One. He is Entirely
Different. All the same, the fifth Guru has mentioned the state when
the Transcendent God was all by Himself and there was no
creation. "When there was no form in Sight, how could there be
good or bad actions? When God was in the Self-Absorbed state,
there could be no enmity or conflict. When God was all by Himself,
there could be no attachment or misunderstanding."tO "For millions
of aeons the Timeless one was by Himself. There was no substance
nor space nor time, nor day or night, no stars or galaxies; God was
. in His trance. "11 That state of God, it means, is to be envisaged in
terms of spacelessness and timelessness. The nature of God
transcends all known categories with which we describe the
universe. The Creator of these limited categories cannot be judged
by the yardstick of those created limitations within which we move,
perceive, conceive, live and assess. The Gurus again and again
describe Him as Wonderous. Infinite, Unfathomable, Unknowable,
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Indescribable, Ineffable and Immeasurable by human categories of
thought and perception. We can at best assess things only by our
limited and relative methods and measures. We cannot completely
comprehend God who is beyond us and unconditioned and
unfettered by those dimensions and limits. The Guru calls Him
Wonderous, the Wonder of Wonders. He is beyond description
and comprehension, or 'Wholly Other as described by Otto. "The
mind alone can never know Him."12

Immanent
The immanent aspect of God has been variously described
as His Will that directs the universe, His Word that informs the
universe, and His Naam that not only creates the entire universe
but sustains and governs it. 'God creates the universe, takes His
abode in it and sustains it. "13 According to the Gurus, God creates
the universe, then becomes Immanent in it, being at the same time
Transcendent. "He that permeates all hearts is Transcendent tOO."14
"He pervades the body and is yet detached."I~ "He is in the midst
of all and is yet distinct."16 "Having created the world, He stands
in the midst of it and is separate tOO."17 Thus, God is both
Transcendent and Immanent. In Islam, God is supposed to be only
Transcendent, even though the immanent aspect of God appears
to be recognised when it is said, "God is nearer to you than your
jugular vein." In Christianity. the immanent aspect of God is dearly
accepted and emphasised. This Immanence of God is only a
symbolic way of expressing God's connection with the world.
Naturally, when the world was not there the question of His
Immanence did not arise. lbat is why when "there was no form,
the Word (Immanence) in essence abided in the Transcendent
God."18
The above statements. about the Immanence of God
emphasise the spiritual and meaningful character of the universe
and life's capacity for relationship with God. The term Transcendent describes Him as "Wholly Other'. The Immanent aspect
indicates the same God's love for His creation. As in any other
theism, in Sikhism the immanent aspect of God, called His Naam,
Will and Sobad, is of great importance. On the one hand, it gives
relevance, authenticity, direction and sanction to the entire moral
and spiritual life of man and his institutions and goals. On the other
hand, it emphasises God's capacity for revelation, His nearness to
man and His deep and abiding interest in the world. It is almost
impossible to conceive of a theistic system without the Immanence
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of God. It is on the assumption of the Immanence of God that most
of the theistic institutions are based. In any system where God is
only Transcendent and Unapproachable, all moral and spiritual life
and yearning would become pointless and irrelevant.
A few words of clarification may be added. When we say that
God is both Transcendent and Immanent, it does not at all mean
that there are two parts, stages or phases of God. It is the
Transcendent God who is everywhere, in each heart, place and
particle. It is He who is both Transcendent and Immanent. ''The
saltle God is Sargun and Nirgun, Nirankar and Self Absorbed." 19
(Sunn 5amadbt) "Sargun and Nirgun are created by Naam."JIJ He
is both Nirankar (Formless) and Sakar (In Form); He is the One,
both Nirgun and Sargun."Zl God is near, not far away. He is in the
Creation, He is the Ek Omkar. There is no other who permeates
everywhere. "It is the Transcendent, the Pure, The Fearless One,
who is also Immanent in the world."22 The Gurus repeatedly
emphasise that He is One and we only give Him different names.
It would be highly irlappropriate to confuse the Guru's concept of
Sargun and Nirgun (One Transcendent-cum-Immanent God) with
the Advaitic meaning of these terms or with the idea of Isbvara.
These Advaitic concepts have distinct connotation of phases, stages
or transformation. These have been clearly repudiated by the
Gurus' concept of One God. Sankara deems Isbvara to be a lower
stage of development which has to be transcended to reach the
goal or Brahman. For Ramanuja God is virtually pantheistic. The
world, soul and Isbvara are three eternal principles which
constitute Brahman. The world and souls are the body and qualities
of Brahman. This is an entirely different concept from that of the
One Creator God of the Gurus. He is simultaneously Transcendent
and Immanent. The Gurus never accept the Advaitic concepts of
Sargun and Nirgun. Similarly, in the hymns of Sacbkband, the
Guru calls the Ntrankar as One who deliberates, creates and
directs. He is Benevolent, Gracious and is delighted to see His
Creation. But Nirankar literally means the Formless One. This word
too has distinct Advaitic meanirlgs. The hymn referred to above
repudiates that concept and adds that irl the Sacbkband, God
commands endless numbers of forms, universes and regions.
By the above two examples, we wish to convey that it would
be extremely erroneous and misleading to. irltroduce old Indian or
Advaitic concepts and meanings while interpreting the terms
employed by the Gurus. In their hymns, they have made every term
and concept used by them unambiguously clear. The Guru Granth
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is the best authority for understanding the meanings of the
concepts and terms used by the Gurus.

God ofAttributes
The third aspect of God, as flowing from His Immanent
character, is His being the 'Ocean of Attributes, Values and Virtues'.
This aspect of God is of extreme relevance to moral life in the
universe. Since all attributes are only relative, a God of Attributes
indicates and lays down the standard and the ideals for which man
has to work. God has been described as full of all values, as Father,
Mother, Friend, Brother, Enlightener, Protector, Shelter of the
shelterless, Loving, Benevolent, Beneficent, Helper of the poor and
weak and Destroyer of the eviF la or demonical or oppressor. 22b "My
Lord is Ever fresh, New; He is always Benevolent." 2.! "You are my
Mother, You are my Father, You are my Protector everywhere." 24
"He relieves the sufferings of the downtrodden; He is the Succour
of the succourless."~'God is eyes to the blind, riches to the poor,
Nanak, He is the Ocean of virtues."26
This attributive aspect (Immanence) of God is extremely
significant. It inextricably links God with the universe. It establishes
beyond dO\Jbt the character and direction of God's Will and
Immanence. This leads to four important inferences. First, attributes
and Values can have a place only in a becoming, relative or spaciatemporal world, since all perfection is static and all qualities are
relative. A God of Attributes has, thus, a meaning only in relation
to the changing world of man. EVidently, for the expression of
attributes, a changing universe is essential and becomes an integral
part of the plan of God. In other words, God and the universe are
conjoint and inter-linked, the latter depending on the former. It is
impossible to think of a God of Attributes or of His Immanence'
in the absence of a relative or changing world. That is why when
God was by Himself, the question of 'love and devotion, of good
or bad actions, or of the saved or Saviour' could not arise, there
being nothing other than Him. Secondly, and this is the most
important inference, virtues and attributes emphatically indicate,
apart from the standard of ethical values and moral life, the
direction in which human efforts should be made. These point out
the purposes for which the Will of God works. Thirdly, it indicates
the perpetual interest of God in man and the universe. It, in a way,
gives status and authenticity to life and the universe which is
decried or downgraded in many other religious or mystic traditions.
In addition, there is the benevolent character of God. Not only is
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He the Creator and Sustainer of life, He nurtures and develops it
with a loving care. He has also been called the Enlightener (Guru
or Guide) of man. "He rewards your efforts and acknowledges your
deeds,""Life of life.'127 "God rewards all efforts to become divine."Zfl
"If you go one step towards God, He comes near you by ten
steps."29 This aspect of God gives a pre-eminent meaning of life.
It gives optimism, hope and confidence to man in the achievement
of his ideals. Man knows the direction in which he should move,
and he has also the assurance that there is someone to gUide and
help him with love. Lastly, this aspect gives validity and spiritual
sanctity to the moral and ethical life in the world. In many religiOUS
systems, moral life is deemed to be an entanglement in the world.
At best, some systems accept it as the preparatory method of purity
for the spiritual life to be attained. But in Sikh theology this
attributive aspect of God gives spiritual character to the moral life
per se.

God has a Will
The Gurus conceive God as a God of Will. Everything is
governed by His Will. This is the burden. of so many hymns in the
Guru Grantb. "Everything happens within the ambit of His wm.".lO
The entire universe is created, sustained, and moved according to
His Will. A God of Will naturally presupposes that He wants the
universe to move not chaotically but with a Purpose. Just like the
Attributes of God, God's Will too can be exercised only in a
changing world and towards a goal. The very idea of a Will implies
a direction and an aim. This, too, re-emphasises the same features
and points as stated in regard to a God of Attributes. The direction
is governed by the Attributes of God, and the Purpose, as we shall
see later, is to evolve a God-centred man from a self-eentred
individual. This concept is central to Sikh theology. Here we add
a word of explanation. A God of Will does not at all mean a
deterministic world, because God is creative and all movement in
life is towards a creative freedom. We shall revert to this point
separately.

God does not Incarnate
In the MoolManJm God has been mentioned as one who
never takes birth nor takes form. The fifth Guru says, "May that
mouth bum which says that God has incarnated."~1 "God alone is
the One who is not born of a woman."32 "The Lord incarnates not. "~~
"God is self-eXistent, without form and incarnates not."}4 The Gurus
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have definitely decried belief in the theory of incarnation. In order
to dispel·such ideas, they have stated that He created countless
Brahmas, Sivas and Vishnus. "The Fonnless One, alone, Nanak, is
without fear; many are Ramas as the dust of His feet, and many
Krishnas. Many are their stories and many are the Vedas."35 Here,
too, the idea that God never takes the human form has a distinct
meaning and import. First, it shows that God is 'Wholly Other'. For
a God that is Transcendent and Unknowable, the question of His
taking the human form does not arise. Secondly, all pantheistic and
like implications, as flowing from the idea of a God who takes the
human form, have to be discarded. Besides, the concept has three
other corollaries too. The nrst is that man can never become God.
This also involves that God and men are not identical but are
different. Secondly, it indicates that the aim of spiritual effort is not
merger in God, as under some other systems, but to have a union
or relation with Him. This has a crucial significance in determining
the human goal and in shOWing that the entity of man is distinct
from that of God. The two can never be one, though man can be
in tune with Him. Thirdly, it shows inter alta that spiritual activity
does not stop after the fmal achievement. The superman has a role
to perform in carrying out the Will of God. Consequently, so long
as the universe is there and the Will of God is in operation, the
activities and duties of the superman too do not come to an end.

God ofGrace
In the Mool Mantm, God is called Gracious and Enlightener.
A God of Will and a God of Grace have a meaning only in a
becoming world wherein alone His Grace and Will can operate.
Grace implies that God's Will is Free, undetermined by any outside
law. In addition, it also stresses the Love and Benevolence of God
towards man and the universe which are different from Him. For
a Gracious Being can bestow His Grace only on something other
than Himself. It has been repeatedly stressed that all final approval
of man is an act of God's Grace. "0 Nanak, the intellect is of no
avail, one is approved only by His Grace. 1136
The Grace aspect of God also fortifies the truth of the other
implications as described earlier in relation to a God of Will and
Attributes. In addition, it implies that God is 'Wholly Free' and
Creative. He is not governed by the empirical laws known to us.
It also dispels the idea that the world is deterministic. His Activity
is, therefore, incomprehensible except in terms of His Grace of
Freedom.
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God with Personality
The Gums helieve that God has a Personality. In fact, the
heading of a couple of hymns is specifically given as "That Person"
(So Pumkh), wherein He is descrihcd, "That person is Pure, God
is Fathomless and Limitless."n A God of Will, Freedom, Grace and
Attrihutes, or the Creator, Controller and Director of Universe, can
he conceived only in terms of a personality. The emphasis on
prayer and love towards God is there in almost all the hymns of
the Gum Granth. This can only mean that God is a Being with
a Personality to whom prayer can he directed and devotion and
love expressed. Evidently, this personality aspect of God is
operative only in relation to the world. Nor is a God of Personality
conceived in terms of the limited personality of man, who is a finite
heing in a hecoming universe.
We have mentioned only such salient aspects and features
of God as are very relevant to our di::;cussion. We shall he greatly
concerned with these ideas ahout God in understanding the
ideological and practical implications of Sikhism. Many of its
distinguishing features are deeply and directly connected with
these theological concepts of God. They have a Fundamental and
cmcial effect in shaping and influencing the life of the Sikh and
the growth and development of Sikh institutions, ethos and
traditions.

NAAM
For any student of Sikh theology, tt is necessary to understand
the meaning and implication of the term Naam. Sikhism has often
heen called the Naam Marga or the way of Naam. Let us hroadly
indicate how the word Naam has heen used in Guru Granth. The
Sikh Gums have given the word Naam, a distinct and significant
meaning which is far different from that of the mere Naam or
psychic factors as understood hy Naam-Roopa in the traditional
Iiterature.·\'1 A clear doctrine ahout Naam has heen laid down. The
hasic definition of Naam is contained in the 5ukhmani and in some
other quotations from the Gum Granth given helow :
(z) "Naam sustains all regions and universes, all thought,
knowledge and consciousness, all skies and stars, all forces
and suhstances, all continents and spheres. Naam emancipates those who accept it in their heart. He, on whom is Ilis
Grace, is yoked to Naam and he reaches the highest state
of development."I'!
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(it) "Naam

is the Creator of everything. To he divorced from

Naam is death."111 All is created hy Naam."11 "Naam gives form
to everything and through Naam comes all Wisdom or

Light."1Z
extends to all creation. There is no place or space
where Naam is not."'1
(iv) "Naam is the 'Nine Treasures' and Nectar (Amrit); It
permeates the hody."H
(v) "Naam, the immaculate, is unfathomable, how can it he
known? Naam is within us, how to get to it ? It is Naam that
works everywhere and permeates all space. The perfect Guru
awakens your heart to the vision of Naam. It is hy the Grace
of God that one meets such an Enlightener."'~
From the aoove verses it is clear that the Gurus do not use
the word Naam in any restrictive sense of its heing a psychic factor
or mere consciousness. But they refer to it as the Highest Power,
creating, informing, supporting and working the entire universe.
In short, Naam is the Reality, supporting and directing the created
worlds. There are numerous verst.1;. in the Gum Granth where
Naam and God have been described synonymously. Both, Naam
and God have heen mentioned as the "Creator of the Cosmos," as
"the Sustainer of the universe," as "permeating and informing all
things, heings, space and interspace," as "the Treasure of virtues,
values,"as "the Support of the supportless," as "the Giver of peace
and hliss," as "Eternal", "Perfect" and "Unfathomahle" and as the
"Friend", "Master" and "Emancipator" of man. The highest state of
man is mentioned as the one when he lives and works in tune
with God or Natlm, often called as God's Naam. We, therefore,
find that God and Natlm are Real, Eternal and Unfathomahle. The
Gurus have repeatedly emphasised that God is one Ek-Omkatlr,
and no second entity is at all postulated. "My Lord is the only One.
He is the Only One. (understand) hrother, He is the only one."q(,
This unamhiguously hrings out that God and Naam are one and
the same. Naam may be called the immanent or qualitative aspect
of God. Accordingly Natlm is the Creative and Dyanamic
Immanence of God, the Reality sustaining, working and directing
the manifest world of force and form.
(iii) "Naam

14
The Metaphysical View
Few prophet.s have specifically tended to lay down or prove
a metaphysical system. The Sikh Gurus are no exception. The
Buddha spurned discussion of all metaphysical prohlems. Yet, no
religion is without a theology of its own. Every ~ystem has some
hroad hasic assumptions. It must, in order to guide its followers,
prescribe a working philosophy and the principles of its discipline.
It is on these fundamentals that the theology of a religion is raised.
In their hymns, the Gurus have clarified all the principles and
doctrines of their religion. We shall try to understand what is the
kind of system these suggest.
''The Self-Existent God manifested himself into Naam. Then
came the creation of the universe. He permeates it and revels in
His Creation."· Further, it has been stated that the universe is being
sustained and directed by God as Naam. "In the Region of Truth
is God where He perpetually creates and watches the Creation with
His Benevolent Eye, deliberating about it and directing it according
as He Wills." This idea of God being the Sole Entity and being the
Creator God (Karta-Purakb) is so fundamental to the Sikh theology
that it is mentioned in the very opening line (Mool Mantra) of the
Guru Grantb, and, again, in the beginning of almost every section
and suhsection of it. Both the idea of God, explained in the
preceeding chapter, and the Mool Mantra clearly point that the
theology of Sikhism is monotheistic. Let us try to see whether this
conclusion of ours is correct, and whether many of the hurriedlybegotten views ;1bout Sikhism being pantheistic, Vedantic, Yogic
or Buddhistic have any validity. A few of the reasons supporting
our conclusion are as under.
.
(0 In the hymns of the Guru Grantb, the acceptance of
Creature-Creator relation between man and God is the striking
feature. Invariably, God has been addressed as Thou, Mother,
Father; Brother, Beloved, Lord, Hushand or in a like manner. In
fact, a majority of the hymns in the Guru Grantb are in the form
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of prayers, all addressed to God. In the Sikh tradition, two things
are firmly estahlished, having the sanction of the Gurus. First, every
prayer or ceremony, religiou~ or social ends with an Ardass or
supplication to God, invoking His Grace. Secondly, morning and
evening prayers and the rememhrance of God form an essential
part of the Sikh discipline prescrihed at the time of the initiation
ceremony.l We thus, find that hoth in the hymns of the Guru
Granth and the Sikh tradition and practice, this Creature-Creator
relation is never forgotten. The· Guru calls himself as 'the lowliest
of the low.' "All that has heen created hy God is nohler than I,
who is low and ridden with vice~~ Extreme humility is a very
significant feature of the prayer hymns addressed hy the Gurus to
God. Never does the Guru mention another person as 'That is
Thou,' or himself as 'I am Brahman or God.' The fifth Guru declined
to include in the Guru "Granth a hymn hy a contemporary saint,
Bhagat Kaahna, saying, "I am He, 0, I am the same"'; hecause this
hymn was regarded hy the Guru to he eVidently contrary to the
Sikh faith that man is not and can never he God, though he can
he His instrument.
(iO The arguments advanced to show the Creature-Creator
relation in Sikhism and the importance of prayer, mutatis mutandis
apply also to God having a Personality. The Guru Granth clearly
shows that Sikhism is a religion of love. In all devotional and mystic
religions, the idea of the Personality of God is inherent, since love
and devotion involve two persons, God and a devotee.
In Sikhism the ideas of the Will (Hukam, Raza) and Grace
of God in relation to the created world are as fundamental as in
the other theistic religions, like Christianity and Islam. Both the
words Hukam and Raza used in the Guru Granth are Arahic in
origin. These ideas of Will and Grace are inalienahly linked with
the idea of the Personality of God; the Creator, who alone can have
a Will and he Gracious and Free. These ideas heing hasic to
Sikhism, they too underline its theistic character.
(iii) The verses quoted earlier mention the universe 'as the
creation of God and not His Emanation or Extension. God is not
the material cause of the world. Nor is the separate· and
independent existence of matter accepted in any form. The
universe is changing. It is limited hy space and time, and cannot
he eternal like God. In Sikhism, the doctrine of incarnation
(Avatar), or God taking the human form, is strictly denied and is
considered heretical. Guru Gohind Singh descrihed such an idea
as an accursed one. He was, he said, a mere servant of God.~ In
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the hymn of Kbands in the japji, the world is limited to the Region
of Creativity (Karam KbandJ. It was initiated through the medium
of energy or power (for). In the hymns of Saram Kband and
Gyan Kband, a fantastic multiplicity of forms, shapes and things,
including the moulding of consciousness, sense perceptions, mind
and intellect, are descrihed. Everyone knows that in the Sikh
theology the highest form of heing is the mystic tBbaga!). In the
japji, the Guru distinctly mentions, or rather limits, the presence
of these God-conscious or God-filled heings only upto the Region
of Creativity, hut never heyond it, i.e., not in the Region of Truth
or God. The universe is the creation of God, hut it is not identical
with God. This is the hasic distinction hetween monotheism and
Indian monism or pantheism.
(iv) At a numher of places in the Guru Grantb, the Guru has
descrihed symholically the state of God when the creation was not
there. All this indicates that God is Transcendent and that He is
not co-terminus with His creation. Not only does the creation not
exhaust God, hut He is hoth prior and transcendent to His creation.
And, God's Transcendence, with a separate created universe, could
be envisaged only under a monotheistic system and never in
pantheism.
(v) An argument has heen raised in favour of the supposed
pantheistic character of Sikhism hecause of the Guru's frequent
mention of the immanent character of God in the created world.
The Gurus have clearly emphasised the transcendental character
of God hy saying that the world was created in time and space.
The Transcendent God had heen there even while the world was
uncreated and God's immanent character was unexpressed. The
expression of Naam was prior to the creation of the universe. "God
manifested Himself into Naam and at the second place the world
was created." It is true that the Gurus quite often mention God as
informing the universe. But in no scripture has the distinction
hetween the transcendent and the immanent aspects of God heen
made more clear than in the Guru Grantb; hecause God's
Immanence has heen given separate names, i.e., of Naam, Will and
Word. In the Guru Grantb, both the transcendent and immanent
aspects of God are clearly specified and distinguished so as to
avoid any confusion or a hasty conclusion that Sikhism is
pantheistic. This Immanence of God in relation to the hecoming
world is only His aspect. It does not exhaust God. That is why
God's immanent aspect has almost invariably heen called His
Naam, His Will, His Word. True, at a number of places, the Guru
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descrihes God as informing the river, the fish, the boat, and
everything. Perhaps, it is such verses as these that have led some
to the superficial conclusion of Sikhism heing pantheistic. But, all
these verses are only a ~ymholic way of expressing the Immanence
of God. The world is in God; it cannot he outside God. But, it is
not God, heing His creation. In modern monotheistic theologies,
including Christian and Islamic, God's Transcendence and His
Immanence in the created world are accepted. The verses referred
to ahove do not at all indicate anything heyond the Immanence
of God. This description of His Immanence and its operation in
the world, metaphoric as it is, can mislead no one to any erroneous
inference, especially when the Gurus have clearly stated that He
is Transcendent too. "He is unmanifest and manifest at the same
time."1> "He is pervading everywhere (Immanent) and yet He is
heyond everything, heyond pleasure and pain (Transcendent)."7
(vi) One of the chief ohjections to any pantheistic theology
is the lack of any moral content or impact of such a view of the
universe. Pantheistic philosophies, whether in the East, as in the
case of Upanisads, or in the West, as in the case of Spinoza and
Schopenhauer, are generally associated with pessimism, fatalism
and lack of moral effort and responsihility on the part of the
individual. The disasterous ethical consequences of pantheistic
doctrines, including monism that downgrades the reality of the
phenomenal world, are too well-known to he detailed here. In this
context, we may like to see what is the ethical content and impact
of the Guru's doctrines. In no religious system is the emphasis on
moral conduct greater than in the Guru Granth where "truthful
liVing or conduct has heen declared higher than Truth itself."H The
Guru says that man's assessment and approval hefore God will
depend entirely on his deeds in this world. "Good deeds and had
deeds are weighed in God's Court. According to their own deeds,
some are near, and some away from God."9 Further, 'egoistic
conduct' has heen called 'the opposite of Naam'. Naam enjoins
selfless and virtuous conduct, the same heing the Treasure of all
virtues. Judged from this emphasis on virtuous life and moral
responsihility in Sikhism and its anti-deterministic view, we should
evidently infer that Sikhism is monotheistic and not pantheistic.
(vii) lnere is a philosophic controver~y whether or not
mysticism of all kinds is monotheistic or pantheistic. Sikhism is
undeniahly hased on the mystical experience. But so are religions
like Christianity and Islam which are fanatically monotheistic. It is
well-known that many of the great Christian and Muslim mystics
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have heen duhhed as heretical hecause their description of their
mystical experiences could he construed to support a pantheistic
view of God, even though these mystics were deeply reverential
to their respective prophets. And few would call Christ and Prophet
Mohammad as pantheists.
This confusion ahout mysticism heing pantheistic has arisen
for a numher of reasons. One of them is the unwarranted
assumption by thinkers like Huxley, Russell and Stace that all
mysticism is of the same kind. But this is far from true. The huhhle
of this assumption stands pricked hy Bergson, Zaehner and Iqhal.
Their examination finds that Prophetic or Activity mysticism is a
class by itself. It is entirely different from quietist mysticism on the
hasis of which pantheistic conclusions have heen drawn. It is true
that Christian mystics like Eckhart and Silesius and Muslim mystics
like Hallaj and Ahu Yazid have made statements that lend
themselves to a pantheistic interpretation. But, these utterances
were at the very start deemed to he heretical. In addition,
suhsequent explanations tend to give them a theistic colour.
Eckhart himself virtually modified his earlier view hy making the
statement about 'a little point' of identity always suhsisting during
the mystic experience. As to Hallaj, AI Ghazali explains that
utterances made hy the mystic under the impact of the suprasensory experience or mystic drunkenness should not he
construed metaphysically. But, the far more important and relevant
are the clear views of prophetic mystics like Christ and Muhammad
themselves. All their sayings are unamhiguously theistic. Secondly,
there is the inherent difficulty of reducing non-rational mystic
experiences to clear-cut rational categories and metaphysical
concepts. More than once in the history of thought, the limitations
of the rational and scientific method to comprehend the hasic
nature of Reality has heen demonstrated. The empirical and the
scientific method accepts the system of cause and effect. But this
series when carried in regression ultimately leads to the causeless
cause, therehy demolishing the very hasis of the rationale.
Similarly, Christian theology, in its anxiety to maintain its theistic
approach, comes to accept the apparently illogical doctrine of
creation ex-nihilo, an explanation which has heen discarded hy
mystics like Boehme and Law. In Islamic thought its theism and
the separateness of man are sought to he maintained hy giving God
entirely a Transcendent character. And, yet the Immanence of God
is clearly implied hy some of the sayings in the Quran itself. It is
this difficulty of rational thought which makes Iqhal, the
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distinguished philosopher of Islam, to concede that the result of
an intellectual view of life is necessarily pantheistic. 111 And, it is
Iqbal who propounds in theistic terms, the doctrine of Prophetic
mysticism for the experience of Prophet Mohammad. All we wish
to stress is the inadequacy of the rational method to draw a
completely coherent picture or concept about the intuitional
experiences of a higher consciousness that tend to grasp the totality
of Reality compared to the normal experiences of man which are
relative and partial in their apprehension.
It is in this background that we have to interpret the hymns
of the Sikh Gurus. Guru Nanak and other Gurus have clearly stated
that what they speak is the Word of God and not their own. They
also emphasise that God can never be comprehended by the
method of rational thought. Even a cursory reading of the Guru
Granth brings out three things; Gurus' sense of deepest love and
devotion towards God, a continuous search and prayer for the
Grace of God and His 'Wholly Other' character. It is the last feature
which a stressed by the emphatic repudiation of the doctrine of
Avtarbood. All this leads one to the one and the only conclusion
that the mystic experience of the Gurus, as expressed in the Guru
Granth, clearly shows that God and the mystic are two distinct and
separate entities, the latter being the servant of the former. In view
of the ahove arguments, we come to the inevitahle conclusion that
the hymns in the Guru Granth lay down a strictly monotheistic
system.

15
The World
One of the great hasic tenets of Sikhism lies in its proclaiming
the dynamic reality and authenticity of the world and of life. "God
created the world of life and planted Naam therein, making it the
place of righteous activity." "God created the world and permeated
it with His Light.'" Since Naam, God's Immanence, has not only
created the world hut is also supporting, controlling and directing
it, the same cannot he unreal or illusory. His Immanence in this
world guarantees its heing a place of righteous activity and not
heing a fruitless or unwanted creation. In one form or the other,
this idea ahout the reality of the world gets repeated expression
and emphasis in the Guru Granth. "True are thy worlds and thy
universes; true are the forms Thou createst. True are the deeds."
''This world is the ahode of the True One, He resides in it."2 True
is He, True is His creation."3 "The body is the temple of God,
created by Himself. Within it God resides.'" "Nanak, the whole
world is in hloom like a garden. lIS
The world being real, creative work and virtuous deeds are
of fundamental importance. "The Guru contemplates God by word,
thought and deed."e, "Human hirth is a precious privilege."7 "Earth
is the true abode of righteousness."R "Truth and continence are true
dee<;ls, not fasting and rituals."9 "Good, righteousness, virtue and
the giving up vice are the way to realize the essence of God.'l1O
Body is the horse on which one rides to God."lJ
The above excerpts from the Guru Granth affirm unambiguously the reality and significance of human life. Practices involving
direct or indirect rejection or despising of life have been
denounced. The human hody is regarded as a privilege for making
life fruitful hy doing good deeds. Moral life in the world is deemed
to he of the highest importance. The Gurus emphasise the idea
that God adjudges each person according to his deeds in this
world.
True, the world is changing one, but the Gurus describe it
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as real and authentic. There is a hymn in the Gum Granlb hy Farid
which would seem to suggest that the world is not real or is a place
of suffering. While recording it in the Guru Grantb, the fifth Guru
has introduced along with it another hymn of his own, which is
a clarification to dispel the contrary impression. He writes,
"Beauteous, 0 Farid, are the garden of earth and the human
hody."12 The Guru further states that "deride not the world as it
is the creation of God."ll
Here one point needs clarification. At some places the Gurus
have ohserved that without understanding the reality of life all
efforts are wasteful. Such verses do not at all condemn the world
or human activity as such. They only mean that every ego-centric
activity is fruitless. The Gurus only seek to stress that unless life
is lived with the right approach and attitude all activity hecomes
useless. The fifth Guru, who has clearly denounced otherworldliness, likens self-centred activity to living in a house of
sand."H The same thought has heen presented from a different
angle. Without knOWing Him all that appears is false."I~ On the
other hand, "If Thou entereth my courtyard, the whole earth
hecomes heauteous."ll> Similarly, the ninth Guru calls the world of
the egoist as the cloud of smoke. But, for the God-centred person,
he says, it is entirely different; as with the aid of God, "One's fetters
are hroken and one is all powerful."l7 The Gurus' criticism is not
negative. In fact, while denouncing egoistic activities, they
invariably stress the positive side, viz., the performance of moral
and righteous activities in the world.
God, is greatly interested in the world. He 'revels in His
creation', He is descrihed as 'perpetually creating the world a,nd
tknevolently nurturing His creation.' "God works through His
creation."IH This emphatic assertion about the authenticity of the
world is a clear departure from the Indian religious tradition. It is,
for that matter, radical in its implication. The Gurus were extremely
conscious of this fundamental change they were making. That is
why, both in their lives and in their hymns, they have heen laying
stress on this aspect of their spiritual thesis, lest they should he
misunderstood on this hasic issue. Living in this world is not a
bondage for them hut a rare opportunity. Not only is God
henevolently developing and guiding the world in which He is
Immanent, hut each one of us is "yoked to his task and each is
assigned a duty to perform. "19 The persistent interest of God in the
creative movement is also ohvious from the fact that the Gurus call
Him Protector, .Father, King, Emperor and a Just Administrator.
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While discussing the concept of God of Attrihutes, Will and
Grace, we have indicated its far-reaching implications ahout the
reality of the world and the spiritual primacy of moral life therein.
These aspects of God intimately connect Him with the world which
is their only field of operation. For all these reasons, the Gurus call
the world real. Consequently, their message and mission also relate
to this world, wherein alone their mission could he fulfilled. No
feeling or prayer has heen expressed with greater depth and
intensity than the one for the 'gift of Naam'. Naam heing the
Benevolent Supporter and Director of the world, what can he the
gift of Naam to the devotee, except that of an enlightened, loving
and creative interest in the world and in its development. How can
one claim to he a devotee of God or Naam and ask for its gift
or link with it, and, yet, decline to toe the line of God, viz., of
nurturing and advancing the processes of creativity and construction in the world instead of heing a recluse or a drop-out? It is
for this reason that the Gurus have strongly condemned all ascetic
and escapist practices. "One reaches not Truth hy remaining
motionless like trees and stones, nor hy being sawn alive.,,20 "0
Yogi, you are sitting in a trance, hut you discriminate and have
a sense of duality. You heg from door to door, are you not ashamed
of it.,,21 '1ainic asceticism, or even if the body were cut into hits,
would not efface the dirt of ego.'t22
When we look back on the hackground in which Sikh Gurus
propounded their spiritual thesis, one can well realise how
imperative it was for them to stress this aspect of their mysticism.
In India the ideal of four Asbramas has heen a scripturally
recognised spiritual way of life. Out of these four Ashramas, two,
namely, the Vanprastba and the Sanyasa Asbramas distinctly
enjoin an other-worldly approach to life. The house-holder's duties
were not helieved to he conducive to higher spiritual attainments.
That is why, in order to make any progress in the spiritual field,
one had to renounce worldly activities and take to the life of the
hermit and Sanyasin. As against it, all the Sikh Gurus, excepting
the eighth Guru, who passed away at an early age, were married
house-holders. Till the last days of their lives, they worked
creatively and carried out their mission in the social and political
fields. Seen in the context of Indian tradition, the ideals and
institutions of Sikhism are entirely different. For the Gurus the
world is a place of heauty. Man's struggle therein provides an
opportunity for his progress. Hence the arena of man's and mystic's
work has to be in life and life alone. It is only the challenges of
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life that enahle man to show and test his moral and spiritual
strength and stature. It is this conduct that forms the hasis of his
assessment. Here it would be pertinent to recall the Guru's dictum
that "God is not attained hy despising the world."B
The hcst understanding of the kind of interest in life the
Gurus recommended for their disciples is gained from the lives they
themselves lived. The Gurus went in for full participation in life.
For them it would have heen incongruous on the one hand to call
life real and on the other to ignore the challenges of the sociopolitical life of their times.
The Guru's view ahout the world and their approach to it
were an ideological, deliberate and clear departure from the Indian
religious tradition. They led us on an entirely new spiritual path.

16
The Concept ofHaumen
Having explained their ideas ahout God and the reality of
world and life, the Gurus proceed to descrihe (a) the existing state
of man and the causes of his pains and prohlems, (h) the right
path for his spiritual progress and the solution of his difficulties,
and (c) the goal of man and the characteristics of the ideal life.
It is proposed to deal with each of these and allied issues in three
different chapters.
The word Manmukh (Self-centred person) indicates the
normal state of man in which his self-will and animal propensities
dominate, and Gurmukh (God-centred one or superman) descrihes
the ideal man or the highest level of mystic achievement and
consciousness. The progress from Manmukh to Gurmukh, or from
self-centred person to a God-centred person, constitutes, in a way,
the entire story of Sikh mysticism. In the Gum Granth many ideas
are intimately linked with this development. The Guru feel that,
at the present level, man's main limitations and prohlems arise from
his Haumerz. No understanding of the Gurus' system is possihle
without knowing fully the significance and implications of the
concept of Haumen, which is fundamental to its structure and
holds the key to its theology. We shall first explain this doctrine.

Haumen
Haumen cannot he adequately translated hut the word ego
would he the nearest to its meaning. Haumen is the conscious
suhject, the "I" of the normal individual psyche. It is the director
of all one's organs and limhs induding the nervous system. The
word Ahankara would not be quite appropriate, hecause this word
hasically represents a concept in a dualistic system like the
Samkhya in which Ahankara is the transformation and growth of
the eternal Prakriti. The Gurus assume no such Prakriti. For them
Haumen represents the human individuality that is not Godoriented. It is the self, the ego, the 'stream of consciousness' or
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the centre of control of all working, deliberation and propulsion
in any being or unit of life.

Haumen God-Created
The Gurus say that "the world came' into being by
individuation."1 Evidently, for the growth of life, this creation of
an individual self or Haumen in every being was essential. There
could be no animal life without there being in each organism a
centre of consciousness or autonomy. It is this Haumen which has
enabled the evolution of life from the smallest being to the
extremely complicated hiologic structure of man. It is impossihle
to conceive of a being without the centre of its functioning and
control.
Every man is equipped with many kinds of organs and
faculties. He has the sensory organs of perception and the nervous
system which is also the organ of reflection and deliberation. These
faculties, including his thoughts, are subservient to his individuality, self or ego. Throughout the evolution of life over millions
of years this ego has heen the instrument and guardian of one's
security, welfare and progress. Without a deep commitment to the
interests, preservation and progress of the self, to the exclusion of
every other being of self, life could never survive the battle against
challenges from the environment, including the climate, the
elements and other beings. This ego has been the best guarantee
for securing hath the survival and the progress of life from amoeha
to man.

The problem ofHaumen
What has been the surest means of life's survival and progress
has now, according to the Gurus, become "the great disease."z of
man. The struggle against the elements and inter-species competition haVing been considerably won, man finds himself quite
unequipped and helpless in the inter-species dealings and struggle
between man and man. The Gurus repeatedly emphasise that this
Haumen, egoism or self-centredness is the greatest problem of
man. The reason is obvious. Just as it is impossible for one's
stomach or liver to digest food for another person, in the same
way it is impossihle for one's thought system to be anything but
self-centred, the same being subservient to the individual self. It
is this organic condition of man that the Gurus call Haumen or
self-eentredness.
True, certain altruistic tendencies have been developed as the
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result of cultural conditioning over the years. But, this altruism is
only superficial or conditioned. Spontaneous altruism is constitutionally and psychologically impossihle in the animal-man. The
moment the struggle for existence hecomes keen, the hasic selfcentredness of man is unmasked and hecomes dominant in its
manifestation. 'Honesty is the hest policy' so long as it works to
one's well heing, otherwise the fangs of self-centredness hecome
hared in their naked ugliness. This the spectacle we witness
everyday in the hehaviour of individuals, groups, classes, societies
and nations.
According to the Gurus' concept of God, He is the Father and
all persons are His children. "He helongs to all and all helong to
Him."~ "There is one Father and we are His children."4 "Let all he
called high, to me no one appears low. One potter has fashioned
all vessels and one light prevades the whole universe."~ "Be thou
the dust for all men to tread upon, and know that thy Lord is in
every heart."r, The way to God, according to the Gurus, is to realise
and accept this idea of the hrotherhood of man and express it
truthfully and spontaneously in our conduct. "One cannot be a
Yogi hy mere Wishing. The real Yoga lies in treating alike all
heings.'17 But, Haumen or self-centredness is the chief hurdle in
the way of man's progress. "God is within us, but is not known
hecause of the curtain of Haumen (ego) in hetween."R "Hushand
(God) and wife (soul) live side by side, hut the impregnable wall
of Haumen (ego) separates them."9 "This foolish egoist remains a
stranger to himself. Only when he deems himself to he the lowest
of all, he sees God in all hearts."lo

Haumen and Maya
In the Gum Granth the word Maya appears quite often.
Literally, .and in the traditional literature, the word means the power
of illusion. But, for the Gurus the world is not an illusion. Their
emphasis is on the authenticity of life. As such, what does Maya
mean in the Gum Granth? For the Gurus a life of Haumen is a
life of Maya. "In ego is Mayat1 ! ''Whoever is afflicted hy duality
is the slave of Maya."1l "Intoxicated with Maya one is vain and
mean, therehy getting away from God."ll "Maya is that which
causes us to forget God, hy which attachment and a sense of
duality are produced. 14
The Gum Granth does not subscrihe to anything like the
unreality of the physical world. Nor is Maya a cognitive error
caused by the universe. There is nothing deceptive in the objective
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world that could mislead us. Maya is the suhjective error of
accepting a wrong point of view, the failure of man to look at
things in the proper perspective of the unity of life. This error of
man is not conceptual or perceptual, hut it is ethical inadequacy
and moral infirmity that are to hlame. Misled hy the ego and
passions, the individual ignores the hasic reality of the hrotherhood
of man. Instead, he assumes the separateness of individuals,
involving himself in immoral and destructive conflicts. The way to
rectify this human weakness is neither to have a new mental picture
of the world and man, nor to raise a new concept, hut to accept
a new ethical standard. The remedy is to make a moral effort hy
disciplining one's passions and controlling one's selfish propensities. 'The wonder of man hecoming God' can he perl'ormed only
hy virtuous conduct and deeds. It naturally follows that Maya
means a distorted and jaundiced ethical assumption or viewpoint.
It is in this sense Maya is practically synonymous with Haumen
or egoism.
True, at some places the world has heen called an illusion.
But, Maya is an illusion in the same sense as the Guru's verse that
"without realising the truth about life all our efforts are in vain:'~
To caU the world Maya is just another way of emphasising the need
for developing the right understanding and approach and
discarding the fallacious ones. Ohviously, while a man is governed
hy Haumen, he is in Maya. It is the perverted vision of Jlaumen
or Maya that distorts our view of the world. This wrong way of
looking at things from only an individual's point of view, in
violation of the hasic unity and harmony of life inherent in the idea
of God, is termed Maya.

Haumen and its vices
The Gurus enumerate five principal classes of vices of
Haumen or egoism. They are lust (Kam), anger (Krodb), greed and
covcteousness (Lohh), attachment (Mob) and pride (Ahankar, this

word is also used as Virtually synonymous with egoism. But, here
we take it to mean only pride). "0 God, I seek thy protection; dispel
lust, anger, greed, attachment and pride."'6 These vices are all the
aggressive manifestations of Haumen, with the consequent
inahility of man to see others as his equals and to consider their
point of view. Lust is just the satisfaction of one's own passions
at the cost of others. Anger is the reaction symptom of frustration
of one's hase motives in the environmental field. Greed is just one's
sense of individual possessiveness in conflict with the interests of
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others. Mob is undue attachment to persons and things one feels
as one's own. In addition, this attachment is to the exclusion of
the just rights and well-heing of others. The last categOlY of vice
is the sense of pride or aggressiveness. It involves trampling upon
the rights of others. It is an ugly and sadistic satisfaction in feeling
superior to others by humiliating them and encroaching upon what
is theirs. Pride is prohahly the most insatiahle of human vices that
leads to the worst of human conflicts and wars. It is the irony of
human culture that some of the anti-social and anti-human
institutions like those of slavery and property, class and national
divisions, caste and pollution, inequality of status and sexes,
political dominance and territorial aggrandisement have been
created with these vices as their hasic. We shall con.sider this issue
further while dealing with the suhject of ethics and the sociopolitical efforts of the Gurus.

Haumen and evil
The prohlem of evil has confronted all religious systems.
Virtually, all our vices, frustrations and insecurity spring from
Haumen. It is the nature of every animal, including the self-centred
man, to he gUided hy Haumen. The animals are constitutionally
incapahle of rising above it. They are not to blame for their failure
to do so. Therefore, in their case the problem of evil has no
significance. But, the failure of the self-centred man, whom the
Gurus call Manmukb, to understand the unity of life leads to all
the personal, social and political problems, including the greatest
modem prohlems of poverty and wars. The Gurus clearly attribute
the prohlem of evil to human self-eentredness. This Haumen is due
to the present constitution of man which he is capable of
transcending. As such, the problem of evil is, indeed, the prohlem
of the imperfection of man. This prohlem of imperfection or evil
cannot he used as a handle to demolish the idea of God. When
God was hy Himself, there was nothing good or bad. Nor was there
love or devotion since there was nothing beside God. In tenns of
human logic all perfection is static. But, the fundamental criterion
of life is movement or change. No change means no life. While
all perfection is static, all changes and all qualities are relative and
hierarchical. It is impossible to conceive of life, movement, change
or qualities except in terms of comparison,' relations and
imperfections. Imperfection, thus, becomes the hallmark of life and
of a becoming world. We shall discuss the issue further while
considering the problem of freedom and responsihility. Here it is
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enough to indicate that it is this imperrection described by
relational words like good, bad or evil, indicating only comparative
differences of quality, that become the basis of all striving for moral
and spiritual life.
It is often said that whereas the Western psyche and religions
are seriously concerned with the problem of evil, almost to the
point of raising it as a bogey and developing a morbid sense of
guilt, Eastern religions are somewhat fatalistic, apathetic and
unresponsive to it. Sikh mysticism is neither obsessed with the
problem, nor is it oblivious of it. In fact, the presence of evil, which
is due to Haumen or the animal-man's make-up, is recognised as
the greatest challenge to man. But, it cannot become the basis to
condemn man, life or God. One does not blame the egg for not
being a full fledged bird. Nor is it necessary to raise the symbol
of Satan to explain it. Evil is due to the inherent imperrection of
every being who is in the egoist state.

17
Solution
Having diagnosed the desease and its cause, the Sikh Gurus
feel neither unconcerned nor dismayed about it. They do not turn
their back to life by saying that all life is a suffering or evil. Nor
do they preach that the only way of release from Samsara is
Niroana. While they attribute all our difficulties, frustrations and
conflicts to Haumen, they do not dub man as evil or an
unredeemable sinner. They never hold retreat as an ideal of life.
Nor do they, like some existentialists, shrink with fear and feel
condemned to freedom. Instead, they not only fully accept life and
its challenges', but call the world a beautiful garden and place of
great opportunity. They feel confident that the hurdle of Haumen
can overcome. In fact, the entire message of the Sikh Gurus is
meant- to solve this problem. Theirs is a crusade to enable man to
rise above his present level and remove the hurdles and solve the
problems that face him.

The Way Out
Here the Gurus explain their system and suggest the solution
clearly and emphatically. It is this solution which is the basis of
their: mystic system, discipline and institutions.
God is the Director of the World, the Treasure of Attributes
and Values. The remedy, according to the Gurus, is that we should
be guided by God-consciousness and not by self-centredness. Such
a God-centred person is called a Gurmukh. "God created
individuation but by forgetting Naam we come to grief."l "Naam
and Haumen are opposed to each other. The two cannot be at
the same place." 2 It is a verse of the highest significance, meaning
and implications. Let us amplify it.
The Gurus accept life in toto. Thus call it as the only
opportunity for man to play his destined role. In most other
religious systems, mystic liVing and worldly life are considered as
opposed to each other. This is the lesson derived from the system
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of the four Asbramas. In Buddhism, too, Niroana and Samsara
are opposed to each other.~ It is not so in Sikh mysticism. Here
only egoism, not the worldly life as such, is opposed to the spiritual
life. The way to God is through life, not through its renunciation.
The second corollary of the idea is that self-centredness must
be suhstituted hy God-centredness. In the Guru Grantb two types
of human beings have been mentioned, the Manmukb and the
Gurmukb. We shall elaborate on this issue while dealing with the
suhject of the mystic goal. Here it is enough to say that the man
who is self-centred is far from God. "Haumen (ego) is a deep
malady. The remedy is to attune one's self to Naam by God's
Grace."4 "With fear of God in mind one loses egoism."~ "Drive out
lust and anger, be the servant of all and see the Lord in all hearts."6
"Spontaneous service of others characterises the Godly."7
The third corollary is that far from giving up worldly life, the
same is essential for the mystic, seeker and the God-centred
person. The very word God-centred assumes activity on the part
of the mystic. Since God is creative, the God-centred too has to
be creative. The system does not become rudderless. Only selfcentredness is suhstituted by God-consciousness. In fact, life and
its activities alone reveal the distinction between a self-centred man
and a God-centred one. Hence, "he who destroys evil becomes a
perfect man."R "Love, contentment, truth, humility and other virtues
enable the seed of Naam to sprout."9 "Our deeds alone bear
witness unto our life. OIIO
The above hymns of the Gurus indicate that the way to the
mystic achievement lies in being altruistic or moral instead of being
self-centred. Except for some conditioned or calculated altruism,
a self-centred person cannot he spontaneously altruistic. The
solution really consists in transferring the control of the mind from
Haumen to Naam, the Dynamic and Attrihutive Immanence of God
represented hy his Hukam, Raza or Will. It is the essence of the
doctrine of Haumen that God consciousness involves neither
inactivity nor withdrawal from life, but whole-hearted spolltaneous
altruistic deeds. JU~1 as Haumen and Naam are opposed to each
other. In the same manner God-centredness and inactivity are a
contradiction in terms.

Link with God Possible
The Gurus assert the presence of a Higher Power or God in
man and that it is possible for man to become conscious of him.
Whether that consciousness of God involves a relationship of
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union, merger or of any other kind is a separate question. But, the
point of primary importance is that it is possible for man to develop
such a relationship, or a new state of being or consciommess. The
Gurus stress again and again that God pelVades all hearts and one
can attune oneself to Him. While we are in the normal ego-state
we are unconscious of this Immanence of God in us, "where there
is egoism, God is not; where there is God, there cannot be any
egoism."ll "God unites seeker with himself." "God pervades the
heart and one gives up ego and evil." ''They live in the presence
of God and are attuned to Him." "By His Grace God comes in body
and mind."12 It means that the entire psyche of such a person is
guided hy god-consciousness. "By Naam is the mind iIIumined."13
"0 my mind you are the image of Light. Know the Lord. God is
within yoU."14 "In the body is Lord's Jewel." "Immaculate is body.
Immaculate is the soul; in it is Naam, the Essence of God. God
abides in the mind of all."15
These hymns emphasise the idea that God resides within the
human heart and the way to solve our problems and difficulties
is to establish a relation with Him. This presence of God in us has
variously been described as Naam, Guru, Word, Light and Will.

Freedom and Responsibility
The question of human freedom and necessity has been a
difficult one in all religious and philosophic systems. Empirical
logic has failed to resolve this problem. And yet the ethical and
moral needs of man are intimately linked with this issue. All
religious systems must, therefore, furnish an answer to this basic
question. It is our purpose here to give the Gurus' views on the
subject.
As uncompromising theists, the Gurus obviously do not
suhscribe to any notion of materialism or mechanism. In their
system, prayer, love and grace have a primary significance and
place. Their ideas Ipso facto repudiate all notions about determinism or necessity.
One of the greatest contributions of the Gurus is their idea
of .God being a creator who, as a God of Will and Attributes, is
helping an evolutionary movement towards a being who is Godconscious. Let us try to elaborate and understand the significance
of this concept.
The idea of determinism is only a logical abstraction from our
daily experience of cause and effect. As already stated, when
pursued backwards, this idea of every effect being determined by
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a cause breaks down. Perforce we come to a dead end as to what
is the first cause. To this causeless cause or Un-created Creative
cause the Gurus give the name of a Creator who has a Will. A
Creator with a Will implies freedom to create on the part of the
Self-created Creator. Otherwise, the very idea of a Creator with a
Will would be a contradiction in terms. In other words, God has
a Free Will. God is a Being who is the Master of the ways of His
functioning and we do not know them. He is Free. He is not
determined by the laws of our world.
The Gurus envisage a clear process of evolution in this world.
Man, according to the Gurus, is the highest evolved being. He is
not only conscious but he is also self-conscious. He has a clear
capacity for discernment, reflection and deliberation. This is an
attribute higher than that of other animals. Life affords man an
opportunity to become a God-centred being. "This alone is your
opportunity; seek within."16 "You have been given a human body;
this is your opportunity to meet God."17
The very suggestion or persuasion to avail oneself of this
opportunity, implies a freedom and capacity on the part of man
to do so. The Gurus indicate a clear movement from comparative
determinism to freedom taking place in this world. From apparently
mechanistic maner, there appeared conscious life. Then appeared
the self-conscious man with an increasing capacity for choice,
deliberation and consequent freedom. The final achievement is to
be a God-conscious person, the creative instrument of Free God
or a living-centre of freedom. Seen in this light, the Gurus envisage
a distinct evolutionary movement from comparative necessity to
freedom. The more a person is free and creative, for creation
assumes freedom, the nearer is he to God. This is the yardstick
with which the Gurus measure a man and his progress.
In addition, there is the moral argument which, in a way, is
co-extensive with the argument of freedom. We have seen that the
Gurus call God as the Ocean of Values and the True Judge. If every.
one were governed by rigid determinism, the question of any mOlfll
assessment would not arise. In a deterministic world, words like
'true and false', 'right or wrong', 'good or bad', 'helpful or harmful',
have no meaning; nor would words like 'ought and ought not',
'regret and happiness', 'wisdom and folly', 'just and unjust', have
any significance in the case of man. These terms are never applied
to the virtually determined and mechanistic world of maner. And,
yet, the mystic system of the Gurus is deeply moral and ethical in
its content. God is called the True One Good, Just, Benevolent and
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Shelter of the shelterless. The Gurus call our world, the very place
of righteousness. The assessment and approval of man are based
on the character of man's deeds. If human actions were
predetermined, they could hardly be called his deeds, much less
could they have a moral character or be judged by the yardstick
of righteousness. No one can be morally assessed unless he has
the freedom of choice which he exercises voluntarily. The Gurus'
entire emphasis is to persuade and exhort man to exercise the right
choice. They blame man for his sufferings and frustrations since
these follow from his wrong choice of deeds. The way out is to
be moral and righteous, Le., to be more free and responsible. It
is by this choice of freedom and righteousness that man becomes
God-centred, a synonym for release and freedom from comparative
necessity and determinism.
The Gurus do not accept the doctrine of Karma, if it is to
be understood in any fatalistic or deterministic sense. Their idea
is of a Creative God, with a Will and Purpose, who is greatly
concerned with the improvement and evolution of his creation and
the imperfect heings. The Guru Granth, clearly controverts the
deterministic Karmic doctrine hy saying that "When there was no
universe, how di~ the first being inherit Karma, or who created
Karma initially."IR "Vou say that body is made of five elements,
from where were the elements created? You say that man is hound
by his Karma, who created the law of Karma ?"19 "When there was
neither father, nor mother, nor form, nor Karma, when neither
were you there,· nor was I there, what came from where? When
there was no Veda and Shastra, from where did Karma originate ?"20 The idea of creativity and growth are an integral part of
the Gurus' view of life and morality. And then, there is the basic
concept of Grace over-riding and controverting the doctrine of
Karma.

The Gums distinctly say that God creates man and grants him
freedom to decide course of his life. "Lord created the world and
left it free to do as it wills." 2t "According to their deeds, some are
near and some far from God. 22 "Man is blessed with the light of
reason and discrimination."23 "Vices are like chains around our
necks and virtues the only friend."24
All these quotations from the Guru Granth clearly envisage
freedom on the part of man to make any decisions he likes with
regard to his deeds. Had man been rigidly governed by his past
and the course of his present and future actions been determined
by his previous deeds, all these exhortations to man to reshape
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his future would he without the importance and significance the
Gurus attach to them. EVidently the Gurus do not accept the
validity of any Karmic or deterministic law. On the other hand,
they consistently stress the freedom of man to determine the course
of his actiVities.
No douht, there are sayings like "why hlame others, it is our
own doings that lead us astray."l~ It is also true that the idea of
"as you sow, so shall you reap" is there. But, all this only fortifies
the principle of free will and the moral responsihility of man. There
is nothing in the Guru Grantb to endorse the deterministic Karmic
doctrine of traditional Brahmanism. This concept has been
specifically refuted in the Guru Grantb. The idea of "as you sow,
so shall you reap," is just an appeal and exhortation to the limited
sovereignty of man, so as to invoke his sense of reason, initiative,
responsihility and growth.
Another point also needs clarification. It has been stated hy
the Gurus that everything happens according to the Will of God.
This is just an assertion ahout the Omnipotence of God which is
inherent in any theistic concept. It' Clctually appears in all theistic
religions like Islam and Christianity. The Quran stresses God's
complete Omnipotence in thoughts like: "His is the command and
unto Him ye will he hrought hack. You cannot will except hy the
Will of Allah."26 "Whom Allah Wills, he sendenth astray, and whom
He Wills, He placeth on straight path."17 "He created all things and
ordained their destinies." 211 "Everyman's destiny have we fastened
on his neck. It shall be as Allah pleases."29
Similarly, Jesus prayed before his crucification, "My Father!
If it is possihle, let this cup be taken away from me. But I want
Your Will, not mine."30 It only indicates that it is God's Will that
is operative. God is 'the First and the Last' both in Christianity and
Islam. He heing the Sole Entity, the question of anyone else's will
does not arise. He makes the laws, and, yet, in all theistic religions
the emphasis on morality is primary. There is no contradiction
between the two ideas.' Man has the choice to ignore God's Will.
God being the Ocean of Virtues, His Will is moral. But man can
and does flout it. Unless man has the freedom to make decisions,
the question of his being responsible or being blamed for evil and
sin cannot arise. But, in the Gurus' system, moral life is the only
way to spiritual achievement. Similarly, it is the chief obligation and
characteristic of the superman to lead a life of virtue. It would just
be naive to suggest that the concept of the Omnipotence of God
and the primacy of God's Will leads to the negation of moral life.
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Such a deterministic concept is contrary to the teachings of the
Guru Granth, for the entire responsibility for leading a moral life
is on man. In Sikhism moral life and spiritual life are one and the
same. Moral life is the way to the spiritual progress and spiritual
life is spontaneously moral.
Even from the last prayer of Jesus it is evident that he could
act according to his own will, hut he did not want to escape
crucification if it was God's Will. But he had the option which he
exercised in favour of God's Will being done. This is exactly the
difference between a theistic system like Sikhism and a pantheistic,
monistic ~l'stem or a deterministic one where man has no
responsihility. This is illustrated by the story of a sinner. After his
death, he was, because of his misdeeds, barred by Agni-R.udra from
entering the realm of the sun or heaven. But the man's reply to
the deity was that God being witness to all his deeds and haVing
made him to do everything, he was hlameless. The logic of the
argument was accepted hy the God, and he was admitted into
heaven."I' As against this, in Sikhism, everyman is responsible for
his deeds. The validity of moral life forms the very fundamental
tenet of the Guru's system. The concept of a God of Will does not
in any way conflict with the concept of a God of Attributes and
Values and One who is Ever-creative. The Guru Granth repeatedly
stresses that the responsihility for good or evil acts is that of the
individual. This idea is presented ironically when it is said that
"with torch in hand one falls in well."32 It means that we have both
the freedom and the responsibility to avoid vice. It is the character
of the choice we make that indicates the level of our growth and
the sense of our freedom and responsibility.

The final cure ofHaumen
True, it is only virtuous and altruistic deeds that lead one
away from the life of Haumen and towards the path of Naam or
God-centredness. But, ultimately it is only God's Grace that unites
one with Naam. By this union a new and higher centre of
consciousness is gained, called God-consciousness. "With God's
Grace is the ultimate insignia of approval conferred on man." 33
Without doubt, it is the practice of virtues that alone can merit
Grace. While one has to work altruistically to merit Grace, the same
by its very nature cannot be earned. The very idea of effort for
achievement raises a sense of pride. And pride becomes suicidal
and self-defeating from the point of view of receiving Grace.
Besides, the idea of merit, if seen from the logical angle, is
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somewhat deterministic. It is contrary to the very concept of Godconsciousness which involves creativity and freedom. One can
never achieve the final stage of creative freedom by deterministic
methods. The achievement of God-centredness by man has, by its
very nature, to be an act of the Grace of the Wholly Free and
Creative Being. God alone is the final judge of human progress.
But, this should not suggest any idea of arbitrariness and fatalism.
It only invokes man to be progressively moral, responsible, creative
and free. For Grace itself is an aspect of the Creative and the Free.

Message and mission ofthe Gurus
On the issue, what is his message and mission, Guru Nanak
is extremely precise and concise. He leaves no one in ambiguity
about it. His message is that it is man's destiny, and of man alone,
to remedy the malady of Haumen and uplift himself into a new
being and consciousness. The Guru puts the question as to "how
the wall of falsehood intervening between us and Reality can be
removed and gives the categorical reply that "it can be done by
carrying out God's wm." This is the gist of Guru Nanak's message
and teachings. In the Sidh Gosht he specifies his life's mission just
in one line. His object, he says, is, with the help of other Godcentred persons, to make everyone cross this sea of difficulty or
solve the problem of Haumen, i.e., to make every Manmukh a
Gurmukh. In the Gurus' eyes Manmukh is not in a hopeless state
of mind. The Gurus' message and mission are thus related to man
so as to elevate him, because he alone has the capacity for a higher
life.
Here it is essential to mention two things. The Gurus have
repeatedly indicated a continuing process of development,
evolution and progress in the empirical world. Further, they clearly
point out that progress from egoistic man to the superman or Godcentred man is not only possible, but is in accordance with the
purpose of God. In the hymns of Cosmography already quoted,
an asCending order of created forms and beings is indicated. The
Gurus have stated that individuation was created by God. There
has been gradual growth from small organisms, to animals, and
finally to the animal-man, with his subtle sense of discrimination
and introspection. "For several hirths (you) were a mere worm, for
several births an insect, for several hirths a fish and animal," "after
ages you have the glory of being a man."34 "after passing through
myriads of species, one is blest with the human form"45 "God
created you out of a drop of water and hreathed life in you. He
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endowed you with the light of reason, discrimination and
~isdom."\(, "0 man, you are supreme in God's creation; now is your

opportunity, you may fulfil or not fulfil your destiny."37
Further progress of this egoistic man depends entirely on the
deeds of the individual. Till man had appeared on the scene, it
was not possible for life to outgrow its animal existence and
alienation from God. So far, like other animals, man -too has been
living an animal life. But, the Gurus emphasise the opportunity
availahle to man to grow into a superman.
The Gurus repeatedly address man to give up this egocentric
activities and therehy to rise to his full stature. "After ages, this
invaluahle opportunity of human hirth is availahle, hut one loses
it for nothing;" "One loses a ruhy in exchange for a piece of broken
glass. "III "Among eighty-four lakhs of species, man is assigned the
supreme position, whosoever misses the opportunity, suffers the
pain of transmigration."\9 "Human birth is the epitome of fruitful
effort, but man loses it for a trite."40 "You have obtained the
privilege of human hirth, now is your only opportunity to meet
God."'\ This is how we understand Guru Nanak's reply to the
Sidhas that his mission was, with the help of other God-conscious
persons, to assist man to grow into a superman. He wanted thereby
to help the process of evolution and creativity to supermanhood,
flowering into a beautiful world of God.

18

Goal and Gurmukh
We now come to the last phase of the progress of man. The
goal represents the crucial aspect of any religion or mysticism. For,
it evidently governs, colours and determines the entire structure
of the system, its concepts, institutions and discipline. Secondly,
it is in this field that the Gurus have made a completely radical
departure from the general mystic tradition, more especially from
the Indian tradition. Thirdly, we find that many misunderstandings,
about the theology, growth and history of Sikhism, arise from a
casual or inadequate knowledge of the human goal laid down hy
the Gurus. Such ignorance is quite understandable in the case of
persons who are votaries of other system and judge Sikhism by
their own yardsticks. For example, persons with a mechanistic or
a materialistic philosophy of any variety would, naturally, tend to
interpret and view all1>l'stems, including that of the Gurus, in terms
of their own belief. But, unfortunately, many of the distortions
about Sikhism are made by persons whose claim to knowledge of
Sikhism, if judged on the basis of the Guru Granth, is hardly
tenahle. It is with this hackground, and for the above reasons, that
we should like to give the subject of the goal a special treatment,
even though many of the related ideas have appeared earlier in
one form or the other. The subject, in order to be self-explanatory,
has to he studied under three heads: the goal, the characteristics
and role of the ideal man and the lives of the Gurus. All these
matters are intimately inter-connected with each other. But, for the
purpose of clarity, whereas the first two matters will be dealt with
in this chapter, the third will receive separate treatment.

1. GOAL
No issue has been made explicit and emphasised so much
as the problem of human goal. The Gurus have explained their
views by enunciating different doctrines. All of them point out to
the same conclusion about the ideal life. Here we shall only state
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the concepts and doctrines which prescribe the human goal.
(a) Righteous deeds alone basis of assessment: In the first
hymn of Cosmography, Guru Nanak gives what should be the role
of man on earth which has been declared to be a place for the
practice of righteousness. The ideal prescribes the performance of
virtuous deeds and not of ritualism, Yogic meditations and
asceticism. It has been clearly stressed that the assessment of man
will be made on the basis and character of his deeds. The same
idea has been repeated in the Guru Granth in numerous hymns
liI~e, "With God only the deeds one does in this world count."l For,
"through virtue is one enlightened."z
(b) Higher than Truth is Truthful Living: In the following
words Guru Nanak has stated an extremely important dictum of
Sikhism. "Everything is lower than truth, but higher still is truthful
liVing." It is just a symbolic way of emphasising that the ideal is
to live the active life of truth and not only to know Truth as an
end in itself. As to what is the life of truth and good conduct, the
Gurus themselves have exemplified the same. In addition, the
description of the qualities of God and the God-centred man shows
what is truthful liVing. The goal is to live an active and creative
life. "True living is living God in life."3
(c) Carry out the Will of God: Guru Nanak declares that the
goal of man cannot be reached through the intellect or wisdom,
howsoever one may try; nor can it be achieved by the ascetic
practices. The Guru raises specifically the question as to how one
can be a true human being, a Sachiars or an ideal man. To this
the Guru provides a clear-cut answer: "By carrying out the Will
of God." The Gurus conceive of God as a God of Will. He is a
Dynamic Creative God whose Ever-creative and a Attributive Will
is operative in the world with a direction and a purpose. For man,
therefore, the ideal life is to carry out His Will. It is the ideal of
doing creative activity in the universe as God's instrument. That
is why in Sikhism the goal of personal salvation is excluded. The
Gurus declare that it is possible for man to know His Will. The
goal is not only to establish union with God, nor only to know
His Will, but, after haVing done that, to carry it out. The ideal is
not blissful union as an end in itself, but union with a view both
to knOWing His Will and carrying it out. It is the same thing as
saying that the ideal is not to know the Truth but to live the life
of Truth.
(d) God-consctous man: On the question of Haumen, we
came to the conclusion that activities of the ordinary self-centred
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man are the cause of all social evils and conflicts. As against it,
the Gurus hold out the God-centred man as the ideal. Because of
his new consciousness he is full of virtues as attributed to God.
The mystic ideal is of active God-consciousness. All exhortations
to man are to achieve this supermanship by the practice of virtues.
"In the soil of your body sow the seed of godly deeds. In that field
God sprouts."
(e) Link with Naam: For the Gurus, Naam is engaged in
directing the world to become a place of values, harmony and
beauty. A very large number of hymns in the Guru Granth are
prayers for one's being united with Naam. "He reaches the highest
stage whom God benevolently yokes to His Naam."4 liTo be
imbued with Naam is the essence of true Iiving." S "Pray, link me
to God." 6
Accordingly, the ideal of Sikhism is to be yoked, attuned or
linked to Naam in order to lead the world of man to an altruistic
goal. Naam being the opposite of egoism, this progressive
movement is towards an ideal in which selfishness and egoism
disappear and qualities of Naam are practised. To be linked to
Naam only means to become its instrument and share the
responsibility of a creative and virtuous development in the world.
The practice of Naam and its ethics, is both the ideal and "the
sovereign remedy of all ills and evils"7 and the way to human
development. As in the case of the ideal of God~centredness, here
too the same discipline and development are prescribed, viz., of
shedding vice and practising virtue.
The Gurus have laid down these five doctrines prescribing
the goal in Sikhism. Whether it is the ideal of God-consciQusness
or of carrying out the Will of God, or the gift of Naam, in essence
all of them convey the same spiritual truth. Again, whether it is
the ideal of righteous deeds or of truthful living, the discipline and
the direction are exactly the same. We, therefore, come to the
obvious conclusion that in Sikhism the goal is of creative and moral
activity and that spiritual life and moral life are virtually
synonymous and coextensive. One inevitably leads to the other.
All training for spiritual life or for seeking God's Grace is through
moral life. There is no dichotomy between the two kinds of life.
This is evidently the basic plank in Sikhism. Life on earth is a single
spiritual or religious venture. It has to be availed of as a God-sent
opportunity for spiritual growth. No segment of life is unimportant,
nor can anyone be divorced or excluded from the spiritual field.
Life's divisiPns into spiritual life, social life and political life are
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man-made, arbitrary and untenable. Life is a single whole; it has
to be lived spiritually or morally. No part of life is tahoo to the
spiritual man. The mystic cannot afford to ignore any section of
life as unbecoming for him; nor can he spurn to aid any man
whatever be his situation.
(fJ The ideal to make everyone a Superman: Human goal is
to lead a righteous and a God-centred life. But God-centredness
has one more implication. In the Sidh Gosht, Guru Nanak ha"s
clearly specified that his mission is to remove man's alienation from
God." Guru Nanak thus explains as to what he means hy 'carrying
out His Will' and executing God's mission of creating a society of
God-"centred men. ''111e God-conscious man achieves the goal and
makes all others do SO."9 That is exactly the reason why the Gurus
have described themselves as 'servants of God', 'soldiers in God's
Legion', or 'wrestlers in the cause of God'. God is the creator of
the universe. Invariably the Gurus pray that their lives may be
devoted to the service of God. "May I have millions of hands to
serve Thee. Service is the way to cross the hurdles of life."10 "Be
ever alert in the service of God. Serve God every moment and relax
not."11 As the world is the authentic creation of God, supported
by His Immanence, the service of God means the service of His
creation, namely, this world, this life and this man. "Service in the
world leads to approval in the Court of God. nl2
In Sikhism, the highest attairlment is to become God's
instrument in making every human being God-centred. It is the
creative state from which altruistic activities start. It is somewhat
like the Bodhisattvic ideal with the difference that here service of
man both precedes and succeeds the mystic achievement. Niroana
is not an end by itself. Much less is Niroana a higher ideal than
God-eentred service of man.

2. WHE1HER IDEAL UNION OR MERGER
It needs to be clarified whether the ideal of Sikh mysticism
is union or link with God, or merger in God. Before the creation
of the world, God was all by Himself, in a Self-absorbed state.
There was no visihle sign of any fonn, devotion, love or creative
activity. In that state, God's Will, Naam or Attributes were not
expressed, since they have relevance only in the created world.
At the next stage, universe was created. Since then God's
Naam and Will have become expressed and creative functioning
in the universe goes on. The suggestion of merger in God in this
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state involves virtually a reversion to the first state of God being
Self-ahsorhed. This reversal would evidently he counter to the
expressed Creative Will of God. True, there are some hymns in the
Gum Grantb where merger with God would appear to he
indicated, hut this merger means only a link or union with the
Creative Immanence of God. For, merger involves loss of identity
and can he possihle only in a pantheistic creed and not a theistic
creed like Sikhism.
We give helow a few quotations from the Gum Grantb which
clarify the issue:
"His hody and mind are imbued entirely with the hue of
Naam and he lives always in the company of God; as one
stream of water intermingles with another, in the same
manner his light merges in the Light of God."li
(ij) ''The Gurmukb is all admiration for the Attrihutes of God;
and he remains merged in God."14
(iii) "Brabmgyani looks solely to God for all sUpport."I~
"God lives by the side of Brabmgyani."16
(iv) "He devotes himself to God with his whole being and
-remains merged in God." n
All these and similar other hymns are significant, because the
idea of the superman's identity being different from that of God
appears, in the same hymn, side hy side with the idea of his
apparent merger in God. EVidently, the Gurus would not give two
contradictory concepts in the same breath. Therefore, the seeming
symbols of merger only signify a link or union hetween the
superman and God, especially, as in all these and other such
hymns, the superman has been indicated as a separate ,and
functioning entity.
As amplified below, the above is the one and only one
acceptable interpretation.
(0 The Gurus do not contemplate two kinds of ideals for their
disciples, one of link with the Creator and the other of
one's merger in the Self-absorbed state of God, even while
the created world exists and is being dynamically worked
hy His Immanence. The latter ideal would be selfcontradictory. Nowhere in Sikhism do we find the least
evidence or suggestion of two alternative ideals or duality
of goals. Such a thing is contrary to the very fundamentals
expressed in the Guru Grantb. This is opposed to the
entire Sikh tradition which is not only against withdrawal
from life, but stands for active participation in the world.
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Merger in the anonymity of Brahman may he the ideal in
the other Indian systems or salvation religions, where the
world is either an illusion or of a lower category, or where
participation in Samsara is anti-spiritual. But, it cannot he
the aim where God is the CrealOr of this heautiful world,
which is the only field of His Will and Attributive Activity.
The goal is not heaven or salvation, hut love of Creative
Naam. "Scores of heavens cannot equal God's Naam. The
God-conscious man has no desire for salvation."I~ "I seek
not power, nor salvation; pray, give me the love of God."I"
(ij) The six concepts and doctrines, discussed with reference
to the ideal life, clearly lead to the conclusion that the
Gurus envisage, at all stages, an active and altruistic life
for the mystic. Consequently, the jdeal of personal merger
would he quite incongruous with the views of the Gums
and with the difined role of the Gurmukh.
(iii) In the hymns of Cosmography, the superman's presence
is limited only to the Region of Creativity. He is not
mentioned as present in Sachkhand, nor as haVing merged
in God. On the other hand, he is symholically depicted
as a separate heing adorning His Court. It is specifically
stated that he has an entity, is ever in bliss and never dies.
(iv) Merger of the supemlan in God would inevitahly involve
the cessation and re-ahsorption of the Will of God in
relation to the superman. lnis would virtually he a request
for winding up all God's creative activity. The Gurus' God
is Creative and Benevolent. He wants His superman to be
the instmment of His Will and of His Progressive Creativity.
Therefore, the GU!'JS' language heing symbolic, merger
can never mean the fusion or loss of identity of the
superman. The ideal of Simple merger or Nima1la cannot
lead to the service of God. It would rather be an anticreative annihilation or spiritual suicide almost egoistic in
its content.
(v) The ideal of merger in God would he quite foreign to a
monotheistic creed like Sikhism which, in all its aspects,
is anti-pantheistic, and places on the individual the
responsihility of taking up God-centred activity instead of
self-centred indulgence. "Harmony with the Will of (~od
does not mean ahsorption into it but tree cooperation with
it. Our wills are ours to make them Thine." In other w<lfth,
"identification with the Divine Will on man's part really
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signifies an act of faith and freedom by which he makes
the Divine End, his own end; it is not the recognition of
the actual identity of his will with God's WiII,"2r1 writes
Galloway.
(vi) The Gurus have strongly repudiated the theory of
incarnation. To say that man merges in (;od is clearly to
accept the fact of incarnation. For, by merger the superman
loses his own identity and hecomes an unidentifiable part
of God. There is no difference hetween the two statements
that man merges in God and that God takes the human
form. It just means that transformation can take place both
ways. lienee, the Gurus' emphatic denouncement of the
theory of AVfarbood. For, it gives man and God equal
status and b pantheistic. In fact, the merger of the living
mystic in God, and therehy the loss of his identity, would
he a virtual denial of Sikhism heing monotheistic. Most of
the Gum Granfb is in the form of humble :'Od devotional
prayers to God hy the Gums. Had they het>n merged in
God, and become identical with llim, the question of any
prayer to God would not arise, hecause prayer is always
between the two, the devotee and God. It is not an autosuggestion. Besides, the idea of the superman's merger in
God would raise the concept of a God ever-growing in
size hy the addition of the merged persons. Such a concept
of a changing God would he contrary to the very definition
of God.
(vii) On the supposition that the liVing mystic is a merged
person, another incongmity would arise. After his physical
death, his identity would he completely lost in God. This
raises a prohlem. It means that the stage of merger after
death is a higher stage than the so-called merger in life.
In fact, it implies the stand of those mystic systems under
which salvation is possihle only after death and not in life,
or of those who believe that after Moksba in life, the
remaining life of the mystic is like the movement of the
potter's wheel when the hand of the potter has been
removed. This is something entirely opposed to Sikh
mysticism, where the role of the mystic is a life of
continued and unhroken service of God's Will.
We should like to explain that the use of the word link or
union with God in order to indicate the final stage of the mystic,
is purely a symholic description. By its very nature, it suggests only
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a relation hetween man and God. It does not seek to define iT
specifically, nor have the words union or link been used in any
empirical or metaphysical sense. The serious ohjection to the use
of the concept of merger, as made hy the Gurus themselves in
rejecting the doctrine of incarnation, is that at no stage, God and
man are ioentical ontologically. We have no desire to enter into
a discllssion of philosophical or psychological issues. But, the use
of the woro merger has some orawbacks and raises philosophical
issues which we have deliberately trieo to avoid. First, the concept
of merger involves a clear pantheistic connotation which has been
repudiated already. Secondly, it would create unnecessary confusion instead of clarifying the issue and the concepts. It is really
heyono the scope of a descriptive theological statement like ours
to consider metaphysical and psychological issues raised by
Russell, Kaufman, Stace, Hocking, Leube and James. That would
only create an avoidable controversy and amhiguity. Thirdly, it is,
in fact, such loose descriptions, as the one implied hy the word
'merger' in the present case, that have unnecessarily created
considerahle confusion ahout the statements of mystics like
Eckhart and Hallaj, leading to the indictment and condemnation
of the former and execution of the latter. And despite the spirited
defence of his true position hy Eckhart himself, and the justification
of Hallaj hy the great AI Ghazali, the prejudice against these mystics
continues and their reputations have not been fully retrieved.
We have, therefore, only used the word link or union to
describe pragamatically and symholically the relation hetween God
and the mystic. We should, however, state that this relation is not
temporary hut is ahiding. "I am in love with my Lord. This love
permeates my whole being. Nothing can hreak or effect the bonds
of my love with Him. By His Grace He pervades the mind, day
and night."l' "Now I am secure at my destination. There it is
everlasting peace. This sovereignty is permanent. Save the Lord,
there is none e1.se."l2
We wish to stress that in the mystic union there is a relation
hetween the mystic and God. This relation is certainly not one of
identity, since oneness involves no experience or condition and
no relationship whatsoever. In this context, the use of the woro
merger in the sense of loss of identity would he highly
inappropriate and untrue to the real position. The nearest symbolic
approximation to descrihe this relationship between God and the
mystic would he of union, link or his heing God's agent or
instrument.
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3. GURMUKH
The Gurus have praised no one in terms more glorious than
the God-centred person, t~e Gurmukh. Their description of the
mystic hy itself gives a concise picture of their concepts ahout the
goal of man, the ideal life, their value system and their entire
approach to the world and to life.
Practically most of the features of the Gurmukh have already
been indicated. Here we should like to state them so as to enahle
us to see at one glance the salient characteristics and role of the
superman.
(a) He is godly, and has at( virtues and no Haumen: The
mystic is free from /-Iaumen and all the vices, insecurity and
prohlems that ego creates. He sheds duality, "He who knows His
Will, his ego goeS."H God is truth hut the superman lives Truth.
God is the Ocean of Virtues. The superman translates these virtues
in life and lives them. "lie (Gurmukh) is the ocean of virtues, pure
and truthful." "He deals in the virtues of God."l4 He is the "shelter
of the shelterless."l~ "God is Compassionate, Merciful and Mainstay
of the earth; and so is the nature of saints."ll> The Gurmukh "saves
everyone and removes pain;"17 "he becomes like Him with whom
imhued;" "hy serving God one becomes like God."2H He is like God,
hut he is not God. His "intuition is awakened, evil is turned to good
and gone is the noise of reason and self will."l'! It is worth noting
that, compared to the mystic intuition, the Guru calls the logic of
reason as mere noise. "He lives truth; he loves singlemindedly."·1l1
He sees God in all hearts; "he treates all alike."~\ His is not a
conditioned, calculated or a rationalised practice of virtues. But,
"he practices good spontaneously; he is the fountain spring of
henevolence. ".4l
(h) He carries oulHis Will: God has a Will. The superman
(Gumwkh) carries out that Will. His mind is filled with Naam; "true
mind is imhued with the Word, serves truth, practices truth and
carns tnlth."\\ Naam, Word and Will are God's Immanenc~. These
quotations show that it is with these qualities of mind and heart
that the God-centred man is filled, saturated and charged. "Imhued
hy f lis Will, he carries it out." "lbe soldiers of God act as He Wills. ".~
"Wonderful is His Will; if one walks in His Will, then one knows
how to lead the life of truth."3~ This point is of fundamental
importance, namely, that he who carries out His Will alone knows
it; and he who knows it must carry it out. The two activities are
not separate hut simultaneous because a Will known is essentially
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a Will carried out. "They who know His Will carry it OUt."If'
. (c) He is the seroalIt q{ God and man: The aim of the mystic
is to he the setvant of God and man. They "dedicate life to Him."i?
He is "a comnatant in the cause of God."iIl He is "His pedlar," "His
instrument," "He is the setvant of God."¥! The Guru calls himself
as "the slave of all creation."~(l The Guru prays: "the world is sick,
o God, save it ny any mean you may he gracious to do." 11
This is a prayer of catholic import. He prays for all men and
not for a few persons here or there. The Guru is deeply moved
to witness the troubles of man. Hence his prayer. He does not want
God to help men only through him. The Guru has made no claim
to exclusive prophethood. He wants everyone to he saved by any
means God may ne pleased to use. Nothing could he more
expressive of the anonymity and humility of the Guru and his deep
extrovert concern for man and his pronlems.
(d) He partakes actively in all fields of We: God, the source
of all values and virtues, "is milk to the child, staff to the nlind
and help to the poor, and is protector of the weak." It is important
to understand that the mystic's virtues are nOl merely personal,
pious and preparatory, meanl to secure salvation for himself. But
his role is positive and dynamic vis a vis vice, evil and human
pronlems in all fields. He compromises not with evil, nor yields
to it. "God's hero is he who fights for the oppressed."il
(e) He aims to make all others God-centred: There is anolher
important feature of the mystic. "He unites himself with God and
unites others too with Him;" "The setvants of God salvage all." "He
is emancipated and emancipates others."H "I am sacrifice to him
who sees Him and makes others see." In the Guru's system, the
ideal to make everyone a superman remains lhe foremost aim of
the mystic. This priority, therefore, hecomes the very reason why
the mystic deals with all men and participates in all fields and
aspects of life. The emphasis on this ideal of making everyone Godcentred is so great that the Guru goes to the extent of saying lhat
"God eSlanlished the earth for the sake of God-centred persons."H
This, in essence, means that the creation or evolution of the
superman on earth is the purpose of God toward" which all life
is moving.

19
Gums Prophetic Communion
With God
In Sikh mysticism, communion with God is the hallmark of
the mystic of Gumlukb. Persons who lack faith in the development
of the mystic intuition helieve that such descriptions only refer to
a heightened moral sense in a person and not to any spiritual
experience. But the Guru's hymns in this regard are clear and
categoric. They are not merely metaphoric or symholic descriptions. They have made emphatic statements that their mission is
God-ordained. "I salute the Primeval Lord who is my Enlightener."
"My Enlightener is the External Lord."1 "I relate, 0 Lalo, as the Lord's
words come to me."2 "Nanak speaks the word of Truth (God)."\
"I speak what I am commanded to say.'" "The words of Guru should
he accepted as true, I speak what He makes me say."s "Wonderful
are the words of the Lord; that truth has emanated from God."1>
"These words have heen spoken hy Him who created the world."7
"I am in such perfect union with God that it can never hreak. I
am in suhlime hliss."" I am wedded to the' Lord. "His Light and
wisdom pervade my mind, dispelling all ignorance."'! "As the lamp
light.; the darkness, as the hride is in joy on meeting her Lord, so
my mind is in hliss on heing saturated with God."1II "My mind is
illumined, the egg of superstition has hurst, my fetters have heen
hroken and I am freed."11 "By this perfect union with God, I am
ever in hliss." 12 "My longing has heen fulfilled, I am one ever in
union with my Lord. He ahides in the temple of my mind."11 "My
father has manifested himself in me. The father and the son are
now united in partnership. Both are imhued with the same 10ve."H
We have already noted that extreme humility is the dominant
tone of all the Gurus' hymns. Everywhere, in comparison to God
and even to others, they speak of themselves as the lowliest of
'he low. 'The servant of all creation."
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The Discipline
The Gurus have prescribed three principal modes of
discipline for the seeker: (a) Company of a God-centred person,
(b) moral life or service of man, and (c) prayer and remembering
God. These modes of training are. not ascetic methods, hut lay
down a code of conduct to be practised throughout the entire
course of one's life.

Company of God-centred Persons
The Gums have paid glowing tributes to the superman.
Ohviously, the society of the ideal man is of inestimable value for
the training of the seeker, hoth as a model and as a guide. His
influence is the best for shaping man's growing personality and
providing him strength and direction in times of stress and strain.
'1ust as the Harind (Castor plant) imbibes the fragrance of the
Chandan tree, the fallen are emancipated hy the saints."1 "Near the
God-conscious, the evil-doer benefits."l "In good company we
become tme and develop love for Naam." "In good company one
becomes good. ".1 It is the role of the mystic to help everyman to
be a God-centred person. The seeker thus grows in a receptive and
kindly atmosphere because "God sends saints to reveal God's
nearness to man. IIi

Moral Life and Service
In the Gums' system, moral and spiritual values are for the
enrichment of the world. Spiritual discipline aims at enahling man
to face life in a righteous way and to accept the responsihilities
of a cre~tive life. As such, a householder's life is an essential moral
responsihility of man. The seeker's training has to take place during
the course of normal life and not in a monastery. The psyche can
he properly conditioned only when it is suhject to the stresses and
strains of the social environment of man. No one can learn to swim
outside the pool. This is exactly the reason that the Gums excluded
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ascetics from the Sikh fold and condemned all ritualistic, yogic and
other-worldly practices and austerities. For, moral disciplining can
alone he the foundation of spiritual growth.
A natural question arises, whether to he moral is to he a
mystic. The answer ohviously is the negative. A moral man is not
necessarily a mystic; hut a mystic must he actively moral. Let us
explain it. Altruism is opposed to all the hiological, instinctive and
rational urges and aspirations of a normal man. It is of the contrast
hetween this normal hehaviour of man and of the mystic altruism
that Bergson wrote, "would the philosophers themselves have laid
down so confidently the principle, so little in keeping with
everyday experience, of an equal participation of all men in a
higher essence, if there had not heen mystics to emhrace all
humanity in one simple indivisihle love."~ Virtues have come to
occupy a certain amount of cultural respect and prestige. Men
practise them not hecause it is in their nature to do so, hut hecause
their sense of pride is served hy such a performance. It is not a
cynical statement, hut represents the hiological state of man. It goes
to the credit of cultures, and more so to the appearance of mystics
from time to time, that, during their growth, the egoistic or the
power instinct of man gets conditioned to the practice of virtues.
It is not a constitutional change in man hut it is the mere
conditioning of the egoistic psyche to moral ends. But, as it is not
a change in the guiding consciousness of man, ego satisfaction
remains the underlying motive of human activity. In this state, the
hase of moral life remains shaky and search for moral ends is just
temporary. We are not questioning the validity or superiority of
the moral life, we are only indicating its constitutional weakness.
The way out is to develop a higher consciousness. "God created
individuation and ego."(' "God created first Himself, then l-laumen,
third Maya and the fourth state of poise and hliss.'" One has to
rise to this fourth stage of supermanhood. Keeping in view the
character and role of the superman it is ohvious that progress is
possihle only through moral life. "Singing and dancing in ecstasy
are no worship; love and the giving up of ego are the way of real
worship";R "drive out selfishness and one is fulfilled"'!; "without
deed there is no hope,"10 "where the. weak are cared, there is
showered God's mercy";" "attain God through conduct";'2 "practice
virtue and not vice, nor gamhle away human life;" "evil separates,
good deeds unite";'~ "service in the world is the way to he
fulfilled."'! There is, indeed, no spiritual progress without active
moral functioning. The service of God is a sl'nonymn for the service
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of man. Altmistic and moral activities have the highest priority in the
discipline of the seeker. The demands of moral life invite the greatest
of sacrifices. But, this service or moral life has no reference to service
in temples or monasteries, or to some prescrihed acts of piety.
In Sikhism, God-centred activity and not salvation is the goal.
In Sikh tradition, from the very time of the Gums, the word Mukti
or salvation is used for a moral act involving the sacrifice of life.
It is in this tradition that the forty Sikhs who sacrificed their lives
at Chamkaur Sahih are called Muktas. When hesieged hy
thousands of the imperial troops, they fought to the last man
without surrendering. Similarly, the forty who fell at Muktasar are
also called Muktas. This hatch of Sikhs, when faced with the hordes
of the Moghul army, tried neither to flee nor to escape in the
adjacent jungle area. They fought and fell to the last man. Baha
Wasakha Singh was a recent Sikh mystic whose views on mysticism
we shall record separately.· When the news of the execution of the
three patriots, Bhagat Singh, Raj Gum and Sukhdev was conveyed
to him, he uttered spontaneously, 'they have hecome Mukta.'
These examples explain two points ahout the meaning and status
of moral life in Sikh mysticism. First, they emphasise that moral
life is the same as spiritual life. Secondly, they show that activity
in any sphere of life, whether political or the rest, is moral provided
it measures upto the standard of Sikh ethics, namely, a unitary view
of life.
This is also the reason that the use of human rationality and
a sense of discrimination (Bihek Budbt) have a distinct place in
moral life. Man's faculty of reason is without douht an asset which
other animals do not possess. In Sikh theology non-deterministic
as it is, man has a distinct moral freedom and responsihility in the
choice of his actions. It is this exercise of right choice that
determines his spiritual progress. "By use of discrimination or
intellect one serves God. By discrimination one is honoured. By
intellect and study one understands things. It is the sense of
discrimination that makes one charitahle. This is the right way, rest
is all wrong."l~ "Man is hlessed with the light of reason and
discrimination."II' "One, in fear of God and discriminating hetween
good and had, appears sweet to God. "17 It is a part of the spiritual
life of the mystic to make the world more harmonious, heautiful
and moral. In order to secure this development, all tools including
that of human rationality, have to be used. Availahle instmments
and institutions have to be employed and new ones created for
the purpose of the moral life and the service of man. God's interest
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in the moral development of man can be understood from the fact
that He takes cognizance of and "rewards even an iota of good
deeds," it being "His innermost nature to help the erring."l" "With
self-control and discipline, we forsake vice and see the miracle of
man hecoming God."I·) "He who controls evil propensities becomes
a perfect man."l" "Control cravings and the light of wisdom will
dawn; then fashion this wisdom into deeds."ll "Continue to work
with your limbs and at the same time remain attuned to God. "11
"Salvation is attained while laughing, playing and living a fuIl Iife~'l\
for the moral life of man two virtues, namely, humility and
love, find the highest priority in the Gurus' ethical system and the
discipline prescribed for the seeker. We shaIl amplify this point
while considering the subject' of ethics.

Remembering God and Prayer
In the Guru Granfb there is considerable emphasis on
remembering Naam (Naamjapua) and praise of God (Sift Salaab>.
But, there is some misunderstanding as to what constitutes the
remembering of Naam. Some persons contend that the rememhering of God is hy itself enough to link oneself with Him. This
contemplation is sometimes also understood to mean yogic
practices for the achievement of the so-caIled hliss as an end in
itself. We are unaware of any hymn in the Guru Graufb
recommending such yogiC practices or any tradition in this regard.
Nor are we aware of any hymn in the Guru Gran/b which, apart
from recommending prayer and keeping the fear of God always
in one's mind, directs the prartice of day long medit~tions in
seclusion and away from the day's duties and moral responsibilities
of man. On the contrary, there are hymns against the use of such
a course as a means to spiritual advancement. "Everyone repeats
God's name, hut such repetition is not the way to God."11 "With
guile in heart, he practices guile but mutters God's name. He is
pounding husk and is in darkness and pain."l~ "One mutters God's
name, but does evil daily, in this way the heart is not purified."ll'
These verses deny the utility of any mechanical means of worship
or mere repetition of words or hymns. The important thing is the
motive for remembering God and singing His praise. Real praise
involves admiration, love and devotion, accompanied by an honest
desire to follow, as an ideal, the qualities of one who is praised.
Such praise is really the expression of. an humhle desire to move
in the direction of the ideal. Praise, thus, is a spontaneous
acknowledgement of the Glory of God and the desire to please
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Him, not hy mere words hut hy virtuous deeds. Rememhrance or
repetitive utterances can he mechanical, magical, or ritualistic in
nature. As against it, rememhering can he a way to keep in mind
one's hasic ideals so that the frail human psyche does not falter
or deviate from one's direction and ideals. That is why, in the
hymns of the Gum Gran/b, the stress is not on any mechanical
repetition. The words used for the purpose are like, 'Naam' living
in one's consciousness, (Naam Vasei or Kare Nivaas) 'enlightening
one's heing' (Kare Pargaas), 'Being imhued' (Ratte). This rememhrance is like keeping the fear of God in one's mind while
emharking on any activity or making any decision. It is not an end
in itself, and seeks no magical or compulsive effects. Just as in the
case of 'doing the Will of God' and 'heing yoked to Naam,'
'remembering' is also linked with the suhsequent decisions to he
made. 'By dwelling on the Word, the mind flows to serve others."27
EVidently, remembrance of God is kind of preparation for the
virtuous activities to be undertaken in life. It is actually the
character of the subsequent deeds that will he the test of the man
and the preparation he has made for his moral and spiritual
progress.

Prayer
Prayer, as in any other theistic system, finds a place of
eminence in the Gum Grantb. Prayer has a triple function. Prayer,
on the one hand, expresses the humility and insignificance of the
devotee. On the other hand, it reminds man of his need of
continuous search for God and His Lofty Greatness. Secondly, it
represents a perpetual seeking for His Grace which is purely an
act of God. Finally, it is a humble attempt at communication with
God so as to draw upon His Light and Energy in order to lift and
elevate oneself and restore one's sagging energies in the fight
against evil and for the positive expression of love. "My energies
are exhausted and I am helpless. But 0' God, with Thy Grace
nothing is difficult for me to accomplish." Such a prayer is not a
repetitive formula or practice, nor is it an end in itself. It is really
a preparation for the moral activity to he undertaken in the world.
In fact, it is in alienahly linked with that activity. Iqhal feels that
prayer is part of an activity, prayer heing the internal component
of which the visihle deed is the external continuation. Like thought,
it is a part of the. act. In the Guru's system, while prayer has a
fundamental value, it is also, like knowing God's Will, an integral
part of the creative deed. Prayer that leads to no activity is no prayer
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at all. In this sense prayer is an internal urge or act, the essential
part of which is the external creative expression in life. Without
its external operation, the internal activity remains stillborn and
invalid. For, according to the Gurus, mysticism is activity. The
value of prayer hoth as a morning meditation and otherwise is
recognized. Actually, the Gurus enjoin regular prayers. The method
of congregational prayer and singing, as a mode of moral
preparation, was started hy the Gurus. It has continued as such
till today. The very fact that the Gurus started no monastic system
shows conclusively that they never advocated prayer as an
independent mode of spiritual training. "One is emancipated while
laughing and playing in life." "The God-centred lives truth while
a house-holder."2l!
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Ethics
We have already given expression to many of the ideas which
form the hasis of the ethics advocated hy the Gurus and the place
of moral life for the spiritual growth of man. Before we proceed
further we shall briefly recapitulate the principles of Sikh ethics.

1. PRINCIPLES
God is the Creator. We are all His children, equal in His
Eye. This lays the basis for human hrotherhood and the
equality of man.
(b) The world is real. It is not a vale of tears or a bondage.
The object of life is not to secure release from it but to
strive towards the goal of a truly moral or spiritual living,
and to work so as to sustain life.
(c) God, as the Ocean of Attrihutes and Values, is carrying out
a progressive movement from comparative imperfection to
comparative perfection and towards a world of harmony
in which all beings are treated alike and as equals. It is
a development for the growth of values. Simultaneously,
it is a movement from comparative necessity to freedom,
from being the helpless ohject of the laws of causality and
determinism towards being a free and responsihle centre
of creative activity.
(d) Haumen of man ohstructs his vision in seeing things in
their true colour and perspective and in realising the
underlying unity and brotherhood of man. It is the
fundamental failing of man. Practically, all manifestations
of this vice involve encroachment on the rights of one's
fellow beings. All social vices results from it. As against it,
God-consciousness is the greatest social virtue, since it
directs every activity towards the good of all and not
towards self-interest alone. This brings out the basically
social character and approach of Sikhism. It explains the
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social trends of its ethics and the social concern of its
institutions and traditions. All vices involving aggression
against the rights, Iihcrties and well-heing of one's fellow
heings and life have to he avoided. All virtues flowing from
the idea of the hrotherhood of man and protecting and
securing the equal rights of all have to he practised.
We find that all these four i~as are not only interconnected
and supplementary, hut they represent only the different facets of
a single integrated concept.

2. STANDARD
The standard of Gurus' ethics is a unitary view of life, in
which life has to he sustained all heings have to he treated as
equals, and evil has to he fought against. God's soldiers try to he
like Him and fight evil. Human actions have to he judged hy this
standard. We may also call this ethics as the ethics of Naam.
Let us here clarify a related issue. A moral act has always two
aspects, one internal and the other external. The internal aspect
has a two-fold implication. One is the conditioning of the psyche
in a manner that it tends towards the performance of good deeds.
Secondly, it helps in hringing ahout a constitutional change for the
development of a higher consciousness so that good deeds
hecome the spontaneous urge of the human personality. External
activities too have a two-fold impact. The first effect of a moral deed
is the conditioning of the p~;yche it does in the case of others. The
second part of the impact is that a deed is in itself good or
constructive either directly or indirectly. Accordingly, moral acts are
of two kinds; first, those that are good in themselves, and, second
those that may seem to he destructive hut seek to change the
environment so that the performance or fulfilment of constructive
deeds is therehy facilitated. This apparently destructive aspect of
such good deeds raises the second question, namely, of the means
permissihle for the removal of evil growths in the environment that
hinder the harmonious and creative flow of life.
On this issue of means, spiritual systems may he divided into
three categories. The first category, like jainism, Sankhya,. and
Yoga, helieves that social or moral life has no meaning. All spiritual
effort should he directed inwards. Some preparatory and pious acts
may he done; hut the aim should he to withdraw from life and
seek an ultimate change in the makeup of man. In these systems
socio-moral life per se has no significance. Social morality and the
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change of environment for social ends are practically excluded. To
the second category helong spiritual systems like Buddhism. They
too are virtually disinterested in changing the environment in order
to serve social ohjectives. All the same, for the layman and the
seeker, they prescrihe moral laws and duties. But, at the same time,
they impose certain limitations on the means that can he employed
for a moral end.
Sikhism does not helong to either of these two categories.
It clearly contemplates the moulding of the environment for
achieving moral and social aims. In any system, where moral life
has an independent validity and an importance of its own as a
desirahle end, the hringing ahout of environmental, organisational
and constitutional changes in order to achieve a moral effect would
ipso/acto he justified. The standard is the unity of life and to treat
all as equals. Every act that satisfies this standard is moral.
The Gurus contemplate that life should he organised and the
environment changed so that the growth of moral life is promoted.
It is logically impossihle to construct anything without, at the same
time, destroying and remoulding the existing environment. Human
reason and intellect, we know, can he used hoth for good and evil.
Similarly, force too can he used for heneficial and for destructive
purposes. Man has the option to use reason and force for right or
wrong ohjectives. Actually, it is the way one exercises this
discretion that hecomes the hasis of moral judgement. God has
heen defined not only as a Helper of the weak, hut also as the
Destroyer of the tyrant and the oppressor. II I
The Gurus clearly deprecate evil and oppressive institutions.
In the social field caste prejudices have heen severally criticised
since they form the hasis of discrimination hetween man and man.
In the field of politics, the oppression of the rulers, the tyranny
of the invaders and the corruption of the officials have heen
condemned. Similarly, the pseudo religious practices and idleness
of Yogis and ascetics and the hypocrisy of priests and Brahmins
have heen exposed. The latter pretend not to take polluted food
during the day hut suck the hlood of man at night. l The amassing
of wealth and property has heen denounced hy saying that wealth
or property cannot he accumulated without resort to evil means.
This criticism of the evil institutions of man, hath social and
political, is not a mere verhal exercise. It evidently implies that the
Gurus contemplate and suggest the re-construction and creation
of alternative moral institutions. Naturally, new human institutions
can come up only hy the suhstitution, remoulding or destruction
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of the old and oppresive organisations. The lives of the Gurus are
a clear pointer that, in their system, change of environment to
improve the moral climate in all fields is clearly envisaged and
sanctioned.
Let us attempt to explain the rationale of this view. For the
Gurus, the course of spiritual path involves the performance of
righteous deeds.
The next question is what is right and what is wrong.
Naturally, it has to he judged by the standard of Sikh ethics. The
Gurus say that God-consciousness consists in treating all as equals.
"God's riches are for all men but men try to grah them for
themselves." Hence inequality in treatment, including arbitrary
distrihution in wealth, is immoral. Any encroachment on the rights
of others or any infringement of the spiritual law is immoral. Just
as all property is theft, 'every encroachment on the rights of others
is aggression or violence. It is inherently impossihle heing contrary
to the very law of physics, that violence or aggression can he
undone or resisted without an equal and opposite use of force.
In the world of God all progress has been made only through the
use of force. All progress is change. And no change is possible
without the necessary force to impel or cause it. As such, all action
and activity, howsoever good, involve the use of force hecause
action and force are synonymous. Action not involving the use of
force is a contradiction in terms. To call any aCtivity as involving
the use or non-use of force is purely the expression of an arhitrary
or relative point of view of the person concerned. In the :,ystem
of the Gurus, so long as the end is spiritual and not self-centred,
the use of necessary force is justified. The Gurus prescribe .no
shackles or limitations as to the means to he employed. Ohviously,
means should not he such as should defeat the very ohject aimed
at. But to raise the means to the level of the end itself is certainly
barred, being incongruous. "Men discriminate not and quarrel over
meat-eating. They know not what is flesh and what is non-flesh,
and what constitutes sin."~ This verse clearly implies that so long
as one lives in the midst of social life, any arhitral)' prejudices about
meat-eating or violence heing evil, are as such unjustified. Life is
dynamic and involves at every step the use of force. The basis of
all form is force, and, consequently, of all becoming and progress.
It would, therefore, be mere sophistry and sheer ignorance of
reality to talk of performing a righteous or moral act without the
use of force of one kind or the other.
In a few hymns, 4 Guru Nanak has expressed in detail his
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views concerning the issue of means and the cant ahout meateating. He chides the Brahmins not only for their pretence about
meat-eating, hut also for their considering some acts of supposed
pollution as sinful and impure. The Guru describes how the ways
and processes of life involve the transformation and the use of
flesh. He further explains that life is present in every grain of our
food and even in the firewood and the cowdung which the
Brahmins use for the purposes of purification. The Guru exposes
the fallacy that life is possihle without the use of force or killing.
He means that immorality does not lie in the use of force, which
is inevitahle for all living, whether moral or immoral, hut it lies in
the direction or the purpose for which force is used. Force used
for a good purpose is moral. This clarifies the prohlem of means
and related moral issues. Every activity has to be judged on the
hasis of the principles and the standard of Sikh ethics. So long as
human action measures up to these two yardsticks, the use of force
is not harred.
It is necessary to record a few words about the five categories
of evil manifestation of Haumen, namely, lust, anger, greed,
attachment and pride. The mention of these five evils is nothing
new. As such it might be argued that the Guru Granth emphasises
just a sense of piety and virtuous liVing which is common to all
salvation religions, and that there is nothing in it to suggest a
comprehensive growth of social ethics. But such an argument
would not he valid. It has already been suhstantiated that to see
God in all hearts and to treat all men as equals is the ideal and
also the hasis of Sikh ethics. But as this ideal can be achieved only
hy right liVing, there has to be a distinct orientation and education
in creating new attitudes towards social life and the physical world.
In this context the Gurus have pointed out the institutional and
other social manifestations of these evils. It is this social aspect
which is important. It would be pertinent to give a hroad indication
of their views in this regard.

The Social Aspect
The caste system and the resultant institutions of extreme
inequality or segregation and notions of pollution rigidly governed
the entire social, economic and political life in the country. Similarly
inequality of sexes had also received religiOUS sanction. The Gurus
criticised and condemned these distinctions. ''The Vedas make a
wrong distinction of caste."~ "No one should take pride in caste;
0, foolish man he not proud of caste; this pride leads to
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multifarious evils. They make distinctions of four castes, hut all are
horn of God." "The whole world is made of the same elements.
Then why make distinctions."" "They talk of pollution and warn
others not to touch their food lest it should he defiled. But their
own hodies arc impure.'" "Why call women impure when without
woman there would he none."H
Next comes the question of economic inequality. This too has
been criticised hy the Gurus. "God's bounty helongs to all, hut in
the world it is maldistrihuted."'l "Man gathers riches hy making
others miserahle."I" "Riches cannot be gathered without sin and
these do not keep company after death.""
The Gurus denounce every kind of renunciation of the world.
They commend honest work and the production of goods as the
moral and spiritual duty of man. "0 Yogi, are you not ashamed
of hegging from door to door for your food ?"'l "The man incapahle
of earning a liVing gets his ears split (to hecome a Yogi) or hecomes
a mendicant. He calls himself a Guru or saint hut begs for food
from door to door. Never look upto such a person or touch his
feet. He knows the right way who earns his living hy hard work
and shares his earning with others."'1 This emphasises fair
distrihution of wealth.
The Gurus felt that fear, hypocrisy, ritualism, caste distinctions, other-worldliness and parasitic living were evils that sat into
the. vitals of social life. In regard to all of them an attempt was made
to remould individual attitudes so as to enahle men, in pursuit of
their ideals, to face and re-shape their life boldly and develop the
capacity to react against social and political wrongs.

Humility and Love
A study of the Guru Grantb indicates that in the Gurus'
ethical system two virtues have the highest importance. The first
is humility. It is a virtue which is the moral antidote of egoism.
All the hymns of the Gurus are marked hy a deep sense of humility.
This virtue has received the first priority in their ethical system. For,
them pride and egoism are the root of all self-centredness. "He who
forsakes pride in the company of saints, is the best of all men. He
who regards himself as low is the highest of all."14 "On whom God
bestows humility, is Mukta in this world and is happy in the next."I~
"Humility is my mace and to be the dust of all is my smitter. No
evil can stand against it."'"
Just as humility is the greatest shield against the internal
attacks of the ego, love is the highest virtue expressing the
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suhlimest urge hath of man and the mystic. Love is not only the
external expression of the deep-felt human recognition of the unity
of life and the brotherhood of man, hut it is also the all-embracing
free and creative human activity. In Sikhism, no activity is so
characteristic of the mystic achievement as love. On the one hand,
it drives out all egoistic tendencies hy the very profuseness of its
impact. On the other hand, it creates and constructs life and roots
out evil hy the very dynamism 01 its flow. Love is suhlime in the
case of man and divine in the ca~~ of the mystic. For, in the latter's
case, it represents the hlessing uf God's Love of man. It is for this
reason that while descrihing the mystic in symholic terms, the
Gurus say that he is like God. "He who loves finds God."p It is
love that demands the highest sacrifices. Guru Nanak proclaims,
"He who wants to play the game of love should come with his
head on his palm."IH "He who loves meets God." "I fear not if my
hody is torn to hits, hut I am afraid to lose Thy love."l') "May my
love of God never weaken in me, for I have attained it at the
risk of my life. Without the company of saints this love is not born.
Without love there can he no worship of God."l'l All meditations,
disciplines, pleasure, reputation and pride, Musan, I should
sacrifice this again and again for a moment of 10ve."zl
The emphasis on these two virtues has great significance. For,
humility and love are the chief characteristics of God-consciousness. Love is a virtue that emhraces, without distinction, all men
within its fold. It is hoth divine and dynamic. Whereas humility
is a virtue that eliminates the exhihition of ego and love is a
positive, cohesive and constructive expression of God-consciousness. In fact, humility and love are twin virtues. They are intimately
connected and are, in a way, overlapping. And, yet, there is a
marked distinction hetween them. Humility is human. It is the
hallmark of the mystic and man vis a vis God and His universe.
It marks man's creature-like character. But, love is divine. It is God's
most comprehensive Attrihute. Love in man is God's gift to him.
It is a part of His reflected Glory and Image, an expression of His
life in man. Hence the eminence of these two virtues in the Gurus'
ethical system.
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TbeKhands
The hymns of Khands in the jap}; of Guru Nanak deal with
an important theological aspect of Sikh mysticism. Unfortunately,
there is, among commentators, far from unanimity on the
interpretation of these hymns. Since they have a bearing on the
subject under discussion, it is necessary to study them in some
detail. Broadly, we accept the view that these hymns deal with Sikh
cosmography. When translated, the hymns read somewhat as
follows.
In the midst of atmosphere, water, fire, nether regions,
nights, seasons, dates and days, the earth has been
established as a place for the practice of righteousness. Here
live innumerable fonns of life with different characteristics.
Here everyone is judged according to the merit of his
deeds, True is He,True is His Court of judgement. The
approved ones adorn it. The mark of final approval is given
only by His Grace. There alone is the merit of each rightly
assessed. Nanak, on going there the worth of each becomes
known.
This is the characteristic of the realm of Righteousness.
Let the features of the region of knowledge be stated.
Numerous are the winds, waters and fires; numerous are
Krishnas and Sivas; numerous Brahmas are fashioning shapes
of different forms and colours. Numerous are the fields of
activity, mountains and the guiding polar-stars. Numerous are
Indras, moons, suns and stellar regions. Numerous are
Siddhas, Buddhas and Naths and goddesses. Numerous are
gods, demons and sages, and the precious products of the
seas. Numerous are sources of life, fonns of speech, kings
and emperors. Nanak, numerous are those who serve and
contemplate Him; there is no end to His creation.
In this region, knowledge is supreme. There is music, joy,
sights and scenes.
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In the region of construction, the medium of expression
is form. Beautiful are the forms fashioned there. It is not
possihle to express them. One would only regret it if one
attempted to do so. There is fashioned consciousness,
intellect, will and discernment. There is shaped the sense of
perception of angels and Siddhas.
In the realm of creativity, power or force is the medium
of expression. Nothing else is there. There are mighty and
powerful beings. They are full of God. They are intenwined
with His love. It is impossihle to tell of their gloriOUS beauty.
They cannot be misled nor perish, for God dwells in them.
There live the Bhagats; their minds are in godly hliss.
In the domain of Truth is God. He is ever-creative and
watchful and bestows His Grace. Endless and indescrihahle
are His realms, regions and worlds. In all the spheres are
forms; here everything is created and happens as He Wills.
He looks at all that, is pleased with it and deliberates ahout
it. Nanak, it is hard as steel to describe it."!
It is helieved that the hymns deal with five regions, namely,
the Dbaramkband, Giankband, Saramkband, Karamkband and
Sachkhand.
In the first hymn of Dharamkhand is given the description
of earth, our planet, which according to the Guru is the place for
the practices of righteousness. It is inhahited by different forms and
beings. Further, the central idea of the hymn is explained, viz., that
in the Court of the True One each being is judged according to
his deeds. The insignia of approval is conferred only hy God's
Grace. The accepted ones look beautiful in His Court. From the
viewpoint of man, this hymn contains a very important statement.
It relates directly to man's earth which, it is specifically stated, is
the realm for the practice of righteousness. It is made clear that
with God it is only the good deeds of man that count. Finally, it
states another truth of Sikhism, namely, that approval hy God is
purely an act of Grace. The hymn gives a complete picture of the
entire role man is expected to play here and the basis of his
acceptance by God's Grace. As an approved entity or being he is
described as distinct from God, adorning His Court.
The second hymn portrays the entire universe and gives a
detailed description of the endless multiplicity of worlds, stars and
realms where creation is going on. There are many forms of life
and speech. Numerous Krishnas, Sivas are there. Numerous
Brahmas are continuously creating forms and worlds of different
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kinds. In the Giankhand, in the hackground of Indian mythological symhols, a hroad description of the endless vastness of the
universe, the multiplicity of its heings and the happenings therein
is given.
The Guru then proceeds to descrihe the next Khand, the
Saramkhand. The word Saram has heen translated in different
ways. It means effort, or effort at construction. But, Guru Nanak,
in order to dispel the possihility of douht, makes his meaning very
explicit. He says the language or medium of expression of
Saramkhand is form (Roup). He adds that in this realm many kinds
of lovely forms are created. Here, too, are fashioned consciousness,
mind, intellect and discernment, including the highest sense of
perception supposed to he possessed hy the Siddhas(who practice
Yoga to develop it). We find that the Guru describes here the
formation of the entire universe. It is partly a cosmological
statement. Not only is matter a kind of form, hut all consciousness,
intellect and mind are descrihed as kinds of form. It is significant
that here only the modes of form arc indicated. There is no
reference to the intuition of Bhagat which is mentioned in the next
hymn. Here the exquisite heing with keenest perception is the
Siddha. He is not a superman, Bhagat or a spiritual heing, hut only
an ordinary man with the sharpest faculty of perception. His
presence is also mentioned among the multifarious heings
descrihed in the Giankhand. .
Next we come to the realm of power or force. Here, in the
very first line of the hymn it is stated that this realm is expressed
through the medium of force, power or energy. There is nothing
else there, except the mighty Bhagats who arc permeated with
God. They live in resplendent hliss; they cannot he deceived, nor
do they die. This hymn emphasises two points; first, that the region
is the expression of force or power, and, second, that Bbagats, who
are saturated with God, have intuitive or mystic access to this realm.
Finally, there is the realm of Truth or God, where God alone
ahides. I!e is ever-creating and is casting His henevolent 'eye on
all. His universes and realms are endless and innumerahle.
Everything happens within the amhit of His WilL He heholds
everything, is pleased with His creation and deliherates ahout it.
The ahove is suhstance gives the concepts and meanings of
the hymns of the five Khands. Of course, all this is just a symholic
description of things, since the Guru says that it is impossihle to
descrihe fully the mystiC experiences in the normal language. All
the same, we find a fairly clear picture of what the Guru means.
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EVidently, these Khands depict a cosmographic view of the
becoming universe and God's relation with it. The first four hymns
concern the universe. The fOllrth hymn explains that the hase of
everything is creative energy through which the entire cosmos is
initiated, expressed and fashioned. The third hymn describes how,
after the creative process is initiated, appear the multiplicity of
forms, like matter, consciousness, mind, intellect and the keenest
sense of perception. The second hymn descrihes the vastness of
the cosmos, filled with a variety of heings, worlds and galaXies
where creation is perpetually going on. It is very Significant that
the first hymn clearly confines itself to our earth alone. It descrihes
our planet and the role man is expected to play in order to receive
God's Grace and approval. Mention of the mystics or approved
entities is also made in the fourth hymn as the ones filled with
God. They never die, nor are they deceived. The intuition or the
mystic eye of these heings can survey the entire realm of creation
or the cosmographic structure. Finally, Immanent God is descrihed
as heing perpetually engaged in creative activity. He supervises the
worlds with henevolence and is pleased with what He looks upon.
Apart from these hymns heing cosmographic, they are very
important hecause they hring out precisely and graphically all the
theological fundamentals of Sikhism. The first fundamental is its
monotheism. God and the created and hecoming universe are two
different entities. There is no place where God is not. He creates,
deliherates and supervises over His cosmos. He is God of Grace
and Benevolence who is interested in and happy with His creation.
It is thus a meaningful world. God's separateness is emphasised
as God alone lives in the Region of Truth. Not even the Bhagat
is mentioned as present in that Region. His presence is confined
to the cosmos. He is separate from God hoth as an approved one
and as the one filled with God. It does not mean that the Region
of Truth is separate from God. It is just a symholic way of indicating
God's Wonderous identity as Wholly Other, Transcendent and yet
Immanent everywhere. This leads us to the second hasic principle,
viz., that the highest mystic is a heing distinct from God. The ideal
in Sikh mysticism is not merger hut to he an approved heing. It
does not, however, imply that this mystic has no relationship with
God. In fact, this relationship with God is the hallmark of his
approval. In addition it is stated for our guidance, as indicated in
the first hymn and elsewhere, as to what is man's destiny and goal
and how these can he achieved. Lastly, there is the description of
the approved on~ or the Bhagat. He does not die, which means
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that he does not merge in God and lose his identity. He is not
misled hy worldly temptations and always treads the right path.
It thus gives a character and role to the Sikh mystic.
Some critics are of the view that the first four Khands indicate
the descent of God or the cosmographic expression of His Will,
and that, simultaneously, these also express the mystic progress or
ascent of man in so far as it proVides him, through his mystic vision,
a full view and understanding of the entire cosmos and its working,
i.e., of His Will. Except in one respect, we should not like to
comment on these views ahout the descent of God or the ascent
of man.
We do not believe that the description in the first Khand
descrihes a preliminary stage of the development of man. This
Khand points out the entire path of progress of man until, through
righteous deeds and hy the Grace of God, he is finally approved.
It does not at all mean the stage of conventional morality or the
duties of one's station in life. These are concepts found in the
Brahmanical literature, hased on their scriptural authority, especially concering the caste structure. These ideas are completely
foreign to Sikh theology. The Gurus have repudiated all
stratification of man and the related laws and codes of conduct.
Their system being entirely revolutionary, they do not sanction
wholly or partly the status quo in the social or the moral world,
or in the laws of man. They developed a completely new ethical
system with its own standard of judgement. In view of the entire
context of Gurus' thought and the clear text of the first Khand,
we do not subscrihe to the view that man's development indicated
in this Khand depict,> a lower or preliminary stage only. In the
hymns of Khands, the only prescription for the guidance of the
seeker is of righteous deeds. It is the sole path hy which, hy the
Grace of God, one can reach the final stage of mystic achievement.
We are not aware of any reference in the Guru Granth suggesting
that mystics are of four levels of development. The Gurus have
mentioned only two categories of man, the Manmukh (selfcentred) and the Gurumukh (God-centred). Gurumukh,
Brahm Gyant, Sant and Bba8at have all been described in the
same terms and with similar characteristics.. Bhai Gurdas describes
even Guru Nanak as a Gurumukh. And, this stage of final
achievement or approval is mentioned in the very first hymn. There
is not the least indication that the person whose deeds have been
approved hy God has yet to rise to higher levels of mystic
development. Nor is there any prescription for the other modes of
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discipline in order to reach, what are assumed to he, the three
higher mystic stages of Giankhand, saramkhand and Karamkhand.
It would, we helieve, be quite incongruous to assume that while
the Guru has suggested and stressed the discipline of deeds for
reaching the first mystic stage, he has given no gUidance to the
seeker for making higher mystic attainments. On the other hand,
at so many places in the Gum Granth, it has been emphasised that
the path of virtuous deeds is the only discipline acceptahle to God.
Hence our view that the hymns of Khands, while they state some
very important principles and concepts of Sikh mysticism, record
primarily a cosmographic picture of the universe.

23
Gum
God, who is full of Attributes, is interested and helpful in the
progress of man towards his goal. As Guru or Enlightener, God
gUides and enlightens man on to the right path. In the Gum
Granth, it has been stated quite a number of times that it is the
innate nature of God to help the erring. The Gurus' entire concept
of God is of a Benevolent and Gracious Being. It is eVidently in
this context that in the very opening verse of the Gum Granth,
Guru Nanak calls God as the Enlightener. Some authors interpret
it to mean that it is by the Grace of the Guru that one is enlightened.
This raises the question whether the achievement of the mystic
height is possible without the intervention of a living Guru. In
Sikhism the answer to the question is in the affirmative. The
reasons for it are ohvious.
According to the Sikh tradition and history, there is no
evidence to suggest that, before his enlightenment. Guru Nanak
had heen disciplined on the mystic path by a known person, much
less by a known mystic. He was in the service of a Lodhi ruler when
he had his revelation. At that time his only intimate associate was
Mardana who later hecame his disciple. All availahle writings state,
most of them eulogistically, that Guru Nanak was called to his
mission by God. At least this is the kind of impression left on all
his contemporaries. The first authentic evidence is of hymns recorded hy Satta and Balwand and incorporated in the Gum Granth
hy the fifth Guru. "Guru Nanak founded the spiritual kingdom;"
and that "it is really the same light (of Guru Nanak) that shines
in the subsequent Guru."1 Bhai Gurdas, the scrihe of Gum Granth,
writes, "When God heard the painful cry of the world, He sent Guru
Nanak."2 This shows that among the later Gurus and among his
contemporaries, Guru Nanak was known as the prophet and the
direct messenger of God. Any suggestion that Guru Nanak had a
living Guru is, eVidently, precluded.
Fortunately, for us, in the Gum Granth there is a clear
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statement by Guru Nanak himself which clinches the issue. It
decides what is meant by Guru, in the Guru Granth. Generally,
in all mystic ~'Ystems, whether Sufi, Christian or Buddhist, the
institution of Guru or the mystic teacher has a distinct place and
significance vis-a-vis the disciple. In the Indian tradition, too, the
necessity of a Guru for guiding the disciple on the mystic path is
usually taken for granted. In this background, when Guru Nanak
met the Yogis, they asked him a pointed question, "Who is your
Guru and whose dbcipline do you follow ?"\ The Guru gave a
categoric reply, "God (Word or Immanent God) is my Guru and
the mind attuned to Him is the disciple."' Nothing could be more
clear and specific on the issue. It is important to note that this is
exactly the message, namely, to estahlish union with God (Naam,
Word or Will) or God's Will, that all the Gurus have been preaching
to man in order to help him to become a God-conscious person.
The history of prophetic mysticism reveals that prophets
always had direct revelation. At least that is the record about
Buddha, Chrbt and Mohammad. By its very nature Guru Nanak's
message was new, original and prophetic. This is exactly what he
stressed again and again. He left the same impression on his
contemporaries. He sang, "I speak as the words of God come to
me." "I have said what He commands me to speak." From the ahove
it is obvious that Guru Nanak made it plain that his Guru or
Enlightener was God. As such, in all the hymns of Guru Nanak,
the word Guru means God, the Enlightener. There are many other
verses of Guru Nanak that lead to the same conclusion. "The
Gurumukh finds Him, without God's (Guru's) Word the mind
wavers."~ "The Transcendent Lord, God, is the Guru whom Nanak
has met."!> "He who does not meet the True Guru (God) is never
able to cross the sea of life."7 "Guru (God) is Omnipotent and
Unfathomable. You know the Reality through the service of God."B
"Except God everyone is fallible."9 "We meet Satguru (God)
through the Word.'111l
Accordingly, we have to infer that Guru Nanak had no living
Guru and the use of the word Guru in his hymns means God. It
would, therefore, be reasonable to assume that in the hymns of
his successors the use of the word Guru could not have a different
meaning from that of God as conveyed by Guru Nanak.
In fact, it is an important tenet of Sikhism that every
Gurumukh has link with God. Actually, like Guru Nanak, other
Gurus too, had direct communion with God. They say: "Glory
he to the words of God, they have emanated from the Perfect
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Guru." "Consider the words of Guru as true since it is God himself
who has them spoken." ''The words I speak are conveyed hy Him
who created the world."11
Further quotations from the hymns of the Gurus also show
that hy the word Guru, they too mean God. "Listen, the Eternal
God Lord is my Guru."ll "I salute the Primeval Lord, the Guru, who
was in the Beginning and hefore the ages hegan."u "Guru is the
Unfathomahle, the Creator; He is the Only One: His is the Glory;
His Will prevails. He is Transcendent."14 "Everyone is sick except
my Guru (God), the True Lord and Yogi."I~ "My Satguru is eternal.
He is neither horn nor dies."16 There are a number of other long
hymns which leave no doubt that the word Guru refers to God.
Guru is described as Transcendent, Timeless One, Creator of
Himself, the Formless One, in Primordial Trance, etc. 17 Further, the
Guru is called God, Creator, All-Pervading, Working the worlds,
and with His Name. 1R Again, Guru is mentioned as God,
Transcendent, Incomprehensihle, Cause of Causes, Ever-Present,
and in like terms. 19
Apart from the historical and textual evidence, the theological
argument is equally overwhelming. The idea of God is central to
the mystic system of the Gurus; so is their concept of Attrihutive
God. In the very opening line of the Guru Grantb, Guru Nanak
defmes God as the Enlightener. In various symbolic descriptions
and doctrines, God's interest in man's progress and His Benificence
and Grace have repeatedly been emphasised by the Gurus.
Consequently, in the Guru Grantb, all references to Guru only
mean God's Immanence and His attribute as the EnIightener. In
this context, it is reasonable to conclude that in the Guru Grantb
the word Guru should normally he taken to mean God. True, there
are hymns where the word Guru refers to one of the Sikh Gurus.
Actually, in order to arrive at the right interpretation, it is the text
of the hymn that is important. But, it is very necessary to stress
that there is nothing in the Guru Grantb to suggest the doctrine
that the help of a living Guru is essential to achieve the mystic
height. In fact, neither in the Guru Grantb, nor in the Sikh tradition
has anyone other than the ten Masters ever been accepted as a
living Guru. This ipso facto controverts any suggestion that the
assistance of a living Guru is necessary for mystic attainments.
There is another aspect of the matter. The word 'Guru' literally
means an enlightener or a teacher. In that sense the word would
apply even to a Gurumukb or a God-conscious person. He holds
a very exalted place in the Sikh mystic system. Not only is he the
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highest in God's creation, but, as an instrument of God, he has
the essential characteristic, and also the duty, of helping everyone
in his progress towards the mystic goal. In this role he too is an
enlightener. Naturally, as a teacher of the mystic path, his help and
guidance are of the greatest value to the seeker. The company and
the influence of the Gurumukh have heen mentioned as one of
the principal modes of mystic training for the seeker. "In saint's
company is ego erased; in his company is one enlightened; in his
company one realises God's nearness to man; in his company
one meets the Unknowable."2<l "In the company, of Brahm Cyan!
everyone is Iiherated."21 "He is Himself emancipated and emancipates others toO."22
The conclusion is ohvious that the intervention of a liVing
Guru is not essential for the mystic achievement. God Himself is
the Gracious Enlightener or Guru. But, the help and guidance of
a Gurumukh, who exhihits in his life all godly qualities, is, indeed,
invaluable for the attainment of the mystic goal.

24
Mystic Immortality
The question of immortality has arisen in all religions. Some
persons helieve that the entire religious search of man is hased on
his desire for immortality. There is little douht that in his temporal
existence man feels very insecure. As against it, life's fundamental
urge is to live and overcome the insecurity and threat to one's
existence. Death is the greatest haunting fear of man. Life tries to
meet this prohlem in two ways. It develops the two systems of selfmaintenance and reproduction, which are aimed at the continuation of life. In one form or the other, man lives in his progeny.
But, this mode of perpetuation hy life is inadequate. Fear and death
still remain the hasic prohlems of man. In many of their hymns,
the Gurus refer to this twin problem of man and suggest the
solution of God-consciousness. "He who is in fear of death, should
surrender to the saints. II I "If man remembers God, pain and death
do not corne near him. If one remembers God, one is not assailed
by fear. liZ "He who leans only on God, escapes the noose of death."~
"The Guru's service gives peace and freedom from insecurity; the
cycle of births and deaths is broken and the angel of death is
helpless. 114
The implication of all these verses is that man continues to
be the victim of the fear of death and the consequent loss of his
identity. The semi-deterministic animal procreation has proved an
unsatisfactory device. By God-consciousness and by estahlishing
a relation with God, both these problems of man are solved. He
gains a new and higher self-conscious personality and true
existence. The mystic has no sense of insecurity. He becomes
fearless and remains in poise, harmony and bliss. He does not
suffer from any pain, conflicts and frustration. Instead of a small
egoistic individuality, he gains a higher supra-conscious personality in harmony with entire life. Death has no dread for him.
This does not mean that the God-conscious person suffers
no physical death. But, he lives a conscious life hereafter. This is
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what Guru Nanak plainly mentions in the hymn of Karamkhand.
He says that these Bhagats (God-centred persons) are filled with
God. They are ever in bliss. They do not die. They understand
everything and are misled hy none. In short, the Gurus conceive
of a conscious individual personality of the God-centred person
even after his physical death. "By Guru's Grace they remain in
union with God. They do not transmigrate. Gurumukh comes and
goes (i.e., barns and dies) without any restrictions."~ "The Godconscious never dies."~
It is our view that this immortality or supra-conscious life of
the mystic is limited to the cosmos. The mystic is not God.
According to the hymn of Karamkhand, he is confined to the
regions of the cosmos. He was not there when God was by Himself.
True, he is the instrument of God. But, he is a created heing, not
the Creator.
The Sikh mystic, Baha Wasakha Singh, gave the following
clarification of the issue. i'The mystic is a supra-conscious entity
even after life. He enters the world conSciously, with a purpose
and according to the Will of Goo." In order to illustrate his point,
he gave two similes. ''The mystic comes into the world just like
the man who enters the well in order to save a drowning person.
Viewed externally, hath are in the well. One of them is in difficulty,
the other has gone on his own with the ohject of saving the
drowning person." That is the comparative position of man and
the mystic. One is the helpless victim of circumstances. He feels
insecure and is in difficulty. He is anxious about his fate and future.
The mystic is faced with no such problem. He comes to the world
to carry out His Will. Another simile he gave was that of the
prisoners and the jailor. "The liberty of the prisoners stands
curtailed. They are bound hy their circumstances. They cannot
overcome them. The jailor is the master of the situation. He is free
to enter the jail and return at his own will. The jailor enters the
prison with specific ohjectives in view and returns after fulfilling
them." According to these two similes, the my~tic has a supraconscious status after his physical death. The mystic returns and
may return again and again, hut he does so with a purpose. He
is not the type who merges or who, when once released from the
world, never returns.
In Sikhism, God-centredness or the mystic achievement
. implies not only a continuous creative work in life, but also a supracon5~ious immortal personality of the kind envisaged above.
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The Lives ofGumsJ
By the very nature of our psyche we can take only a partial,
relative and selective view of things and events. That is a human
frailty. There will, therefore, always be differences in the
interpretation of various hymns lh the Guru Granth and the system
they lay down. But the best way to reduce and eliminate these
differences and to clarify the issues is to make a close study of the
lives of the Gurus. Evidently their lives are the best interpretation
of their hymns. They are the true index to the kind of life they
recommend. Conversely, no study of their lives can he fruitful, and
no conclusions about them valid, unless seen in the light of their
hymns. The right interpretation of the system embodied in the
Guru Granth is the one illustrated and exemplified by the lives
of the Gurus themselves, since their words and deeds match each
other.
From the hymns in the Guru Granth we have drawn some
conclusions on various issues, like, their world-view, the reality of
the physical world, the goal of man, the ideal life, the role of the
mystic, especially concerning social and political prohlems,
freedom and necessity. The lives of the Gurus will clarify and 'testify
whether the inferences drawn hy us are cogent and correct. That
is why we are separately studying their lives in order to understand
and interpret their views on different aspects of their religion.
We do not propose to write a detailed account of the lives
of the Gurus, nor shall we try to evaluate their contrihution to
history. That is beyond the scope of our study. Our ohject is to
state only those activities which elucidate and illustrate the issues
discussed earlier. Secondly, we shall, for ohvious reasons, accept
facts, views and sources that are authentic. EVidently, contemporary and near contemporary views have a weight of their own. In
addition, they furnish a reliable evidence of the image the Gurus
left about their views on the contemporary society and on those
who came jnto contact with them.
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LIVES OF GIIIUJS

GURU NANAK (1469-1539)*
GUnt Nanak was horn in 1469 in Talwandi, a village in the
Sheikhupura district, 65 kms west of Lahore. His father was a village
official in the local administration. As a hoy, GUnt Nanak learnt,
hesides the regional languages, Persian and Arahic. He was married
in 1487 and was hlessed with two sons, one in 1491 and the second
in 1496. In 14135 he took up, at the instance of his hrother-in-Iaw,
the appointment of an official in-charge of the stores of Daulat
Khan Lodhi, the Muslim ntler of the area at Sultanpur. It is there
that he formed association with Mardana, a low caste (Mirasz)
Muslim minstrel who was ten years senior in age.
By all accounts, 1496 was the year of his Enlightenment when
he started on his mission .. His first statement after his prophetic
commurfton with God was "There is no Hindu, nor any
Mussalman." This is an announcement of supreme significance. It
declared not only the hrotherhood of man and the fatherhood of
God hut also his clear and primary interest not in any metaphysical
doctrine hut only in man and his fate. In addition, it emphasised,
simultaneously, the inalienahle spirituo-moral comhination of his
message. Accompanied hy Mardana, he hegan his missionary tours.
Apart from conveying his message and rendering help to the weak,
he forcefully preached, hoth hy precept and practice, against caste
distinctions, ritualism, idol worship and the psuedo-religious
heliefs that had no spiritual content. He chose to mix with all. He
dines and lived with men of the lowest castes and classes.
Considering the then prevailing cultural practices and religious
tradition of pollution and untouchahility, this was something
socially and religiously unheard of in those days of rigid caste
system sanctioned hy the scriptures. It is a matter of great
significance that at the very heginning of his mission, the GUnt'S
first companion was a low-caste Muslim. The offerings he received
during his tours, he distrihuted among the poor. The rest he gave
to his hosts to maintain a common kitchen, where all could sit and
eat together without any distinction of caste and status. This
institution of common kitchen or Lallgar hccame a major
instntment of helping the poor, of levelling up and of estahlishing
the hasic equality of all castes, classes and sexes.
Despite the hazards of travel in those times, he performed
five long tours all over the country and even outside it. He visited
"The years noted against the name of each Guru relate only to the periml
of his Guruship.
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most of the known religious places and centres of worship. At one
time he preferred to dine at the place of a low caste artisan, Bhai
lalor, instead of accepting the invitation of a high caste rich
landlord, Malik Bhago, because the latter lived by exploitation of
the poor and the former earned his bread by the sweat of his brow.
This incident has been depicted by a symbolic representation of
the reason for his preference. Guru Nanak pressed in one hand
the coarse loaf of bread from Lallo's hut and in the other the food
from the Bhago's house. Milk gushed forth from the loaf of Lallo's
and blood from the delicacies of Bhago. This prescription for
honest work and living and the condemnation of exploitation,
coupled with the Guru's dictum that "riches cannot be gathered
without sin and evil means," have, from the very beginning,
continued to be the basic moral tenet with the Sikh mystics and
the Sikh society.
During his tours, he visited numerous places of Hindu and
Muslim worship. He explained and exposed through his preachings
the incongruities and fruitlessness of ritualistic and ascetic
practices. At Hardwar, when he found people throwing Ganges
water towards the sun in the east as oblations to their ancestors
in heaven, he started, as a measure of correction, throwing the
water towards the west, in the direction of his fields in the Punjab.
When ridiculed about his folly, he replied, "If Ganges water will
leach your ancestors in heaven, why should the water I throw ~p
not reach my fields in the Punjab, which are far less distant?"
He spent twenty-five years of his life in preaching from place
to place. Many of his hymns were composed during this period.
They represent answers to the major religious and social problems·
and cogent responses to the situations and incidents that he came
across. Some of the hymns convey dialogues with Yogis in the
Punjab and elsewhere. He denounced their methods of living and
religiOUS views. During these tours he studied other religious
systems like Hinduism, jainism, Buddhism and Islam. At the same
time, he preached the doctrines of his new religion and mission
at the places and centres he Visited.
Since his mystic system almost completely reversed the
trends, principles and practices of the then prevailing religions, he
criticised and rejected virtually all the old beliefs, rituals and
harmful practices existing in th~ country. This explains the
necessity of his long and arduous tQurs and the variety and
profusion of his hymns on all the religious, social, political and
theological issues, practices and institutions of his period.
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Finally, on the completion of his tours, he settled, as a peasant
farmer at Kartarpur, a village in the Punjah. Bhai Gurdas, the scribe
of the Guru Grantb, was a devout and close associate of the third
and the three suhsequent Gurus. He was born 12 years after Guru
Nanak's death and joined the Sikh mission since his very hoyhood.
He became the chief missionary agent of the Gurus. Because of
his intimate knowledge of the Sikh society and his heing a near
contempora!)' of Guru Nanak, his writings are very authentic and
reliahle. He writes that at Kartarpur Guru Nanak donned the robes
of a peasant and continued his ministry. In the morning, lapji was
sung in the congregation. In the evening Sodar and Arti were
recited. The Guru cultivated his lands and also continued with his
mission and preachings. His followers throughout the count!)' were
known as Nanak Pantbies or Sikhs. The places where Sikh congregations and religious gatherings of his followers were held were
called Dbaramsa/as. These were also the places for feeding the
poor. Eventually eve!)' Sikh home became a Dharamsala.
One thing is very evident. Guru Nanak had a distinct sense
of his prophethood and that his mission was God-ordained. During
his preachings, he himself announced, "0 Lallo, as the words of
the Lord come to me, so do I express them." Successors of Guru
Nanak have also made similar statements indicating that they were
the messengers of God. So often Guru Nanak refers to God as
his Enlightener and Teacher. His statements clearly show his belief
that God had commanded him to preach an entirely new religion,
the central idea of which was the brotherhood of man and the
fatherhood of God, shorn of all ritualism and priestcraft. During
a dialogue with the Yogis, he stated that his mission was to help
everyone. He came to be called a Guru in his life time. In Punjabi,
the word Guru means hath God and an enlightener or a prophet.
During his life, his disciples came to be recognised as a separate
community. He was accepted as a new religious prophet. His
followers adopted a separate way of greeting each other with the
words Sat Kartar (God is True). Twenty-five years of his extensive
preparatory tours and preachings across the length and breadth of
the country clearly show his deep conviction that the people
needed a new prophetic message which God had commended him
to deliver. He chose his successor and, in his own life time,
established him as the future Guru or enlightener of the new
community. This step is of the greatest significance, shOWing Guru
Nanak's determination and declaration that the mission which he
had' started should be continued and perpetuated. By the formal
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ceremony of appointing his successor and by giving him a new
name, Angad (his part or limh), he laid down- the clear principle
of impersonality, unity a~d indivisihility of Guruship. At that time
he addressed Angad hy saying, "Between thou and me there is now
no difference." In the Guru Grantb there is clear acceptance and
proclamation of this identity of personality in the hymns of Satta
and Balwand quoted earlier. This unity of spiritual personality 9f
all the Gurus has a theological and mystic implication. It is also
endorsed hy the fact that each of the subsequent Gurus calls
himself Nanak in his hymns. Never do they call themselves by their
own names as was done by other Bbagats and mystics. That Guru
Nanak attached the highest importance to his mission, is also
evident from his selection of the successor hy a system of test, and
only when Guru Angad was found perfect. 2 He appointed him as
his successor, who was comparatively a new comer to his fold, in
preference both to his own son, Sri Chand, who also had the
reputation of being a pious person, and Baba Budha, a devout Sikh
of long standing, who during his own lifetime, had the distinction
of ceremonially installing suhsequent Gurus.
All these facts point out that Guru Nanak had a clear plan
and vision that his mission was to be continued as an independent
and distinct spiritual system on the lines laid hy him, and that, in
the context of the country, there was a clear need for the
organisation of such a spiritual mission. In his own life-time, he
distinctly determined its direction and laid the foundations of some
of the new religious institutions. In addition, he created the basis
for the extension and organisation of his message, mission and
religion.
The ahove in brief is the story of Guru's life. We shall now
note the chief features of his work, how they arose from his
message and how he proceeded to develop them during his
lifetime.
(I) After his enlightenment, in his first words, Gum Nanak
declared the brotherhood of man. This principle formed the
foundation of his new spiritual gospel. It involved a fundamental
doctrinal change because moral life received the sole spiritual
recognition and status. This was something entirely opposed to the
religious systems in vogue, in the country, during the time of the
Guru. All those systems were, hy and large, other-worldly. As
against it, the Guru hy his new message hrought God on earth.
For the first time in the country, he made a declaration that God
was deeply involved and interested in the affairs of man and the
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world. Having taken the first step hy the proclamation of his radical
message, his ohvious concern was to adopt further measures to
implement the same.
(2) The Guru realised that in the context and climate of the
country, especially hecause of the then existing religious systems
and the prevailing prejudices, there would be resistance to his
message, which, in view of his very thesis, he wanted to convey
to all. He, therefore, refused to remain at Sultanpur and preach his
gospel from there. Having declared the sanctity of life, his second
major step was to accept the value of planning and organisation
in the religiOUS field. As such, his twenty-five years of extensive
touring can he understood only as a major org:lnisational step.
These tours were not casual. They had a triple ohject. He wanted
to acquaint himself with all the centres and organisations of the
prevalent religious systems so as to assess the forces his mission
had to contend with and to find out the institutions that he could
use in the aid of his own system. Secondly, he wanted to convey
his gospel at the very centres of the old systems and point out the
futile and harmful nature of their methods and practices. It is for
this purpose that he visited Hardwar, Kurukshetra, Benaras,
Kanshi, Gaya, Ceylon, Baghdad, Mecca, etc. Simultaneously, he
desired to organise all his followers and set up for them local
centres for their gatherings and worship. The existence of some
of these far-flung centres even uptil today is a testimony to his
initiative in the organisational field. His hymns hecame the sole
guide and. the scripture for his flock and were sung at the
Dharamsalas.
(3) Guru Nanak's gospel was for all men. He proclaimed their
equality in all respects. In his system, the householder's life became
the primary forum of religiOUS activity. His was not a concession
to the laity. In fact, the normal life became the medium of spiritual
training and expression. The entire discipline and institutions of
the Gurus can he appreciated only if one understands that, hy the
very logic of Guru Nanak's system, the householder's life hecame
essential for the seeker. On reaching Kartarpur after his tours, the
Guru sent for the members of his family and lived there with them
for the remaining eighteen years of his life. For the same reason
his followers all over the country were not recluses. They were
ordinary men, living at their own homes and pursuing their normal
vocations. The Guru's 1>)'stem involved morning and evening
prayers. Congregational gatherings of the local followers were also
held at their respective Dharamsalas.
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(4) After he returned to Kartarpur, Guru NaQak did not rest.
He straightaway took up work as a cultivator of land, wihout
interrupting his discourses and morning and evening prayers. It is
very significant that throughout the later eighteen years of his
mission he continued to work as a peasant. It was a total
involvement in the moral and productive life of the community.
His life was a model for others to follow. Like him all his disciples
were regular workers who had not given up their normal vocations.
Even while he was performing the important duties of organising
a new religion, he never shirked the full-time duties of a small
cultivator. By his personal exampla he showed that the leading of
a normal man's working life was fundamental to his spiritual
system. Even a seemingly small departure from this hasic tenet
would have heen misunderstood and misconstrued hoth by his
own followers and others. In the Guru's system idleness became
a vice and engagement in productive and constructive work a
virtue. It was Guru Nanak who chastised ascetics as idlers and
condemned their practice of begging for food at the doors of the
householders.
(5) Another important aspect of the moral life which the Guru
emphasised was the sharing of one's income. He said, "Property
could he gathered only hy vice." It ohviously meant that while
doing productive work and earning one's livelihood were moral,
the amassing of wealth was evil. In this context, he introduced the
new practice of sharing one's income. We have already quoted his
dictum that "he knows the way who works hard and shares his
earnings with others." He insisted that his disciples should share
their income with others and divert it for common purposes. Every
Sikh home, as enjoined by him, became a centre for helping the
weak and the poor. Here too the Guru gave a personal lead. During
his tours, whatever he received was given to feed the poor and
finance the common kitchen. Similarly, at Kartarpur he created the
institution of a free common kitchen (Langar) and started the
practice of everyone eating at the same place.
(6) According to the Guru, moral life was the sole medium
of spiritual progress. In those times, caste, religious and social
distinctions, and the idea of pollution were major prohlems.
Unfortunately, these distinctions had received religious sanction.
The problem of poverty and food was another moral challenge.
The institution of Langar had a twin purpose. As everyone sat and
ate at the same place in Pangat and shared the same food, it cut
at the root of the evil of caste, class and religious distinctions.
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Besides it demolished the idea of pollution of food hy the mere
presence of an untouchahle. Secondly, it provided food to the
needy. This institution of Langar and Pangat was started by the
Guru among all his followers wherever they had heen organised.
It hecame an integral part of the moral life of the Sikhs. Considering
that a large numher of his followers were ,low caste and poor
memhers of the society, he, from the very start, made it clear that
persons who wanted to maintain caste and class distinctions had
no place in his system. In fact, the twin duties of sharing one's
income with the poor, and doing away with social distinctions,
were the two ohligations which every Sikh had to discharge. On
this score, he left no option to anyone, since he started his mission
with Mardana, a low caste Muslim, as his lifelong companion.
(7) The Guru expressed all his teachings in Punjahi, the
spoken language of Northern India. It was a clear indication of his
desire not to address the elite alone hut the masses as well. It is
recorded that the Sikhs had no regard for Sanskrit, which was the
sole scriptural language of the Hindus. Both these facts lead to
important inferences. They reiterate that the 'Guru's message was
for all men. It was not for the few who, because of their personal
aptitude, should feel drawn to a life of a so-called spiritual
meditation and contemplation. Nor was it an exclusive spiritual
system divorced from the normal life. In addition, it stressed that
the Guru's message was entirely new, and was completely
emhodicd in his hymns. His disciples used his hymns as their sole
gUide for alI their moral, religious and spiritual purposes. Thirdly,
the disregard of the Sikhs for Sanskrit strongly suggests that not
only was the Guru's message independent and self-contained,
without reference and resort to the Sanskrit scriptures and
literature, hut also that the Guru made a deliberate attempt to cut
off his disciples completely from all the traditional sources and the
priestly classes. Otherwise, the old concepts, ritualistic practices,
modes of worship and orthodox religions were hound to affect
adversely the growth of his religion which had wholly a different
basis and direction and demanded an entirely new approach.
The following hymn from Guru Nanak and the subsequent
one from Sankara are a contrast in their approach to the world.
''The sun and moon, 0 Lord, are Thy lamps; the finnament
Thy salver; the orbs of the stars the pearls encased in it.
The perfume of the sandal is Thine incense, the wind is Thy
fan, all the forests are Thy flowers, 0 Lord of light.
What worship is this. 0 Thou Destroyer of birth? Unbeaten
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strains of ecstasy are the trumpets of Thy worship.
Thou has a thousand eyes and yet not one eye; Thou hast
a thousand forms and yet not one form;
Thou hast a thousand stainless feet and yet not one foot;
Thou hast a thousand organs of smell and yet not one organ. I
am fascinated hy this play of Thine.
The light which is in everything is Thine, 0 Lord of light.
From its hrilliancy everything is hrilliant;
By the Guru's teaching the light hecometh manifest.
What pleaseth Thee is the real worship.
o God, my mind is fascinated with Thy lotus feet as the
humhle-bee with the flower; night and day I thirst for them."
Give the water of Thy favour to the Sarang (hird) Nanak, so
that he may dwell in Thy name."1
Sankara writes: "I am not a comhination of the five perishahle
elements. I am neither hody, the senses, nor what is in the hody
(antar-anga: i.e., the mind). I am not the ego-function; I am not
the group of the vital hreath-forces; I am not intuitive intelligence
(huddhO. Far from wife and son am I, far from land and wealth
and other notions of that kind. I am the Witness, the Eternal, the
Inner Self, the Blissful One (siva-ham; suggesting also, 'I am Siva')."
"Owing to ignorance of the rope, the rope appears to he a
snake; owing to ignorance of the Self the transient state arises of
the individualized, limited, phenomenal aspect of the Self. The
rope hecomes a rope when the false impression disappears
hecause of the statement of some credihle person; hecause of the
statement of my teacher I am not an individual life-monad (jivonaham), I am the Blissful One ('sivo -ham).
"I am not the horn; how can there he either hirth or death
for me?
"I am not the vital air; how can there he either hunger or thirst
for me?
"I am not the mind, the organ of thought and feeling; how
can there he either sorrow or delusion for me?
"I am not the doer; how can there be either bondage or
release for me ?"
"I am neither male nor female, nor am I sexless. I am the
Peaceful One, whose form is self-effulgent, powerful radiance. I
am neither a child, a young man, nor an ancient; nor am I of any
caste. I do not belong to one of the tour life-stages. I am the
Blessed-Peaceful One, who is the only Cause of the origin and
dissolution of the world." 4
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While Guru Nanak is bewitched hy the beauty of His creation
and sees in the panorama of nature a lovely scene of the worshipful
adoration of the Lord, Sankara in his hymn rejects the reality of
the world and treats himself as the Sole Reality. Zimmer feels that
"Such holy megalomania goes past the hounds of sense. With
Sankara, the grandeur of the supreme human experience hecomes
intellectualised and reveals its inhuman sterilitY."~
No wonder that Guru Nanak found the traditional religions
and concepts as of no use for his purpose. He calculatedly tried
to wean away his people from them. For Guru Nanak, religion did
not consist in a "patched coat or hesmearing oneself with ashes"6
hut in treating all as equals. For him the service of man was
supreme and that alone won a place in God's heart.
By this time it should he easy to discern that all the seven
features of the Guru's system are integrally connected. In fact, one
flows from the other and all follow from the hasic tenet of his
spiritual system, viz., the fatherhood of God and the hrotherhood
of man. For Guru Nanak, life and human beings hecame the sole
field of his work. Thus arose the spiritual necessity of a nonnal
life and work and the identity of moral and spiritual functioning
and growth.
Having accepted the primacy of moral life and its spiritual
validity, the Guru proceeded to identify the chief moral prohlems
of his time. These were caste and class distinctions, the institution
of property and wealth, and poverty and food. Immoral institutions
could he suhstituted and replaced only hy the setting up of rival
institutions. Guru Nanak helieves that while it is essential to elevate
man internally, it is equally necessary to uplift the fallen and the
downtrodden in actual life. Because, the ultimate test of one's
spiritual progress is the kind of moral life one leads in the social
field. The Guru not only accepted the necessity of effecting change
in the environment, hut" also endeavoured to huild new institutions. We shall find that these seven hasic principles of the spirituomoral life enunciated by Guru Nanak, were strictly carried out by
his successors. As enVisaged by the first prophet, his successors
further extended the structure and organised the institutions of
which the foundations had been laid by Guru Nanak. Though we
shali consider these points while dealing with the lives of the other
nine Gurus, some of them need to be mentioned here.
The primacy of the householder's life was maintained.
Everyone of the Gurus, excepting Guru Harkishan who died at an
early age, was a married person who maintained a family. Guru
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Nanak,·when he sent Guru Angad from Kartarpur to Khadur Sahih
to start his. mission there, advised him to send for the memhers
of his family and live a normal life. According to Bhalla 7 when Guru
Nanak went to visit Guru Angad at Khadur Sahih, he found him
living a life of quiet and meditation. Guru Nanak directed him to
he active as he had to fulfil his mission and organise a community
inspired hy his religious principles.
Work in life, hath for earning the livelihood and serving the
common good, continued to he the fundamental tenet of Sikhism.
There is a clear record that everyone upto the fifth Guru (and
prohahly suhsequent Gurus too) earned his livelihood hy a
separate vocation and contrihuted his surplus to the institution of
Langar. Each Sikh was made to accept his social responsihility.
So much so, that Guru Angad, and finally Guru Amar Das, clearly
ordered that Udasis, persons living a celihate and ascetic life
without any productive vocation, should remain excluded from the
Sikh fold. As against it, any worker or a householder without
distinction of class or caste, could hecome a Sikh. This indicates
how these two principles were deemed fundamental to the mystic
system of Guru Nanak. It was defined and laid down that in
Sikhism a normal productive and moral life could alone he the hasis
of spiritual progress. Here, hy the very rationale of the mystic path,
no one who was not following a normal life, could he fruitfully
included.
The organisation of moral life and institutions, of which the
foundations had heen laid hy Guru Nanak, came to he the chief
concern of the other Gurus. We refer to the socio-political
martyrdoms of two of the Gurus and the organisation of the milit~ry
struggle hy the sixth Guru and his successors. Here it would he
pertinent to mention Bhai Gurdas's narration of Guru Nanak's
encounter and dialogue with the Nath Yogis who were living an
ascetic life of retreat in the remote hills. They asked Guru Nanak
how the world below in the plains was faring. "How could it be
well", replied Guru Nanak, "When the so-called pious men had
resorted to the seclusion of the hills." The Naths commented that
it was incongruous and self-contradictory for Guru Nanak to he
a householder and also pretend to lead a spiritual life. That, they
said, was like putting acid in milk and thereby destroying its purity.
The Guru replied emphatically that the Naths were ignorant of even
the hasic elements of spiritual life. R This authentic record of the
dialogue reveals the then prevailing religious thought in the
country. It points to the clear and deliberate hreak the Guru made
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from the traditional systems.
While Guru Nanak was catholic in his CntlClsm of other
religions, he was unsparing where he felt it necessary to clarify an
issue, or to keep his flock away from a wrong practice or prejudice.
He categorically attacked all the evil institutions of his time,
including oppression and barbarity in the political fjeld, corruption
among the officials and hypocrisy and greed in the priestly class.
He deprecated the degrading practices of inequality in the social
field. He criticised and repudiated the scriptures that sanctioned
such practices. After having denounced all of them, he took
tangible steps to create a society that accepted the religious
responsibility of eliminating these evils from the new institutions
created hy him and of attacking the evil practices and institutions
in the social and political fields. This was a fundamental
institutional change, with the largest dimensions and implications
for the future of the community and the country. The very fact that
originally poorer classes were attracted to the Gurus' fold shows
that they found there a society and a place where they could
breathe freely and live with a sense of equality and dignity.
Dr. H.R. Gupta, the well-known historian, writes, "Nanak's
religion consisted in the love of God, ·love of man and love of godly
living. His religion was ahove the limits of caste, creed and country.
He gave his love to all, Hindus, Muslims, Indians and foreigners
alike. His religion was a people'S movement based on modern
conceptions of secularism and socialism, a common brotherhood
of all human beings. Like Rousseau, Nanak felt 250 years earlier
that it was the common people who made up the human race. They
had always toiled and tussled for princes, priests and politicians.
What did not concern the common people was hardly worth
considering. Nanak's work to begin with assumed the form of an
agrarian movement. His teachings were purely in Punjabi language
mostly spoken by cultivators. They appealed to the downtrodden
and the oppressed peasants and petty traders as they were ground
down between the two mill stones of Government tyranny and the
new Muslims' brutality. Nanak's faith was simple and sublime. It
was the life lived. His religion was not a system of philosophy like
Hinduism. It was a discipline, a way of life, a force, which
connected one Sikh with another as well as with the Guru."9 "In
Nanak's time Indian society was based on caste and was divided
into countless watertight compartments. Men were considered high
and low on account of their birth and not according to their deeds.
Equality of human ~ings was a dream. There was no spirit of
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national unity except feelings of community fellowship. In Nanak's
views men's love of God was the criterion to judge whether a
person was good or had, high or low. As the caste system was
not hased on divine love, he condemned it. Nanak aimed at
creating a casteless and classless society similar to the modern type
of socialist society in which all were equal and where one member
did not exploit the other. Nanak insisted that every Sikh house
should selVe as a place of love and devotion, a true guest house
(Sach dharamsha/a). Every Sikh was enjoined to welcome a
traveller or a needy person and to share his meals and other
comforts with him"'" "Guru Nanak aimed at uplifting the individual
as well as huilding a nation."11
Considering the religious conditions and the philosophies of
the time and the social and political milieu in which Guru Nanak
was horn, the new spirituo-moral thesis he introduced and the
changes he hrought about in the social and spiritual field were
indeed radical and revolutionary. Earlier, release from the hondage
of the world was sought as the goal. The householder's life was
considered as impediment and an entanglement to he avoided hy
seclusion, monasticism, celihacy, Sanyas or Vanprastha. In
contrast, in the Guru's system the world hecame the arena of
spiritual endeavour. A normal life and moral and righteous deeds
became the fundamental means of spiritual progress, since these
alone were approved by God. Man was free to choose hetween
the good and the bad and shape his own future hy choosing virtue
and fighting evil. All this gave "new hope, new faith, new life and
new expectations to the depressed, dejected and downcast people
of Punjab."12
Guru Nanak's religious concepts and ~ystem were entirely
opposed to those of the traditional religions in the country. His
views were different even from those of the saints of the Radical
Bhakti movement. From the very beginning of his mission, he
started implementing his doctrines and creating institutions for
their practice and development. In his time the religious energy
and zeal were flOWing away from the empirical world into the
desert of other-worldliness, asceticism and renunciation. It was
Guru Nanak's mission and achievement not only to dam that
Amazon of moral and spiritual energy but also to divert it into the
world so as to enrich the moral, social and political life of man.
We wonder if, in the context of his times, anything could be more
astounding and miraculous. The task was undertaken with a faith,
confidence and determination which could only be prophetic.
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It is indeed the emphatic manifestation of his spiritual system
into the moral formations and institutions that created a casteless
society of people who mixed freely, worked and earned
righteously, contrihuted some o( their income to the common
causes and the Langar. It was this community, with all kinds of
its shackles hroken and a new freedom gained, that hound its
memhers with a new sense of cohesion, enahling it to rise
triumphant even though suhjected to the severest of political and
military persecutions.
The life of Guru Nanak shows that the only interpretation of
his thesis and doctrines could he the one which we have accepted.
He expressed his doctrines through the medium of activities. He
himself laid the firm foundations of institutions and trends which
flowered and fructified later on. As we do not find a trace of those
ideas and institutions in the religious milieu of his time or the
religious history of the country, the entirely original and new
character of his spiritual system could have only been mystically
and prophetically inspired.
Apart from the continuation, consolidation and expansion of
Guru Nanak's mission, the account that follows seeks to present
the major contributions made hy the remaining Gurus.

NANAK II 0539-1552)
Guru Angad popularized the present fonn of the Gunnukhi
script. It became the medium of writing the Punjahi language in
which the hymns of the Gurus are expressed. This step had a farreaching purpose and impact. First, it gave the people who spoke
this language, an identity of their own, enahling them to express
their thoughts directly and without any difficulty or transliteration.
The measure had the effect of establishing the independence of
the mission and the followers of the Guru. Secondly, it helped the
community to dissociate itself from the Sanskrit religious tradition
so that the growth and development of the Sikhs could take place
unhampered and unprejudiced hy the backlog of the earlier
religious and social philosophies and practices. This measure, as .
shown hy the suhsequent growth of Sikhism, was essential in order
to secure its unhindered development and progress; for it reqUired
an entirely different approach to life.
Dr. Gupta feels that this step, to a certain extent, kept the
upper classes among Hindus, to which the Guru belonged, away
from Sikhism, partly because they were steeped in the old religious
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and Brahminical tradition, and partly because the Sanskrit tradition
fed their ego hy giving them a superior caste status to that of the
other castes. But, the idea of equality of man was fundamental to
the Sikh spiritual system. The Guru never wanted that its
association with traditional religious literature should tend to water
it down. The matter is extremely important from the point of view
of the historical growt.h and study. Actually, the students of Sikh
history know that over the centuries the influence of these old
traditions has been Significantly in evidence. It has sometimes even
given a wrong twist to the new thesis and its growth. The educated
persons were almost entirely drawn from the upper castes and
classes. They had a vested interest, visible also in their writings,
in introducing ideas and practices which helped in maintaining
their privileges and prejudices of caste superiority, even though
such customs were opposed to the fundamentals about the
equality of man laid down hy the Gurus. For example the Jats who
were themselves drawn from classes, hranded as low hy the
Brahmanical system, started exhihiting caste prejudices vis-s-vis the
lower castes drawn from the Hindu fold.
Earlier, the Punjabi language was written in the Landa or
Mahajani script. This had no vowel sounds, which had to be
imagined or construed hy the reader in order to decipher the
writing. Therefore, there was the need of a script which could
faithfully reproduce the hymns of the Gurus so that the true
meaning and message of the Gurus could not be misconstrued and
misinterpreted hy each reader to suit his own purpose and
prejudices. The devising of the Gurmukhi script was an essential
step in order to maintain the purity of the doctrine and exclude
all possihility of misunderstanding and misconstruction by
interested persons.
The institution of Langarwas maintained and developed. The
Guru's wife personally worked in the kitchen. She also served food
to the members of the community and the visitors. Her devotion
to this institution finds mention in the Guru Granth. n
The Guru earned his own living by twisting coarse grass into
strings used for cots. All offerings went to the common fund. This
demonstrates that it is necessary and honourable to do even the
meanest productive work. It also emphasises that parasitical living
in not in consonance with the mystic and moral path. In line with
Guru Nanak's teaching, the Guru also declared that there was no
place for passive recluses in the community.
Like Guru Nanak, Guru Angad and the subsequent Gurus
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selected and appointed their successors hy completely satisfying
themselves ahout their mystic fitness and capacity to discharge the
responsihilities of the mission.

NANAK III 0552-74)
Guru Amar Das, though horn in 1479, hecame the Guru in
1552 when he was in his seventies. All the same he took many
significant steps. He estahlished new centres for conveying to the
people the message of Guru Nanak. Twenty-two such centres were
created in different areas where persons, approved hy the Guru,
performed extension work. They administered hoth to the religiOUS
and the secular needs of the disciples; for, in the Guru's system
legitimate secular needs were included in the religious needs. They
collected offerings from the disciples and sent them to the Guru
for the common use of the community. The Guru himself earned
his living as a small tradesman.
He started the system of holding two annual gatherings of
his disciples from all over the country. At his headquarters, he got
constructed a Baoli (a small tank with a perennial source of spring
water). For the Sikhs the headquarters of the Guru and this Baoli
hecame a holy place of pilgrimage.
As an anti-caste and anti-pollution measure, he made it
incumhent that no one, irrespective of his status or caste, could
see him unless he had first partaken, along with others, of the food
cooked at the common kitchen. Emperor Akbar had also to dine
at the Lallgar hefore he met the Guru.
In his time ascetics and recluses again made an attempt to
enter the Guru's flock. But the Guru issued a final injunction that
no recluse or ascetic could he a Sikh. He also denounced the
system of Sati and Purdah among women.
According to the Guru, the human body was the temple of
God. He, therefore, laid emphaSiS on keeping it healthy, and sound
to the end. For the same reason, he denounced the ascetic practices
of torturing the body. The Guru felt that the health of the body
could not be divorced from moral and spiritual well-being.

NANAK IV 0574-81)
Guru Ram Das worked as Guru for a short period. After
obtaining land for the purpose, he founded the town of Amritsar
which continues to be the centre of Sikhism till today. He dug a
tank which became the principal place of pilgrimage. Traders and
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artisans were invited to settle at the town so that its growth could
be rapid. In due course it became the largest commercial centre
in northern India. It was a landmark in the life of the community,
because the Guru established a central place that was quite distinct
from that of the Hindus and the Muslims. Since then Amritsar is
for the Sikhs what Mecca is for the Muslims. All this indicates that
the Guru had a distinct sense of his mission and did everything
to establish it as a separate religious system and entity.

NANAK V (1581-1606)
Guru Arjan's multifarious activities, apart from making a very
major contribution to the organisation of the mission, demonstrate,
as laid down hy Guru Nanak, that no field of life, whether secular,
social or political, is excluded for the operation of a mystic. Slowly
hut surely the movement came out with a distinct identity of its
own and with clear-cut religious and socia-political facets.
The system of voluntary offerings for the common cause and
the sharing of one's earnings was made regular. Every Sikh was
supposed to contribute 10% of his income to the common fund
maintained hy the Guru. The representatives of the Guru collected
contrihutions from their respective areas and sent them to the
common treasury.
The construction of the temple at Amritsar was started hy the
Guru and its foundation stone was laid by the reputed Muslim Sufi
Saint, Mian Mir. He huilt another tank and temple at Tarn Taran.
These temples had doors on all sides, indicating that these were
open to all castes and communities.
The Guru had a well-organised central establishment yJhich
included the maintenance of a contingent of horses and elephants.
He encouraged his followers to trade in horses from Central Asia.
For his personal maintenance, the Guru also took up that trade.
As such, the Sikhs became good horsemen and formed later the
nucleus of military power. All these features were important
developments because they were clear preparation for the military
organisation that was to follow from the time of the sixth Guru.
It was in the life-time of Guru Arjan that his son, Guru Hargohind,
started learning how to wield the sword and going on trips for
hunting. 14
In 1598 the Guru interceded on hehalf of the local peasantry
with Emperor Akhar to get reduced the excessive levy of land
revenue. These activities of the Guru gave him a new status. It was
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at this time that the Guru came to he called by the Sikhs as Sacha
Patshah (True Emperor). The Guru had come to guide, govern and
influence the lives of the Sikhs both in the temporal and the
spiritual fields. It was a significant development. The organisation
of the community, according to GuPta, hecame a state within a
state. 1t1S
An important step in the separate consolidation of the religion
was the compilation of the Adi Granth as the sole and authentic
scripture of the Sikhs. It has a significant feature. Besides the hymns
of the five Gurus, it contains the hymns of Hindu and Muslim
saints. The Adi Granth was formally installed at the Amritsar temple
on the annual gathering of the Sikhs. From the very start it was
recognized as the Sikh scripture. Emperor Akbar made an offering
of 51 gold coins to the Adi Granth. Its installation at the only Sikh
temple constructed then by the Guru and the appointment of the
most venerated Sikh, Baha Buddha, as its Granthi (minister), show
that it was meant to be the exclusive scripture of the Sikhs and
the embodiment of the Gurus' system and thought. In this way
conjectures about links with the other systems or scripture~ were
set at rest forever. This is an important step, especially when we
find that in the Guru Granth no status or sanctity has been given
to any gods, goddesses or Avatars.
This compilation is a landmark in the history of Sikhism. It
is a clear testimony of the fact that the Gurus took this vital step
to emphasise that their message and mission were new and
prophetic. This fact comes out in all its glaring singularity when
we see that, in the entire religious history of man, no other prophet
felt it essential to authenticate his message so as to secure its purity
and exclude the possibility of interpolation, confusio:! and
misinterpretation. In fad, in most cases the unerances of the
prophets were compiled hy their devotees long after their ministry.
This authentication of the scripture hy the Guru himself once for
all ensured its separate identity. In the case of other prophets, their
opponents can say that the prophets themselves never meant to
declare any new truths, but their overzealous followers made it into
a separate system not intended by the prophets. Nothing of that
kind can be asserted about the Gurus and the Guru Granth.
It is something very extraordinary that, in line with Guru
Nanak's hymn that 'with the help of other God-conscious beings
he would help everyone to he a God-eentred person', the Guru
included in the Adi Granth hymns of twenty-two Muslim and
Hindu saints. It is a singular example of the Guru's sense of
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personal anonymity. He truly felt that in accomplishing this task
he was working only as an agent of God's mission. Otherwise also
we find that contemporary saints like Mian Mir and Pir Budhan
Shah, irrespective of religion and race, remained closely associated
with the mission of the Gurus.
Owing to the growing religious and political influence of the
Gurus, the Sikhs had got a clear consciousness of their religious
and socio-political identity. Consequently, the position of the
Gurus had naturally given rise to hostility, hath in the religious and
political quarters. Saikh Ahmad, the head of the Naqashhandi
order at Sirhind and a leader of the revivalist movement of Islam
in India, got upset at the influence of the Guru among men of hath
the communities. He had access to the court of jehangir. But,
prohahly, the chief reason that upset the Emperor was that the
Guru had hlcssed Khusro and helped him monetarily while the
latter had rehellcd against jehangir. The local administration was
naturally aware of the growing socia-political strength and
influence of the Guru. That this incident rankled in the mind of
Emperor jehangir, is evident from his own statement recorded in
his autohiography. He wrote that he had ordered the execution
hy torture of Guru Arjun, unless he emhraced Islam, hecause the
Guru had raised aloft the standard of holiness and many Hindus
and Muslims had foolishly hecome his followers.
The Guru was ordered to he executed. In addition a fine of
rupees two lacs was imposed on him. Some historian say that, as
a measure of clemency at the intervention of Mian Mir, this fine
was imposed in lieu of the sentence of death. The Sikhs offered
to pay the fine themselves but the Guru fOlbade them to do so.
He replied to the Emperor, ''Whatever money I have is for the poor,
the friendless and the stranger. If thou ask for money thou mayest
take what I have; but if thou ask for it hy way of fine, I shall not
give thee even a Kauri (penny)"16. The Guru accepted death hy
torture and suffered the first great martyrdom. His sacrifice further
steeled the faith of the community in the mission of the Gurus.
Gupta, who considers the views of all other historians as relevant
material, concludes that it was principally a political execution.
A ruling administration never takes notice of a religious
institution, unless it has a political complexion and potential. The
Moghul emperors never hather~d ahaut any saint of the Bhakti
school. The Sikh movement was growing into a clear socia-political
body, flIed with a religious and moral zeal. It constituted a
disciplined people who were being gUided and led towards their
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ideals by a prophetic mystic. It was this socio-political growth
which no mler or administration could fail to take note of as a
potential danger and chal1enge to its existence and mle. It is
evident that the Sikh growth was of such dimensions that it
attracted the attention of the Administration and also of the
Emperor. Further, this organisation was of such size and
importance that the Emperor not only took the extreme step of the
execution of Gum Arjun, so as to stop altogether this unwanted
growth (as recorded by the Emperor), but also found the
movement and the episode as significant enough for mention in
his autobiography. jehangir was undoubtedly right that the
organisation and the movement posed a political threat to the
Empire. But he was mistaken in his belief that by the execution
of the Gum he had nipped this growth in the bud. In this
background and the context of future developments, it would
surely he naive for anyone to say either that jehangir, by this
execution of Gum Arjan, converted a simple, peaceful and
innocuous movement into a military organisation, or that the
reaction of the sixth Gum to his father's execution was overzealous,
especial1y when we know that by the very nature of the Gums'
thesis socia-political developments and activities were an integral
part of their spiritual life. The fifth and the sixth Gums had done
nothing beyond the extension and development of the foundations
laid and the organisation built by Gum Nanak.
Gupta cal1s Gum Arjan "an original thinker, an illustrious
poet, a pract"ical philosopher, a great organiser, an eminent
statesman and the first martyr of the faith. He completely changed
the external aspect of Sikhism. "17

NANAK VI (1604-1644)
While in prison, before his execution at Lahore, Gum Arjun
had sent a message to his son, Gum Hargobind, then aged only
eleven, that he should henceforth maintain an army. At the very
time of his instal1ation as Gum, he insisted that he should wear
two swords, one representing his spiritual leadership and the other
his temporal and political leadership. Soon after it, he constmcted
in front of the Amritsar temple, another building cal1ed the Akal
Takht (God's throne) as the seat of temporal power. This place
continues to the present day as the centre of every socio-political
deliberation and power of the community. There, like the two
swords he wore, he raised aloft two flags, representing the two
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aspects of his activities. He told his followers, "My rosary shall be
my sword-belt and on my turhan I shall wear the emhlem of
royalty."IH The Sikhs were already engaged in the trade of horses
and the Guru advised every Sikh to keep a sword and maintain
a horse, wherever possihle. He started recruiting a regular army.
He had a personal hodyguard of 57 horsemen, and kept 700 horses,
60 gunmen and sao infantry men. Thus a state within a state, started
and developed hy the earlier Gurus, was consolidated hy him.
When this news reached the emperor, he demanded from the Guru
the fine imposed on his father. The Guru was imprisoned in the
Gwalior fort along with other political prisoners of high status. Later
he was released.
There is an important incident which brings out the religious
policy of the Gurus. One Ram Oas, a Maharashtra saint, met Guru
Hargohind. He questioned him as to how he reconciled his being
a successor to the spiritual seat of Guru Nanak with his liVing as
a soldier, maintaining an army and calling himself a true Emperor.
The Guru replied that Guru Nanak had given up mammon (greed
for money). He had not renounced the world, and that the sword
was for the douhle purpose of protecting the poor and destroying
the tyrant. 19 These words of the Guru most clearly hring out the
religious and spiritual philosophy of Sikh mysticism, its originality
and its hreak with the past. Persons brought up in the tradition
of old beliefs and ideas of dichotomy between the religious and
the secular life, find it difficult to understand and grasp the
significance of the Gurus' system. The prohlem of comprehension
that confronted saint Ram Oas was the same as arose with the Nath
Yogis in their dialogue with Guru Nanak. It arises even now with
some of our present-day academicians. But, for the Sikh mystic
participation in life is spiritually essential. Consequently, the
defence of moral life, reaction and responses to challenges from
the environment, form an integral part of the Gurus' mystic system.
The reply of Guru Hargobind is an unamhiguous c1ar~cation of
the system of Guru Nanak as understood hy the Gurus themselves.
This also explains the various empirical steps taken by the first
five Gurus in order to develop their religious system and organize
the Sikhs in the way they did. Saint Ram Oas's meeting with the
Guru had a great historical consequence, for he was so impressed
hy the Guru's thesis that he later trained Shivaji, the great Marhatta
leader, in the same manner. 20
Guru Hargohind sponsored the cause of the down-trodden
Hindus and provided leadership to the oppressed people of
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Punjab. In this struggle, he fought in the plains of the Punjab, six
battles with the Moghuls. People came to him and joined his forces
because they felt that no one else had the power to stand against
the Emperor. In one of these battles he defeated 7,000 Moghul
soldiers. Finally, he settled at Kiratpur. His reputation as a military
leader spread and ambassadors of the hill Rajas waited upon him.
The organisation of the Sikhs into a separate socio-religious
group with political implications had started from the time of the
very first Guru. This close and integral combination of the secular
and the spiritual life was a thesis which was foreign to the Indian
tradition. No wonder that some of the people around the sixth
Guru, including his own followers, could not understand the
spiritual character of these military developments. This explains
two points. First, that the transformation of the community into a
spirituo-political organisation could only he gradual, because the
Gurus had to carry the people with them. Unfortunately, they had
all been conditioned by the old traditions. The full understanding
and acceptance of the new thesis could only be slow. The Gurus,
naturally, had to wait till their followers fully realized the
implications of the new doctrine and owned its responsibilities.
Secondly, it also confirms the view that the object was to organise
a mission and a movement in the empirical world and not merely
to deliver a message and embody it in a scripture or a mythical
tale. The scriptural thesis had to be lived among the people and
not in the seclusion of a monastery for the training of a few. The
aim was to uplift everyone irrespective of caste and creed, and to
convey that each one, howsoever placed, could tread the spiritual
path. This choice was open to everyone and the Guru was there
to organise and lead the movement. Hence the progress could only
be gradual both in the education of the people and in the pace
of the movement. The latter could not outstrip the former. The task
was stupendous. For, it had to take place in the face of the
understandable opposition of one of the greatest empires of all
times.
The number and areas of sub-centres of preachings were
extended. The Guru himself controlled both the religious centres
and the secular centre at Amritsar. The Guru, thereby only brought
out visibly and symbolically what, in view of the steps that had
already been taken by the earlier Gurus, was inherent in the
integrated spiritual thesis of Guru Nanak. In fact secure and clear
founditions had already been laid by him. While the Gurus, and
those engaged in these developments, were fully aware of their
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responsihility to maintain the original spiritual purity of the religion
and the entire movement, to some outside~, including historians
conditioned and committed to different doctrines and systems of
religion and polity, the sixth Guru's work has seemed to show a
departure from the original growth. But, a departure, as we have
seen, it was not.

NANAK VB (1644-1661)
Guru Bar Rai continued to maintain regular soldiers and
military preparations. It was a masterly stroke of Guru Hargohind
that he huilt a viahie military organisation under the very eye of
the Moghul rulers and without serious intervention by them to
throttle the rising movement. Finding that the hattie of succession
was about to begin. Dara Shikoh met Guru Har Rai. But, later Dara
was defeated hy Aurangzeh and he moved towards Lahore. At
Ruper Guru Bar Rai met him again with his troops, hut Dara was
in no mood to offer resistance and renew the fight with Aurangzeb.
This incident, as Khusro's incident in the case of jehangir, was, it
seems never forgotten hy Aurangzeh. After ascending the throne,
he called Guru Har Rai to Delhi. The Guru sent his son Ram Rai
to represent him. Ram Rai, perhaps, in deference to his host, while
reciting a couplet from the Guru Granth misquoted one word of
the text. This apparent display of fear was reported hy the Delhi
Sikhs to the Guru. He was very unhappy about it. He not only
disowned him but directed him not to appear before him at all.
This event is of considerable importance. The Guru knew that he
was preparing his people for a moral and military struggle with the
Empire. In this battle any douht or fear in the mind of a soldier
for the. cause of the mission would have been a disastrous
handicap. It was fear from the minds of the people that the Gurus
were trying to eradicate. They had to be taught to react boldly
against every wrong or injustice, whatever be the authority which
should inflict it. This new conditioning was essential for the health
and strength of the community the Gurus were trying to huild. The
subsequent history of the struggle shows that they succeeded to
a large extent. Hence the drastic action by the Guru against his
own son at the latter's seeming display of fear.

NANAK VIII 0661-1664)
Guru Harkrishan as head of the faith lived only for three
years. As soon as Aurangzeb found time, he sent for Guru
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Harkrishan to Delhi and Raja jai Singh was sent to escort him. But
before the meeting at Delhi could take place, he fell ill and died.

NANAK IX 0664-1675)
After Guru Arjun, all the Gurus maintained regular military
forces and equipment. Guru Tegh Bahadur himself had fought and
distinguished himself in the battles against the Moghul forces.
Aurangzeb followed a policy of religious persecution. He
imposed a tax on the Hindus and demolished and defiled their
temples and religious places. Persecution was more severe in
Kashmir and thousands were forcihly converted to Islam.
The Guru toured the Punjah and exhorted the people to live
courageously and fearlessly. He helped them in their vocations.
During this time, a deputation of Kashmiri Pandits came to the
Guru and complained to him of their sad plight and the threat of
their heing forcihly converted to Islam. The Guru considered the
matter. The crucial issue of human and religious freedom was at
stake and had to be faced. The Guru finally advised them to convey
to the ruler that if Guru Tegh Bahadur were converted to Islam,
they would follow suit. Naturally, all this was conveyed to the
Emperor. The Emperor asked the Guru to desist from political
involvements and keep to religious pursuits only.21 It is very
significant to note that had the Guru's thesis and intentions
admitted of this bifurcation, he would have readily obliged the
Emperor. But he did not do so. Later, the Guru was arrested and
taken to Delhi. Under the orders of the Emperor he was asked to
embrace Islam. He naturally refused. He was put in an iron cage
and asked to show a miracle. His companions were hacked to
pieces or executed in his presence. The only miracle he showed
was that he is said to have tied a piece of paper round his neck
when he was ordered to be executed. The paper was found to
contain the words that he laid his head but had not forsaken his
freedom and his missionY The Guru invited martyrdom to uphold
the freedom of his faith and the dignity of man. This generated
a wave of resentment and set the hearts of the people in the
country ablaze with anger. It emboldened every honest man to be
ready to face with determination the oppression that had been
launched against the people. A great challenge had been posed
to the religious movement started by Guru Nanak. After the
martyrdom of Guru Arjun, followed the military activities of the
sixth Guru. Now, the second crucial stage had been reached for
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taking yet another major step. The organisation had heen huilt and
the military preparations made. A community hound in a common
faith and cohesive social ideas and ideals had been formed. The
people as a whole had suffered acutely under oppressive bigotry.
Though helpless themselves, they were eagerly looking forward
to one who should espouse their cause and relieve them of their
continuing angUish and suffering. At that time, Guru Tegh Bahadur
voluntarily came forward to suffer one of the greatest martyrdoms
of history. He stood for man. He invited execution in order to
awaken the spirit of the people and the moral and spiritual
consciousness of man. So far as his own people were concerned,
the leader's obvious object was, by his own example, to prepare
and steel his men for the moral and grim struggle ahead, and
enthuse them to make sacrifices for the cause of the faith and man.
The Guru by his supreme sacrifice gave a glorious lead.

NANAK X (1675-1708)
In the life of Sikhism and the Sikh community, the period of
Guru Gohind Singh is the most crucial one. Momentous decisions
had (0 be made and steps taken concerning the Religion. In
addition, the community faced serious challenges from the Empire
which had become openly hostile to the Sikhs. All these prohlems
had to be solved and measures taken to secure the progress of the
mission. Because of the extreme compleXity of the situation, there
is, among historians ignorant of the ideology of the Gurus, a
general lack of understanding of the issues involved, their
implications and the solutions devised. In order to have a proper
appreciation of the events and the role of the tenth Guru, it is
necessary for us to have a rapid look at the system developed by
the Gurus.
Guru Nanak believes that Haumen corrupts and destroys
both the personal and the social life of man. The only remedy for
it is the path of God. He envisages a two-fold moral or spiritual
progress. One is the establishment of the Kingdom of God. This
involves the creation of a society where all are treated alike. Second
is the constitutional conversion of man into a superman. He works
for the fulfilment of a free and creative society so as to eliminate
aggression and encroachments on the freedom of man. In the
Gurus' ~)'stem, tyranny is an evil, but it is no smaller evil to suffer
tyranny and not to stand up against it. This two-fold progress of
man has to take place side by side, both aspects being inalienably
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linked with each other. It is, in fact, a single integrated
development. One could neither hecome God-conscious, nor be
tested as such outside the main stream of life. It is the Gurus' way
of living a total life. A Sikh was heing moulded as a complete man.
That was his training and ideal of life. His orientation was not for
heing a mere worshipper of the deity, nor for seeking personal
salvation. His living emhraced all phases of life, moral, sociopolitical and spiritual.
This ideal explains why Guru Nanak is so profuse in
condemning evils in all aspects of life, religious, social and political.
He stressed and commended the spiritual necessity of work,
production and the sharing of one's earning with the needy, and,
what was most important, of treating all men and women as equal
in every respect. Further, he felt that the evils should not only he
resisted and eliminated, hut, simultaneously, the society should be
so reorganised that these do not re-appear and grow again. He
started the establishment of a community wedded to new spirituamoral ideals. He himself laid the foundations of these four-fold
developments and new organisations. Such institutions take time
to come into shape and develop because they are contrary to the
instinctive and egoistic urges of man.
Guru Nanak had laid down a mystic thesis in which moral
life in the world had the highest priority. His ethical system clearly
envisaged the use of force and the change of the environment in
order to serve righteous causes. He organised all over the country
a separate community of people. In short, he had accepted and
implemented the principle of environmental, organisational and
institutional changes in order to gain moral ends in all fields of
life. A real sense of equality between man and man was created
among his followers.
It is important to bear this context in mind. For, it enables
us to understand the two pronged developments of Guru Nanak's
religion. On the one hand, he created a new society with new aims
and objectives. On the other hand, he tried to remove the ills of
the environmental situation to the extent his new society could
tackle them. The goal was the same, but the problem could he
solved only hy this two directional approach. Ohnoxious sociopolitical institutions could be fought out and eliminated only by
a community or society wedded to new ideals. Major environmental changes cannot be brought about by individuals alone. The
organisation of a separate community was essential for the Gurus'
task of reorganising the socia-political structure of the society. The
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Sikhs were not a sect of any religion. They were a people with
an entirely new way of life. Their social outlook and views had
changed radically. The Sikh response to the military challenges
from the rulers was not a temporary expedient, nor a way devised
to meet any ephemeral, local.or historical situation. It was a total
way of life for which the Gurus had prepared them.
The Gurus continued to build and organise a classless and
casteless society based on the principles laid down by Guru Nanak.
The object was first to organise such a society and then to employ
it for' socia-political purposes. Later, along with the necessary
training and orientation for moral and spiritual progress, environmental and social issues were also taken up for solution. As soon
as the social base and standing of the community became
consolidated, the fifth Guru .began to grapple with the sociapolitical problems. This involved confrontation with the Empire.
Since then the Gurus started military preparations for the purpose.
There were two distinct issues before Guru Gobind Singh.
The foremost issue was the final organisation and consolidation
of his people into a well-knit and self-governing religious
community so that it could shoulder the responsibilities of the
mission. The second issue related to the impending struggle against
the Empire. With the vision of a prophetic mystic, the Guru
assessed the situation and took steps for the solution of both the
problems.
The Guru had a distinct sense of his mission. It is written,"For
this purpose I came into this world; God sent me for the sake of
Dbaram (righteousness); wherever you are, spread Dbaram; root
out the oppressors and the wicked." "I have cherished you as my
son, I have created you to preach righteousness; wherever. you are
promote righteousness; restrain the people from evil deeds." "For
this purpose I was horn, bear this in mind all ye saints; to propagate
Dbaram; to protect saints, to annihilate the tyrants."2.~ The Guru
prayed, "0 God, give me the boon that I may not deter from
performing righteous deeds; nor may I fear the enemy. When I go
to the field of the hattIe, I should have determination for victory.
May your Attrihutes alone ever inspire me. When the end of my
life draws near, may I die fighting heroically."21
The Guru continued the development of his religious
organisation. He created, among his people, a spirit of equality,
adventure, and disregard for personal possessions and accumulation of worldly goods. The following rules were prescribed for the
service of food to the Sikhs and the visitors in Langar.
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The Guru's Langar should be considered as belonging to
God.

All Sikhs and visitors should eat there.
Anyone who objected to eating there for considerations
of caste should be deemed a non-Sikh.
(d) A prayer to God should be offered before taking the food.
Similarly, after completion of meals, prayers from the
hymns in the Ad; Granth should be recited.
(e) After eating to one's fill, no one should take any food
along with him.
(f)
Invitation for food from a Sikh should not be declined, nor
should the guest criticise the food offered by the host.
(g) A hungry Sikh should be fed and treated respectfully.2~
The Guru inspired the extreme devotion of his Sikhs. Writing
in 1696, a historian describes the love of the Sikhs for the Guru
and their faith in Guru Nanak : "They cherish such faith in the Guru
as is not found in other communities. They utter his name at all
times, and consider serving him as one of the most meritorious acts.
If a wayfarer arrives at midnight and takes the name of Guru Nanak,
he is treated as a friend and brother, no matter he may be an utter
stranger or even a thief, or a robber, or an evil-doer." 26 This
statement is of great significance. It was recorded when Guru
Gobind Singh had already clashed with the hill princes and the
Empire. And, yet, even then for the Sikhs, it was Guru Nanak, and
not Guru Gobind Singh, who was deemed to be the pioneer
prophet of the entire movement. It was his name that was for the
Sikhs the sole point of reference and not that of any subsequent
Guru.
The process of socia-spiritual development and self-identification of the Sikh society had been in progress since the time of
Guru Nanak. It had been a gradual growth, the landmarks of which
were distinctly discernible. Guru Nanak had started the spiritual
struggle and had prepared his men for it. The subsequent Gurus
had nurtured the growth of the community by the sacrifice of their
lives. It was now for Guru Gobind Singh to live the final scene
of this glorius drama. It was a drama in the sense that the Guru
was carrying out the Will of God and not his own. But it was, at
the same time, the greatest reality, for it was the fmal phase of the
Sikh society under the Gurus. The Guru knew that his mission was
to spread righteousness. He was aware of the immediate tasks he
had to accomplish in the furtherance of his mission. He understood
full well the might of the Empire he had to face and contend with.
(b)

(c)
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It would have heen entirely different, if the ideal had been mere'
personal salvation. But, a spiritual society, with an ideology like
that of the Gurus, has to prepare itself for a perpetual was against
the forces of Evil. These are always well equipped. They can he
surmounted only hy the hlood of the martyrs and the mystics. The
Guru, as the leader of the community, was ready for the extreme
sacrifices he had to make. But, he had also to prepare his men
whom he had to lead to victory.
For the Guru the matter of the highest priority was to prepare
his people to he self reliant, self-governing and capahle of leading
themselves. The Sikh Gurus wanted to raise the community to the
level of responsihle self-direction. The Sikhs had to carry out the
spiritual mission of the Gurus. They had to perform the role not
only of maintaining their internal cohesion hut also of reacting to
the environment in the manner the community had done under
the leadership of the Gurus. This was the dual role for which the
Gurus had heen preparing them. It is for this purpose that the tenth
Guru created the institution of the Khalsa and baptised the five
beloved ones as their leaders. He gave new symbols and shape
to the community. The superhuman sacrifices of the Guru,
unparalled in human history, and the Amrit ceremony should be
deemed a part of this final stage of self-identification of the
community. It was the culmination of a gradual process of
development and maturity. It is clear that the primary object of the
Guru in creating the institution of the Khalsa and Amrit was to put
his formal seal on an integrated, responsible and independent
community that the Gurus had planned to build. The Guru wanted
to evolve a 1>ystem for creating the leaders of the community when
he left his mortal coil. It was at this time that the Guru decided
to test his men who were to be the future leaders of the mission.
It was not a kingship to be conferred. It was the stage set to select
leaders who could make sacrifices and defy death without
flinching. Let us explain how the Guru initiated the Amrit (baptism)
ceremony. On the Baisakhi day in 1699, the Guru appeared with
a drawn sword in the annual gathering of the Sikhs. In a resonant
voice he declared that he wanted a human head for sacrifice and
enquired if any Sikh could offer it. There was silence in the
congregation. Then arose a Sikh announcing his readiness to
sacrifice his life. The Guru took him aside in a tent. After a while,
he appeared again with the same naked sword red with blood.
Again he called for a second head. This time the consternation was
even greater than before. The timid started slipping away. Some
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thought the Guru had gone crazy. But, another brave Sikh rose
and made the offer. The Guru took him to the tent. Similarly the
Guru reappeared the third, the fourth and the fifth time. On each
occasion he made the same demand and took the volunteer into
his tent. Finally, he brought out all the five Sikhs, hale and hearty.
They were rohed in a new Sikh uniform. He performed the Amrit
(baptism) ceremony and declared them to be the first five beloved
ones (Piaras).
Four of these five belonged to the Sudra class and the· fifth
was a Khatri. As a token of their leadership and in order to set
the seal on the tradition of equality, he got himself baptised at the
hands of these five chosen ones. This, apart from signifying his
extreme humility established them as the future leaders of the
community. The Guru called this community as Khalsa, which
means the purified people or God's own. At this ceremony, the
Guru made a most stirring speech exhorting his men to be prepared
to lay their lives for the continuous struggle in the cause of the
mission. He declared that he was in the Khalsa and the Khalsa was
in him.
There is a recorded incident which is relevant to the creation
of the Khalsa. At the time of the martyrdom of Guru Tegh Bahadur,
the Sikhs of Delhi had displayed fear and weakness. Instead of
taking care of the body of the Guru, they had left the scene.
Actually, it was some so-called low-caste Sikhs who boldly took
charge of the head of the ninth Guru and brought it to Anandpur.
It was reported to Guru Gobind Singh that apprehending trouble,
the local Sikhs had slipped away and disappeared in the crowd
around the place. The Guru thought over it and then ohserved,
"I will give them such shape and foml that a Sikh could be spotted
and identified even from among thousands present." 27
It is important to understand the five freedoms a person
gained on receiving the Amrit. A mention of these five freedoms
is being repeated even uptil today at the time of every Amrit
ceremony.
(l) Freedom from all previous religions, customs and practices.
(2) Obliteration of and freedom from the effect of the past bad
deeds.
(3) Freedom from the influence of the previous caste or family.
(4) Freedom from the stigma or distinction attached to a
calling or a hereditary profession.
(5) Freedom from all rituals, prejudices and inhibitions.
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It is significant that none of these freedoms has any reference
to the impending struggle with the Empire. Each one of these
freedoms has only a socio-spiritual or theological implication. The
emphasis is on the identity of the religion, the independence of
its character and of one's complete break with the past. The
fundamental nature of these freedoms is concerned ~ith the
doctrine and the socio-religious cohesion of the community and
not with any temporary or immediate ohjective. The creation of
the Khalsa has, essentially and primarily, to he viewed as the final
step in the consolidation of the Sikhs as a religious community.
It was the formal founding of a new society. All traditional honds
inhihiting the progress and freedom of the individual were broken.
It was a salvation from the diehard customs of the past. The
individual was freed from the stigma of caste, race and profession.
The shackles imposed by the old traditions, religious and social
practices and prejudices were shattered. He was rescued from his
past and a new freedom dawned on him.
Accordingly, we conclude that the objective of the Guru in
creating the Khalsa was purely to serve the mission of Guru Nanak.
Our conclusion is further supported by a very important writing
of a companion of the tenth Guru. He records that by the creation
of the Khalsa the tenth Guru revealed and made known what till
then had been the secret goal of the Gurus and the Sikh movement.
This incontrovertible contemporary evidence is a complete rebuttal
of any ignorant suggestion that the Guru's step was directed by
any consideration other than those of the mission itself; much less
was the step a departure from the message and thesis of the earlier
Gurus. There is twice an emphatiC assertion in this hook that this
step was revelatory of the original plan of the Gurus and was the
epitome of the entire movement. 2lI
It was, indeed, the most momentous decision in the history
of the mission. Internal and external disciplines were prescribed
for the Sikhs. Basically, one had to eliminate the ego and accept
the path of Naam. Externally one had to fulfil moral duties to the
society and to the entire world. Every prayer of the Sikhs ends with
the words "May God bless the whole world". The duties towards
the society were, in fact, an aspect of the duties to the world. One's
duties to the world one cannot perform as an individual. These
can be discharged only as a community.
The Gurus not only uplifted the individual but did it through
the medium of the society. Simultaneously the Khalsa, tackled the
social and political problems of the time. It was only incidental that
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·the challenges from the political field coincided with the creation
of the Khalsa. The community was meant for the purpose. It was
for this role that the Gurus created and nurtured the community
with their own blood.
We record the views of Dr. Gupta on the significance of the
Amrit ceremony.
(I) It created an inalienable spirit of brotherhood and
comradeship among his men. As soon as one joined the
Khalsa all were equal. People who had lived for centuries
under servility turned into doughty warriors, whose deeds
of valour were sung by the whole world, even by their
bitterest enemies.
(2) Each one of the Sikhs was equal in status and had the same
rights and privileges. Thus 100 years before the French
Revolution, principles of liberty, fraternity and equality
were enunciated and became the bedrock of the Khalsa
life.
(3) By his selection on merit of the five representative leaders,
the Guru destroyed the theory of divine rights of kings and
established the supremacy of the common man in the
political field.
(4) The doctrine of collective responsibility was proclaimed.
The five beloved ones-in the presence of the Holy
Granth-were to be obeyed by the entire community.29
The second problem before Guru Gobind Singh was the
confrontation with the Empire. It had reached its final phase.
For any military preparation three things are fundamentally
important; the first is to create the wherewithal of organisation and
equipment. But far more important are a strong sense of cohesion
and loyalty among the fighting forces and a deep and abiding faith
in the righteousness of the cause for which the battles are fought.
For the last two items of moral equipment, Guru Nanak had laid
a sound organisational basis. The succeeding Gurus developed it
further. Guru Arjun took tangible steps both in the field of moral
and military equipment so as to face the anticipated clash with the
Imperial forces. On the organisational side, he persuaded his men
to trade in horses and hecome good horsemen. The Guru was not
unaware of what the consequences would be of his aiding and
blessing Khusro, a rebel fighting against the Emperor. His greatest
contribution was his confrontation with the Emperor and courting
martyrdom. Nothing could be more potent to inspire the people
and prepare them morally and spiritually for the mighty struggles
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ahead, which were indeed the struggles of the spiritual man.
From the very beginning of his Guruship, Guru Hargohind
openly started to huild a military organisation. He created separate
spiritual and secular centres, hoth headed hy himself. It would he
quite idle to suggest that, on the very first day of his Guruship,
Guru Hargohind could take these major steps as his own
innovation without instructions from his father. After making his
preparations and testing the mettle of his men with the Moghul
armies, he shifted the venue of his organisation to the out-of-theway hill areas, where the mighty Moghul could not throttle the
. young nation in its infancy. The military preparations continued
unahated even in the time of the succeeding Gurus. For obvious
reasons they did not come into direct clash with the Empire;
though, when the opportunity presented. itself the seventh Guru
did not miss it and sided with Dara Shikoh, Aurangzeh's rival to
the throne.
Then followed the oppressive persecutions hy Aurangzeb
that set a seething wave of suffering amongst the people. From
the time of Guru Arjun, the Sikh Gurus had come to be the
spokesmen and saviours of the poor and the oppressed. For they
alone had the capacity and courage to intervene on their behalf
with the rulers and stand up for all righteous causes against the
might of the Moghuls. So it was quite natural for the hard-pressed
Kashmiris to come to Guru Tegh Bahadur who was their only hope,
especially because he was maintaining a military organisation. In
view of the developing crisis and demoralization in the country,
the Guru felt that the situation was ripe to offer a second
martyrdom for the cause of moral and spiritual freedom and
regeneration of man. It was a calculated step to invite confrontation
with the Delhi Emperor.
The principles of Gurus' ethics and morality discussp.d earlier
have essentially to he borne in mind in order fully to understand
and appreciate the growth and development of the Sikh
organisation and institutions. We fmd that whereas all the
fundamental doctrines about the mystic thesis had been specified
and clarified hy Guru Nanak, the other Gurus worked only within
the spirituo-moral limits laid hy him. Seen in the light of the
historical context, Guru Arjun, Guru Hargobind, Guru Tegh
Bahadur and finally Guru Gohind Singh did take what seemingly
were major and momentous decisions, but they were all pursued
strictly within the ambit of the original thesis of Guru Nanak. The
tenth Guru created the Khalsa and had direct military confrontation
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with the Moghul Empire, involving the sacrifice of all his four sons
and his mother. Throughout, it was, indeed, the religious plan of
Guru Nanak that was heing unfolded and implemented. Nay, it was
the plan of God which the God-conscious men carried out.
To some people these changes may look Kaleidoscopic and
appear in different colours, hut it was the same light that shaped
each here. Whatever be the apparent form or area of activity, hut
everywhere it was the harriers and the chains of man that were
being broken.
Aurangzeb intensified his policies of religious persecution. It
had for long heen clear to the Gurus that the Moghul Empire had
to be faced if the seed of moral and spiritual life had to grow. The
call had been given hy Guru Tegh Bahadur. In view of the
impending clash with the Empire, Guru Gohind Singh speeded up
his military preparations. The Guru had thought that the hill chiefs
would join him in his struggle against the Empire. In the ranks of
the Guru a complete sense of hrotherhood prevailed. Low castes
from the Hindu fold, who had swelled his organisation, got a
treatment of equality. But, this did not suit the caste-ridden and
feudal hill Rajputs. The spirituo-moral ideals of equality and
fraternity affected their vested interests. Many of them, instead of
cooperating with the Guru in the common cause of man he was
espousing, became openly hostile to him. But it is of great
significance that all good persons, including Muslim saints, were
friendly to him. [n the battle of Bhangani, Pir Buddhan Shah, a
local Muslim saint, came to his aid at the head of a contingent of
700 soldiers. Two of his sons fell on the battlefield.
The defeated hill chiefs reported the growing military power
of the Guru to the Muslim Rulers. Moghul expeditions sent by the
local Governors under the orders of the Emperor had failed to curh
him and were repulsed. The Guru fortified Anandpur Sahib. On
receipt of these reports the Emperor asked his Governors to crush
the Guru.
Now another stage in the history of the moral struggle had
been reached. The Governors of Lahore, Sirhind and Jammu, along
with the ~lIiance of the hostile hill chiefs, failed to suhdue the Guru.
He knew the next stage would be a direct confrontation with the
Emperor and the Imperial forces. He felt that as a leader of the
mission he had to set a still more glorious example to his men and
train them to rise to still greater heights of sacrifice and glory.
Ten thousand men under Painda Khan were sent to attack
Anandpur. This army was defeated. Five times the hill Rajas and
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the Imperial forces attacked the Guru but were repulsed with
losses. Ultimately, Anandpur was besieged by the Moghul forces
from Delhi, Sirhind, Lahore and Jammu. The army of the hill chiefs,
joined them. On the first day the attacking army lost 900 men. The
siege continued. Finally, because the supplies had completely been
cut off, the Guru had to leave Anandpur. He was pursued. At
Chamkaur Sahih he was again besieged. There his two sons, aged
14 and 18, voluntarily went to the field and died fighting.
Latif, the Punjab historian, writes the following story
depicting the spirit of the Guru's son even on the last day of the
siege. A person from the besieging commander brought a message
that as the Guru had practically no army and was pitted against
the mighty Imperial forces, he should surrender and seek
conversion. At this the Guru's son spoke, "Utter another word and
I will smite your head from your body and cut you to pieces, for
daring to so address our chief."3O Even at this time of peril, the Guru
was not inclined to leave the place but the leaders of the
community asked him to move out of the fort so as to reorganise
his men. In the darkness of night the Guru left almost alone.
All his men left behind lost their lives. The party in which
the mother and the two younger sons of the Guru had left from
Anandpur was betrayed. His sons aged 8 and 10 were executed
at Sirhind. Within a span of a week the Guru lost his mother, all
the four sons and everything. But the Guru was not dismayed. The
letters he wrote to Aurangzeb, called the Epistles of Victory, are
a testimony to the loftiness of his spirit. He continued the struggle.
He died in 1708 as the result of treacherous stabbing by an agent
of the Nawab of Sirhind. Within one and a half years of his death
the Moghul forces were humbled. The Sikhs became supreme in
all the areas.
That was the miracle the Guru had wrought. Dr. Gupta
writes : "There are in this world men who are endowed hy nature
with infinite capacity for attaining perfection. In the days of peace
they work for the solace of mankind, and strive to smooth t.he way
for the chariot of progress. In times of calamity they suddenly rise
up to guide the people, and give them an ideal, great and glorious.
While putting that ideal into execution, they remain stoic to the
shocks of adverse fortune. They endure untold mortifications and
sufferings, but stick fast to their ideal, and cheerfully make supreme
sacrifices. The grateful world would point to Guru Gobind Singh
as one of such men.
"His dream and deeds wrought a wonderful change in his
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own generation in the religious, milifary and political life of the
people. His personality was so fascinating, so. bewitching, so
dynamic, so momentous and so unforgettable that we are seized
with wonder at the changes which took place in Punjab within one
year and half of his death. He was the greatest genius of his age.
Whenever we touch that short life, as he died at the age of fortytwo, we are at once brought into contact with a live wire. He was
a meteor that consumed itself to light the world. He was luminous
like the sun, and had conquered death.
"He possessed a rare combination of so many excellences,
supreme self-denial, marvellous intellect, super-human will-power,
great heart ~nd limitless energy. He examined life and sought its
real meaning and true goal. He came to grips with this fundamental
question. He realized his deep bond to humanity. He was moved
by the sufferings he saw around him. He decided to help men find
freedom.
"Guru Gobind Singh was not destined to have peace in his
lifetime. He was born in conflict. He was brought up in conflict.
He lived in conflict, and he died in conflict. This conflict was. not
of his own making. It was an age of conflict. Conflict was thrust
upon him by the force of circumstances, and he had a full measure
of it. It was a holy conflict. It aimed at regenerating a decaying
people. It endeavoured to create a new nation. It planned to lay
the foundation of a new society hased upon justice and freedom
of conscience. It sought to promulgate the principles of liberty,
equality and fraternity.
"At the age of nine Gobind Singh had his father sacrificed
in the cause of religious freedom. Between the age of nine and
thirty-nine, in thirty years he had to fight as many as twenty battles,
nine before the creation of the Khalsa and eleven afterwards. He
had enemies all around. He had little resources in men, money and
material. Within a week, in December 1704, he laid at the altar his
mother and all the four of his sons. Besides, thol;lsands of his
devoted followers wen; launched into eternity. Eventually at the
young age of forty-two, he shuffled off this mortal coil in the cause
of freedom and in the service of humanity. Can there be a greater
and nobler sacrifice than this? The legacy left behind by him was
that of sacrifice, service, self-support and self-respect."
Bulleh Shah, a celebrated Sufi Muslim saint of Punjab, was
a contemporary of Guru Gobind Singh. He pays a tribute to the
Guru thus:
"I neither say of the past; nor do I speak of the future; hut
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I talk of the time of Guru Gohind Singh and declare openly:
That hut for him all the Hindus would have heen converted
to a foreign culture and religion."il
"Victory deserves the applause of the people; hut a heroic
defeat deserves their compassion. One is magnificent, the other is
suhlime. Martyrdom is more glorious than success. The martyrs
struggle for the great work with the inflexible logic of the ideal.
They give their life, a pure gift, for progress. They accomplish the
will of proVidence. They perform a religious act. At the appointed
hour, ohedient to the divine will, they enter into the tomh. In this
stoical disappearance they leave hehind a landmark on the path
of progress."J2 "As a hrave soldier and leader, Gohind Singh is
undouhtedly amongst the greatest saviours of mankind. "33
Dr Gupta concludes that the creation of the Khalsa and the
hestowal of political sovereignty on the Khalsa are two of the
Guru's acts of crowning glory.

26
A Sikh Mystic
Our views ahout Sikh mysticism are based on the Gum
Granth and the Gurus' lives which are the true mirror reflecting
their system. Dissenters may still claim that we have expressed only
an interpretation which cannot he taken to he axiomatic. In order
to dispel the possihility of any douht, we have already given
authoritative interpretation of Guru Hargobind himself, which he
expressed in his dialogue with saint Ram Das. We now propose
presenting a hrief sketch of the life of a recent Sikh mystic, Baha
Wasakha Singh. His views will show how he understands the
gospel of the Gurus and the path laid hy them.
According to the unanimous opinion of his knowledgeable contemporaries. Baha Wasakha Singh was a mystic of
eminence. I He was held in the highest esteem hy the Sikhs and
other communities in the Punjah. He was born in 1877 at Dader
in the district of Amritsar. His uncle Baba Khushal Singh was also
a well-known mystic. According to Babaji, as he was affectionately
called, he attained, by the Grace of God, the mystic union at an
early age. After his marriage and some years of service in the
country, he went to America as a Punjabi emigrant to that land.
There also he earned the respect of all those who came in touch
with him. He was looked upon by them as a person of religious
eminence. He gave his entire bank balance as a contribution for
raising the first Sikh Gurdwara (shrine) in Stockton. He was a gUide
and helper to all the needy persons. The First World War hroke
out in 1914. India was then under the British yoke. Indians in the
States planned to raise a revolt against the British. A revolutionary
organisation, called the Ghadr Party was started. Bahaji hecame
one of its principal members. In 1914 most of these revolutionaries
came to India. They made contacts in the Indian army and among
the people so as to organise the rebellion. But the revolt could
not he a success hecause the plans leaked out. Bahaji was arrested,
tried for treason and transported to Andamans as a life convict.
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Scores of people were sent to the gallows. His property in India
was confiscated. As regards his property in the USA, it had already
been donated for the puhlic cause.
It is, however, pertinent. to statc that it was a time when
Gandhi and Tilak were cooperating with the British in their war
effort. All we wish to indicate is that it was the mystic intuition
of Babaji that urged him to join the revolutionary party and raise
the revolt. Another Sikh mystic, Sant Randhir Singh, who had also
joined the Ghadr movement, was arrested and sentenced to life
imprisonment. Bahaji's health broke down hecause of the
unhealthy climate and the tortures he was suhjected to in the
Andaman Jail. Following a government order of general amnesty
on winning the First World War, hc was relcased after serving a
sentence of 4 or 5 years in the jail there.
On arrival in India the first step he took was to organise a
committee in order to raise funds for aid and stipendiary assistance
to political sufferers and their dependents. As the head of this
Committee, he became, hoth for the surface and the underground
revolutionaries, the cheif contact man in the political organisation.
Consequently he continued to he an ohvious suspect in the eyes
of the Government. The police always kept him and his activities
under strict surveillance.
Following the Jallianwala Bagh massacre and the Akali
agitation for the management of Sikh shrines, Punjah was in
political fennent. Bahaji joined these struggles. As a Sikh mystic
he was deeply respected in the community. He was appointed the
cheif Oatbedar) of the Akal Takhat-the highest religio-political
seat of the Sikhs. Again, when the desilting operations were
undertaken hy the Sikhs at the Tarn Taran shrine, he was chosen
hy the Sikh community as the leader Oatbedar) among the five
Piaras (Beloved ones). During that period, there arose a conflict
among the members of the top religious organisation of the Sikhs.
By common consent he was appointed the arbitrator to settle the
differences.
But, all the same, his other political activities continued
unahated. Frequently, and for years he was jailed or interned. Most
of Bahaji's associates were memhers of the Communist or the
Socialist parties, aU fighting for socia-political causes and freedom
of the country. Here is one of the appeals he issued to his
countrymen: "Each one of you should help and join the freedom
fighters in their war for independence. Slavery is a great curse. If
you cannot help the struggle for freedom, at least desist from
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obstructing and opposing the efforts of the patriots. You have heen
praying for the victory of the British so as to save them from defeat
at the hands of Germans. Can you not at least pray for those
engaged in the fight for freedom of your own country? Is not death
better than the present slavery ?"2 A few more words ahout his
political views. He said that it was the Will of God that all men
should live as equals and disparity among theIl! should go. All
forces, even the higgest Empires and Powers, if they came in the
way of this progressive movement initiated hy God, would he
crushed. He used to ohserve jokingly, "Sikhs feel I am not a good
Sikh because most of my associates and co-workers are communists who have no faith in God. On the other hand, communists
say that I can never be a good communist hecause my first loyalty
is to God."
Hans Sarvar gives an account of the lives and views of a notcd
chain of Sikh mystics who lived between 1830 and 1950. In that
hook Babaji finds a prominent mention as one of the great
personalities. The editor, himself a mystic, describcs him as an
outstanding living mystic. Most of his early morning was spent in
his devotional remembrance of God and in meditation. Those in
trouble made all kinds of requests to him for allcviating their
sufferings. Invariably he prayed for them. Many cases have heen
verified in which he had done the healing. He never tried to take
credit for the healing that took place. When anyone made a
request, he would say, "Let us pray together to God to help us."
And he .would pray to God thereafter.
True, Babaji's views about mysticism were deeply dyed by
the Guru Granth and the lives of the Sikh Gurus. All the same,
his statements about mysticism are very clear on the issues we have
discussed earlier. We record the translation of extracts from a poem
written by Babaji while he was in the Andaman jail.
"Some persons say that there is no God. They proclaim and
spread this falsehood. I hereby state the truth, true God has shown
His presence to the Bhagats (mystics)." "Many Mahatmas have
stressed that one should give up the house-holder's life and have
resort to the seclusion of the forest. There, they suggest, one should
take to ascetic practices, give up food and clothing, and starve the
beautiful human body to a skeleton. For the purpose, they
recommend all kinds of self-inflicted tortures, including hanging
oneself upside down, standing erect all the time and smearing the
head. and the body with ashes. Some get themselves heheaded at
Kashi, others have their limbs mutilated. Do not imagine that it is
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easy to have one's head removed in the name of God. But, hail,
Guru Nanak and the ten Gurus, who have shown aiovely, glorious
and straight path, without fruitless self-tormenting of the body. No
practice of self-mortification' can destroy the snake of egoism
(Haumen). Live as a householder in the world, and follow the
advice of the Gurus for earning your living by honest means and
for sharing your income with others. Live well and keep your hody,
house and clothes neat and clean, remembering God all the time.
Give good education hoth to your hoys and girls. Be on your guard
against the wiles of the egoself and follow the way of Naam. The
ego misleads you. Beware of it and keep yourself on to the path
of God, always rememhering Him. Control your ego, otherwise it
is likely to lead you into difficulties and land you in deep waters.
Be strong and hold enough to keep it under check, because few
can escape its machinations. Practice your meditation and
concentration in order to keep the mind in tune with the Word
of God, therehy hearing the unstruck music. If you keep your mind
attuned to God (Wahegurn), you will remain tranquil and in peace,
and have no pain and suffering. Always raise your voice against
those who are tyrannical to man. Bring those who shun the poor
and the weak on to the right path. There is hut one God and we
are all his children. Let us love one and all. Fill your heart with
the love of God, second serve your country and, third, use your
earnings for the service of man. Practice these three virtues and
educate your children to do the same. God approves and acclaims
those who imhihe these values. ".~
The editor of Hans Servar, while recording the ahove poem,
writes that Bahaji's views are well known, namely, that howsoever
religious devotion and meditations (Bhaktt) one may practise and,
whatever might be one's conduct and merits, if one has not at heart
the love of man or compassion for him, one is hardly a worthwhile
Sikh (mystic). Further, that if anyone is unjust or oppressive, all
his meditations or Samadbis and Bbajan are of no avail. He writes
that Bahaji's whole life had heen spent in fighting those whp were
tyrannical and unjust to man.·
Having given the hackground, let us now record his views
on mysticism. He ohserved, "It is a great achievement to have the
mystic experience of God. ] cannot describe the depth of bliss one
finds in that state. But the Gurus' mysticism goes ahead and higher
than that. While being in tune with God, one has to do good in
the world and undertake the service of man. It is a higher stage
than the one of mystic hliss. This is the stage of Gurus' Sikhism.
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You know how difficult it is for an ordinal)' person to give up the
worldly pleasures and possessions, instead of following the path
of God. It is even more difficult for the mystic to come out of the
state of his intense and tranquil hliss in order to serve man. But,
that is the Will of God. It is the highest mystic stage to serve the
poor and the downtrodden and yet remain in union with Him."
At another time he said, "The mystic hliss is so intense that a
moment's disconnection with it would be like death to me, hut
the higher stage than that is not to remain enthralled in it, hut, side
hy side, to work consistently for the well-heing of suffering
humanity." This statement solves another point of Sikh mysticism,
viz., that even during his life the mystic never loses touch with God
and the mystic union is never interrupted. Some mystic disciples
of Bahaji were anxious that he should devote himself primarily to
missional)' work concerning Sikhism rather than spend his time in
socio-political activities which were a great strain on his feehle
health, especially during his old age. He replied, "You know what
is the Will (Raza) of God for me; you abo know that in doing
political work I am only carrying out His Will and not my own will.
In wanting me to remain engrossed in mystic bliss and in doing
missional)' work (Dharam-parchar) do you want that in God's
Court I should he counted among those who avoided to carl)' out
His Will (Raza)." This reply settled the issue. In the same context,
he spoke on another occasion, "Some persons want me to do
missional)' work regarding the mystic way to God. Such work
would be a life of peace and ease for me. People would come,
bow themselves hefore me, touch my feet and listen to my lectures.
Do you think a life of such comfort is difficult for me? But,
hrothers, this is not the way the Sikh Gurus taught us. A Sikh's
first duty is to work for the welfare of man and react to injustice
and wrong wherever it is and whatever be the cost." At another
time he said, "What kind of devotion (Bhaktl) is that in which one
remains engrossed in one's meditations and the poor suffer all
around us. This is not mysticism. A Guru's Sikh must work and
serve the poor."
Bahaji's ohservation ahout the Will of God shows, as also
stated in the japji, that a mystic becomes aware of the right role
he is called upon to play and that he must carry out His Will in
the world. On another occasion, a devout Sikh addressed him,
"Babaji, I feel I should go to Russia, the land of disbelief in God,
and convey and preach there the lofty message of the Sikh Gurus."
For sometime Babaji listened to this and then said, ''What would
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you teach to the Russians that they should also hecome political
slaves like us?" By this one sentence he not only punctured the
huhhle of a misconception ahout religion, hut also enunciated
clearly what were the right priorities for a mystic or a devout Sikh.
We have given a hrief description of Baba Wasakha Singh's
ideas ahout the duties and role of a Sikh mystic and of anyone
trying to tread the path of God. Like the Sikh Gurus, he justified
the use of force for a righteous cause.
If one were to trace merely his political activities during the
struggle for freedom and righteousness, without taking into
account his mystic achievements, one would get an entirely wrong
impression ahout his religious or mystic personality. Once a lawyer,
who was aware only of Bahaji's socio-political activities, ohserved,
''They say Bahaji is a great mystic, but from my acquaintance with
him, all I can say is that he is an honest, good and devoted political
fighter without any personal amhitions." All this, in a way, explains
how persons ignorant of true mysticism, or with narrow religious
ideas, grossly misunderstand and misinterpret the role of Guru
Gohind Singh as a true religious leader merely because of his
militant activities and the creation of the Khalsa.
The life of Baba Wasakha Singh shows that in Sikh mysticism
there is no divorce hetween God's life and the moral life, and
between the life of a mystic and the life of one who reacts against
all kinds of economic, social and political injustice and oppression.
In fact, hoth activities are inter-linked and the one leads to the
other.
The ahove statements ahout the life and views of a recent
Sikh mystic show how identical are his views with those we have
expressed regarding Sikh mysticism. In the spiritual life, love of
God and man is of primary importance. From this follows the
greatest relevance of socio-political work in order to achieve the
equality of man. One has to be on guard against the pitfalls of egacentrism which lead to human sufferings. In the same way, the
mystic has to avoid heing satisfied with the joys of union with God,
He should not fail to carry out His Will in the socia-political field.
We find that the views of Baha Wasakha Singh are in tune
with those of the Gurus. Few would suggest seriously that his
mystic experience and ideas are not typical, hut are just personal
to him. Separately, we have given the views of some recent Hindu
mystics. Their ideas are quite the same as. those expressed by the
mystics of Upanisadic period. Both Baba Wasakha Singh and most
of the recent Hindu mystics' have lived in an identical cultural
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hackground and practically in the same period of time. And, yet,
while there is a striking similarity between the ideas and' ideals of
the Sikh Gurus and those of Bahaji, there is a complete contrast
between the experiences of the latter and those of the modern
Hindu mystics. Similarly, the experience of the modem Hindu
mystics are entirely congruous with those of the Upanisadic sages
expressed over 2500 years earlier. All this leads to the evident
conclusion that it is the character of the mystic experience itself
that governs the conduct and the views of the mystic and not the
cultural hackground in which he is hrought up and lives. For, we
have also seen that 'Christian mystics, with a common cultural
hackground, have expressed very variant views. Unless one douhts
the very validity of all mystic experience, it is not. possible to
explain, on any other ground, the similarities and contrasts pointed
out ahove. The views of Baha Wasakha Singh give an authentic
interpretation of Sikh mysticism. They also clarify the contrast
between Prophetic mysticism and Quietist or Merger mysticism.

27

Conclusion
We have hriefly surveyed the major religious systems of the
world. The salient aspects of Sikhism have also heen descrihed.
From the comparative context availahle to us, it should now he
possihle to draw some general conclusions ahout mysticism and
Sikhism. We shall also attempt to identify the chief visihle trends
and the inter-relations, if any, among the hroad aspects and
assumptions of the various systems. Religion and mysticism, as
seen hy us, are virtually synonymous. Religion, when it gains the
highest consciousness, is mysticism. This proposition, as understood hy the outsiders, and as viewed by the mystics themselves,
would he stated. We shall confine our conclusions to only seven
issues: (i) what is religion, (ii) kinds of religion, (iii) religion and
psychology, (iv) religion and philosophy, (v) religion and ethics,
(vi) the Indian religious tradition, and (vii) Sikhism, its characteristics, classification and comparison.

What is Religion
Religion today is no longer confined to the old and the
esoteric, a preserve of the priest, the recluse and the ascetic. Nor
does religion share its domain with any branch of knowledge. It
deals with the totality of life and the whole of man. Philosophy,
science, theology and all hranches of rational knowledge only
assist religion. They do not compete with it. Nor are they divorced
from it, in so far as nothing is divorced from life. Religion is the
elan of life. It is its vitality. Religion governs hoth the so-called
spiritual and the secular. It gives life a sense of discrimination and
direction. For this very reason and mysticism are not separate nor
two. They are, in a way, identical. In fact, mysticism is the epitome
of religion. The attainment of the mystic consciousness is the goal
of religion. This consciousness is the light that guides man.
A confirmed rationalist and sceptic like Bertrand Russell
concedes: "lbe greatest men, who have been philosophers, have
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felt the nd:d both of science and of mysticism." The combination
of the mystic and the scientist forms "the highest eminence" that
"it is possible to achieve in the world of thought". "This emotion
(mystic sense) is the inspirer of whatever is best in man."1 Stace
goes a step further. He feels that if mysticism were discouraged
or exterminated from life, if that should at all be possible, "an
immense and indeed a disastrous disserviCe would be done to
mankind." He believes, "finally, it is possible that the direction of
human evolution in future million of years, if human race survives,
will he towards the spread of mystical experience to most men and
not merely its possession by a few rare individuals as now. It is
possihle, in short, that the superman of the future is to be the mystic
man."2 This is the view of two rationalists.
Let us consider the views of another thinker who is neither
a rationalist nor a mystic. He appears to suggest the mystic way
by taking the rationalist route. He treads the rationalist path and
feels dismayed. Schweitzer in his book 'Civilisation and Ethics'
surveys the entire field of Greek and Western thought and
philosophies and comes to a dismal conclusion. He fmds no trace
of the ethical in the working of the world or any sound basis for
the ethics in the world of thought. Neither world-and-lifeaffirmation nor ethics can be founded on what our knowledge of
the world can tell us about the world. In the world we can discover
nothing of any purposive evolution in which our activities can
acquire a meaning. Nor is the ethical to be discovered in any form
in the world-process. The only advance in knowledge that we can
make is to describe more and more minutely the phenomena which
make up the world and their implications. To understand the
meaning of the whole and that is what a world-view demands is
for us an impossibility." "I believe I am the fIrSt among Western
thinkers who has ventured to recognize the crushing result of
knowledge." "Every world-view which fails to start from resignation
in regard to knowledge is artificial and a mere fabrication, for it
rests on an inadmissible irIterpretation of the world." "The rational
thought of today, therefore, does not pursue the phantom of
getting to know the world. It leaves knowledge of the world on
one side as something for us unattainable, and tries to arrive at
clear ideas about the will-to-Iive which is within us." "What is
decisive for our life-view is not our knowledge of the world but
the certainty of the volition which is given in our will-ta-Iive. The
eternal spirit meets us in nature as a mysterious creative power.
In our will-ta-Iive we experience it within us as volition which is
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both world-and-life-affirming and ethical." "World-and-lifeaffirmation. are non-rational. They are not justified by any
corresponding knowledge of the nature of the world." "If rational
thought thinks itself out to a conclusion, it arrives at something
non-rational, which, nevertheless, is a necessity of thought."
"Rational thinking, which is free from assumption, ends therefore
in mysticism." "We must all venture once more to he 'thinkers' so
as to reach mysticism, which is the only direct and the only
profound world-view." "We must all, through thought, become
religious."3
Schweitzer finds that the rationalist road comes to a dead end.
Reason, we feel, is by itself a disappointing blind alley. We can
find neither meaning nor direction in the course of the chaotic
universe. The inevitahle rational lhference is that it is racing
towards a dismal death. As against it, the only existential truth we
are aware of is that life wants to live. This is a certainty we
experience hath inside us and outside in life. This truth which we
experience, is opposed to all rationalistic inferences. Thought has
simply failed to hack and support rationally what we feel,
intuitively, as the very basic character of our being. This inahility
of human reason to resolve the dichotomy between thought and
the will-ta-live, has heen the fundamental prohlem of life and the
cause of human insecurity and suffering. All search of the abstract
thought has not taught us how to live profoundly. The knowledge
of the 'essence' of things does not help us in the art of living or
our existence. Our knowledge of 'truth' never tells how to live truly.
The greatest achievement of reason is to expose its own
hankruptcy.
Religion deals with the will-to-live. It shows the way to true
living. It hreaks the alienation between 'essence' and 'existence~
Abstract thought creates that alienation. The basic problem is not
to know but how to live. Religion tends to solve this problem. We
can have a glimpse of 'truth' only hy trying to live truly. It can never
happen the other way round. Religion is the art of true liVing. It
leads us on to the road of real existence where there is harmony
between Reality and us.
In all the religious systems we have considered, the goal of
life is the development of the religious or mystic consciousness.
That is the state towards which all human endeavour is directed.
The ideal person is the superman, the ]tvanmukta or the mystic.
His state has been described variously. It has a number of
uncommon fea~ures. The mystic believes he has reached the
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summit of human progress and feels no deficiencies. He is tranquil,
calm and confident. The mystic gains a proverbial certitude. We
are aware that our normal consciousness works within a scope of
error, review and revision of our as~essments and reactions. We
are always wavering and all our conclusions are tentative because
our knowledge is only opinions. By its very nature it has no
certainty nor finality. But, no faith is more impregnable and its
certitude more unshakeable than that of the mystic. We have
known of a leftist, Koestler, becoming a mystic, but never has a
mys.tic changed his faith in human history. Hence the maxim: once
a mystic always a mystic. He is in a state of joy and bliss which
does not wane or wear off with time. 'It is an inspiration and an
intoxication which', according to Guru Nanak, 'is permanent'.4 The
mystics are the pace-setters in ethics and morality. They set the
standard. They are its custodians. fteason can never give an ethical
world-view. Seen rationally, all values and ethics are a sheer
prejudice, symptoms of the soft mind. Plato, while trying to create
the ideal state only landed himself into the slave market. He had
to flee from there when rescued by the help of admiring friends.
A pacifist Russell suggested that in order to avoid the appalling
disaster of a Russian victory, threat of force or, if necessary, actual
use of force should be made against the USSR, so as to impose
on it the rule of a democratic world Government. He further
recommended that for the purpose force should be employed
against Russia before it developed a big stock pile of atom bombs
and became a threat to the West.~ But, with mystics it is different.
They are willing to pay the highest cost for their convictions. Death
has no dread for them. Even rationally it is difficult to dismiss such
persons as suicidal psychopaths. For, it is a Christ, a Mohammad,
a Guru Tegh Bahadur, a Guru Gobind Singh, who bring home to
us the reality and validity of ethics and moral life. The laws of love
and ethics can be derived and accepted as a matter of faith only
from the lives of prophetic mystics. As it is, the stark logic of human
history depicts us only to be a race of struggling beings in which
every other person is a potential adversary with his eyes set on
grabbing all the products of the world. Otherwise, how ~an we
explain that modern Russia and China, both avowed protagonists
and defenders of the rights of the poorest proletariats of the world,
have been each other's bitterest enemies. In their report, The Limits
to Growth, for the Club of Rome, the authors have brought out a
computerised and cool analysis, estimate and projection of the
resources of the world and their anticipated consumption in the
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decades to come. They opine that at the rate at which the resources
of the earth are being utilised and depleted, man cannot for long
escape the catastrophe towards which he has been heading since
the last century. One of their major proposals in order to avoid
the impending calamity is to curb our egocentrism. "Short of world
effort, today's already explosive gaps and inequalities will continue
to grow larger. The outcome can only be disaster, whether due
to the selfishness of individual countries that continue to act purely
in their own interest, or to a power struggle hetween the
developing and developed nations. The world system is simply not
ample enough nor generous enough to accommodate much longer
such egocentric and conflictive behaviour hy its inhahitants."6 This
signal about the gloomy fate of man and this prescription against
egoistic liVing is not hy any morhid missionary or a paranoiac priest
to extol the redemptive role of Christ. The authors of the warning
are hardheaded scientists and statisticians dealing impersonally
with a mass of date of exponential growth of various kinds.
Since the time of the Buddha, the same warning has been
given to man hy persons whom we know as mystics. They have
been the gUiding stars and leaders of men in the field of values
and morality. Religion, as we understand from the great prophetic
mystiCS, is the organising consciousness for the perfection of life.
Il does not concern a segment or section of it. It governs and directs
the totality of life towards an ideal of hope, freedom and creative
liVing. This is the role of religion or mysticism.

Kinds ofreligion
On this issue there are two broad views. First, that all religions
and mysticisms are basically of the same kind. This is generally the
view of outsiders and most of the students of mysticism. Stace
divides mysticism into two classes, the Introvertive mysticism and
the Extrovertive one. The Extrovertive one is what we call Nature
mysticism. Actually, it is the Introvertive on with which we have
been mainly concerned. Stace feels that whereas all Introvertive
mysticism is of one and the same kind, differences in the
metaphysical views of the mystics are due to the variant cultural
backgrounds in which the mystics have appeared. To zaehner,
such a view appears superficial. He writes, ''lhis thesis is commonly
supported by 'indifferentists', those generous hut loose-minded
persons who would have us believe that all religions are equally
true and that proselytism of any sort is therefore wrong, and that
the Spirit of God manifests itself in different guist:s throughout the
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length and breadth of this wide world, adapting itself to the
different conditions of men and exhibiting the One Truth here in
Jesus Christ, there in a Krishna or in the Buddha, or again in Lao
Tzu or Mohammad. This view may be dictated by greatness of
heart; it has, however, all too frequently been associated with a
distaste for constructive thought exhibiting itself in theology, and
for dogmatism of any kind, and it has so often sprung from an
intellectual laziness which would content itself with comfortable
half-truths rather than come to grips with the hard facts which so
persistently and unkindly break into the fine-spun web of good
intentions. It is only when the facts have been grasped and the
differences analysed that there can be any hope of discerning a
divine purpose behind the always antagonistic and sometimes
warring creeds. The function of the student of comparative religion
must be to analyse the facts and point out the differences." 7
Purely on the basis of the statements of the mystics
themselves, we are inclined to agree with Zaehner. Our survey has
revealed that prophetic mystics are a class apart. Broadly speaking
there are two clear and well-demarcated streams of mysticism or
religion.•The differences are not so much in the metaphysical
position as in the entire way of life and ethics or in their worldview. The matter of real significance is the mystic's approach
towards life and how the same affects and directs it. Ultimately,
it is life that has to be the te1>1 of everything. We have no other
standard by which to measure anything. Mysticism is not a magic
show. It is directly relevant to life. It pertains to the highest
consciousness. Man too is a unit of consciousness. Mystic
consciousness cannot be unrelated to the world. Hence the
approach of the mystic to life and the world is fundamental in order
to understand, assess and classify the character of mysticism or a
religion.
Seen in this context, we can clearly discover two mystic
systems, each moving and facing in exactly the opposite'direction
For the first group, life as such is not of primary importance. It is
a!l illusion, a suffering, an evil, an entanglement, a bondage or
fetters. Even if life is supposed to be real, it cannot be the field
of spiritual endeavour. For, all activity is either binding or relates
only to the transformation of matter from the meshes of which the
spiritual element has to be rescued. A natural corollary of this
approach is resort to renunciation, asceticism, penances, monasticism, tortuous yogic or other meditations, celibacy, general otherworldliness and dissociation from life. Obviously, for this group,
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socio-political life and ethics cease to be of primary significance
hoth for the spiritual seeker and the mystic. Whatever be the
metaphysical view evolved in order to explain the concerned
mystical system, the approach and attitude to life mentioned ahove
are fully sanctioned hy it. If dualism is asserted, the ohject is to
isolate the spiritual element from its involvement with matter. If
monism is accepted, worldly activity hecomes a mere appearance
and not of any practical value. In systems that contrihute to the
somewhat Platonic view, man is just a transformation of the original
'idea' in God. Reversion to Him and withdrawal from the world
are the mystic goal. Pantheistic systems too maintain a similar
approach. In them moral responsihility ceases to have any
meaning. The goal of life remains merger in God or Niroana. Even
if the system uses theistic colours and terminology, the life-view
remains the same. In reference to such Indian systems as )ainism,
Yoga, Sankhya, Buddhism and Vendanta, Zimmer writes, "This is
the hasic Indian concept of the way-a fundamentally static view
of the 'march to enlightenment' (bodbikarya). In the Yoga-sutras,
the goal is represented as the attainment of "isolation-integration"
(Kaivalya) , in the Sankhya as the achievement of 'discriminating
insight' ( Viveka), in Vedanta as the realisation of the 'Transcendental Selfl (arman-Brabman), and in Buddhism as 'Enlightenment'
(Boob,), hut in essence these goals are one. "II In short, all these
mystic systems are what SChweitzer calls life-negating, being
opposed to the ethical world-view of life-affirmation. To this group
belong, practically all the Indian mystic systems, Sufism and a
majority of the Christian mystics.
Next is the group of theistic mystics like Christ, Mohanunad
and the Sikh Gurus. Their attitude towards the world is positively
life-affirming and ethical. The world is a meaningful creation of
God. It is not only a reality hut it is the sole field of spiritual and
moral functioning for man. The goal of human life is to develop
a religious or mystic consciousness in order to be the creative
instrument of God and His Will. Here the stream of mystic life flows
in an entirely different direction. God created the world for a
'serious purpose'. God is creative Love for all men. It is in our
expression of love for man and life that we partake of the life of
God and become the instrument of His Will. Life is not a bondage
hut it is a beautiful creation of God. It is an opportunity for man
to shed his egoistic consciousness and instead to develop the
mystic consciousness. It is the highest consciousness of man, meant
to organize life according to the laws of God and His Love. The
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goal of life is neither return to Him, nor a life of isolation or merger,
hut an active and creative life. It is clearly an ethical ideal of lifeand-world-affirmation. Like the Bodhisattva, the mystic does not
tum his hack to life. The mystic never feels that he is God, nor
that he is His equal. His relation with God is forever that of the
creature and Creator, of the devoted instrument of the Graceful
God. The prophetic mystics are usually theistic.
It would, indeed, be highly incongruous and inaccurate to
call hoth kinds of these mysticisms or religions as belonging to one
and the same class. Sophistry apart, in practice there is hardly
anything that is common in ideals, methods and approach between
these two groups of mysticism or religion.
Purely from the ethical and moral angle there are three groups
of mysticism. Nature of Extrovert mysticism is amoral and
indifferent to the demands of ethics. For the second group of
mystics, the world-renouncers, moral life has no final validity.
Either good activities have to be shed along with the had ones,
or like the rafter those have to he dropped when one reaches the
other shore and achieves the mystic height. In the third category,
it is entirely different. Both for the seeker and the mystic, moral
life has a priority and precedence. For them awakened love is the
essence of the mystical experience. It flows for the service of man.
Love is the fountain of all virtues. It is the only human activity
through which we feel and realise our nearness to man and God.
For the purpqse of this chapter we shall call the mystics of this
grpup as Activists and all mystics of the second group as Quietists.
From the views of Bergson, Hocking, Zaehner and Ahdul
Qaddus it would appear that the mystic paths of the Quietist and
the Activist are partly common. But, they helieve that the prophetic
mystic goes further on that path. He is not content with the union
alone, but, carries out the message or Will of God in the world
of man. He feels that in the circumstances of his times, he has been
commanded to perform a task. We are inclined to disagree with
this view expressed by Bergson and others. For, our study leads
us to an entirely different conclusion. We do not find that there
is anything common between the two paths. It is not, as Bergson
calls it, that one is a halfway mysticism and the other is a fullfledged one. Nor is it that one mystic remains absorbed in the
mystic bliss of union or merger and the other returns with a
command and mission to fulfil. We have found that from the very
start and in every respect the approach to life, the discipline and
the goal of the two systems are radically different. It is not that
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for a distance the two traverse the same road and after it they part
company. The two groups have ah initio different directions, and
even opposing aims and objectives. In short, they have wholly
contrasted world-views.

Religious experience and psychology
Both the introvertive mystic groups accept the view that
mystic consciousness is entirely different from the normal 'I', or
ego-consciousness of man. All great mystics deny that mystic
experience is a function of the normal ego-consciousness. Time
and again the mystics assert that all our maladies and conflicts are
due to the failings of the ego-consciousness. The way out of it is
to transcend this limit and to establish a communion with God or
Reality. This way one develops a supra-eonsciousness. As such, any
study of the 'I' consciousness cannot lead to understanding of the
mystic consciousness. Psychology like all other branches of
knowledge belong to the sphere of the mechanical and the
deterministic. But, mysticism is free and creative. It is not a phase,
an aspect or the integration of his normal consciousness. It is,
accordingly, believed to be nonsensory. For the same reason, all
nature or extrovert mysticism is excluded from the category of true
mysticism. While Nature mysticism is amoral, true mysticism is
highly ethical and moral. Real mystic consciousness is constant,
certain and confident. Unlike the moods of the normal consciousness, it does not vary or waver. Since it is a direct apprehension
of Reality, my1>1icism yields real knowledge or truth as against mere
opinions, which is the best the normal psyche can achieve. Unlike
the ordinary mortal, the mystic gains a certitude and an unswerving
conviction. This consciousness is a dynamic and creative movement of Truth. The mystic joins this flow as an awakened agent.
Against this, a body of thinkers holds that mystic consciousness
is not non-sensory. It involves only the experiences of the ordinary
human psyche. The claims of the mystics have been disputed by
them. Stace lists the following characteristics of the Introvertive ~nd
the Extrovertive mysticisms.
Extrovertive mysticism
/ntrovertive mysticism
1.
Unifying
vision-all
1. The unitary consciouness, the
One, the Void, the pure or
things are one.
the Universal Consciousness.
2. Non spatial and non-temporal. 2. The apprehension of the
One as the inner life of all
things.
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3. Sense of ohjectivity or reality.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Blessedness, peace, etc.
Feeling of holy or divine.
Paradoxicality
Ineffahility
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3. Sense of ohjectivity or
reality.
4. Blessedness, peace, etc.
5. Feeling of holy or divine.
6. Paradoxicality.
7. Ineffahility.

The ahove list shows9 that five of the seven characteristics
are common to hoth the types of mysticism. The commonness of
the features of these two mysticisms would suggest that hoth the
varieties of mysticism belong to the same class. The claim of the
non-sensory character of the introvertive mysticism would, thus,
appear. to he invalid. For, Extrovertive mysticism is just an
experience of the normal psyche; few persons have claimed it to
he a higher kind of mysticism.
We have to see how the ahove analysis compares with the
claims of the mystics who exclude these flashy and casual
experiences (Extrovertive mysticism) from the class of true
mysticism. Even Stace believes: ''lbese facts seem to suggest that
the extrovertive mysticism, although we recognize it as a distinct
type, is actually on a lower level than the introvertive type; that
is to say, it is as an incomplete kind of experience which finds its
completion and fulfilment in the introvertive kind of experience."
But, for the introvertive mysticism Stace too concedes that it is a
function of the Higher Universal Consciousness or Mind. It is an
experience of "the Unitary Consciousness, the One, the Void, the
Pure Universal Consciousness. This experience is non-spacial and
non-temporal.'t1° It is true that some mystics the world over have
descrihed this experience of the Universal Entity in somewhat
contradictory terms. They have called the Reality as Personal and
Impersonal, with and without Attrihutes, Active and Inactive, One
and Many. All attempts of the philosophers to comprehend and
resolve these apparently paradoxical statements have heen
inadequate. But, these seeming conflicts in the statements of the
mystics have never hothered them nor stopped them from
repeating those apparent contradictions. A modem philosopher
like Suzuki openly asserts that "it is a state of absolute emptiness
which is ahsolute fullness."l1 Prohahly this is the reason why some
critics consider mystical experience as purely suhjective or even
hallucinatory.
The logical laws apply to the world of multiplicity. They
explain the order of relations hetween different ohjects. These
laws, Stace feels, cannot apply to a Unity. In the pure Unity there
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is nothing to explain. There being no multiplicity, the question of
any order or relations in a Unity does not arise. The Unity can only
be experienced. It cannot be understood intellectually, nor can its
paradoxes he solved hy the laws and logic of multiplicity. Logical
understanding can never'comprehend the Ultimate, the Unity. Even
to call it paradoxical is to apply to it our logical categories. This
is inadmissihle. To say that "It is" or "It is not" is again to define
it in terms of the categories of multiplicity, These are not relevant
to Unity. The very idea of order or disorder applies to a multiplicity
so as to specify the order of relations with a view to identifying
and determining the multiple objects. In undifferentiated Unity
there is no second and the prohlem of order does not arise. The
mystic experience cannot be 'reduced to a suhjective-ohjective
relation, hecause there is no 'other ohject' or multiplicity. It is not
even a suhjective experience since it is not disorderly. Even a
disorder will assume a multiplicity. Hence, the experience can only
be trans-suhjective. Secondly, there being the pure unity of the
individual self, there is no principle of individuation on which there
can he a distinction between one self and the other self. 'Therefore,
we cannot stop at the individual ego, but are logically compelled
to pass on to a Universal Self." Thirdly, the experience is 'Selftranscending', and trans-subjectivity is a part of the experience and
not an interpretation. It is, therefore, indubitable. The mystics too
stress that it is an experience, not an interpretation. For these three
reasons, Stace concludes that the mystic experience is transsubjective. 12
William James mentions four principal characteristics of the
mystic experience. This consciousness, he concludes, is ineffable,
transient, passive and noetic. 13 Mystics, the world over, have
declared the ineffability of the mystic experience. But, transiency
is not a feature of every mystic experience. In fact, all prophetic
mystics have claimed a permanent union with God. Nor is passivity
or inactivity a characteristic of the prophetic mystic consciousness.
On the contrary, it is highly creative. Passivity in the sense of peace
and poise, and of the suspension of the ego-consciousness, is of
course present. Passivity is certainly a feature of the quietist mystic
experience, hut not of the experience of the activist mystics. The
noetic character of the mystic experience also suggests that in
essence the experience is directive. Most of the cases studied by
William James, hefore he delivered his Gifford lectures, were those
of the semi-active mystics. In their case the noetic element
ultimately fructifies in the creative field. But the quietist mystic
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experience is neither noetic nor conative.
Both Stace and William James have not mentioned love as
the essential feature of the mystic experience. But, the Sikh Gurus
are emphatic in asserting love as the primary element of their
mysticism. Friends ask me what is the mark of the Lord. He is All
Love, rest He is ineffable. Bergson, too, has indicated it as the
principal characteristic of Activity mysticism. Love as an attribute
is all-emhracing in its character. It has four clear aspects. It is
dynamic, directive, creative and the fount of all moral values. That
is the chief reason why prophetic mystics are highly creative and
altruistic in their behaviour. These four features of the mystic life
are not just incidental or the result of their personal or cultural
backgrounds. They are the natural and compulsive effects of their
consciousness itself. The prophetic mystic experience is revelatory
and illuminating; it supplies judgments. It leads and enlightens the
mystic. The Gurus go to the length of calling God as the
Enlightener. In Christianity and Islam too God has heen referred
to as Light. The experience of the mystic makes him wise. The
directive aspect of the experience involves hoth knowledge and
activity, viz., the noetic and the conative elements. Equally evident
is the dynamic or the creative aspect of love. The very idea of the
Will of God emphasises, on the one hand, its authority and
certitude, and, on the other, its directive and creative character. In
addition, love also expresses the cohesive and unitive aspect of
the mystic experience. For, love has a highly attrihutive facet. This
conveys two things; the great stress laid hy the prophetic mystics,
first, on the altruistic and moral activity as a discipline both for the
mystic and the seeker, and, second, on the attrihutive aspect of
God. As against it, the Quietists describe Reality or Godhead
generally in negative terms like Void, Nothingness, Desert, and
without Attributes. It is important to understand that whereas all
prophetic mystics emphasise these four features of their mystic
experience, these are significantly ahsent from· the description
given hy the Quietists.
We find that in listing the characteristics of Introvertive
mysticism, Stace has completely missed the fundamental feature of
prophetic mysticism, namely, universal love. Having ignored it, he
neither mentions nor explains the dynamic and directive character
of Introvertive mysticism. The reason for it is ohvious. His
examination has mainly been confined to the mystical experience
of the Quietists. In his entire book on the subject of mysticism,
he has not cited even a single instance from those we call prophetic
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mystics. All his references are to quietist mystics. They helieve in
virtual withdrawal from life. Their attitude to the world, in the
language of Schweitzer, is of indifference, if not of apathy, to a
life-affirming and ethical interpretation of the will-to-Iive. The
entire flow of the two introvertive mystic movements is not only
in different areas hut in opposite directions. One is the group of
mystics who carry out the Will of God, through the medium of His
Love. The other is the group wanting to return to a state which
is heyond time and definition, heyond the categories of existence
and non-existence. These mystics want to revert to the original
'idea' in God from which they emanated. Such a reversionary trend
is foreign to the activist mystics. Their mode of functioning and
goal is through the expression of love. Therefore, any conclusions
ahout the characteristics of mysticism which do not take into
consideration the experiences and views of activ~t mystics, must,
on that account, remain incomplete and invalid.
All consciousness is, according to one view, a centre of
organisation. This forms the hasis of the Cartesian principle, 'I
think, therefore, I am'. There is ample evidence to suggest that the
contrihution of prophetic mystics to the course of history has heen
colossal, especially in the field of ethics. But for them, our faith
in the value and validity of ethics would have heen for too shaky.
They have sought to establish the necessity and the reality of the
moral life. It is the unanimous view of these prophetic mystics that
ego-consciousness, if allowed to run its own way, becomes the
bane of all social life. It is poSSible, they believe, to supplant it and
develop a higher centre of consciousness and organisation. This
is what they have asserted repeatedly. This is the problem of man.
In supermanship lies the hope and salvation of man and the
solution of his prohlems of insecurity, egoism, conflict and
purposelessness. It would not be possible to explain the
monumental role of prophetic mystics in history, except on the
assumption of their being the centres of higher consciousness and
organisation, distinctly superior to the ego-consciousness of the
ordinary man which is self-centred.
These activity mystics assert that their experience has a
personal character too. It is something as between 'You' and 'I'.
Yet, this experience does not hekmg to the order of multiplicity
or the ohjective world. It is an experience of the Unity. But,
fundamentally, it is a dynamic movement of activity. This is its most
important feature. The moment one is in tune with Him, one falls
in line with Him. One plays the role of love. Unlike the objective
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world, higher mystic experience does not supply data, it supplies
an illuminating consciousness. It is hoth directive and creative. It
is not a relation hetween two independent entities or centres of
consciousness. Otherwise it would he a suhjective-ohjective
relation of the order of multiplicity. The "I" consciousness is, in a
way, suspended. Here the being is with a 'new' or 'supraconsciousness'. He is entirely under the creative direction of the
Unity, the Universal Consciousness or God. "Anyone who
understands His order would not talk of the ego-consciousness."14
This is what the mystics feel and say ahout it. This is their stand.
We do not in the least say that mystic utterances should settle
psychological issues. But, prophetic mystics make repeated
assertions ahout the suppression of the ego-consciousness, the
development of a higher centre of consciousness and the intuitive
experience of Unity or Order wholly paradoxical to us. In the face
of all this, it would, perhaps, he too hasty and dogmatic a step
to dismiss their views as mere figments of imagination, and to claim
the identity of all mysticism or that the prophetic mystic experience
is the function of the normal psyche.

Religion and philosophy
On the issue of philosophy there is considerahle variation
among the mystics. It is more so among the philosophers of
different schools of mysticisms. It is not our ohject to resolve those
differences. We shall only restate them and attempt to find out if
there is an intimate relation hetween the kind of mysticism and
the philosophy it lays down.
Broadly speaking mystics contrihute to four kinds of
philosophies, (l) Dualism, (2) Monism, (3) Pantheism, and (4)
Theism. We have divided mystics among two major categories, the
Qu~etists and the Activists.
It is true that fl:om the experiences and statements of the first
group of mystics, philosophers have drawn very different
metaphysical theories. At one end are Dualists believing in the coeternal character of matter and the spirit. The mystical aim of these
Indian Dualists is to secure the isolation of the spiritual element
from its hondage with matter. The position is the same in Yoga
where even some kind of a God is also assumed. Here too, after
the mystic achievement, the spiritual element remains aloof. The
position of God is neither fundamental nor integral to the system.
Then there are the lJpantsads. There quietism is not in douht.
But, the views embodied in them have been construed to support
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different metaphysical interpretations. From them Sankara derived
his pure monism. Ramanuja sought to construct a pantheism with
the indiVidual soul-and the insensate world as the attrihutes of the
Supreme Soul. Further, Madhva drew a somewhat theistic dualism
from the Upanisads.
The doctrines of Buddha too have been variously interpretted
hy Buddhist philosophers. Hinayanists believed in a Transcendent
Reality. Though they recommended escape from the compounded
world of suffering, they did not completely downgrade its reality.
But Nagarjuna went to the extreme of monism. He declared the
world to be an illusion even though Mahayana contrihuted to the
ideal of Boddhisattva for alleviating human suffering. Suzuki's
interpretation of Mahayana and Zen Buddhism is still different. In
his hook Mysticism, Buddhist cmd Christian, he draws a close
parallel hetween the metaphysical views of Eckhart and the
position of Mahayana. For him Sunyata is a dynamic Reality. "This
is why Sunyata is said to be a reservoir of infinite possihilities and
not just a state of mere emptiness. Differentiating itself, and yet
remaining in itself undifferentiated, and thus to go on eternally in
the work of creation....we can say of it that it is a creation out of
nothing. Sunyata is not to be conceived statically but dynamically,
or better at once static and dynamic."J~
Similarly, among Christian mystics, where the religious and
cultural tradition is the same, Eckhart presents a virtual pantheism.
Even a modem critic like Stace attrihutes a pantheistic view to
Eckhart. In the same way, mystics like Nicholas, Boehme and Law
contrihute to a pantheistic view. Neoplatonism has heen quite
common among Christian mystics. But mystics like St. John of
Cross, SUSQ and Ruyshroeck have taken a distinctly theistic 'line.
Among Sufis too, Neoplatonism and Pantheism have virtually
been accepted hy a large numher of them. But most Sufis, including
Al Ghazali, have strictly followed the Islamic tradition of theism,
though withdrawal from the world has heen a common feature of
all Sufism.
This is a hrief statement of the metaphysical views of the
quietist mystics. EVidently, on this issue, there is not much
unanimity among them. There are utterances hy them, and
sometimes by the same mystic, which are Iiahle to opposing
interpretations.
Before we state the views of activist mystics, we may record
the views of Stace who believes that all mystic experiences lead
to only one mataphysical interpretation. In order to arrive at his
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conclusion, he has taken a very broad spectrum of views regarding
mystics experiences in the East and the West. Of course, these
instances are confined to the quietist mystics only. We have already
mentioned Stace's view that the mystical experience being an
experience of a Unity, the logic and order of multiplicity are
inapplicable to it. All our problems of defining the metaphysical
position, he feels, arise from our wrong insistence on applying the
logic of multiplicity to a Unity and then feeling baffled about it.
The mystics describe their experience in contradictory terms, of the
Reality being both One and Many, Personal and Impersonal. In
~epeating these paradoxical statements, the mystic is true to his
experience. He is conscious that his actual experience, seen in the
light of the logic of multiplicity, is self-contradictory. It is this
paradoxicality of his experience which makes him proclaim that
the experience is ineffable and cannot be expressed in the rational
language. Actually, the experience is neither ineffable nor difficult
to express in language. It is only paradoxical. But this paradoxicality
expresses the truth of his mystic experience. Stace continues that
we too should be bold enough to accept the mystic's conclusion
that the Reality is paradoxical. From this he suggests that Reality,
as described by the mystics, is both identical with and, at the same
time, distinct from the world. This metaphysical statement,
paradoxical as it is, he calls pantheism. He concludes that all
mystical experiences can lead to only one metaphysical interpretation, namely, that Reality is pantheistic in the sense that it is both
identical with and distinct from the world. 16
The metaphysical stand of the prophetic mystics is entirely
different. Unfortunately Stace did not use their views and sayings
to draw his conclusion. In contrast with the Quietists, we find
almost a complete identity of views among the prophetic mystics.
All of them put considerable stress on this aspect of their views.
For Christ, Mohammad and the Sikh Gurus, Reality is creative and
the world is His Creation. The Creator has a Will which works in
the world. There is a distinction between the Creator and the
creature, whose highest role is to be the instrument of His Will.
Prayer is an essential component of the relation between man and
God, who is both Personal and with Attributes. He is basically and
primarily a God of Will, Love and Grace. Hence the significance
of ethics, moral liVing and the world. In sum, the prophetic mystics
proclaim a theism. There is, evidently, a clear and fundamental link
between the metaphysical views of these mystics and their
approach to the world, and life. Their world-view is ethical and life-
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affirming. This explains their role in life. They could not call Him
a God of Will and Love and be inactive and indifferent to the world.
Their mission emanates from their mystical experience and so does
all their activity.
The stress laid by these mystics on some aspects of their
world and metaphysical view is so great that one could not call
their differences with the Quietists as just incidental or minor. For
Christ the difference between the Creator and the creature and
God's Will and his own will was so cardinal that before his
crucification he prayed for God's Will being done and not his own.
Later, this gave rise to the doctrine of creation ex-nihi/o. Whether
or not this doctrine is logical and intellectually satisfying is beside
the point. But, it reflects the fundamental tenet of the Christian
metaphysical and mystical views. The same difference between
God and man was emphasised by Prophet Mohammad in his
declaration of God being purely Transcendent and there being a
clear gap between the Creator and the creature. The Sikh Gurus
are also doubly emphatic on this metaphysical issue. Hinduism had
accepted the doctrine of Avatarhood and declared Buddha also an
Avatar. Buddhism too contributed to the doctrine of Trikaya, Three
Bodies of Buddha, the first of Dharmakaya (Essence-body), the
second of Samhhogakaya (Heavenly body of Bliss) and the third
of Ntrmanakaya (the visible individual Buddha on earth). But,
the Sikh Gurus say that cursed by the man who says that God takes
the human form. We agree that even according to the prophetic
mystics Reality has a paradoxical face. But, that shows the
incomprehensibility of God and the inadequacy of our intellect,
or may be, what Stace calls the inapplicability of the logiC and
language of multiplicity to a Unity.
The contrast between the metaphysical stands of the two
groups of mysticism, the Quietists and the Activists, and their
practical approach to the world, is so great that it is impossible to
advance the view, much less to sustain it, that these two groups
are identical in kind. In no Sense can these deep differences be
ascribed to historical or environmental causes. In fact, quietist and
activist mystics, with a common religious and environmental
background, have given rise to quite variant and even opposing
metaphysical views. EVidently, these wide differences can be traced
only to the character of the mystical experience itself.
How do we explain the variety of views among the Quietists ?
In a large number of cases these disagreements follow the personal
prejudices and predilections of the philosophers themselves. For,
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the same body of mystic utterances have been interpreted in a
contrasted manner by Hindu, Buddhist, Christian and Muslim
philosophers. A typical instance is a passage (referred to by us
earlier) hy Eckhart about his mystic exp<:;rience. Dean Inge quotes
it to show conclusively that the msytic held a theistic and not a
pantheistic view and denied the identity of man and God. Suzuki
cites the same passage to prove the close similarity of Eckhart's
metaphysical views with those of Zen Buddhism. He goes a step
further and says that Eckhart only described a Zen Satori which
he had .experienced then. Again, the very passage has been used
by Stace to ~stablish that the mystic believed in pantheism,
involving that God is both identical with and different from the
world,, 7
Apart from the personal preference of philosophers for their
own points of view, AI Ghazali gives another reason for these
variations. He says that in the fmal mystic experience, the mystic
is not only unconscious of himself but even of his own union with
God. Therefore, all his subsequent utterances are sheer interpretations and effusive babblings. 18
Allied with AI Ghazali's arguments there is, we feel, a third
reason too. With the Quietist mystics, their experience is a tranquil
state of bliss as an end in itself. Their Mysticism is a march to static
enlightenment. It is entirely different with the prophetic mystics,
whose experience is fundamentally dynamic and directive. The
prophetic mystic has a compulsion to translate it into activity. His
experience is a part of the contirluous process of creativity. To the
extent he is a conscious tool of the creative process, his own role
in the world becomes clear to him. His experience gives him a clear
and operative world-view. His is a realisation of Truth by living
Truth. Further this realisation directs him to live a creative
existence. He becomes a live wire for the creative flow of energy
and love. His aim is not to evolve a metaphysical solution. But he
gets an intuitive knowledge and direction of the.-part he has to play.
He is filled with energy and confidence. His is a knowledge gained
from being the creative instrument of God. That is why we fmd
among prophetic mystics, appearing in different climes and
continents, a clarity and an uncommon unanimity in their worldview and approach to life. But, with the Quietists the position is
different. Their experience is fully satisfying to them.' The Reality
remains irlcomprehensible and paradoxical to them. In comparative
terms their experience has practically no conative content or
impact. The noetic is not enlightened by the conative. The intuitive
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VISion is not enriched hy the clarity which the creative activity
hrings to it. We do not say it is half-way mysticism. But, the
conclusion is inevitahle that it is an entirely dissimilar experience,
less expressive of a clear world-view. That is why, when Quietist
mystics describe their mystic experience, it lends itself to differing
interpretations.
Unless mysticism is believed to be a purely suhjective
hallucination, it would be highly conjectural to suggest that
utterances of mystics are influenced hy the historical hackground.
There is no evidence so far to indicate that the mystical growth
is the product of the environmental or determirIistic factors. Far
from being the instruments of history, actuaJly it is the prophetic
mystics who have made history and determined its course.
Accordingly, we arrive at the only valid conclusion that there
are different kinds of mystical experiences. The disagreements in
the world-views of the mystics arise directly from their experiences
and their fundamental characteristics. It would he quite unfair to
dismiss the clear and categoric statements of the mystics and to
rush to the irIference that those are prejudiced hy the environmental factors. It would be better to shed our own prejudices than to
attribute supposed ones to the mystics.

Religion and ethics
The question whether ethics and mysticism are closely linked
and whether the latter is the source of all ethics has been answered
differently hy the two mystic groups we have indentified.
The Quietists are irIdifferent to an active ethical life. True,
other-worldliness and monasticism do not suggest any immoral or
unethical living. In aU quietist mystic systems purity of personal
conduct is an essential step towards salvation and the. mystic
achievement. As in the HirIayana, it is a sirIgie-line system of
personal morality and clean behaviour. There is no vicarious
liability or responsibility. Except for the purpose of personal
progress and spiritual elevation, moral life per se has no meaning.
In some ascetic systems a good deed hirIders the spiritual growth.
It is harmful both to the benefactor and the beneficiary. With other
Quietists life itself is an evil and a suffering. Moral acts can bear
a better fruit irI the next birth but they can never lead to the mystic
height. Still others fmd ethical life to be an avoidable distraction
and a deviation from the spiritual path. For some life itself has no
reality. As such, moral activities lose all meanirIg. It cannot be
denied that socio-ethical activity is avoided by the'Quietist. In any
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case, ethical life is at hest only incidental to the Spiritual gro~.
It never forms an essential part of the mystic's discipline and life.
That is why in Stace's list of the essential features of the Introvertive
mystic experience of the Quietists, love finds no mention at all.
The end achievement is the mystic experience and the bliss it
entails. Sankara despised the ideal of activity. On the other hand,
the Activists and their protagonists have often duhbed as selfish,
the quietist goal of enjoying the mystical bliss as an end in itself.
For, love is active.
For the Activist, love is a fundamental feature of his mystic
experience. It is an integraL part of his life, both during the mystic
training and after the achievement. And love is the mother of all
values and virtues. God is aU Love and the Ocean of virtues. 'He
who loves knows God', says Guru Gobind Singh. According to the
Mahayana Prajana (intuitive experience) arouses Kanma (compassion). The Boddbisattva ideal suggests an intimate link between
mysticism and ethics. The service of man forms the very basis of
the mystic's discipline, achievement and life. Stace, who classifies
all Introvertive mysticism into one category, concedes that the
ultimate source of all ethics is mysticism. 19 Out of it flow all moral
feelings and values. And, yet, Stace never mentions love as the
essential feature of the mystic experience.
It is the ego feeling which creates all separation and conflicts
and "Hohbe's war of all against all". The prophetiC mystic insists
on the elimination of egoism as the crucial step for gaining the
mystical experience. In fact, the two events are simultaneous. The
mystical experience generates the sense of unity, love and kinship
with all. It secures the basis of all moral functioning.
The universe being the creation of God, all ethical values and
the basic kinship of all life are inherent in the very essence of it.
It is through the mystical experience that a person awakes to this
reality and fulfils in activity his realised affinity with all beings. Love
is thus "a dim groping towards the disappearance of the
individuality in the Universal Self which is a part of the essence
of mysticism."20 The divine spark is present in all of us. We have
only to kindle it and forge our link with God. Through love we
awaken love. By this mystical union we are no longer deceived
by the empirical ego. The unity underlying all life is established
as a living reality. The Pure or Universal Ego comes into operation
through the individual. The mystic is flushed with light, wisdom
and love. He is no longer the empirical ego. He is the medium
of the Super-Ego. God's love for all men manifests itself through
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him. Once love is awakened, this 'Consciousness should he for
those who possess it, a powerful motive and impulsion towards
ethical and therefore towards social action. 21 Such are the views
of the Activists. This position is entirely different from that of all
the Quietists.
Again the question arises, are the two types of mysticism
identical in their nature? Could an identical mystical experience
impel one mystic to dedicate all for the service of man and leave
the other entirely indifferent, if not cold, to the prohlems of
struggling humanity? If the experiences were the same and
essentially generative of love, could the enlightened mystic ignore
the demands of the moral life as are accepted by the prophetic
mystic? The conclusion is inevitahle that the mystical path and the
mystical experience ·of the two groups' are ne,ither identical nor
similar. For the Activist, mysticism in its essence is love which is
the driving force of all moral life. As such, we cannot escape the
inference that there is a wide gap between the two types of
mysticism. At least on the ethical plane there is hardly any meeting
ground between them. To us it appears that from the very start
there is a clear divergence of paths between the two mystic groups.
The gap is far from narrowed even after the mystic achievement.
In fact, even the directions become entirely. different. The one
flows into life and enriches it. The other traverses the field of
blessedness and remains merged in it.
Historically, one point is very significant. Quietist mystics
have mostly followed the appearance of a prophetic mystic. This
has been the case with Christian mystics and Sufis. But, never in
the history of mysticism has a prophetic mystic traced his lineage
or experience to a quietist or a similar my~1ic growth. This fact
proves two points. First, that prophetic mysticism is not a historical
growth influenced by environmental factors. Secondly, that the
activist mystic experience is a phenomenon not at all similar to the
quietist mystic experience, so asto be understood hy it or related
to it. It is an entirely independent and new phenomenon or
experience.

7be Indian Religious tradition
No understanding and appreciation of Sikhism is possible
unless one has a clear and proper picture of the religious doctrines
and thought that had been accepted and the traditions and trends
that had been established in the country, before Guru Nanak
appeared on the scene.
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We have hroadly considered the chief religious systems that
had heen practised in India. It will he useful to have a rapid glance
at them in their historical perspective. This will help us to know
whether these Indian religions have common essentials and
affinities with each other. We shall try to see if the similarities
among them are close and strong enough to justify our classifying
them in a single group of mysticism. Thirdly, we shall also consider
if their common characteristics have a compulsive hearing on their
attitude towards society, the social structure and its ethics. Lastly,
we shall find out if the characteristics of these mystic system have
changed over the centuries, or these have continuously heen
maintained in their original purity. All this will enahle us to
compare and contrast them with Sikhism and draw our conclusions. We shall crave the indulgence of the reader if, for this
purpol>e, we have to recapitulate some of the material already
considered.
India had its old pre-Aryan culture called the Sramanik
tradition. Its religious systems IikeJainism, Samkhyr lnd Yoga were
generally dualistic and plurali~tic. The world was considered real
hut it had heen rejected as a hondage. The ideal was the isolation
(Kaivalya) or complete passivity of the spiritual monad. With the
influx and invasion of the extrovert Aryans, near ahem 1000-1500
B.C.,ll appeared the Rig Vedic tradition. Compared to the earlier
tradition, the Aryans had entirely a different outlook and attitude
towards life. They believed in having the good things of the world
and enjoying its pleasures hy propitiating the gods ar.J performing
the prescribed sacrifices and rituals.
By the sixth century B.C.,2\ arose two new religious systems,
apparently in line with the two traditions mentioned aheve.
Whether there was any intermingling of these two traditions is
beside the point. The Upanisads propounded the concepts of
Brahman and connected doctrines. This mystic teaching was open
only to a few. The entire system was quietist, other-worldly and
meditational.
In the same century arose Buddhism with the ideal of
Ntroana as the goal of life. The world was considered impermanent
and a suffering. After Buddha, the Hinayana, with its scriptures in
Pali, became the chief religion of the country, particularly in the
south. Later, the Mahayana took roots mainly in the north of India.
In the Vedic stream of thought, Vedanta, with Gaudapada
and Sankara as its chief exponents, has continued to be the primary
and authentic interpretation of the Vedas and Upanisads. It is
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deemed to he 'ahove all the philosophy of India'.l1 Since the
hcginning of the Upanisadic tradition, the quietistjdeal has reigned
supreme in India. Whatever he the apparent differences in the
metaphysical positions and allied issues, in practice and in essence
all suhsequent Hindu systems have had considerahle unanimity in
their approach to life and their ideals.
A close look at these two systems reveals that, despite the
seeming variations, there is, in essentials, a lot common hetween
Buddhism and the Vedanta. Both the Buddha and Sankara exclude
any reconciliation hetween religion and the world. Both want to
avoid the world or the hecoming state. They find no hope for the
worldly life. The Buddha rejects ,it as evil and the Mayavadins
spurn it as unreal.l~ Like the Buddhist Niroana, Brahman alone is
real and free from the becoming world. The Upanisads constantly
and continuously stress that salvation is won hy knowledge alone
and that all else is merely preliminary. 'Of a truth, 0 Gargi,' says
Yajnavalkya, himself a hermit, 'he who does not know this
imperishahle One, though in this world he should distrihute alms
and practice penance (tapas tapyate) for many a thousand years,
therehy wins hut finite good.'2/> This world-view finds a logical and
natural expression in monasticism and puritanism. For the Buddha
there could he no liberation for those liVing a normal life. Nor does
he believe that unattached action can lead to salvation. n For him,
like Sankara and the Upanisads, the Jnana-marga is the only
method of liheration. 2H Metaphysically, too, for Buddhism the only
reality is Void; for Vedanta it is Brahman. The Void is, in a way,
indistinguishahle from Brahman. Both can be described only in
negative terms like 'not this, not this'. The rest is all impermanent
and unreal. Naturally, monasticism, ascetism and withdrawal from
the phenomenal world are recommended as the only availahle
methods of salvation. 29 Celihacy was essential for the Bbiksbu. The
Upanisad teaching was not dissimilar. "They longed not for
descendants, and said: ''Why should we wish indeed for
descendants, we whose self is the universe ?" They wandered as
beggars, for longing for children was indeed longing' for the
world. ill In Buddhism, Vedanta and Samkhya pleasure and pain are
hath a suffering.
The goal of life is Niroana in Buddhism; it is Brahman in
Vedanta. The final state of achievement in Vedanta is descrihed
thus, "As rivers run and in the deep lose name and form and
disappear, so goes, form name and form released, the wise man
to the deity." "Then the father is not father, nor the mother, mother,
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nor the worlds, worlds." "Then is he unmoved hy good, unmoved
hy evil," "He stands in the tumultuous ocean as heholder, alone
and without a second." "Brahman is he and into Brahman he
resolves himself."il "Of this Iiheration the natural fruit in this life
is asceticism."i2 The ]ivan-mukta has no role to perform in life. His
former works are hurnt away in the fire of knowledge. "He knows
his hody is not his hody. When he dies, his self goes nowhere,
where it is not already." Never does he again hecome suhject to
the limitation of individual existence. u This is the state of the ideal
life. The Iiherated one can do any evil or sin with impunity, for
knowledge protects him from its consequences. Moral conduct is
not characteristic of the ]ivan-mukta. He is a despot with unlimited
power and sanction to do and eat anything he wants and to assume
any shape he Iikes. H
On the socia-physical plane, the system of four castes was
accepted. It had heen scripturalIy sanctioned hy the Vedas. A Sudra
could he killed at will. ~5 Later this caste system was also approved
hy the Upanisads.
The epics also fulIy endorse the sanctity of the caste structure.
They made the houndaries of the caste system quite sacrosanct.
Lord Rama removed the head of a Sudra for indulging in religious
rites forhidden to his caste.\6 Lord Krishna completely upheld the
then existing social structure. In order to reap the henefits of
unattached action one had to work within the prescrihed social
spheres.
As a synthesising measure, the Bhagavad Gita had introduced the Bhagavata system of worship in the mainstream of
Hinduism. In this context and as a consequence, women and
Sudras too were alIowed the concession of performing the worship
of the Lord.
The Buddha and Vedanta held out no hope of Iiheration for
the worldly life. The Bhagavad Gita made a significant departure
from them. It promised salvation to the householde!, provided he
worked within the frame-work of the hierarchical caste system and
did one's own caste duties without any motive or attachment. v In
this manner the Gita gave fulI religious sanction and validity to the
caste system. This gave a spiritual status to the social stratification.
Like the course of the stars, the order and rank of the caste were
eternal. There was no escape from them. For, man's low caste
position was not an accident of hirth. It was the inexorahle result
of his own evil deeds in the previous hirths. He evoked no
sympathy from the society, for he was only suffering for or
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struggling to redeem his own sins. 1Il For the laity, blind adherence
to the caste system became the only mode of spiritual salvation.
The theory of Avatarhood was another synthesising step
taken hy the authors of Brahminism. Therehy it was sought to
ahsorh within Hinduism not only Buddhism hut also heterodox
systems like ]ainism, Yoga and Samkhya that had denied the very
idea of God or Brahman. In fact, for meditational purposes, the
methods and mechanics of Yoga have been employed hy almost
every religious system in India.
Later developed the theistic systems of Vaisnavism and
Saivism. They accepted the scriptural authority of the Vedas and
Upanisads and the social system (caste structure) prescribed hy
them. Though hoth the ~ystems accepted the path of devotion, in
suhstance they remained other-worldly, formal and ritualistic in
their modes of worship.
So whether it was Buddhism, Vedanta or theism, the lowering
of the status of the world and the consequent general otherworldliness of approach to life remained, as in the Sramanik and
the Upanisadic traditions, the fundamental governing principle of
all these religious systems.
In this hackground, no universal ethics accepting the ideas
of the hrotherhood and equality of man could arise and develop,
such concepts being contrary to the mystic commands of the
scriptures. Even the Bhagavad Gila, which gave some status to the
worldly life, forhade mohility between the different castes.
Salvation could be possihle hy selflessly doing the duties of only
one's own caste and not those of any other caste.
A modern scholar like Coomaraswamy believes that
Brahminhood hy hirth is the most practical method of securing,
in the affairs of the world, the guidance of the wisest. According
to him, the world has yet to devise a hetter way of accomplishing
such an ohjective. Because of their achievement and character, the
Indian Brahmins, he feels justifiahly deserve the respect the system
gives them.·w He seems fully to justify the hierarchical caste system,
for he calls the hooks and epics that approve of it as the Utopias
of Valmiki, Vyasa and Manu. io
Be that as it may, the religious and the discriminatory
character of the caste structure and the general other-worldliness
of the system entirely excluded the growth of any sound social
ethics, much less of a humanistic one guaranteeing the equality
of man. In fact, the hierarchical character of the social structure
became an integral component of the spiritual system. The authors
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of the Vedic Age consider the ethical system of Vedic Brahmanas
as unworthy. The doctrine of Maya and other-worldliness had had
its full toll in sapping the vitality of the people and turning their
thoughts into arid and dismal pessimism. The supreme ohjective
of unity with Brahman heing attainahle through cognition, all
secular activities, good or had, had to he given up, being illusory
and an impediment in the achievement of the only useful goal. All
this caused in the Indian mind an utter contempt for this world
and life. This complete disregard of social well-heing led to an
increasing rigidity in the caste system, causing a serious deterioration in the position of Vaishyas and Sudras and also of women
who, in the course of time, came to he classed with them. 41 Keith,
who has made a detailed study of the subject, also finds the ethics
of the Vedas and the Upanisads as far from helpful. 42 In the Vedic
system, the exactitude of the ritual was alone of any value. Untruth
was a 'hole in the voice' which could be rectified by adding a
'syllahle to a verse':1
The Mahayana like the Bhagavad Gila, tended to widen its
circle of devotees. It tried to tackle the religious prohlem of the
laity and to bring them within its fold. But, ohviously, in so doing,
it could not go beyond the limits laid by the fundamental teachings
of Buddha and his Anicca and Anatta doctrines. Though the
Bodhisattva doctrine was initiated, the reality of the world was
denied hy the philosophers of the Mahayana. The Buddha had
found the condition of the world to be irremediahle, it being only
a suffering.
Another factor that contrihuted to the general negation and
the other-worldliness of the Indian view of life was its idea of the
soul. In the Vedic time, the individual soul was considered to have
a distinct entity. It returned to the world after exhausting the merits
of its good deeds in heaven. In]ainism, Samkhya and Yoga, though
they all accepted the concept of a soul, the goal of life was to secure
its permanent isolation hy its rescue from the world. The idea never
contributed to the value and status of the individual in life. The
position definitely worsened in the systems of the Upanisads and
the Buddha. The latter categorically denied the idea of soul in its
Anatta doctrine. It was all a becoming without any permanent
entity.
Similarly, the Vpanisads and Vedanta reject the idea of a
separate and independent soul. Everything is Brahman. There is
no reality outside it. Brahman alone is real. No one is hom, no
one dies. There is nothing like an individual being or a soul as
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separate from Brahman. In thb view the cosmic play virtually
dehumanbcs and downgrades the individual personality. It has no
contrihution to make hy way of self-expression and self-discovery,
a path opposed to the pursuit of union with Brahman. This method
needs the annihilation of the human personality. Man, a huhble
in the magic play, was at every step a pitiahle target of mockery
hy Maya. 11 During a discussion with her hushand, Yudhishthira's
wife came to the conclusion that even God treated a person
capriciously and without consideration." The self as an individual
was never recognise9 as real. Consequently, it could have no say
or responsibility in doing good or evil, the real actor being the
Mayic Brahman. 1('
All this naturally denuded not only the status and sanctity of
the world and life, hut also of the individual who in every social
system forms the unit of organisation and the measure of all ethics.
The idea of a soul was all a delusion that had to be discarded.
This completely knocked out the hasis for the independent entity
of the individual and the value of human rights and relations. There
was no individual whose rights and status had to be safeguarded.
No one could invoke religious sanctions for the maintenance of
one's supposed human rights. That is the reason why the social
system could, with a vengeance, prescrihe invidious distinctions
hetween man and man, and severe discriminations against the
lower castes and the Sudras. These restrictions were accepted, for
they violated no spiritual tenet nor hindered the mystic progress.
These led to no adverse spiritual consequence to the religious
system. Both from the religious and the social points of view, what
was sacrosanct was the caste structure and not the individual, since
there was really no such entity. There was nothing like a soul. As
such, it hardly mattered whether or not the social system was
hierarchical and discriminatory in its dispensation.
This is probahly the reason that the Buddha never cared to
attack the general inhumanity of the caste system. He only admitted
everyone willing to join his monastic order. Reform of the social
system neither bothered nor concerned him. 47
In the Bhagavad Gila there is the idea of a soul. But the soul
is never born nor does it die.4/! This idea is quite analogous to the
one of Vedantic Brahman. In Ramanuja's system, and in the other
so-called theistic systems, where the idea of a soul was accepted,
it was only for the purpose of merger in Brahman or union with
God, after dissociation from the material world. In each case it was
an ideal of retreat from the world. All these systems incontrovert-
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ihly prescrihed a quietist ideal. Accordingly, no thought could he
given to the demands of the individual and his status in society.
Such thoughts were really not relevant. The rejection of the idea
of a soul had thus enormous religious and social implications,
particularly in eroding human rights and dignity. It has heen said
that this view ahout the ahsence of a soul generally forms the
common philosophical hasis of a great part of Eastern and Western
mysticisms. W This may he true only of the pantheistic or monistic
systems, or of the Quietists for whom the individual has no active
or creative role to play.
In the systems that accepted the scriptual authority of the
Vedas and Upanisads, all one had to do was to perform one's caste
duties. None of the Indian systems accepted the creative value of
life and the independent status of the individual. World involvement for a spiritual purpose never became the ohjective of any of
them. This position, we have seen, has remained conspicuously
and characteristically the same even among modern Hindu mystic.
EVidently, it is the mystic experience of a person that shapes and
governs his views and not the environment. Summing up the
position, a modern scholar writes: "In the long and varied history
of Hinduism three types of fellowship with the eternal can he
distinguished: (a) the self-glorification of a Yogi trying to realise
the eternal and spiritual essence of his individual self in all solitude
hy means of rigorous asceticism, training and mental exercise; (h)
the self-illumination of a non-dualist who attempts to behold 'the
non-two-ness' of all that exists in identity with his ultimate self,
realised as the universal, eternal, and unique Being hy means of
what he calls higher Wisdom; and (c) the self-surrender of Godlover in the loving devotion to a personal God, who tries to achieve
union with God in a spirit of love and dedication.""') All these
s-ystems were quietist.
Before the advent of Guru Nanak, there had also heen a few
other religious growths. Of them the Radical Bhakti school has
been considered already. These mystics were all Quietists.
Undouhtedly their system had greater affinity with Indian Sufism,
than with contemporary Vaisnavism. Some of these mystics even
rapudiated a few of the important beliefs of the Vaisnava. They
denied the authority of the Vedas, the sanctity of the caste structure,
the doctrine of Avatarhood and the formalism of Vaisnava worship.
But, like all Quietists, these mystics remained wholly confined to
matters of personal salvation, unconcerned with the general
prohlems of life.
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In the same period, rather even earlier, Sufism too had taken
roots in the country. From the mystic angle there wa~ a lot common
between the Sufis and the Radical Bhakti mystics. There is evidence
to suggest that Kahir, the greatest of them, had during his early
years, prolonged association with the Sufis. But, both in India and
outside· it, Sufis too has remained a quietist mystic movement.
There was another esoteric religious growth of the Naths in
the northern India. These persons constituted a part of the
orthodox theistic movements. Their approach and chief religious
beliefs hear close resemhlance with the broad features of Indian
mysticism outlined earlier. Guru Nanak and the other Gurus severly
criticised their formalism and other-worldliness as ill-directed and
glairingly unworthy of religious persons.

Sikhism, its characteristics, classification and
comparison
Characteristics and classifications.. In the context of the
historical hackground drawn hy us, it would he worthwhile first
to record the chief characteristics of Sikhism. It is a gospel which
the Gurus have conveyed and illustrated through their own lives.
Their message is not an idea hut an ideal realised, not a static
thought hut a dynamic and creative activity, not mere words and
wishes expressed hut deeds done, not a precept hut a practice,
not a myth or parahle hut a truth lived in hody and hlood.
In Sikhism the fundamental concept is that of God. He is the
Creator of the universe and is both Transcendent and Immanent.
His Immanence is operative in the world. God is Unfathomahle hut
Ever-creative. He is Unfathomahle for we are in the realm of His
creation, a becoming universe, and He is entirely different. The
rational thought cannot comprehend Him, because the logic and
laws governing the becoming world of man are inapplicahle to a
Being who is 'Wholly Other'. The categories of human and
scientific thought are fixed. They are mechanistic, being mere
ahstractions from what we generally understand to be an obi~ctive,
relative and determined world of cause and effect. They can never
gauge God who is Undetermined, Free, Ever-ereative and Everfresh. Hence the inherent limitation of the intellect to know Him.
Like all prophetic mystics, the Sikh Gurus did not tend to
evolve a metaphysical system. That was not their objective. But,
it is important that the Gurus have, with great emphasis and clarity,
stated the real role and goal of man and the essentials of their
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world-view. On all human and religious issues, viz., on the issue
of how to live and establish a creative communion with Him, their
hymns and their lives do not leave the least scope of ambiguity.
A question arises whether the knowledge of God is possible.
The Gurus reply that the only way to have a consciousness of His
Presence is by partaking in His Creative Activity, because He is a
God of Will, Attributes and Grace. Creative Love is His Chief
Attribute. There is nothing like knowing God. In the case of the
Ever-creative God, to do His Will is the only way to know Him,
and to know His Will is to carry it out. This is the greatest
fundamental of Sikhism. In God's creative movement, deed is
knowledge and knowledge is deed; one cannot be divorced from
the other. That is why Guru Nanak asks the question, "How to be
a truthful being ?", and replies, "By carrying out His Will." Again
he says, "I know His Will and carry it out." He neither poses the
question of knOWing God nor replies to it. Such a question is
deemed to be mere sophistry, without any validity. Again, the same
idea is stressed by the Guru when he lays down that "living Truth
is higher than Truth," or merely knowing Truth as an idea. The
very idea of knowledge is static and deterministic. It has no
relevance to a Dynamic and Free Being who is not an object in
the empirical world. The world being a creative movement, the
only true existence is to participate freely and creatively in its
expression. That is also the reason that while God and Naam are
synonymous, the main emphasis in the Guru Granth is on union
with Naam, the Creative Immanence of God.
The world is real because it is the result of the Activity of
God who is deeply interested in it. He is engaged in perpetually
creating, supervising and directing it through His Will and Naam.
By despising the world we cannot know Him. That way we miss
the only spiritual path open to man. Far from being a place of
suffering or evil, the world is the sole arena of God's Creative and
Attributive Activity. It has a meaning and a movement. The
movement is not chaotic. It has a direction and a purpose. Nor is
it governed by a fiXed teleology. It is creative. And, creativity
involves freedom, an ever-emerging novelty. It is a movement from
comparative necessity to comparative freedom, from imperfection
to comparatively creative perfection.
The present problems and difficulties of man are due to his
Haumen or ignorance in realising the creative unity of life. It is this
selfcentredness, imperfection or alienation from the Creative God
(Naam) that leads to all the eyiJs and conflicts in the society. But,
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Haumatn can he eliminated and replaced by God-consciousness.
The human personality has a spiritual validity. It is man's goal and
destiny to grow to the full stature of a soul of higher consciousness.
He has to he a Gurnmukb. In his present form, man's growth is
just vegetative. His propensities are largely animal in nature. But,
man alone among animal has the capacity and the opportunity to
transform himself into a supra-conscious heing and estahlish
communion with the Creator. As such, he has also the corresponding moral or spiritual responsihility to he free and creative so as
to partake in the Ever-creative Activity of God. That is the only true
life, free and hlissful. Any other life is animal, artificial and insecure.
As man's malady is his ignorance, his failure to realise the
hasic hrotherhood of man, the road to his further progress lies only
through an altruistic life. That alone is creative or spiritual. Man
has the choice to secure his freedom by making right decisions.
It is "by his deeds and doings that man has heen alienated from
God."~1 By his deeds he is near or far from God. It is hy 'his deeds
and virtuous activities alone that he can gain God-consciousness.'
So long as man stands alienated from God, his moral life cannot
he fully creative and free; nor can his prohlems, sufferings and
insecurity come to an end. A normal life is deemed essential; for
it is the sole field for man's moral development and spiritual
fulfilment. It is only hy the extension of the area of his moral
responsihility that man gains spiritual stature. The seeker must react
against all encroachments on the moral and creative life of man.
His motto is epitomised in the daily greetings of the Sikhs. "We
are the workers of God, all victory is of God." He is the "servant"
or the "soldier" of God.
The goal of man is to have union with God. The ideal is to
gain a higher centre of consciousness and organisation, to he Godconscious, creative, free, spontaneously moral or spiritual. In effect
and in essence all these five words refer to the same kind of activity;
they are synonymous. The latter can get into relationship with a
Higher consciousness. By our ego-centrism we shut out God's Love
from entering the portals of our hearts and working through us.
One has to open the windows of the intuitive mind to admit full
passage to the Creative flow of Light, Love and Wisdom and 'see
the miracle of man becoming god.' In this way one joins the
Creative process; participation in it is one's true role. Looked at it
from another angle, we call this new consciousness of man as free
and creative. The mystic's performance is not merely repetitive or
mechanistic. He is spontaneously moral, for his activity is
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inexplicahle hy any theory of ethics. In the state of. hlissful
equanimity, a chain of Sikh Gurus defied death, culminating in the
unparalleled sacrifices of the Tenth Guru. Such a conduct is
unknown to the hehavioural psyche of the phenomenal world.
One has to assume a moral world of the neumenon (Naam) in
order to comprehend the spontaneity and the categories of such
a normal life.
In the Gurus' system, mystic achievement is primarily the
development of a' higher centre of propulsion or creative
consciousness. It is not the realisation of the idea, nor the understanding of a concept. Nor is it the continuous ahsorption in a state
of hliss. It is an altruistic life; the only true and mature existence.
It is wholly and solely a deed, an activity. For, God is Attrihutive,
the 'Protector of the weak' and 'the Destroyer of the evil.' He
'showers His hlessings where the weak are helped.' It is in this light
that the mystic and the devotee of God have to he all activity. For
a moral deed alone involves the exercise of freedom and choice.
The mystic knows His Will and carries it out. He is imhued with
the Creative and Attrihutive Will of God. He is the medium of its
expression. The ideal is to estahlish the kingdom of God on earth
and make everyone God-conscious. This ideal is central to the
mystic system of the Gurus. For, 'God created the earth in order
to evolve the superman' to do His Creative Will. The Guru is the
epitome of God's creation and has the principal role to play. He
is not a show-piece of God; hut he is the instrument of His Will.
It is a declaration of great significance and hope for man.
The mystic is not a complacent or a quiet spectator of events,
accepting them as they happen. His task is to lead men to their
destiny. He lives a life of truth and love. For that is the only way
he can understand their meaning and reality. His method of
teaching is to give a lead-and set the example. Love is the medium
of his expression; and love is hath dynamic and creative. Service
of man and.not merger is his goal of life. Man and the mystic have
a common and a complimentary role to play. As a centre of higher
consciousness, the mystic sets the pace and the direction of work.
The universe is God's handiwork. But God never takes the
human form. Man can never be God. He is the Creator, we are
His creation. Prayer and the mystic experience are the two modes
of communion with Him. Prayer is the essential part of the Sikh
discipline. And prayer has no meaning where the relation is of
identity and not of "You" and "I". Prayer is not a realisation of one's
being Brahman. On the contrary, it is a recognition of one's being
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insignificantly small compared to Him. The concept of prayer is
entirely opposed to that of "I am Brahman" (Aham Brahm AsmJ).
The mystic sOuls do not die. They are fllied with God, ever ready
and anxious to fulfil His commands.
It is i~ this context that the mystic understands his role and
looks upon the world and life as the meaningful creation of God.
He has a message for man and a mission to carry out. What has
been the mission of the Gurus, hecomes the mission of every Sikh
mystic. That is the result and test of his new awakening and union
with God. God-consciousness transforms him into a new heing
with the innate nature, like God, of helping every failing and
faltering person and of fighting the oppressor. Under all
eventualities the mystic is in hliss and poise. In existential terms
he is wholly free and creative; hut he-does not feel insecure. For,
he is no longer alienated from God, the Fountain of all Freedom
and Creativity. It is for these reasons that while the Gurus have
strongly ohjected to the mystics being called God, they have
likened them to God in whose Creative Activity they participate.
For, God works not through miracles, hut through the mystics. The
mystic too does no miracles, except the miracle of truly altruistic
deeds.
The Gurus' thesis is that while everyone must participate in
the constructive and moral development of life, and everyone has
a contrihution to make, the mystic's resP9nsibility, as the executor
of God's Will, is the greatest. Wherever 'there are great problems
to solve and challenges to meet, the mystic reacts in order to tackle
them. He makes no distinction between the religious and the
secular life. The mystic's mission is to be in the mainstream of life.
For, he has to play the pioneer's role. "Mohammad of Arabia'
ascended the highest Heaven and returned." In the Gurus' system,
the mystic returns and works. His return to work is the surest sign
and test of his being a prophetic mystic. For the Gurus the mystic
existence is liVing God in life. That alone is true living. For, He
is the Life of all life.
Accordingly, a mysticism of Rest, Knowledge, Isolation,
Salvation or Merger has, by the very nature of their thesis, no place
in the Gurus' religious system. In Sikhism a continuous participation in the Ever-creative Life of God is the goal. It is a goal that
knows of no ending or rest. It is a life of perpetual living in and
for God. This is the prophetic mysticism of the Gurus, called
Sikhism.
Comparison: We have already outlined· the religious back-
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ground and the milieu against which Guru Nanak started his
mission. Nor can we ignore a significant criterion revealed by the
history of mysticism: Quietist mysticism follows Prophetic mysticism; it does not give rise to it.
We have Clescribed "the chief tenets and trends of Indian
mysticism and those of Guru Nanak's religion. On almost every
essential issue Guru Nanak's an1>wers to the mystic and the human
problems are generally contrary to those given by the earlier
systems. The then existing religious movements had been running
in a direction exactly opposite to the one in which Guru Nanak
wanted his religious stream to flow. The system of the Gurus and
the Indian religions lay down contrasted goals for man. In the old
Indian systems any involvement in the world is a distraction; it
impedes and stops the spiritual progress. A jnani wanting to reach
the ultimate or even the penultimate stage has to give up all kinds
of activity. For, even moral activity does not behove a true or higher
type of jnani, it being of only a relative nature. The first-stage
jnanis have yet to grow by giving up the domain of multiplicity
and realtive functioning. For the highest-level jnani the world is
a mirage. He is Brahman. It would not quite appropriate to call
him even a 'he', as that would imply that he lives in the realm of
relativity. At the final stage he and Brahman are one.
As against it, in Guru Nanak's religion creative and moral
activities are an essential and integral part of the mystic's role in
life. By their martyrdoms and sacrifices, the Guru have made this
aspect of their system very explicit. Our object is to compare and
contrast the two systems, not to assess them. The two classes of
religions are entirely different in their approach and aims, their
ideas and ideals and their modes and methods of worship and
working. In the traditional mystic systems the goal is either 'to
mak~ room for holy' by the 'emptying of consciousness', or to
reach the state of 'gnostic knowledge', through the 'internally
isolating techniques' of 'concentrated meditation.'~2 But, in the
Gurus' sYstem the Immanent (Naam) is the Ever-fresh Fount
gushing forth into the universe. The human goal is to establish an
intuitional or mystic link with this Never-ebbing Spring in order
to be the humble but conscious vehicle of God's Creative Flow of
Love. The mystic's role is dynamic. The aim is not to merge in the
Self-absorbed Void.
In the one group of systems, one rises towards the heavens
to join the Transcendent. In Sikhism one tries to bring the
Transcendent to the earth. For, the Gurus emphasise that the
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Transcendent is Immanent too, deeply interested in His creation.
It is in this perspective that we have to view and understand the
message of Guru Nanak.
After the call came to him, Guru Nanak announced his
mission for estahlishing equality hetween man and man. He
wanted to create a society that drew its inspiration and strength
from God, hut worked on the earth. The Radical Bhakti mystiCS,
we find, had already done a part of the demolition work that Guru
Nanak had necessarily to do in order to huild his new structure.
The scriptures that had given sanction to the old religious 1lystems
and the caste structure were criticised and disowned hy these
'Bhaktas. But, Guru Nanak did much more. He and his successors
emphatically reiterated their complete rejection of the earlier
religions and social systems and tRe principles underlying them.
It was he who laid the clear foundations of a new religion and
a society that tended to ohliterate all distinctions hetween man and
man and hetween the secular and the spiritual. Neither asceticism
nor monasticism, hut heing a householder or a working person,
with ohligation to share one's earnings with others, hecame the
essential condition for joining the Sikh organisation. The Gurus'
discipline insisted not on Mantras and mechanical meditation, hut
chiefly on moral liVing and the service of man. The ohject was to
raise the socio-spiritual stature of man and not to seek and secure
any personal salvation. The Gurus were concerned with all fields
of man's life. They worked among the lowliest of them and led
them.
The Radical Bhakti saints had, to an extent, weaned away the
people from the ritualism and formalism of the earlier systems. But
heing Quietists themselves, they never thought of a change in rhe
direction of the spiritual stream as vital to their mysticism. Because
of their mystic experience and the logic of their religious system,
the Gurus took up the colossal task of completely reversing the
direction of the religious life and of diverting all spiritual energies
for the enrichment of human affairs.
In pursuance of their plan, they organised a new society.
They gave it a new scripture and new symbols. They conditioned
man into fresh codes of conduct and discipline. They created new
institutions and laid down new ideals and goals. Their mysticism
had an inalienable social content and implications. The Gurus
identified the socia-political prohlems of their time. They and the
Sikh society calculatedly and continuously reacted against and
attacked the social and political evils and the immoral institutions
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based on them.
The contrast hetween the Indian religious systems represented by the Upanisads and Sikhism is so great that there is harldy
a common fundamental between the two. The Sikh mystic draws
all his energies and inspiration front God and carries out his Will
in the world. Unlike the other group, he neither renounces the
world nor seeks to revert to Brahman. In fact, the very concept
of "I am Brahman" appears heretical and egoistic to him. But, to
the Quietist all work in the world is of a relative nature and
represents a lower stage of mystic development. It is not a contrast
that is merely incidental or the result of environmental forces. For,
we find that the same contrast in approach and direction is visihle
hetween the views of modern Hindu mystics and those of the Sikh
mystics like Baha Wasakha Singh. Unless we accept the logical
assumption that this contrast is due to the differences in the hasic
mystic experiences themselves, it is impossihle to explain these
diametric divergencies hetween the mystic faith and functioning
of the two ~)'stems, the Quietists and the Activists.
A broad sUlvey of the world religions reveals that the essential
elements of the Gurus' system were nowhere to he found in the
contemporary religious life and scene. Much less was there any
visihle trace of them in the Indian background. In comprised
~)'stems that were quite opposed in their outlook, approach and
religiOUS thesis. The entire history of the world shows only a few
prophetic mystics. Before the Sikh Gurus, the Prophet of Islam was
the only man of God who welded the spiritual and the temporal
into the most balanced hlend of a life of love. It is such a singular
feat of prophetic mysticism that those who believe in the
dichotomy between the religious and the secular lives find it
difficult to understand this marvel.
That is exactly the reason that persons suffering from
academic astigmatism cannot view as a harmonious whole, the
miraculous panorama of integrated life lived and created hy the
Sikh Gurus. Persons conditioned to different world-views, or those
diViding the house of God from that of Caesar's, will always fail
to understand a prophetic mystic. They will interpret him
incoherently. That is why there are authors who feel that the sixth
and the tenth Gurus sharply deviated from the path of divine peace
and love laid hy Guru Nanak. A few academicians state that it was
under the pressure of persecution and circumstances that Guru
Gobind Singh resorted to arms and created the Khalsa as a
necessary expedient. For the pacifists, the use of the sword, even
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for a righteous cause, is self-defeating, since no just order, they
feel, can be built by the force of anns. Those who believe in a
religion of personal salvation, find it difficult to reconcile Guru
Nanak's attack on fonnalism with the subsequent Gurus' deliberate
attempt at creating new institutions, culminating in the creation of
the Khalsa hy Guru Gohind Singh. Some writers regard the
apparently peaceful preachings hy the first five Gurus as
incongruous with the military preparations of the suhsequent
Gurus. Trump calls Sikhism a religion of muttering the praise and
name of God, coupled with the devotional singing of Gurus'
hymns, hut without any sound, ethical content. Stray suggestions
have also heen made that it is purely the historical and
environmental factors that have detennined the course of Sikhism;
the Gurus prescribed only a religion of ::.alvation without any social
content. For some authors Sikhism is a refonn movement within
Hinduism, no more radical than the theism of Kahir and Namdev.
For still others, there is hardly a noticeahle gap between the so
called Sant tradition of northern India and the Sikh Gurus, the
former being a growth resulting either from the interiority of
Nathism or the impact of Sufism. For some traditionalists, there is
a single line of theism starting with the synthesised Bhagavatism
of the Bhagavad Gita coming down to all the devotional theistic
schools of the present day.
Our examination reveals that all such views have to be
rejected as superficial and inherently untenable. May he, it is
beyond the ken of these wise men to understand that the elan of
love and life that flows in the veins of a prophetic mystic gives
rise, at the same time, to the hlood of martyrs, to the steel of the
sword of the soldiers, to the deep devotion of the saint, to the
service of the suffering and to the divine embrace that, without
distinction of class and creed, soothes, heals and redeems all men
within a single fold. Every Sikh prayer ends with the words, "May
God hless the entire humanity."This is the Prophetic mysticism of
the Gurus, the religion of the God's Will, leading to an integrated
life of creative love and freedom.
We are at the close of our discussion. We have been able
to identify four world-views that are commonly prevalent. The first
of them we have not discussed. It is the materialist-rationalist
world-view. This materialism may be of any variety, hut essentially
it is a mechanistic world-view; for it assumes nothing beyond the
validity of matter and an egoist individual consciousness. Even if
the emphasis is on reason, it remains primarily a pliable tool of
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the egoist psyche. Obviously, this view does not recognize
anything beyond the observations of science and astronomy.
Ultimately, it leads to dismal pessimism. Dark death is the fate of
our planet, the world being without purpose and hope. It makes
not the least difference even if an element of faith is grafted on
it in the form of Hegelian dialectics. For, essentially this view rests
on the functioning of an egoist psyche. Hegel called the author
of involved and ambiguous verbiage,~j devised his Idealism in
order to camouflage and justifiy the rise of Prussian despotism. This
"philosophy made itself the champion of injustice, cruelty and
opposition to progress."'YI When Marx embraced this Hegelian
dialectics and arranged an inter-class marriage of convenience
between this idealistic tenet and his materialism, the ohjective was
no different. He also wanted this principle to serve as the basis
of a new despotism intended to govern the world, masking it under
the grandiloquent name of Proletariat Rule. As was the basic
objective in each case, this world-view could evolve nothing
beyond a national despotic state with a bigoted belief in its destiny
to rule the world. It is the fundamental failing of our egoist psyche
that, in the absence of any internal or external ethical brakes to
curb its aggressive animal Propensities, it develops a fanatical faith
in its self-righteousness. This enahles the dictator or the oligarchy
to exterminate callously millions of one's countrymen, including
one's life-long companions and votaries of a common ideology.
Here the advice is not to love your neighbours as yourself, but to
incite men or hang their neighbours by the nearest tree and then
gloat over it with a 'guffaw'.~5 Another unfortunate feature of such
a materialism or a Hegelian idealism is the absence of idea of a
soul. The emphasis is not on the rights of individuals, as there are
none, but on those of the class. Like the cell in a colony of volvox,
the individual is only an instrument in the life of the class. Just
as under the caste system, here too there are no loyalty and duty
towards the individual; the interests of the class or caste alone are
paramount. Ultimately, even the class interests come to merge in
the interests of the dictator or the oligarchy. Similarly, with the
Hegelian idealism, the relevent· thing is the dialectical movement
towards the Absolute Idea and not the individual who could
justifiably be subdued into submission in order. to serve the
interests of the state. Y' The goal is the achievement of power for
the state, society, caste, class or the Absolute Idea, and not the
improvement of the quality of the individual who remains a mere
tool.
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The second world-view is Vedantic, ahsolutic, monistic,
idealistic or pantheistic. According to it, the ideal is reversionary
movement to the original state. The world is either an illusion or
a place of suffering. The individual, heing not a meaningful entity,
has hardly a moral responsihility.
The third world-view is represented hy the semi-active
mystics. Here the world is real. The individual has a meaning and
a soul. Moral life has a validity. But, social involvement and
responsihility are distinctly avoided as a distraction, the ideal heing
only a hlissful union with God.
The fourth world-view is that of the prophetic mystics. The
world is real and a meaningful creation. The ideal is to develop
a higher human consciousness with a view to a truly altruistic social
existence and the enrichment of life and the world. The individual
has a soul. The ohject is to raise the level of the individual. The
world has heen created in order to evolve the superman. Man
hecomes the measure of progress. He is the end and not the means.
The medium of perfection is through humility and love. It is an
ideal of hope, of a meaningful life and of a purposeful goal. It is
not a Utopian dream, hut an ideal that the prophets have actually
lived. It is true that in the name of religion great crimes have been
committed, cruelties practised and large scale tyranny and hutchery
perpetrated. EVidently, rapacity does not cease to he evil if
practised under the hanner of Religion, Church, State, Patriotism
or Class-struggle. Because of the faults and failings of the egoistic
psyche so often men stoop to such degradations. But, the path of
rise to a higher consciousness is the only way out, though long
and arduous. Here, when the call comes, a Guru Arjun or a Guru
Tegh Bahadur spontaneously seeks martyrdom. Here a sarmad
without the least malice towards his executioner smiles at him. For,
he sees in him the Face of God. Here a Christ and Hallaj pray to
forgive the ignorance of their executioners and tormentors. They
do not tend to liqUidate them. This is the world-view of Sikhism.
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The Idea of God
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.

• The figures given Within brackets against the hymns in Chapters xiii
to xxiv indicate pages in the standard edition of Guru Granth Sahib.
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The World
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